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Abstract

This srudy âttempts to explore and to understand the use of computers in English

language class¡ooms in the Malaysian context. This qualitative study aims to investigate

and understand the use of computers in English language classes in a secondary Smart

School in Malaysia by examining the teaching situations and the types of activities carried

out in the classroom, In orde¡ to understand the factors related to computer use,

teachers' and studénts' attitudes towards the use of computers in English lessons wete

investigated. Approaching this topic from a social constructivist perspective, this study

also looks into classroom inte¡actions to examine the English language learning

opportunities for students provided by a technology rich environment.

A combination of procedures was used for data collection. The data was collected using

classroom observations, interviews, field-notes, documents, leaming diaries and

classroom inte¡action transcripts. The data was analyzed using multiple analyses.

Alongside other methods, this study used thematic analysis as one of the analysis

methods to examine the data collected in interviews, and obsewations field notes.

This study shows that computers in the classroom can be beneficial as tools for

facilitating learning English. This study also suggests that in otder for the integtation of

computers in education to be successful the education system needs to be changed or to

be adjusted to incorporate a change of perspective or emphasis in learning. This study

helps to explain the complexity of using computets in the teaching of English as a

Second Language in o¡der to fulfìl the objectives of the English syllabus and the English

curriculum in a Malaysian secondary school-
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CHAPTER 1

Background Of The Study

1.0 Introduction

This thesis takes the form of â câse study and examines the use of computers in

English language leaming classrooms in a secondary school in Malaysia. My focus is

to investigate and understand how computers are used in English lessons. The main

obiective of my study is to explore computef use and the factors that shape

computer use as a leaming and teaching tool in English classes in a Malaysian

secondary Sma¡t School.

In order to ñrlly explore these research objectives this thesis is divided into ten

chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction chapter and it gives de{ìnition to the resea¡ch

objectives of the study and background to tle thesis. Chapter 2 is the literature

review. This chapter discusses studies on use of compute¡s in education. The

literature review is divided into three sections: the changing roles of computers in

education, computers in language classtooms and studies done in the Malaysian

context. Examining extant work in The area, the literature reviewed provides the

foundation for the study. Chapter 3 discusses social constructivism in the

classroom in order to broadly defìne the understanding of classroom interaction

used in this study. Moving from broader concems to the Malaysian context, ChaPter

4 discusses the Malaysian education system using government publications such as

the National Curriculum, the Smart School Curriculum and English Language

Curricr¡lum. Chapter 5 is the methodology chapter of the thesis. This chapter

describes the method of data collection and the process of data analysis. In Chapter

6, I apply the broader Malaysian education system observations made in Chapter 5

to the specific Smart School taking part in my study. Chapters 7, 8 and 9 are the

Nadzrah Abu Bakar
U niversity ol Aclelaide, AUSTRALIA
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ânalysis chaprers. Chapter 7 examines the rvay in which the computer facilities

available in Smart Schools are incorporated into ESL classroom activities. Chapter 8

examines t\¡"-o ESL lessons obsen'ed in detail in order to defìne the roles played by

computefs in srudents' language learning. This chapter looks ât hou¡ students

constrLrct English language in the activities and what language learning oPportunities

are provided in the activities. Moving beyond lesson analysis, ChâPter 9 explores the

attitudes of srudents and teachers to computers in their learning and teaching

environments, Chapter 10 concludes the study, considers the cu¡tent state of

computer use in Malaysian ESL classrooms and suggests âreas of further resea¡ch.

1.1 The rationale of the study

The Malaysian Ministry of Education plans fot a signi{ìcânt increase in technology

in education to take place over the next 10 years. The essence of this change wìll

involve the transition from regular schools to Smart Schools. The Ministry stresses

what it sees as the importance of information and communication technology (ICÐ

in education in order to provide citizens with ICT knowledge and skills for both job

pufposes and fo¡ the development of the country. The importance of ICT was

stressed by the former Malaysian Prime Minister, Datuk Seri Dr Mahathit

Mohamad, in 1.991,when he made the following observation;

"In the infornation 
^ge 

tlr'a,Tq/e are living in, the Maþsian society must be
info¡mation-rich. It can be no accident that there is today no wealthy, developed
country that is information-poor and no information-rich country that is poor and
undeveloped. ..Now , increasingly, knowledge will not only be the basis of power but
also prosperity...Computer Literary is a must if we want to Progress and develop. No
effort must be spared in the c¡eation of information-rich Malaysian society-" (1991,
pp.1 06-107 in Bajunid, 2001)

Dr Mahathir believed that for the country to be developed it is important for

citizens to be technologically informed and this could not be delayed. Further, Tan

Sri Datuk Dr. Johari Bin Mat (2000, in N. A. Bakar & Mickan, 2003), the Secretary-

General from the Mir'istry of Education, in his opening address at the confetence

Nadznh Abu Bakar
Unìversitv of Adeìarde- AUSTRALIA
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on E-Learning in I(L on 25th May 2000 added:

"Technology has been and becoming an imPortant comPotent of teaching and

learning in our educationâl system. ... Info¡mation and Communication Technology
(ICT) provides poulerful tools for accessing, storjng, and dissemination information ..,
Our approaches to teaching, preparation contents and delivering learning mâterials
need ro be adjusted according to tbe existence of this technoìogy. The classroom is no
more a static pbysical set-up, but rather dynamic existence ... Teache¡s should be able

to integrate technology in thei¡ Process of teaching and learning. ' ' technology to
support learning. It rvill enable teachers to pursue traditional goals with nerv fervour
and success. This impact of technology will give a neur dimension to the quality of our
education system... Technology supports the learners to bring about significant
change in learning. Group of students at different schools 'ù/ork together on
collaborative proiects, other ìearning skills and social relationships."

The sentiments expressed by Tan Sri Datuk Dr. Johari Bin Mat are those that define

the ambitious Malaysian 2001 -2070 Education Development Plan. However, the

re liz^tfol of the importance of computer technology in education in Malaysia is

not recent, it has been developed since the implementation of the frst comPuter

system in 1,966 (Pacrfic, 2003). Indeed, the expansion of computer use in the

education sector is a di¡ect extension of the development of technology in all

sectors @ajunid, 2OO1). Therefore the govemment has facilitated the integration of

computefs in school education (secondary and primary) in o¡der to improve the

usefirlness of the education received by srudents on a personal and a national level.

The Ministry has invested a large amount of money to ensure the success of

technology use in the classroom. Yet the question remains as to whethel schools,

teachers and students are reâdy for the changes.

Tan Sri Datuk Dr. Johari (2000, in N. A. Bakar & Mickan, 2003), says "...This

impact of techlrology will give a new dimension to the quality of our education

system..." (p.1). He insists that the implementation of comPuters in school will

open a new school concept that he termed the Malaysian Smart School. The Smart

S..hool is a reorientation and reconstruction of the concept of school and the idea

of leaming and teaching revolving around helping students to make effective use of

technology @aba, 2000). The Smart School idea developed from the Education

Department reahzaton that students can no longer leam effectively through
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memorjzing but they need to be exposed to the outside wo¡ld and to learn through

understanding concepts (Saad & Ahmad, 2000). But in a country with a traditional

pedagogical emphâsis on examinâtions how do teache¡s cater for the technological

needs of students ^nd ^t the same time meet the demands of the examinâtion

focused curriculum?

The Federal Inspectorate Report (1998) reports that whilst computer facilities in

schools are sufficient, computer usage in education remains low. Teachers âre not

keen to use computerc in their lessons, and nov/ with the implementation of the

neu/ school concept (the Smart School), it is a challenge for schools and the teachers

to inco¡porate computef use in their lessons and meânu/hile to keep up with the

syllabus and have students perform well in the examinations (,\bd Rahman, 2000).

Many researchers in Malaysia Susoh,2000; Kiu & Pihie, 2000; Luan' Fung, Nawawi,

& Hong, 2005) have invesúgated the implementation of computers in the classroom

and outlined both the positive and the negative effects of computer implementation

on the school system and on the teaching and learning taking place in these

environments (see Chapter 3).

The integration of computefs in Smart Schools (see chapter 2) focused on fouf

selected subjects and English language is one of the four subjects. Recently, the

teaching and the learning of English has been an educational issue because of tlre

drop in the quality of students' English language in national exarninations and the

lack of proficiency arnong students generally. For students proficiency in English is

needed especially for career and professional development. One of the ways to

encourage students to learn English is to change the teaching approach and one'ù'ay

is by using computer as tools in the classroom. The Ministry of Education hopes

that by making ESL the focus of computer integrated lessons in the Smart Schools

that the level of English ptoficiency arnong students will increase. The Ministry

argues that using computers teachers and students have alternatives to the

traditional way of leaming. Howevet, despite the addition of computefs to the

classroom, the students may not get the full benefìts of computer use unless suitable
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activities ¡elated to computers are developed and used. Even if the students are

interested in undertaking activities involving cornputers, these actìvities may not be

effective for leaming language ând the learning outcomes may be no different from

those traditional methods unless the teachers can identi$r relevant activities that

involve students' use of computers in usefuì ways.

Even though there have been studies done in Malaysia examining computer use,

there are few studies looking at the reality of the classroom. Most researchers are

interested in investigating only ceftâin âsPects of computer use, fof example the

teachers' âwareness of recent developments in pedagogical practice flusoh, 2000),

the teachers' teadiness to âccept change (Bakar & Mohamed, 1998; Daud, 2000;

Habib & Badusah, 1998), and the teachers'own ESL language skills (Ashaafl,2002).

Coming from an educational ESL background I feel it is important to understand

what is going on in the classroom in particular and the school in general in order to

understand the reality of computer integration i¡to the ESL classroom. The use of

computers in lessons, particularþ in English lessons, is not merely letting the

students work with computers; the involvement of all elements of teaching practice

is necessary in order for it to work successfully. It is essential to study class

activities, the role of teacher and students' attitudes, and to examine English

Ianguage leaming opportunities computing environments can provide.

1.2 Aim of the study

Most studies, especially in a Malaysian context, investigate the use of computers

quantitatively. They look at certain âspects of computer use in classes and other

factors related to computer use in individual contexts. Flowever, there ate fewer

studies dorre to investigate and understand the use of computers in the classtoom as

a whole package. From my point of view, it is essential to understand the teachers'

attitudes towatci the use of computers for language teaching and students'

perspective on the usefi¡lness of computer use in the language learning context. Of
great importance is how the teacher integrates computer use into the class when the
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reâching is ¡estricted to the syllabus and curriculum. Furthemore, I think it is also

important to investigate how students use comPuters for their learning and to know

horv much they accept integration of computers into lessons. A qualitative approach

will help me ro explore the computer-based envi¡onment and its human effect in

detail.

One key purpose of this study is to discover what constitutes leaming for secondary

schools students going about their class activities and how this leaming is

âccomplished or augmented through computer use. As such, this is a descriptive

study.

The objectives of this study are:

1.. To investigate the use of comPuters in two English language

classrooms in a Secondary Malaysian Smart School.

2- To investigate the teaching situation and the type of actir'ìties ca¡ried

out in the computer-based envronment.

3. To investigate the teachers' and students' attitudes towards t}e

comPuter-based envi¡onment

4. To investigate how teaching and leaming is constructed in the

computer-based envi¡onment

5. To investigate how English language is used in a computer-based

envllonment

1.3 The research questions

There are trì/o major research questions guiding this study. The questions are:

1- How were computers used by teachers and students in the English classes as

observed?

2. What languâge opportunities were there for students to use English in the

computer based learning environment?

¡'adzrah Abu Bakar
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The purpose of these questions is to focus âttention on how the teachers and the

students used computers to creâte opportunities for students to use English. The

questions also provide a wây to recognize tle different learning opportunities thât

students have in a computer-based leaming environment. In order to answer and

explore these guiding questions, I used the sub-questions belorv to provide further

defìnition and structure to my analysis.

a. lùV'hat acúvities and events were constructed in the computer-based classroom?

- This question examines how activities âre planned in the classroom to

encourage students to make use of comPuter based learning opporrunìties.

This question is answeredby analyzing data collected from sets of lessons.

b. How was English language used in the computer-based environment?

- This question is intended to focus on the use of English in the classroom and

how this language usage is shaped by computer use. This question is

addressed through the analysis of data from observation, interviews,

transcriptions of interaction activities in class.

3. How is English language teaching practiced in computer based learning

environments?

The purpose of this question is to understand how teachers used English within a

social constructivist classroom to interact with students and to encourâge them to

use the English language. This question also add¡esses the ways in which teachers

constructed their English lessons and English language leaming activities using

computer based activities to encourage student confìdence with the English

language. To answer this questiorì, classroom observation, lesson structure and

teachet-student and student-student interactions were analysed in detail.

4. What are the teachers' and the students' attitudes toward using computers in

the ESL classtoom?

The purpose of this question is to understand the teachers' and the students'views

on teaching with computers, and their attitudes towards learner âutonomy.

Nadzrah Abu Bakar 7
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Addressing this question also invoh'es the examination of teacher ând student

attitudes rowards learning English. Importantly, I am focusing on the impact of the

complìters in the ESL classroom by looking at these more sPecific questions:

À. \Mrat are students'and teachers' attitudes towards teaching and leaming ESL?

b. \ü{hat a¡e students' and teachers' attitudes towards the use of computers in

their classroom envi¡onment?

c. What are students'and teachers attitudes'torvards leamer autonomy as part of

the leaming situation?

r.4 Methodology

In order to address the research questions, I chose to embark on a qualitative case

srudy. Because the nature of this study is to understand and describe the language

activities in a classroom setting, I adopted multiple methods to collect the related

data. The pnmary data was collected using observational fìeld notes and interviews.

The secondary data was collected using video recordings, and leaming diaries. I also

collected othe¡ documents such as students' work, and syllabus and curriculum

documentation, in order to gain a better understanding of the teaching and leaming

situations in both theory and practice.

The data was analyzed using multiple analyses. Thematic analysis was used for

observational field notes data and inten'ìews. This method of analysis was

conducted in order to understand the type or the flow of activities in the lessons

and to understand the teachers' and students' attin¡des to comPuters in the

classroom. Classroorn discou¡se analysis was used To analyze the interactions in the

class for the purpose of understanding the types of language use in the class that

may promote language leaming. This data was also triangulated in order to achieve

both greater understanding and accuracy of the results.

Nadzrah Abu Bakar 8
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1.5 Lirnitations of the study

Because this srudy is a tightly focused case study subrnitted for the academic degree

of PhD, it does face some limitations that need to be acknowledged at the outset.

The lirnitations of my study are:

7. The focus of this study is to investigate the use of computers in the English

language classroom holistically and is therefore not specifìc to particular language

skjlls or language software. This is because I am interested in understanding the

running of the class as a whole and not specific to the acquisition of one particular

skill or skill set. A detailed study of one particular skill set involving the use of

computers by secondary school students would be essential for the purpose of the

development of software.

2. The choice of school is a level A Smart School. Although there are three

levels, I am not looking at the other levels of Smat School. However, the aim of the

research is to understand the tipe of activities involving computers within a

secondâry school envkonment and I feel that the choice of school is relevant to my

study. Furthermore, I am not doing a comparative study. My study is a qualitative

case study focusing on one particular school and two individual classes in detail.

3. I used only one school as the subject of my study. The result is therefo¡e

necessarily specific to thât school. Howevet, this study cân be used as a guideline

for further study examining the findings of this study in broader contexts and more

diverse environments (see Chapter 10).

4. Because this is a gids school, the students are all gids. No gender comparison

could be made. The aim of this study is not to make any gender comPafisons, but to

ufìderstand the whole concept of computer-based leaming environment, so I felt

that it was not essential to take a co-ed school âs my subject. Flowever, fot future
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studies, a gender comparison may be useful for augmenting undetstanding of

computer use in schools.

5. This study does not investigate any software in detail. Software is examined in

generâl only because of problems encountered during the fìeldwork-

1.6 Definition of terms

ESL refers to.English as a Second Language. In Malaysia, Bahasa Malaysia is the
Malaysian national language, an individual's mother tongue is his or het first
language. For some individuals, English is his or her fì¡st language-

Computers refers to computer applications used in the classrooms for tlre pu¡pose
of teaching and leaming. Sometimes this term is used interchangeably with the term
technology.

Computer-based environment in this study refers to classrooms with comPuter
facilities and where computers âre used to complement or are embedded in teaching
and leaming. In general it refers to situation where students are leaming; such as in
the classroom, computer laboratory and Self Access Learning Centre (SALC).

Learne¡-centted refers to activities that are centralized within the students;
students control the flow of the activities.

Teacher-cent¡ed refers to activities or teachir¡g that focus on the teacher; activities
in which communication is one v¡ay from the teacher to the students-

Secondary School designates a stage in the education system used in Malaysia.
Secondary school is the continuation of education system ftom the primary school.
The age group in secondary school is from 11* to 17+. The students study for 5
to 6 yeats in secondary school.

English subiect refers to English language taught in school as a subject, to be
evaluated by examination. Examinations including those for English categorise
students for grades for the Pufpose of further education and future employment.
English language is taught in school from the fìrst year of primary school to the
fifth year of secondary school as a compulsory subject.
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Fo¡m 2 refers to the level of class within secondary school. The frst level is Form 1

ând the highest level is Form 5. The students âre put in levels based on their age.

The Form 2 students must be T2years old in that school year'

Classroom discource refers to the language used in the classroom. Classroom
discourse analysis focuses on student-teacher, and student-student interaction to
understand how language is used and for what PurPoses.

1.7 Summary

This chapter has outlined the core concems of each chapter and summarized the

central research obiectives of this study. Although there is a great deal of resea¡ch

done conceming computer-based leaming environments, there is little resea¡ch

done on the reality of the classroom and the factors shaping comPuter use in the

classroom v¡ithin the Malaysian context. Focusing specifically on the Malaysian

context, this study aims to provide a good understanding of computer use in

English language classes for curiculum desþers and language educators which will

heþ them to make decisions that shape the development of comPuter integtation in

language teaching and learning in schools in a non-Westem classroom context'
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CHAPTER 2

Review Of Literature
Computers In Education

2.0 Introduction

This chapter discusses the relevant literature conceming computer use in education.

The literature examined is related specifically to the objectives of the study as

outlined in Chapter 1. This chapter reviews relevant literature and goes on to develop

a framework fo¡ the analysis of computer-based activities and factors relating to

computer use in the class. This framework is then applied to my data in Chapter 6

and Chapter 8. This chapter goes on to examine and evaluate similar studies in the

Malaysian context.

2.1 The roles of computers in the classroom

The integration of computers in education has been discussed widely and much

attention has been devoted to the role of computers in the classroom. Computers

were fi¡st implemented in education as earþ as the 1960s but the use of computers

wâs very limited CWise, 2002). The frst generation of personal comPuters was built

in the 1980s. From this time onwards, the development of computers in education

was rapid. The second generation of personal computers was created in the earþ

1990s, and was linked to the existing communication infrastructure. This

generation of computers allowed people to access text, sound and images f¡om CD-

ROMs. The next generaúon of computers emerged at the end of the 1990s-

According to Wise (2002), the invention of third computer generation was based on

the existng transmission network of telephony, cable and broadcasting. The

developments of computers continues toda¡ and the role of computers in
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education is assumed to be that of an instructional tool fo¡ delivering information

that can stimulate teaching and learning (Neo & Neo' 2001).

There are thee stages of computer-assisted language learning (CALL) identi{ìable in

recent years- According to Kem and Warschauer (2000b), the change of stages are

affected by the shift of language teaching theories from a structural perspective to a

communicative perspective. Recently, attention has been given to more interactive

computer use in classrooms. The three main stages discussed by Warschauer and

Healey (1998) are behaviourist CALi, communicative CALL and integrative CALL.

The first stage, behaviourist CAT I , is based on behaviourist leaming theory and

focuses on repetitive language drill. In this stage, the computer is vieu¡ed as a

mechanical tutof that allows independent leaming. The second stage is

communicâtive CAT I . This stage emerged when educators felt that the drilling

approach did not allow for enough authentic communication. The communicative

CALL focused on the uses of form rather than on the forms themselves' The

emphasis is on leaming as a creative Pfocess of discovery' exPfession and

development. The third stage is interactive CALL. Interactive CAIL focuses on a

social or socio-cognitive view of language leaming. This stage emphasises the use of

language in a more authentic context that encourages students to constrtlct meaning

using computers. Importantl¡ the development from one stage to the next stage

does not mean the rejection of the previous stage. Rather, the earlier stâges âre

integrated into the new development of the next new stâge. Indeed, differences

between these stages ate not restricted. For example, the drill Pfoglam can perhaps

be used as stimulus to trigger a communication in discussion and therefore provide

tools for writing the finished task. Computers when used appropriateþ assist

teachers to provide students with authentic leaming envfuonments and interesting

activities. The distinction is not hou¡ the software is ptogramrned but how the

software is put to use by the teacher and students (Idris, 2004)

Although thete are significant changes in teachers' approaches to computers in

teaching and leaming language, evidence of which is clear in the transition from

NadzrahAbu Bakar 13
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drilling to more interactive computer activities, comPuters are sLill used as learning

tools that mây assist students with language skills such âs in reading, writing and

communicating. These skills may not be Practiced in isolation, but require an

integration of skills. For example listening, reâding and writing may be integrated in

a single lesson. Computer applications may provide students with information,

communication and publi",ation tools flWarschauer & Healey, 1998) that assist them

in language learning. Accordingly, there may be a need for educators to make some

changes in their approaches to teâching when teaching with compute¡s. The role of '

computers can no longer be identified as tools to teach language in isolation as they

can serve many different purposes for language teâching and leaming that expose

students to different leaming experiences (Shetzer & Warschauer, 2000).

Significantly, there are ârguments in some of the relevant literature that computer

use irì the classroom should not be recognised as technological innovation but

rather should be associated u/ith pedagogical and supPoft systems that help teachers

to deliver the syllabus flarvis, 2004)- Accotding to Jones and Fortescue (1991 in

Jarvis, 2004) when computer-based activities ate integrated closely with normal

classroom activities, the activities will be more relevant to the students. They argue

that the use of computers in the Engliçh language classroom enables students to

make meaning in an electronic wodd. According to Kem and Warschauer (2000a)

the integration of computers in the classroom cân benefit students when they are

used more creativeþ than the traditional rnethods oç ç,\I I : drillings, tutorials,

simulations, or tests. They stressed that teachers should create opPortunities fot

students to use language in a wider, and mofe authentic environment such as

sh¡dents working together and to include the use of networks in language learning.
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2.2 Computer-based environment - The implementation

2.2.1 Pedagog'ical change

Technology in the classroom is widely believed to help teachers pfomote â

constructive class environment and it is viewed by many researchets to have an

influential effect on the teaching and learning pfocess (l\4uir-Herzig, 2004)-

However, the integration of computers in the class¡oom may be found difficult by

some and may. not be found effective in teaching and learning when introduced

within the traditional curriculum setting (Jules Van Belle & Soetaert, 2001). Newby

et al. (2000) argue that when a computer-based environment is implemented in

classrooms, there is a need fo¡ the modifìcation of educational goals. The changes

mentioned are the changing of the t¡aditional view of teaching and leaming, the

changing of the relationships among teache¡s and learners, and the changing of the

instructions and learning. However, Jaber (7997 in Mufu-Herzig,2004) st¡esses that

these changes have the potential to fail unless there is specific support for teachers

to restructure and restudy thei¡ teaching approaches and the students leaming

approaches. These changes go far beyond simply putting comPuters in classrooms

and represent a big challenge to all elements of the school community.

Muir-Herzig (2004) stresses that computers in the classroom can make a difference

when they are integrated into the curriculum. Furthermore, ftom educators

perspectives, *ith a variety of computer-based activities, comPutefs can help

facilitate students' needs and challenge students' learning practices (Warschauer &

Healey, 1998). According to Salaberry Q00i) although the development of

computers may provide language leaming opportunities in the context of human

interactions needed in language leaming, it is still not cleat whethe¡ computers have

reached an equal Cegree of pedagogical benefìt alongside the more traditional

methods. Salaberry (2001) further claims that there are questions that need to be

answered conceming the pedagogical effectiveness of different technologies; such as

the compieity of technologies in relation to pedagogy, the attributions of new
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technologies to the pedagogy, the pedagogical integration of new technologies to

the learning p¡ocess ând the curriculum, and lastly the suffìcient and efficient use of

resources, in order to identify the pedagogical objective thât the computer-based

teaching intended to fulfil.

Importantly the use of computefs fof teaching is far greatel thân placing the

computers in classrooms. The use of computers in the classroom should be more

concemed with application and aPploach than technology in the classroom.

However, there are many factors that impact on the integration of computets in

schools. Baylor & Ritchie Q002) identi$' many factors that impact on the success

or failure of the integration of computers in schools. Th.y used selected schools

that were known to be effective users of technology in their study. They concluded

that whilst administrators contribute significandy to the positive and effective use of

computefs in schools, by fat the larger contribution was made by the teachers.

2.2.2 From teachercentred to student-cented aPProaches

There is significant evidence for the advantages of integrating computers in the

classroom (Ii-w. Lee, 2000b; 'SØarschauet & Healey, 1998) and the demand for

using computefs to support leaming in schools is becoming more serious @aba,

2000; Muir-Herzig,2004; Ruthven, Henness¡ & Brindley,2004; N. Samad, 2002)-

The demand for using comPutefs from students and global needs (for example

furure employment, market requirements) push educational systems to integrate the

use of computers into classrooms and classes. Flowever, many teachers think t}at

using computers in the classroom means replacing teache¡s' responsibilities and

role as well as replacing other teaching resources and linguistic activities u'ith

technology but as this litemtr¡re ¡eview demonstrates, the integration of computers

in the classroom is more then simple substitution. Integration means making

changes to the traditional teaching and leaming envi¡onment in orde¡ to create that

which is termed a more 'authentic' leaming environment. Kasper's (2000) idea of an

authentic learning environment refers to an environment that "provides direct
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experience with tasks students value and intellectual stimulatìon from teachels and

peers who ask thoughtful questions ând Provide supportive coaching." þ- 110)'

Viewed using Kasper's pefspective, the student-centered âPPfoach and the

principles of communicative language teaching (Omaggio, 2001 cited in Brandl,

2002) contribute to such an âuthentic leaming environment. In other words, the

integration of computefs in the classroom Provides students with many

opportunities fo¡ leaming and functions as a tool for students to connect thei¡

previous knowledge of the subject with new knowledge in an interactive and

constructive way (Adams & Bums, 1999).

2.2.3 Tnditional teaching velsus comPuteþbased teaching

In a traditional classroom environment, nomâlly students receive information from

teachers and the lessons are not interactive. For example in an Asian context,

particulady in Malaysia, students perceive teachers as authoritarian figures ând as

knowledgeable people. In these contexts there are fewe¡ interacdons between

students and teachers. The teaching and direction of leaming activities are generally

the teache¡s' domain (Sandholø, Ringstaff & Dwyer, 1997 in Muir-Herzig, 2004)

and make up what is called tÏe "real school" teaching style (lVfetz, 1988). In the "real

school" environment, the activities âre controlled totally by teachers. Many students

ate passive in the class. Most ptobably because of the traditional teaching and

learning style which lirnits the students to participate actively in the class.

Sþificantly, when implementing computers in the classroom there is a shift in the

learning environment from teacher-cent¡ed towa¡ds student-centred approach, i.e.:

moving from students as passive leamers to students who are active in the search

for the ftrlfilment their own leaming needs. According to many teseatchers (Adams

& Bums, 1999; Muir-Herzig, 2004; Park, Fluot, Hamets, & H-Lemonnier, 2003;

Saunders & Klemming, 2003) this shift gives important Dpportunities for students

to work both on thei¡ own and as part of a group to firid their own leaming needs

and to use the English language in an authentic situations'
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According to many researchefs (Baba, 2000; Bajunid,2001; Chen, 2001;'Warschauer

& Kem, 2000) the computer-based environment has an influential effect on the

traditional teaching alìd leâming situâtion. Teachers in the computef-based

environment are no longer the only active content Providff but a¡e also facilitators

gulding students towa¡ds their leaming needs and preparing students with

knowledge needed (Warschauer & Healey, 1998). From a general education

pelspective, the outcome requirements of education are changing; therefore, in

order to equip students fof life education, the system needs to change. The

t¡aditional method of teaching and learning is shifting to a problem based and

critical thinking leaming situation. This new approach concentrâtes on the students'

highJevel thinking skills in order to solve complex problems that require active

participation in the class. In this new classroom situation, leamets are viewed as

active participants who are seeking answers, and learning is actively engaged in by

students analysing, interpreting questioning and understanding their own learning

needs poveless, Williams, & Kutnick,2000)-

,t study done by Taylor, Casto & Walls (200a) making a comparison between

learning with technology and without technology shows that students in a

technolog¡l rich educational environment leamed considerably mote than students

learning without technology. In this srudy, the students used technology for

presenting information and for getting resoutces for assignments. However, Taylor

et at. Q0O4) indicated that although the task could be done with or v¡ithout

computefs, they found that students who experienced working with technology

received mo¡e leaming oPPortunities compared to the g¡ouP working on the same

task u¡ithout using comPuters.

2.3 Classroom leaming situation

Another factor requiring examination is the leaming situation and the way in which

it should be constructed in order for leamers to achieve oPtimum leaming' Second

language acquisition studies suggcst it is essential to look at the conditions for
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learning. There are four leaming conditions discussed by Elbert andJessup (1996).

They are:

Condition #f Opportunities for learners to interact and negotiate meaning
with an authentic audience

Condition #2I-earners involved in authentic tasks, which Promote exPosure
to and production of vatied aod c¡eative langrage
Condition #sLearners have opportunities to fornulate ideas and thoughts and
intentional cognition is- promoted
Condition#4: An atrnosphe¡e with ideal stress/anxiety level in a learne¡-
centred classroom

@,gbert & Jessup, 1996 pp. 2-a)

For these conditions to work, teachers need to integrate teaching strategies that

provide wider opportunities for leamets to use the language in different learning

situations that incorporate different language skills. Furtherrnore, when integrating

computers into the lesson, it is essential to examine the teaching and learning

conditions in which this integration will take place because the integration of

products and ideas when c¡eating leaming situations is important to make the

learning situation more interâctive, allowing the snrdents to leam more effectively

ß. S.A. Samad, 199D. Computer implementation per se without any understanding

of the learning conditions may not guarantee oPtimal learning.

Samad (1997) stlesses that it is important to integrate technology, products and

ideas in order to construct a more effective teaching and leaming situation using

computers. Samad insists that this integration is vital to have a teaching situation

that will provide "methods that reflect the cognitive pÍocesses necessary to

successfirlly perform a given task" (Clark, 1983 in Brett, 1995 p. 79). Demetriadis et

at. Q003) refer to these types of teaching and leaming situations as "multiple

context" situations that involve "problem solving activities and multiple approaches,

resources and inte¡pretation have to be explore for a deeper understanding to be

reached"þ.34) They argue that for a more advanced a¡rd extensive use of

computers. Fo¡ Demetriadts el al Q003) it is vital fot teachers to start focusing on

different v/ays to use "multiple context" leaming activities instead of "single
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context"þ.34) leaming activities, such as to integrate different language skTls in one

Iesson instead of teaching each language skill in isolation from othets-

Becker (2000) suggests that the conditions for a successfrrl computer-based teaching

environment âre as follows:

rù(/.here teache¡s are_personally comfortable and at least moderately skilled in
using computers themselves

Where the school's daily class schedule permits allocating time for students
to use
comPutefs as Paft of class assignments

'Where enough equipment is available and convenient to permit comPuter
activities to flow seamlessly alongside other leaming tasks

\ühere teachers' personal philosophies suPPort a student-centred,
constructivist pedagogy that incorpofâtes collaborative proiects defined
partly by students.

Fo¡ Becker (2000) without the establishrnent of these fundamental conditions, the

implementation of useful computer-based leaming may not be successful'

How computefs âre used and what computefs afe used for is very important.

Demetriadis * al. Q003) afgue, "the way a tool is used is not â matter of appþing

some abstract and decontextualized tool capabilities but a matter of mediating

meaningfiJ human activities satisfying human needs in specifìc contexC' (p.34).

,\pplication is important because the leaming outcomes depend on how leamets

âccept the type of activities and tools used during learning Processes @ark, Huot,

Hamers, & H-Lemonnier, 2003). Accotding to the Vygotskian (1975) viewpoint,

'tools' refer to not only any concrete instruments but also to language/discourse

(Cole, 1995) and in the teachirrg context, the term 'tools' also ¡efers to any teaching

and learning fesoufces used such as books, comPutefs, and also the form of

interactions in the classroom (ùVells, 7996in Park, Huot, Hamers, & H-Lemonnier,

2003). Lim and Hang (2003) consider computef use in the classroom as an

important tool that functions to accomplish a specific teaching or learning task and

:
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to meet certain inst¡uctional objectives- Barr and Gillespie (2003) however, suggest

that when integrating computers into the classtoom, the use of technology should

not to be seen as the employment of a separate entity but ¡ather âs part of a greater

package to facilitate teaching and learning. Computers should be used interactively

and creativeþ with the combination of other teaching approach and not to be used

on lts own.

It is important to understand the nature of a computer-based learning environment

when integrating computers in the class because computer use has an increasingly

wider role in education. According to Bar¡ and Gillespie(2003), if the teachers feel

that the conventional way of teaching works better, then it is pointless to use

computers, but when comPuters are used to complement the existing pedagogy, and

not as separate from it, computers might enhance both teaching and learning. Barr

and Gillespie (2003) listed the general characteristics of computer-based learning

environment as follows:

Physical resources: Classroom, laboratory spâce, libraries and academic
offices

Technological resoutces: The provision of up-to-date computers

Comrnunication: The management of information and its t¡ansmission to
all involved in the learning process

Human resources: Staff who a¡e trained to teach students and eager to
adopt new method and technologies. Signifìcant technical supporl

Pedagogical strategies: Teaching strategies need to be d¡awn up and
¡elated to the delivery of the curriculum

Cultural context: The approach to leaming adopted by staff and students

(Barr & Gillespie,2003, p. 69)

Nevertheless, other conditions such as where the computers are placed, whether in

the classroom of in the computet fooms, the type of computer and computer

programs, and the accessibility of the cûmputers are considered important

conditions fo¡ the quality and quantity of computer use in the class @rrt &

Gillespie, 2003;Park, Huot, Hamers, & H-Lemonnier, 2003). Teacher and student

acccss to computers may influence the amount of computer use in class. Ba¡r and
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Gillespie (2003) further ârgued that the integration ând management of computers

in the class is ân importânt eìement of pedagogical stfâtegy. Besides computer

availability, it is also essential for teachers to know how to maniPulate computer

technology to cover the needs of curriculum so that it can benefit and augment t}le

students' leaming. Th.y investigated the achievement of three institutions

implementing computer-based classrooms and concluded that the success of a

computer-based classroom lay in the integrative functions of computers and were

most successful when the teachers were able to apply comPuters in their teaching

and were able to:

"integrate a v¡ide rage of people and activities r¡¡ithin the teaching and learning
process, not just fo¡ communication purposes, but also teaching and learning activities
rvithin curriculum and in bringing toçther a wide range of functions and fesources,
both academic and administ¡ative" @arr & Gillespie,2ffi3,p.77)

2.4 Computers for language instruction

The integration of computers in language classrooms has been widely discussed in

applied linguistics. Popular topics include the use the use of computers in the ESL

classroom (Padron, 1995; N. Samad, 2002;R. S. A. Samad,1997), teaching language

skills (Äl-Seghayer, 2001 ; Martin ez-LÀge, 1 997; Nikol ov a,, 2002), the problem based

learning environment (fJeo & Neo, 2007), the promotion of leamer autonomy

(Camey, Joiner, & Tragou, 1997; Ding, 7997; Dingwall, 7997; Fenandez, 2000;

Martinez-Lage,7997;Motteram, 1998; Ratnavadivel, 7999;Raya & Femandez,2D02;

Silverman, 7997), and learning motivation ß. S.A. Samad, 1997). Many reseatchers

have concluded that computer-based teaching contributes positive effect to teaching

and leaming language (,{l-Seghayer, 2007; Brett, 1995, , 7997; Femandez, 2000;

Habib & Badusah, 1998; Neo & Neo, 2001; Nikolova,2002). The advantages of

using computers in the classroom that have been discussed and claimed by the

researchefs above ale numefous: The use of comPuters in language teaching can

o Motivate students because the leaming envitonment is more enjoyable,
. Help students to understand the complex concePts more easily,
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. Help students to leam at ther own Pace,
o Provide a multisensory learning en\llonment'
. Help students to learn independently through self-discovery

However, the question femains as to whether the use of computels in language

teaching can lead to better-language leaming- Kem and Warschauer (2000b) argued

that "the computef, like any other technological tool used in teaching (e'g. pencil

and paper, blackboards, overhead Pfoiectors, tape recordels), does not in and of

itself bring about improverr¡ents in leaming." (p.2). They suggest that for teachers

to know if computer activities may lead to better language leaming for their

students, they should evaluate the particulaf practices in their specihc context. Felix

(2003) argues that 'Vithout intervention of a creative teacher, the Web and Intemet

cafl ^Ìbest 
function as a convenient materials resource and communicative vehicle."

(p.118). However, it needs the teachers' initiaúve to be creative in manipulating the

computer applications in their teaching fo¡ students to get the learning benefits

from using computers in the classroom. This is because having students involve

with computers v¡ithout any suitable activity u'ill not bring any benefit in heþing

students in their leaming. Felix (2003) claims that without teachers' help the

students will not get the fi¡ll benefits from this type of learning situation. In fact,

many srudies claim that leaming can only be done effectively if leamers know the

importance or relevance of the computer based activities in their learning and what

kind of benefìts they can get from using this technology in their leaming activities

(Staarman, Laat, & Meijden, 2002)- On the other hand for computer-based

classroom to work successfüly, teachers should hold the responsibility for guiding

students and making them aware of the benefits of computer activities and not

simply use computers as â substitute teacher @arr & Gillespie, 2003)'

Chun and Plass (2000) argued that most multimedia lessons involve students

working with stand-alone computers in language leaming. They suggest ',hat

teachers should build a computer-based learning envi¡onment that gives leamers

more than individual, self-contained assignments, but rather Presents learners with
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pioblem solving tasks which need leamers to apply several techniques or skills to

accomplish the task. Giving learners the oppornrnities to choose suitable ways to

accomplish the task makes the activities more meaningful to students. Âccording to

Chun and Plass(2000) when leame¡s exchange information u/ith otlers, and

investigate ând process authentic information, leamers are "challenged beyond

grarnmatical or syntactic competence to demonstrate discourse competence and

pragmatic competence" (p.157). They suggest teachets to work to build uP activities

using the !üeb and to include materials from tlre Web as comPonents in their

teaching. Chun and Plass (2000) suggest creating activities that utilise

1. 'Web access to "primary data" and authentic cultural information
2. speci{ìc networking capabilities that allow for synchronous and asynchronous

communication and collaborative work
3. the capability of presenting information nonlinearly in multiple modes (text,

graphic and sounds. (Chun & Plass, 2000, p.l54)

2.4.1 Teachetst and students'computer skills

The ability of individuals to interact with computers is referred to as comPuter

literacy (Poynton, 2005) and is defined by Tsai Q002 in Polmton, 2005) as "the basic

knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed by all citizens to be able to deal with

computü technology in their daily life" (p.69). The¡e is a need fot both teachers

and students to develop their compute¡ skills to be able to interact usefully with

computers. Logically, teachers' computer skills are an important part of the

implementation of computer-based envitonments in schools (Schwach, 2001; \7ang,

2001; !7itfelt, 2000). One way to upgtade the teachers' computer knowledge and

skills is through regular professional development courses. Indeed, it is important

for teachers to feel confìdent in their abfity to use computers because teachef

attitudes may influence students' behavio¡s and attitudes towards computer-based

teaching and leaming situations (Schwach, 2001).
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Loveless a a/. (2000) stress that it is the teachers' responsibility to develop and

update the students' computer skills. However, it is important to acknowledge that

for teachers to do so, they themselves need to be upgraded in advance'

Unforrunately, some teachers are unable to upgrade the students' computer skills

when they themselves ale not equipped or trained with the necessary computer

skills needed in the classroom.

Witfelt (2000) also stressed that computer training has to be constandy developed

throughout a person's lifetime and it is not â static concept. Because change in the

computer wodd is rapid, the training should be ongoing to ensrüe that teachers

have updated skills to deal with the rapid development of computer-based teaching

approaches. Yet training should not be concentrated only on comPuter skills but

teachers should also be exposed to different kinds of computer-based teaching

approaches. Students can benefit even further from teachers exposrüe to different

u¡âys of approaching teaching and learning with computers. !7ang (2001)

emphasizes that teachers should be given pedagogical training to Pfepafe them to

shift their teaching approach ftom tìe t¡aditional way of teaching to a more student-

centred approach. Teachers' readiness to cope and to accePt the changes may be

influenced by their exposufe to new concePts and awareness of teaching and

leaming situations that ffe presented as Pârt of their ongoing training.

2.4.2 Teachets' attitudes towards comPuter-based insttuction

Many researchers (Martins, Steil, & Todesco, 2004; Mooij & Smeets, 2001; Muit-

Herzig,2004) found that a teacher's level of confidence with computef use may

effect their use of computer in the classroom. Mooij and Smeets (2001) found that

teachers who were con{ìdent with their own computer knowledge and skills were

more w'illing to integrate computers in the classroom. Other studies confitm the

problem dlat most teachers who were reluctant to incorporate comPuters in their

teaching were those who were not familiar with computers and were unsure of
using them @gbert, Paulus, & Nakamichi, 20O2; Smeets et al., 1999). Becke¡'s
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(2000) srudy indicated that inadequate computer skills among teachers advetsely

affected the use of computers in the classroom- Another study done by Demetriadis

et a/. Q003) discovered that teachers who felt insecure and reluctant to incorPorate

computers in their teaching had significant concerns about their own computer

abilities. Thus, poor training and low conFldence may deseâse the teachers'

motivation to work with computers. However, there are other facto¡s that can be

âssociated with the lack use of cornputers in the dass. Cuban (2000 in Becker, 2000)

ârgues that having insufficient technical skills is not one of the factors that holding

back teachers from using compute¡s in the classroom. This statement by Cuban is

supported by the Eu¡oa Secondary College (2000) reseafch g¡ouP fìndings that no

clear relationship between the professional development of the teachets to the use

of computers u/as found in their study'

Nevertheless, the effectiveness of computers used in the lesson / class can be

influenced by the teacher's attitude towards the way a language class should be

conducted @ullock, 2004; Veen, 7993). Teachers rnay have already developed

ceitâin attirudes regarding their role in the class, the types of classtoom activities

that should be undertaken ând their personal views on education. Such attitudes and

beliefs may affect their rvillingness to integrâte computers into their dassrooms and

lessons. Veen (1993) says that the teachers' teaching skills are related to their daily

teaching management. Veen portrayed interrelated beliefs and skills as habit. His

study reports tltat teachers who believe tlrat the teacher-centred classroom

envi¡onment leads to better leaming outcome ate not keen to build up skills needed

for a student-centred classroom envitonment because such teachers have certain

habits in their teaching. Christense (1993 in Albirini, 2005) stressed that "the

teachers' attirudes toward computefs affect not only their own computer

experiences, but also the experiences of the students thcy teach." þ'3)

Furthermore, how teachers conceptualise thei¡ teaching may have some effect on

classroom practi:es (Park, Huot, Hamers, & H-lemonnier, 2003). Park et al. Q003)

stress the acceptance and rejection of technology as highly dependent on teachels'
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pedagogical beliefs and how they view the role of comPute¡s in their teaching. A

srudy by Park et at. (2003) investigating how teachers concePtualised their Proiect-

based teaching in a networked classroom proiect, concluded that teachers in the

pfogram considered their pedagogical beliefs as imPoftant and that comPute¡s were

viewed as a "means to an end" even though they considered them as influential

tools. This study found that teachers' actual use of computers was influenced by

how they conceptualised teaching and the related contextual facto¡s.

One research group, Euroa Secondary College (College, 2000), adds that the way in

which teachers use comPuters, alongside their perceptions of computer usage in

their field, rnay be an irnportant infìuence on the quality of students' leaming

outcomes. Thei¡ findings showed that teachers with "inadequate" (P.1) awareness of

computef-based teaching and leaming situations had doubts that the use of

computers could lead to enhancing learning outcomes. They found that teachers,

who have inappropriate or negative percePtions of computer-based leaming, are

untikely to integrate suitable computer-based activities into lessons in a way that

enhances language learning when compared with those who have more positive

perceptions of computer use in the classroom. The ¡esearch grouP concluded that

computers could support teaching and thus enhance learning when teachers have

positive attitudes along with suffìcient technology skills and knowledge of the uses

of computers in teaching.

Pihie and Elias (2000) surveyed 81 secondary school teachers to examine their

perceptions of the use of computers in teaching and learning situations' The

findings showed that the teachers were âware of the usefulness of computers in

enhancing teaching and learning. Th.y indicated that many teachers used computers

for knowledge enrichment, to stimulate students' thinking, to facilitate teaching and

to gather teaching materials, these teachers also used comPuters to save time and

energy when dealing *ith teaching administration. Most teachers suweyed had a

positive attitude towards the integration of compute¡s into the classroom.

Neveftheless, having a positive attitude regarding tbe benefìt <-'f using computers in
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the classroom, does not, in ^ w^y, guarântee that the teachers will successfr.rlly

integrate computers into the classroom in an effective or productive way (Habib &

Badusah, 1998; Pelgrum, 2001). \ù7hilst teachers may acknowledge the benefit of

computers in teaching and leaming, they may hâve little knowledge of how to

integrare them effectively in the classroom (Debski, 2000). The new skills they leam

in ¡elation to the principles of leaning and teaching mây not be practical in terms of

realizing a specifìed leaming outcome. Fu¡thermore, teachers may leam new skills

during uaining, but they may not necessarily practice tÌ¡ese new skills in the

classroom or change thei¡ teaching approach in the long term (Egbert, Paulus, &

Nakamichi, 2002).Indeed, the effectiveness of computet use in the classroom mây

also depend on the teachers and the students inte¡est and willingness to use the

computefs fl. Jones, 1999) and awareness of the learning benefits that may be

achieved through comPuter use (StaarmÃn,Laat, & Meijden, 2002).

2.4.3 Students'attitudestowardsusingcomPuters

W'hilst teacher involvement is vital, students' attitudes towards the leaming

envitonment must also be taken into account. The¡e afe many studies trying to

investigate and study the different dimensions of student attitudes towards the use

of computers in the classroom. The change of learning environment and teaching

approach can influence students' attitudes and leaming concepts as well as their

expectations regarding theit own learning. In terms of using comPutefs in the

classroom context, students might have different ways of accepting a change in

leaming environment. Uke teachers, the way in which students accept the new

teaching and learning environment incorporating comPuters can affect the students

use and perception of computers in the classtoom context (Egbert &Jessup, 1996).

There is evidence sirowing that negative ettitudes towards different aspects of

compute¡ use in the classroom influences tlle shrdents' use or control of computers

v¡hilst accomplishing a tasl (I-evine & Donitsa-Schmidt, 1998). Students may have

developed a specific idea and expectation of how a classroom should be and how a

lesson should be taught before they enter the class. According to Levine and
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Donitsa-Schmidt (1998), the ideas and the expectations the leamers bring with them

may guide or misguide their accepting or tejecting the new learning situâtions.

Federico (2000) concludes in his study that learnet attitude plays an important role

in determining student behaviour, and "students' attihrdes affect how individuals

interact with, and leam from, network-based instruction" (p.377).

Noyes and Garland (2005) argue that students' familiarity with a new leaming

situation is essential to âscertain students'attitudes. A study carried out by them

discovered that those students with negative attitudes had these attitudes because

they were unfamiliar with computers. The Noyes and Garland (2005) study

compared students' attitudes towa¡ds leaming using computers with that of using

books. They found that students had positive attinrdes toward books compared to

computers because the students' sense of the new learning situation was still

shallow. I-,ta,t (2002) found a similar result in his study. The students' attitudes

towards the use of computers in the class were related to their experience working

with computers. Liaw found that when students had more experience with

computers and the !Øeb they tended to have positive attitudes toward comPuters

and the Web. Another study by Stevens (1991) found students in his srudy

benefited from computer activities only after they were familiar with computers. He

stfesses that students' awafeness of the comPuter is very important in terms of

having students accept computers as learning tools, and later the knowledge they

have gained through familiarity will help them to optimise the use of computers for

their leaming needs (Stevens, 1,991).

It is also important to reahze that students'negative attitudes towa¡d the integration

of computers in the classroom may be the cause of anxiety (I\datsumura & Hann,

2OO4). Computer anxiety is referted to by Yaghi and Abu-Saba (1998, in Matsumura

& Hann, 2004) as computef phobia, computü avetsion, comPuter apprehension

and computer resistance. Computet anxiety is, however, a temporary state that is

likely to reduce with inc¡eased exposute to, and more experience with, comPutefs.
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2.5 Computers as teaching and leaming tools

The planning and structuring of computer-based acúvities that can benefit students

is crucial. Hendley and Kennewell (2003) state thât the preparation of and tbe

planning for activities ate important in orde¡ for srudents to gain maximum leaming

opportunities from the activities. Factors related to comPuter teaching and leaming

need to be considered v¡hen teache¡s plan to integrate comPuter use in their lessons-

Indeed, it is important for teachers to be aware of these factors before they start to

plan lessons in which comPuter use will be integrated.

Primarily, the type of task given to the students is an important factor to be

considered because some tasks may be particularþ suited to cornPuter-assisted

learning. Furthermore, each student progresses differently therefore the tasks or the

activities need to act and contribute to ñrlfilling certain learning needs (Brooks &

Brooks, 1993). Âccording to Egbert and Jessup (1996) the tasks performed by

students a¡e beneficial when they are oriented towards gtitg students opporrunities

to interact with all the resources available and to give each student responsibility for

the outcome of the tasks. For the pu¡pose of their stud¡ they examine a grouP

work activity using computers. They found that when working in groups of three

with one computer, students had less chance of interaction in the target language

because most of the time the more conñdent students take the lead or manipulate

the situation.

\üorking with computers is sometimes associated with working alone, in isolation,

or as an individual, that is to say, working without any social interaction. However,

according to Riley Q993) when activities are organised for students to work in paits
'or in groups, computer-based activities that so far have been associated with

working alone can change from solitary task to collaborative endeavout. ,{ctivities

such as network-based tasks (lvfeskill & Ranglova,2000; Watschauer & Kem, 2000)'

chat room interaction (Pellettieri, 2000; Sit, Mickan, & Gray, 2005; Yuan, 2003),

emails (Gonglewski, Meloni, & Brant, 2001) and online discussion 8,. Lne,2004)
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cân be both solo and group work activities. However, teâchers should be aware of

individual student personalities when constructing groups or Pairs for activity work.

Rney (1993) stâtes thât when organizing students to wo¡k in pairs, it is advisable to

avoid pairing or grouping the students in dominant-passive relationships because

the intended activities should promote students working collaboratively. Green

(1986) adds that the effectiveness of teaching and learning in school is highly

dependent on the teachers' teaching skills and the way in which teachers approach

situations. This implies that using computers without good teaching approaches and

activities, sn¡dents may not feceive any benefit. In other wofds' the success of

computer activity use in the language classroom is dependent on the development

of the activity, and because teachers develop and guide the students through the

leaming activities, teachers are the most important element for the success of

teaching and learning Processes using computers (Habib & Badusah, 1998) and not

the technology alone ß. S.A.Samad, 1997).

The primary role of computers in language teaching and learning has been related to

the teaching and leaming the four language skills: reading, sPeâking' writing and

listening. Much research has investigated the advantages of computer-based learning

situations in relation to language teaching and leaming these skills. Therefore, in

accordance with the volume of litemture on the subject the rest of the next section

discusses the different ¡oles of computers and comPutef use in the language

classroom.

2.5.1 Reading and vocabulary

One of the computer-based activities investigated most often is reading and leaming

vocabulary. Using computers in the language classroom for reading, for example,

reading articles available from the Intemet, may suPport the development of reading

skills among students (I(asper, 2000) because reading materials from the Internet

provide a vanety of current, authentic texts comPared to potentially dated reading

material sourced from textbooks.
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Furrher, Chun and Plass (1996) stress that the verbal and visual system in computer

progfams help students to bettef unde¡stand the text. Computer Pfoglâms, for

example CAI I., are fìlled with graphics and voices. According to Chun and Plass,

when students can visualize the situation, they may remember the subject better in

the long term. The illustralions from the text give significant benefits to students.

Another study by Beauvois' (1994 rn Stepp-Greany, 2002) showed 43o/o of t\e
students surveyed claimed that thei¡ reading skills improved when using computer

programs for their reading prâctices.

Seve¡al studies on CÄT I. programs for vocabulary development have also reported

positive results. rùlhilst large proportion of studies claimed students improved their

vocabulary level, this increase wâs not unconditional. Time is one of the conditions

that must be considered. ,\ study done by Nikolova (2002) on learning vocabulary

using computers shows that leame¡s were able to learn vocabulary signifrcantly

faster than the traditional way of teaching vocabulary. Futthermo¡e, in her srudy,

she found that annotation w'ith text, sound and pictures was found to help students

more when learning vocabulary compared to using annotation with sound and text

only. In addition, Al-seghayer (2001) indicates that using a video clip to teach

unfamilia¡ vocabulary is far mo¡e successful than the use of a still picture. He

points out that video builds a mental image that cteates inquisitiveness leading to

increased concent¡ation in language leanúng. Jacobs (1994) investigated tlre use of

vocabulary glosses âs a strâtegy in second language reading. He found that the

glosses did interrupt the reading process. The students found it usefirl, as they were

able to retrieve the meanings of dif{ìcult words while reading by clicking on the

glossed u/ords. These srudies are supported by the work of a group of researchers

(Davis, 1989; Jacobs, 7994; Marttnez-Lage, 7997; Ybarra & Green, 2003), who

suggest that using cofnPutefs is one significant 'way to help leamers to leam

vocabul ary more effectively.
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Kasper (2000) insists that interactive hypertext provides students with multipìe

oppofiunities to "acquire, test ând fefrâme knowledg." (p. 122) and "helps to

promote the cognitive flexibility necessary for the integration and consolidation of

knowledge gleaned from variety of soutces-" çt. 722). The varieties of reading

materials that can be reûieved from tÌ¡e Intemet can focus on different disciplines

and may encourage students and oPen oPpoftunities to read -id.ly in second

language, thereby leaming a wide range of vocabulary and language stluctufes'

2.5.2 Listening

The üstening skill is perceived as a central part of language acquisition and the

exposure to authentic listening activities is supposed to provide comprehensible

input for language leamers (I(rashen, 1935). Computer use as a listening tool is

claimed to be one of the more important leaming tools for enhancing students'

listening skill because it allows students to learn independendy and to receive

immediate feedback uPon the comPletion of tasks (Hoven, 1999).

Brett (1997) conducted a study to investigate students' success rates in listening

comprehension by comparing three different media (audio, video and computers)

used by the students for their listening tasks. The study concluded that students

who used computers for listening performed better in the test outcome in

compafison to other media. This may be due to the immediate feedback given by

the computer program that helped the students to interpret and understand their

learning better. In an eadier PaPer, Brett (1995) discusses the design of computer

softwa¡e for listening comprehension that emphasises the integration of different

media in one interface; i.e. technology and pedagogy. Floven (1999) sees tfie

computer as a tool that gives students the opportunity to enhance language learning

by bringing the real wodd to the classroom through interactive activities created-
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2.5.3 lVriting

Another positive claim for the use of computers in ESL learning and teaching is

tlat computers are assumed to be one of the most effective tools to teach writing.

Cunningham (2000) claimed that his students found that his writing class was more

productive when he used v/ord processing softwa¡e with his students. He surveyed

37 p,FL srudents in his w¡iting class to study the students' attitudes towards using

computers in their writing. 88% of students indicated that they had improved their

*iti.g skills whilst using word processing. These students indicated that using a

word processor dudng the writing process helped them to concentrâte on certain

aspects of thei¡ writing, for example: grarnmâr, vocabulary and the organization or

structure of their text. Students in Kasper's (2000) study achieved a pass rz;te of 83o/o

in writing assessment when his students used computefs, comPafed to a 757o pass

rate of those students not using computers. Kasper investigated the development of

*itirg skills between the two gfoups involved in the same writing process: "to

articulate and synthesize knowledge" (p. 122) in "collaborative learning

communities" Qt.722).

2.6 Computers and the Intemet

A significant body of literature (discussed in Martins el aJ.,2004) indicates that the

use of the Intemet in education has a positive impact for educators and students

alike. Working *ith Internet-based activities is presumed to motivate students, to

increase students' participation in activities, to increase interaction in the classroorn,

to provide mo¡e active role in leaming, and to facilitate ctoss-cutricula¡ work. In

addition, the Intemet is being recognized as an impoftant soufce for leaming

lesources in the educational field as the web provides an attractive, reliable vanety

of valuable resoutces cuffent and past (Ruthven, Hennessy, & Brindley, 2004) anð

according to Crystal (2001) about 80 percent of the Intemet materials are in English

making it very useñ¡l for ESL leaming activibes'
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According to Kasper (2000) 'ù/hen a teacher integrates Web-activities, students have

the opporruniry to increase their linguistic ability and thei¡ knowledge because Web-

based leaming is a window to an authentic wofld Presenting a chance fof

meaningful language learning €.1i", 1999 in Vogel, 2001). However, the effective

use of Web-based learning depends on the teachets' initiative and creativity'

According to Jones (2001) teachers should guide students on horv to search the

Intemet successñrlly and effectively for leame¡s to be able to evaluate the

information downloaded from the Internet. \üithout PfoPer guidance there may be

potential fot learners to aimlessly browse and to end uP with only unintentional

leaming (I(-w. Lee, 2000a). There is also potential for confusion, especially for

students with low proficiency, because some online information is less structured

than other sources and as a result some students mây not be able to exPloit the

material in the Web successfully in their tasks fl' Jones, 2001)-

There âre a few fâctors that teachers need to consider when integrating Intemet use

into the classroom and leaming activities in order for the students to get the optimal

benefit from the lessons. 'Warschauer and 'S?hittaker (1997) said that for the

network-based activities to be successful teachers should focus on some basic

pedagogical requirements. They suggested guidelines to help teachers implement

compute¡-based (networþ activities in the language classroom. They are:

1. Teachers should consider the goal of integrating comPutefs in the
class before they plan the lesson.

2. Integrate computef activities into the coulse curriculum as whole.
There is a significant difference in educational outcome depending on
how computet activities are integrated in the curriculum.

3. Undetstand the complexity such as students'comPuter skills, students'
readiness, time, and the computer accessibility should be taken
seriously.

4. Teachers should provide support to minimize the student's
difficultness whle working -ith cornPutcrs.

5. Teachers should give opportunity to students to get involve in
decisions making.

CWarschauer & Whittaker, 7997, p. 30)
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Exploring nerwo¡k-based language teâching, I{ern and Wa¡shauer (2000b) express

the opinion that computers play multiple ¡oles in teaching context todây, and the

\7o¡ld Wide \Øeb CX/rù(/!(/) "serves as a medium of local and global communication

ând a source of authentic materials." (P.13). They indicated that learning with

computers as a sociocognitive paradigm and using computers in classroom activities

is a way to build up the discourse. Meskill and Ranglova (2000) studied whether or

not computers, and network-based activiry enhanced leamers leaming in a Buþan

school. The study illustrated that the computer was not used as maclttne per se but

as a broad form of accessing and exploring social organizations that provided a way

of socio collaborative endeavour in language leaming.

Dealing directly rvith the role of the WW$Ø in computer-based leaming, Chun and

Plass (2000) mention four general capabilities or features of WW\ü that have the

potential to increase language leaming. The four features of \l\ü\üØ they identify are

the universal availability of authentic materials'
the communication capabilities through networking,
the multimedia cap abilities,
the nonlinear (hypermedia) structure of information.

These four features of WWW allow teachers to create an envfuonment that engage

students in meaningful and authentic activities, and to give students opporrunides to

âccess information from different approached in order to complete the tasks,

instead of the individual self-contained task.

2.6.1 fnfonnation search

There are four basic functions of the Intetnet as educational tools identified by

Grey (1999 in K.-w. Lee,2000a) that can be used in the ESL / F.FL classroom. The

four basic functions are a) to search and receive information (uses as virtual library),

b) to publish and provide þublication of information), c) to talk to and reply

(conversional activity such as email), and d) to collaborate and leam (joint proiects).
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I-ee (2000a) states that arnong tlle four functions of the Intemet identified by Grey,

only three are important. They are conversation, retrieval of information and

publication. He believes tìat these functions can encourage students to learn ESL /
EFL and will provide opportunities for students to engage with English language

activities interactively. A study done by Liu (2001) found that 82o/o of students

looked to the WW\ø for help in writing ¡esoufce-bâsed papers. Srudents sought

help in orgarttztrrg their writing, finding ¡efe¡ences in telated articles, locating

evidence to support their ideas, reading in different genres, and in practicing writing

in different formats.

However, the positive impact of computer instruction in coniunction with the use

of the Intemet in the classroom has not yet been fully realised. M-y researchers

ûnd that there a¡e still failures when students have used the Intemet to search for

information. Most of the time students aie not taught coffect searching skills before

entering Web-based activity. Since the Intemet is understood as a resource bank,

students should be taught to search Web-sites ctitically and effectively (R.uthven,

Hennessy, & Brindley, 2004). wenglinsky (1998 in Saunders & Klemming, 2003)

stresses that compute¡ technology does not pÌomote academic achievement if such

technology is not explored wisely. Indeed, the impact of computer use in education

depends on how it is employed. In his study, he discovered that students used

computers to search for information on the Intemet for exam revision and to find

information that u¡as sirnilar to the classroom lectu¡e notes they missed' Thus, for

students and teâchers to use the Intemet successfully, it is not merely a matter of

providing Intemet access in the classroom leaving the students to explote the net

u¡ithout any guidance.'Indeed, Ma¡tins et al. (2004) stress that both pedagogical

managers and teachers need to be traíned so that they know how to explore the

relevant sites for use in language classes and to incorporate them into tÏeir lessons.

The mass of authentic reading materials available cn the WWnø is easily accessed,

howwer, the massive amount of information may be difficult for ESL students to

access effectively. Chun & Plass (2000) suggest that teachers should provide
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guidance, such as preselecting certain relevânt sites or to provide students witÌ¡

specific seârch criteria that will help students to naffow down tle Potentiâily

overwheLrring amount of information to a resource base of a more useful size.

Simple instruction to students at the earþ stage of searching cân help the students

to remain focussed on the search and achieving useful outcomes-

Furthermore, Iike computers thernselves, exposure to the Intemet is vital to ensuÍe

positive and useful Intemet use. Luan el al Q005) studied the use of the Intemet

among pre-service teache¡s and found that most teachers used the Internet to

search for information for both educational and general purposes. They concluded

that teachers needed to be exposed to different types of Intemet activity in order to

get more experience in the different uses of the Internet. Teachers who had more

experience with the Internet as a tool and often used it for searching for

information related to activities, were better able to make constructive use of the

Internet in teaching situations.

2.6.2 Communication

Another role of tlle Internet in language leaming is the aspect of communication.

Intemet based communication is often designated with the term comPuter-

mediated communication. Some examples of computer-mediated communication

are: email, chat rooms and group discussion boards. The communicative aspect of

Intemet applications provides opportunities for leamers to cotrultunicate directly

with native speakers of the target language. Thus, through the Intemet, leamers are

using the target language authentically, and as a tesult it may improve the students'

written and spoken language quality (Sotillo, 2000 in Toyoda, 2002). Furthermore

studies on computef-mediated communication claim Q"^y & Goodfellow, 1999;

Pellettieri, 2000;'V7arschauer, 2000) that students wete able to leam thtough theit

written communication while participating in web-based communication because

they were able to monitor their ou¡n work whilst responding to a partner. Research

on Web-based communicatìon stresses that \Øeb communication can assist students
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with second language conununicâtion in a sinilar way to face-to-face negotiâtions in

a fegular classroom setting @ellettieri, 2000; Toyoda, 2OO2). Web based

communication cân also help students with the development of language

complexity fùüarschauer & Healey, 1998). In other words, through using the

Internet, comPuters can now be used as tools for information processing and

communication both in society in general and in the context of the classloom

fWarschauer & Healey, 1998).

In addition, according to Ybarra and Green Q003) the computer-based classroom

can suppoft situations in which students are able to particþate actively in

communication face to face instead of only electronicall¡ arguing that computers

stimulate verbal interactions among students. Yang and Liu (2005) studying

interactions in collaborative leaming working around comPutets found that the

language used by the students is more varied in a computet integrated classroom.

These students used different types of interactions: individual, authoritative,

argumentative and consolidated, during their leaming activities that gave them

opportunities to use the target language in different ways.

Two srudies using email in language classes discussed in Warschauer and Healey

(1998) indicated rhat email use was a significant leaming activity. Their study

focussed on the use of email as a tool for communication between teacher and

student. Using email to communicate with students gives both teachets and students

the opportunity to com¡nunicate freeþ about their work. Teachels used emails for

providing immediate feedback about students' work and to answer students'

questions regarding tasks. In addiúon to these uses, students used the opportunity

to use the language in a broadet context. Oxford (1990, p.79 in Gonglewski, Meloni,

& Brant, 2001) makes the point that "they (emails) can be a medium of real

communication in the target language, including composing and exchanging

messages with othet students in the classroom or alound the wodd". However,

leame¡ participation in such communication is also dependent on the students'level

cf language profìciency. When leamers âre not proficient enough or lack confidence
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to participate in such conversation or activity, they would quickìy lose interest in

contributing to the âctivity (I(-w. Lee, 2000a)- Besides, having technical diffìculties

during the activities may discoufage the students from using email (Frank, Reich, &

Humphreys, 2003) and following such setbacks it takes a relatively long duration of

positive practice for the students to regain their confìdence both in language and

computer skills flhomPson et al., 1998 in Frank, Reich, & Humphreys,2003)-

2.7 Computer and learner autonomy

The importance of leamers deciding thei¡ own leaming obiecúves, choosing ways of

achieving the leaming objectives and evaluating their own progress has long been

acknowledged by language learning pedagogy @,ltis, 1994). From a language leaming

perspective, computers are recognized as attrâctive leaming tools that provide

students with opporn¡nities to become autonomous leamers (Bork, 1'994; Carney,

Joiner, & Tragou, 1997; Ding,7997; Dingwall, 1997; Hoven, 1999; Liou, 1998;

Martinez-Lage, 7997; Nikolova, 2002; Rat¡avadivel, 1999; Silverman, 1'997). lf
properþ used'¡¡ith suitable activities, computers âpPlications may assist students in

many ways, and may be considered as effective tools that motivate leamers to seek

and to fulfìl their own learning needs.

One example of computer use promoting leamer autonomy is tandem language

leaming via the Internet. This activity provides interactions between two people that

have different mother tongues (Little, 2001). Little (2001) stressed that tandem

language leaming can help students to build uP theft autonomy as a language usef of

the target language, as an autonomous user of the tandem language leaming process'

Another example demonstrating the development of leamer autonomy is the use of

email tandem leaming. Söntgents (1999) indicates that in this learning situation,

leamers are able to communicate with other leamets who are native speakers of the

target language and by cornmunicating with native speakers in this situation students

can gain insight into the culture of the leamed language u¡ithout going to the

country in which the taïget language is spoken. Söntgents also atgued that this
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learning condition pfovides students with significant oPPorh¡nity to work

independently. Using computers in the classtoom p¡ovides no threat to students

involved because the work/practice done is not being judged by anybody (Brett,

2000). The opportunity to repeat certain sections many times without losing face

and the chance to use a vâriety of learning modes cân motivate students to learn

independently. Howevef, .whilst such considefâtions are irnportant, the most

impoftant element of computer use in ESL remains the oPPortunity presented by

this technology to access a diverse range of authentic material'

Although computers can offer opportunities for students to be âutonomous

leamers, it remains the role of the teacher to suPPolt and conceptualise the

students' efforts (l\4etcer, 1993) and to provide students with appropriate leaming

oppoftunities according to their leaming needs and pace of workng poveless,

'Williams, & Kutnick, 2000). However, how far can students be independent if the

school system and the expectation of the students' education performance do not

change? ,\lthough there is much ¡esearch to indicate that computer activities

increase students'interactivity and learning, moving towards increased autonomy as

language learners can only be successful if computer applications are Propedy used

and understood (Benson, 1998).

2.8 Computers and motivation

The concept of motivation is frequently used in educational contexts, howevet there

is little âgteement on the meaning of the terrn. Howevet, some schola¡s agree that

motivation is

"one ofthe key factors that influence the rate and success ofsecond / foreigp
language (I-2) leaming. Motivation provides the primary impetus tn initiate learning
t}reL2 and later tlle motivation ¡emains dri'ring force that sustain the long and often
tedious learning ptocess" (Doroyel 7998: p.'l'17 cited in Thanasoulas, (2000).
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And this is the definition of motivation used in this study.

People have numerous reâsons to be motivated. In the educaúonal context, these

reâsons âre often driven and challenged by the desire of students to achieve thei¡

learning goals Q(rtikara, 2000). Many educators believe that computer-based

learning environments provide situatjons that motivate students to leam. According

to McGrath (1993) students are modvâted to learn through authentic, challenging

tasks that a¡e interdisciplinary in nâture and that Promote str¡dents active

involvement with the target language and content in a real, authentic situation.

However, Jarvis (2004) concludes in his study that computer use in the class may no

longer motivâte the students to learn unless the pedagogy is adapted directly to the

academic context in ',r¡hich the students are involved. Jarvis reasorts that computers

are easily assessable outside the classroom by most students and students no longel

perceive computers as a 'nev/ element of the classroom because they are easily

assessable outside the school. Indeed, for many students, the excitement of leaming

and experiencing a new technology no longer ensts.

Motivation is complex and the role of computers in the motivation of students is

affected by many factors. Keller (1987, in A. Jones & Issroff, 2005) has developed a

motivational model that may help researchers and teachets to undetstand students'

methods of learning with computers. Kellet's model of motivation includes factors

such as curiosity, challenge, confidence and control. The level of curiosity in

students to know new things is one key way in which to motivate students to know

more about the subiect. The importance of challenge lies in making a task neither

too easy nor too difficult in order to keep students activeþ involved. A feeling of

confidence is associated with the selection of a task that reflects and makes use of

the students' previous achievements. Lastly is control, how well are students a¡e able

to control their skills in order to complete the task. The more control the student

has the more motivated he o¡ she is to complete the task.
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2.9 Factors influencing technology use

According to Baylor & Ritchie Q002) there are many facto¡s that need to be taken

into account when integrating computers into the classroom. They consider

planning, leadership, curriculum alignment, professional development, technology

use, teacher openness to change, and teacher non-school computer use, technology

competency and technology integration, and teacher-student attitudes as factors that

influence the level and usefulness of comPuter use in the classroom. They also

consider the areas of teacher skill, teacher morale and perceived student learning as

factors requirin g consideration.

In addition, both Egbert ø al (1996) and Loveless et al. Q000) consider the pressure

of time, the lack of resources and materials, insuf{icient or the inflexible guidelines,

standards of curricula, lack of suPPott or recognition for integrating computers, and

inadequate training and technical support as factors that ptevent teachers from

successfully integrating computers into thefu lessons. Becket (2000) fìnds in his

study rhat English language teachers are dealing with the Pressure of covering the

curriculum that focuses on examinations, anð may therefote see computers as

inhibiting them from covering the broad content and topics in the curriculum

effectively.

Pelgrum (2001) identifies 38 obstacles to implementing computers in the classroom.

These obstades are both material and non-material conditions. His list of obstacles

is derived from his study of representative samples of schools Ítorn 26 countries.

Ttre top 5 obstacles in his list are insufficient number of computerc Q}o/o), teachets'

lack of knowledge/skills $6n, difûcult to integrate in instruction (58%Ð,

scheduling computef time (58%o), and insufficient peripherals (57%o). Pelgmm's

study reveals that the failure to equip schools with sufficient numbers of computers

and to update teachers with new knowledge and skills in computer use are the maior

reâsons for tlre unsuccessfirl implementation of computers in schools.
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Frank et al. (2003) found in their study that some students lacked confidence in

computer use due to their perceived lack of computer skills. They found that some

students were struggling \¡ith technical drffìculties and became afratd of handling

the computet. According to Frank et al. Q003), t}re fear of these students'was due to

their lack of compute¡ skills and this fear interfered with the use of computers in

their leaming. Futhermore, for Frank et al. it is important for learners to understand

the use of computers and to understand the need to use them in the classroom

context. \Øithout such understanding the learners may be reluctant to use

computels as learning tools. Baylor and Ritchie Q002) point out that in order for

leamers to improve their performânce using compute¡s they need teachers to guide

them, both in developing skills and by designing suitable activities.

Teo and \øei (2001) surveyed 28 schools in order to investigate the way in which

schools employ computets for education PuiPoses, and the way in which the

general arrangement of the classroom may influence the use of comPuters in classes.

They investigated the schools IT culture: the resou¡ces available in the classroom

and the effectiveness of computer-based teaching process in the classroom. They

used a like¡t scale of 1.7 in ordef to Pfesent their findings. They found that

teacher's attitudes towatds cornputer use in education had no effect on teachers'

computef-based teaching effectiveness. However, they said that the uses of

computers in the class is shaped by the teachers' attitudes towards comPuter use in

education and their ou¡n level of computer proficienry- Their study also found that

the effectiveness of computer-based instruction was not irìfluenced by the quality of

softwate available or used.

Another hindrance to tlle successful implementation of computers in the classroom

is the teachers' and the students' attitudes towards computer-based teaching and

leaming environments (l)emetriadis et d'.,2003;J.I*., Hong, & Ling,2002;Yeen,

1993). Lee et al. Q002) reveal in their study that having positive attitudes towards

this new classroom environment gave students usefr¡l psychological preparation for

a computeï-based learning classtoom. They argue that by g"itg students the
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oppoftunity to use computers comfortably, they will develop positive attitudes, and

hence pfepâre the students for successful adaption to the compute¡-based

environment. Students with positive attitudes are mole adaptable and accepting of
the new learning environment and their attitudes are closely related to their

successful use of the classroom environment (Stables, 2000).

Lastl¡ Zhao ønd Cziko (2001) suggested a framework for unde¡standing why

teachers use or do not use computers centred around the examination teachers'

goals. They formulated three conditions that are identified as essential for teachers

to successfully use technology in the classroom:

1. Teacher must believe that technology can more effectively achieve or
maintain a higher-level goal then vzhat has been used.

2. The teacher must believe that using technology will not câuse disturbance to
other higher-level goals that they evaluate as more important than the one
being maintained.

3. Teacher must believe tlat they have the ability ând resources to use

technology.
(Zhao & Cziko, 2007, p.27)

Presuming that teachers meet the conditions suggested by Zhao and Cziko, thete is,

however, another question that needs to be answeted. How do teachers use

technology to teach in their class? According to Demetriadis et ø1. Q003) data on

this subject is very limited and more tesearch needs to be undertaken. Although

the¡e is much research on the use of computers in the classtoom, most researchers,

as discussed above, do not examine the role of technology in teaching as a whole.

One important element of this study is the examination of t}re role played by

technology within individual classes. By focussing on the Malaysian context, this

study aims to provide much needed insight into the way in which teachers use and

incorporate computer use into their classes.
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2.10 Research on computer-based teaching in the Malaysian
context

There are rn ny srudies on computer-based teaching and learning environment in

Malaysia. The section reviews literature based on Malaysian studies in order to get

an understânding of computet-based teaching and leaming in Malaysia.

There are many factors that teachers need to address when implementing ne'ù/

approaches to teaching and learning. One of these factors is the administrative

awareness. Acctrrding to Fooi & Fook (2000) school administration in Malaysia is

still lacking in computer awareness. Fooi and Fook surveyed 350 school principals

to investigate their a\¡tareness of and their willingness to the use computers in

education and administrative work. Their findinç indicated that 79.3o/o of the

sample had heard about computefs in education but only 57.5o/o of them

understood the meaning of ICT and only 37.goh could explain it to their teachers.

Another study byJusoh (2000) found that teachers weÍe awa¡e of the advantages of

computers use in the classrooms for the teaching and learning- Many teachers knew

thât computers helped them in their teaching and leaming preparation. Howevet,

the reachers claimed that students with a lack of computer skills exhibited less

concentration in their learning and some teachers indicated that the students'work

using computers was not up to standard. Habib and Badusah (1998) investigated the

teachers' readiness to use computers for teaching and leaming. This quantitative

study examined the attitudes of 165 secondary school teachets, who were teaching

Malay, English, Mathematics and Science. Habib and Badusah indicated that

although the teachers believed that computers wete useful tools for their teaching

and for students' leaming, they were surprised to leam that the comPutef

applications used were only basic. The most actively used applications were word

processing and record keeping. This was due to the lack of computer skìlls and the

fact that many teachers were having difficulty in understanding the ptograms that

were mostly in English. A similat result was found by Bakat and Mohamad (1998)

and Daud (2000). All these studies concur that the teachets' general knowledge
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about computers was very low, and this lack of knowledge directly influenced the

use of computers in the classroorn. Teachers in Kiu and Pihie's (2000) srudy claimed

that the teaching and learning software provided by the Ministry of Education to

the schools was insufficient and incomplete and could not be used in their lessons.

Thang (2003) used questionnaftes to investigate if tertiary students in Malaysia were

ready for online learning by examining their attitudes to leamer autonomy. She

divided her findinç into three categories in order to represent their three groups of

leaming preferences. Her results showed that the students were not independent

leamers and although they were interested in leaming with computers they preferred

â teachef-conüolled comPutef class model. Overall Thang's study found that

students vr'efe not ready for a totally autonomous leaming environment. She

suggested that students should be given preparation training for this new

environment and identified 3 key areas in which this preparation should take place:

a) Psychological Preparation b) Methodological Preparation and c) Practice in self-

dftection.

Nor (2004) investigated the influence of using hypertext on students' reading

strategies. Her study focused on thi¡d year tertiary students. She found tlat students

read hypertext in a similar v/ây to the way in which they read a print-based text, but

they found it difficult to choose what to ¡ead because of the massive number of

information links, and not every text provided them with the information they

wanted. These students sought more stnrcture in their texts and found that often

hlpertext did not have enough explanation and the content was not well elaborated

when compa¡ed with printed text format-

Another study by Manisah Q004) on reading using computer-aided reading modules

with remedial students showed that reading modules could be an altemative means

of increasing reading skills among remedial students. Manisah stresses that a

positive result could be achieved when the module content is structured according
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to the students' level of profìciency and that students should be encouraged to be

independent leamers by being responsible for their own leârning.

This study concurs with Âshaari (Education, 2002) when she constructs the

argument that although computers are assumed to be important ESL leaming tools,

English language teachers still play an important role, especially providing students

with information about vocabulary and grammar. She stresses that students need

teachers' guidance because students cannot rely totally on the comPuter software

and the Intemet for information and guidance on certain subjects. Indeed it may be

argued that Malaysian students are very much reliant on teachers' input for their

leaming and consider the teachers âs their sole knowledge provider, and the

computer is clearly only secondary.

,\bd. Rahman (2000) found that most teachers in Malaysía are not ready to integrate

computers into the classroom because they do not understand the uses of

computers in the classroom, have limited knowledç of computers ând are afraid of

using computers. All these things affect Malaysian teaching innovation. These

findings are further supported by those of Abdul Razak (1998) and Abdul Rashid

(1997) in Abd. Rahman (2000) who indicated that in general, teachers are still afraid

of using computers. This fear is especially prevalent in teachers teaching in rural

afeâs.

In addition, a study done by Kong Siew (1997, in Abd. Rahman, 2000) identiñed

three key factors that hold teachers back from integtating comPuters into their

classes. She surveyed pti-^ty school teachers and listed the factots that inhibited

teachers' use of computeß in the classroom. Siew's three key factors preventing

computer use in the classroom are þ. 536):

There is limited time for the teachers to incorpomte comPuters ln
the teaching and leaming.
There are veq/ limited numbers of computers in the schools.
Teachets havc lirnited computer knowledge ot skills to integrate the
computer in their lessons.

I

2.
3.
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Abd. Rahman (2000) concluded in her paper thât although teachers may in generâl

have positive perceptions of integrating computers in the classroom, the use of this

technology is not widely venhued in the Malaysian context. ,{,bd. Rahman surveyed

100 teachers in order to investigate the teachers' experience with comPuters and the

obstacles faced by teachers in using computef technology. She found that the

language teache¡s were not ready to use computers in the classroom because of the

lack of useful and practical course'üare available for use in the language classroom.

Pihie and Elias (2000) repofted a similar findings amongst secondary teachers,

adding that teachers'readiness to accept the new learning environment depended on

teacher computef knowledge. They found teachers were not ready to comrnit

themselves to computer use in lessons because of theit own lack of computer

knowledge.

Most of the studies undertaken in Malaysia investigate the effectiveness of the

implementation of computers in the classroom by looking at the teachers' training

prograrns, teachers' attitudes, teachers'teadiness and classroom activities. Most of

the studies investigate the tertiary level of education, a¡rd less has been done to

understand how computers aie used in schools. Another issue is that most of the

literature concerning the Malaysian context employs a quantitative methodology,

very few studies so fâr use a qualitative approach. This study uses a qualitaúve

approach to examine 'Jre use of computers in the classroom. This study argues that

an in-depth examination of what is happening in real classroom situaúons may give

â better picrue of the use of compute¡s in the ESL class and on the teaching of

English in computer-based learning situations. These insights may not be able to be

câptured in a quantitative study.

2.ll Surrtmary

Under the right circumstances comPuters can become a helpful and well-

functioning instmctional tool. However, all parties, especially the education
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organization as a whole, need to take part in significant changes for the effective use

of computers to be realised. Many studies have looked into the usage of comPuters

in classrooms, focussing on single areas such as language, pedagogy, learners and

teachers, management and teaching and learning and also on the courseware,

quantitatively. So far, only a small body of research has looked into the usage of

computers in the classroom environment. There is a lack qualitative studies

especially in the Malaysian context. This study will investigate the use of comPuters

in the class¡oom qualitatively in order to understand in detail what is going on in the

classroom whe¡e computers are being used.

The next chapter will discuss literature on the concept of the constructivist

classroom and the nature of class¡oom interaction in the constructivist context. This

chapter will develop a framework for the investigation of interactions in the ESL

classroom and aims to explore how students use English in making meaning.
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CHAPTER 3

Social Constructivism And Classroom
Interaction

3.0 Introduction

Because this study adopts a social constructivist perspective, this chapter elaborates the

fundamental aspects of social constructivist theory and its reality in the classroom.

3.1 Social constructivism

According to Jones & Brader-Anje (2002) the meaning of constructivism varies

according to one's perspective and position. Some autlrors focus on the individual

leamer, this approach is termed cognitive constructivism, and others focus on leaming

that happens in a social context, this is known as social constructivism. In general, the

meaning of constructivism is the idea that knowledge is "const¡ucted' by leatners

@oethel & Dimock, 1999) through the development of unde¡standing that requircs

leamers to be activeþ involved in meaning-making 04. G. Jones & Brader-Ataie,

2002). Knowledge, from a constructivist perspective, is the meaning-making that

leamers constn¡ct from past experiences, whìcb may take place in social contexts. In a

classroom environment, students are making theit own meanings and developing ideas

through interacting with peers and teachers (M. G.Jones & Brader-Araje,2002, p. 2).

The success of social-constructivist classroom requires students to understand the

general concept of the lesson as a whole as well as the individual skills the lesson is

designed to impat.
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Vells (1999) said that the process of meaning-making consists of four different

oppoftunities that leamers encounter both within and outside the classroom. The four

opportunities are: experience, infomation, knowledge building, and understanding.

Weìls sees this as a goal-oriented social process. According to'S(/ells, the meaning that

students construct through participating in social events is a form of knowledge

building. To build knowledge, a person needs to experience or to particiPate in the

situation in o¡der for him to interpret information derived from this experience both to

build knowledge and to incorporate new knowledge'

In the context of education, constructivism stresses that leame¡s come to class with

certain knowledge, ideas, and understandings of the subjects they are going to leam and

do not approach the class as empty vessels. Brooks and Brooks (1993) emphasized that

it is the teachers' role to provide learners with activities that give opportunities fot

leamers to build on their eadier understandings of concepts by letting students explore

the experiences they bring into the class.

3.2 Social constructivism in language classroom

Social constructivism has had an impact on education both in terms of pedagogy and

curriculum design (I\4. G. Jones & Brader-Araje,2002). Social constructivism as a

theory was developed from the work of Vygotsky (1978), which emphasises the role of

social interaction in the development of cognition. Vygotsþ asserts that the social

context and social interactions play important ¡oles in making-meaning (Galloway,

2001).In social constructivism, leaming is a social activity. Reusser (2003) explained

leaming using the social constructivist perspective in the follorving way. Reusser writes:

Learning and encultu¡ation are not bounded by the individual btain or mind but are
intrinsically social endeavors, embedded in a society and reflecti:ag its knowledge,
perspectives, arrd beliefs. People construct their knowledge, not only from di¡ect
personal experience, but also from being told by otlers and by being shaped tlrough
social experience and interaction. The basis of personal deveþment and
enculturation, thus, is not the sociaìly isolated construction of knowledge, but its co-
construction in a social and cultural space. þ. 2058)
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This philosophy of learning emphasizes that learning occurs when knowledge is

actively constructed through students' participation in discussion ând other activities

instead of the student/s receiving thefu knowledge passively from teachers (Brooks &

Brooks, 1993; Ibrahim, Silong, & Samah, 2001; Kerka,799'7).In other words' leaming

occurs when leamers construct their own understanding of a concept' This

understanding results frorn students actively searching for meanings and making sense

of what they know and have understood (meaning-m^king) and not totally memorizing

facts frorn their reading or from what they were told w'ithout analysing this information

in a critical way ffon Glaserfeld, 1984 in Tam, 2000). From a social const¡uctivist

perspective, the construction of knowledge is not merely isolated and wholly internal

but rather knowledge is constructed in a social context through interactions with

others. It can be said that in social constn¡ctivism leaming is an active process and

meaningful learning takes place only when leamers are involved in social activities.

Staarman, Laat and Meijden Q002) süess that new knowledge is connected to the real

life of the learners and learning is supported by the construction of past exPeriences.

Leaming that happens is the effect of construction and re-construction of the students'

intemal understanding of meaning. Fot students, in language classrooms, meaning-

making involves more than knowing the meaning of words and combining them in the

dght sentence structures. Students construct their understanding of the subject, for

example the reading materials, based on the knowledge that they bring to class and

develop the knowledge in the classroom with in a social context.

By using a social constructivist apptoach in the classroom, leamers can gain new

knowledge of the subject and general subject concepts through discussions, and from

the opportunities to use the new knowledge in different situations. In this way

leamers are acúve participants in const¡ucting their own understanding of concepts.

-ül'hen students are constructing their undentanding in a discussion they need to be

confident with their language ability and their previous knowledge of the subject in

ofder to participate activeþ and to achiwe their learning goals (Peters, Comu, &

Collins, 2003). From the social constructivist perspective, the most important p'"rt of
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learning involves students using language to express themselves, to explain, to

negotiate and to compromise with peers in the discussion of ideas and in writing-

3.3 Creating social constructive classroom

In the social constructivist class the pedagogical emPhasis is on learning which

"involve(s) negotiating understandings through dialogue or discourse shared by nvo

people of mofe membefs of a community of people who are pursuing shared goals"

(Brophy, 2002,p. Ð. In a situation where more knoviledgeable adults or Peers lead the

conversation providing new information during these interactions, the new information

discussed may contribute to the achievement of students' leaming goals ffygotsþ,
1978). The fundamental princþle of social constructivism is that learners interact with

more knowledgeable members of the group in order to obtain new knowledge and

leam how that new knowledge may be applied (Kim, 2001). In the ESL language

classroom, the knowledge that students gain from interacting with peers or teachers

during discussion activities can be in the form of sefltence structure, vocabulary,

pronunciation and or a number of other asPects of English language usage.

One of the leaming opportunities that a social constructivist classroom provides is a

situation in which students are able to construct thei¡ understanding using scaffolding.

Scaffolding is a technique used by students during gouP discussion activities, where

students receive heþ or are guided by mote advanced Peels or a teacher in order to

understand or to make meanlng of the task o¡ concept that they are unable to

unde¡stand on their own. The way in which students make use of this help and use it to

construct tlleir understanding of the concepts at hand is called scaffolding (I-ipscomb,

Swanson, & West, 2}O4).,\ccording to Benson (1997 n Lipscomb, Swanson, & \JØest'

2004) "scaffolding is actuaþ a bridge used to build upon what students already know

to a¡rive at something they do not know. If scaffolding is propedy adrninistered, it will

act as an enabler not as a disabler." The iciea of scaffolding is known as the zone of

proximal development (ZPD) ffygotsþ, 1978). Students use scaffolding in the process

of understanding a ne\¡/ concept of a task, through sharing and exchanging opinions
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with a more knouiledgeable person during discussions. In the classroom, t}re teacher

and peers âre the persons involved in helping leamers to build uPon their prior

knowledge.

A group of schola¡s cited in Brophy Q002) emphasize tlrat "learning is most likely to

be successful and meaningful when it is socially negotiated and through classroom

discourse."þ. ix). A social consLructivist ESL teacher opens opportunities for learners

to use English actively in exploring and exchanging ideas through negotiating and

debating thus making it possible for students to construct thei¡ understanding of tasks

or new knowledge using the target language.

From a social constructivist perspective, in order for students to benefit from the

activities, a teacher should encourâge them to "ask questions, formulate hlpothese and

do experiments to test them" (Veermans & Cesareni, 2005). The aims may be achieved

through activities such as whole class discussions, small group discussions and pair

work. Veerman ând Cesareni (2005) suggest that in order for students to optimise their

leaming opportunities teachers should cÌeate learning activities that can provide

students with oppornrnities to use the language interactively and plan activities that

promote a higher level of understanding of the target language and of the concePts and

skills being taught.

However, there are some difficulties that teachers may face when attemPting to

implement a social constmctivist approach in the classroom. This approach, as

discussed by Brophy Q002), needs teachers to be knowledgeable about the subject they

are teaching, not only on the subject matter but also on how to Present it to the

Ieamers. Brophy said that teachers should be able to respond immediately to students'

questions and ideas. Above all teachers should be able to create interactive classroom

situations that encourage students to participate actively as such envLonments may not

be possible if the teacher is ill-at-ease with theit topic or their pedagogical practices.
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3.4 Classroom interactions as Part of social constructivism

Researchers of social constructivism such as Do & Schallert (2004) and Turner &

Dipinto (1996) stress the significance of social factors for learning, emphasising ther

notion that learning is not an individual activity. They insist that leaming is a social

activìty during which understanding of the context is developed through interactions

âmong peers and between students and their teacher (Iurnet & Dipinto, 1996). Turner

and Dipinto (1996) found that when leamers were involved in a group problem-soÞing

task, leamers shared knowledge u¡ith each other and the task tequired them to think

deeply u¡ithin the group about the problems and issues the task raised. According to

them, the interactions between gtoup members give leamers the opportunity to exPress

what they know regarding a problem whilst v'¡ithin the group the leamers explained,

argued and supported their arguments. Through this intetactive activity, students are

presumed to improve their skills and gain a better understanding of their subiect.

Collins, Brown, and Duguid (1989) point out that in a class with a large number of

shtdents, teachers do not have a cha¡rce to interact with, and listen to, all students

individually. Therefore, students have less opportunity to exPress theit ideas to, get

feedback from, to particþate with, to share knowledge with and to get help from either

the teacher and or their peers. 'ü?'hen using a social constructivist approach in the

classroom, t large class is neither suitable nor practical. Collins x al (1'989) emphasise

that teachers should understand which classroom situations a¡e suitable fo¡ their

stu<lents to learn language, in order for the students to get the full benefit from the

activities. For example, small goup discussions can provide oPportunities for students

to use English and to take an active role in making meanings and decisions on tasks'

This activities can encourage students to use the language activeþ that leads to the

construction of meaning and also learning (Do & Schallert, 2004; Tumer & Dipinto,

1996). Soller, Lesgold, Linton, and Goodman (1999) stress that students would benefit

more from group discussion activities if they are able to geneiate a situation in which

they can encourage each other to justifu, articulate and explain their opinions on a

subject or task. The more activeþ siudents participate in discussion, the more they
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increase the amount of information shâringwithin the gtoup, and thus enhance gtouP

decisions ând the unde¡standing of the task discussed.

When looking at interactions in group discussion, Soller ¿/ al (1999) argue that to create

a successful group discussion or collaborative leaming situation, it is not simply enough

to put students in a group with a topic to discuss. Staarman et ø1. (2002) add that fo¡

collaboratìve learning to wo¡k it is necessary that the intended task is structu¡ed to

optimise collaboration, and the objective of the task and the shared goals of that task is

rnade clear to students. Their study discove¡ed that srudents worked less collaboratively

when they believed that they were able to complete the task individually. Furthermore,

to make the inte¡action in the gtoup discussion beneficial to students, they needed to

know how to leam collaboratively. Indeed, students leaming through interaction is

determined by the quality of their participation in group discussions flarboe, 7996 in

Soller, Lesgold, Linton, & Goodman, 1999).

Cooper and Mclntyre (1996) suggest some key conditions that teachets should take

into consideration when preparing students for collaborative group ot pair wotk. They

suggest teachers should consider students' intetests, students' knowledge and

understanding, and students' motivation when designing a task. Other factors like

group members' personalities and the types of activities may also affect the success of

group work activities.

3.5 Studies on classroom interactions

The interests of schola¡s in looking at interactions in the class¡oom are very'¡zide. Pica

(1987) studied the level of students' participations in social interaction in the class, and

she argued, that unequal status of classtoom participation can affect the students'

achievement in second language learning. Her study found that students structured and

restructured their social interactions towatds corninon understandings with an activity

that required the students to exchange information, rather then asking to give their

opinion voluntarily. She discovered that unequal status of participation between
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teacher and students, shaped clâssroom activities and minimized the oPpoltunity for

students to use the language in a social context. Pica suggests that activities, which

promote information exchânge in collaboration with equâl responsibilities âmong the

students, may help students to participate actively and productively in the social

interacúon in the classroom.

Mori (200a) used conversational analysis to examine peer interactive tasks in aJapanese

foreign language classroom. His study revealed that mutual suPPort from peers during

the discussion was important and this was established in the context of the gouP.

Flowever, there were differences in support given by tÌ¡e srudents, which may hold

back the achievement of learning outcomes. According to Mori effective Peer suPPort

was dependant on ^ clear unde¡standing of the task. Howevet, Mori concluded that

there was no indicator of how much clarifìcation students should receive f¡om the

teacher before doing the activity, particulady with a wide sPectrum of ESL

proficiencies in a class.

Hakkarainen and Palonen (2003) examined pattems of female and male students'

interaction in computer-supported collabo¡ative leaming. They were in co-education

goup. In their study, they found signifìcant differences in students'participation. The

female students carried out the main responsibilities of the task by engaging in a more

theoretical understanding of the problems being investigated. They found that there

was a gender difference concerning the engagement of students in computer-suPported

collaborative leaming (CSCL); the male students dorninated discourse interaction

within the CSCL envi¡onment. They suggested that for CSCL to be successfirl,

technology should be integrated into the pedagogical structure of the lesson rather than

conceived of as a seParate activity or entity.

Lomangino, Nicholson and Sulzby Q002) studied the process of text composition on

the computer, focusing on student-student interactions in a collaborative situation.

They found that sh¡dents displayed mariy construcdve pattems of interaction whilst

composing with computers without adult supervision. These Pattems include gining
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control of the learning situation, developing strategies for handling tum-taking in the

groups, and building strategies for negotiation needed for them to wo¡k colJaboratively.

-According to Lomangino, Nicholson and Sulzby (2002), collabo¡ative work helped

students to gerìerate alternative ideas and to negotiate these ideas with peers which

contributed to students' understanding of the task. These ways, iri '¡¡hich students

supported each other, are manifestâtions of the concept of scaffolding seen within the

classroom context.

Investigating online peer-to-peef communicatìon, Soller et al (1999) found that

srudents supported each other in the leaming process by seeking for cla¡ification and

justification from their peers during $oup discussion. They based theit study on a

collaborative learning model that identified specifìc characteristics for effective leaming

behaviours. They confrmed that interactions are particularþ effective when students

actively sought clarifìcation and justification from their peers during group or pair work

activities. They added that due to the emphasis on grouP communication well

developed conversation skills ate the key to collaborative learning and problem-solving

acüvrbes.

Students, and sometimes teachers, often use code-switching when interacting using the

rarget language during group work. Mori Q004) found that his students code-switched

to initiate self-repair by trying to get assistance from peers and for the development of

the organization of tum-taking. Another study by Canagarajah (1995) examined the

role of code-switching âmong the 24 English language teachers in Sri Lanka. The

teachers code-switched fo¡ the purposes of managing the classtoom, explaining the

subject content, and to regulate classroom interactrons.

Although many studies have investigated interactions in classrooms, there is still a need

to investigate the nature of social inte¡actions in comPuter-based-Iearning

environments flohnson, 7997 in Bradley & Lomicka, 2000; Chapelle, 1996). Johnson

(1991 in Bradley & Lomicka, 2000) suggests that more research should be done to

investigate the nature of social activities in computer-based envfuonments to
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understând hor¡' sn¡dents use languâge to construct their understandings and to make

meaning in this context. Kumpulainen and Mutanen (2000) agreed that in order to

understand learning processes through social interaction, classroom interactions should

be studied in detail. For example, the study of student-student interactions should be

undertaken to understand how students make meaning from new knowledge during

group \¡/ork activities. Kem and's7arschauer (2000b) emPhasize that it is important to

document and investigate teacher-student and student-student interactions in the

context of technology use in the classroom in order to understand the nature of social

interaction created in computer-based learning environments related to language use

@radley & Lomicka, 2000).

3.6 Summary

Suppoted by the literature review in Chapter 2, this chapter has shown that by

approaching the classroom using a social constructivist perspective that a social

constructivist classroom does offer significant potential for ESL students to participate

activeþ in language learning. In addition, computers and suitable comPuter-based

activities may assist in providing optimal oppornnities for ESL students to use English

in variety of situations and to acquire and improve their language skills at the same

time. Although there are studies pomangino, Nicholson, & Sulzby, 2002;Mon,2004)

done investigating classroom interactions using social constructivism as the theoretical

background, there are still very few studies done in the Malaysian context using a social

constructivist perspective. This study aims to examine classroom interactions in a

computer-based envi¡onment to explore the nature of English language leaming

opportunities that students receive from computer-based ESL activities.
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CHAPTER 4

Education In Malaysia

4.0 Introduction

In order to fiame the situation in which the social constructivist PersPective

elaborated in Chapter 3 will be applied, this chapter provides background

information on the education system in Malaysia. Because this study focuses on the

reality of computer use in the teaching of ESL in the Malaysian context, it is

important to establish certâin background facts about Malaysia a¡d its educational

system. The purpose of this chapter is to provide this information and to

contextualise the development of the Smart School initiative that is a focus of this

study.

4.1 Country profile

Malaysia is located in Southeast Asia and its capital city is Kuala Lumpur.

Geographically, Malaysia consists of two main lands that are separated by the South

China Sea. Malaysia has thi¡teen states. Eleven states in the Peninsular Malaysia,

known as W'est Malaysia, and the other two are Sabah and Sarawak, which are

located in the no¡them Part of Bomeo.

Malaysia is comprised of multiethnic groups and has an estimated populaúon oî
25.45 million as of March 2004 (Jtusan, 2004). The Malay ethnic gfouP makes up

the majority of the population. Specifically, 62.290/0 of the population consists of the

people classified as Bumiputra (comprised of Malays and other indigenous people)
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23.90 âre Chinese, 7.07oh Indians and other Malaysian ethnic gfoups arc 7oo/o of

the population (Utusan, 2004).

Bahasa Malaysia is the official language in the country and is Malaysia's national

language. Bahasa Malaysia is used in most government transactions and daily

conversation afnong people from different ethnic gfouPs' The second most used

language âmong Malaysians is the English language. English is wideþ spoken by

approximately 65'/o of the population and is classified as the second language of the

country. English is widely used in private sectols that deal intemationally. Other

spoken languages are Chinese, Tamil and otler dialects of indigenous grouPs, which

are frequently used in social communication. In education sectors, Bahasa Malaysia

is the medium of instruction in public and most private schools, and the public

institutions of higher learning. Languages like Chinese, Tamil and Arabic are taught

in schools but are not compulsory. Hou/ever, Bahasa Malaysia and English are

compulsory subjects in school.

4.2 The role of English in Malaysia

The English language has played a maiot role in the development of the country

since colonizaion. British influences have had an effect on education and the

changes that have happened in the education system and language policy.

4.2.1 The language Policy

English was used as a means of communication in govemment sectors and as a

medium of instruction in schools for many years during colonization. In the

education sectof during colonization, there wefe two types of schools that

differentiated the socio-economic levels in the country. English was used in the

urban schools with higher a Chinese and Indian population, whereas 1¡ a rlur:al area

that was mostly comprised of Malay PeoPle, the Malay ianguage (Bahasa Malaysia)
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was used as a medium of instruction. After independence in 1957, for the Purposes

of development and harmonization of the new multi¡acial nâtion, the new

government shifted the irnportance of language used from English to Bahasa

Malaysia €ill^y, 1998).

In the education system today, Bahasa Malaysia is the language of instruction in

schools and is a compulsory subject that students need to pass. English language is a

compulsory subject to take in school and in the university. Th. language learning

policy in school changed according to the needs of educational development.

Bahasa Malaysia and English have become compulsory subjects in schools for

different pufposes- Bahasa Malaysia is compulsory fot the purpose of developing

the language as the national language, whereas English is necessary for employment

pfospects and further educational development (Rajaretnam & Nalliah, 1'999).

The Razak Report of 7956 was the starting point for policy change in education

(Pustaka, 1990). This report later became the foundation fot the development of the

Malaysian education system. The Razak Education Report of 1956 states that "...the

ahimate oe-ectiue of efucational potiE in tbh coøntry mast be to hring together the children of all

races, îrnder a nationøl eduøtional ystem in ahich the nationa/ language is tbe main nediam of

instrudion..." A.Abdullah, 2003). It emphasised one colntnon syllabus for the

national education system and raised Bahasa Malaysia to the stahrs of the national

language to unite the various ethnic groups in Malaysia. This was essential for the

development and harmonization of a new multiracial nation (Pill"y, 1998). The ye'ars

prior to the 1956 Razak Report, diffetent languages were used for different type of

schools. For example, English was used in the English medium schools, whereas

Bahasa Malaysia was used in the Malay medium schools, the Chinese language in

Chinese schools and the Tamil language in Indian schools. Thus, to cfeate a

multiethnic country, one language had to be used and the best way to start is with

the education system. Bahasa Malaysia was then made the medium of instn¡ction ìn

all schools and later in the govemment sectors.
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Under the Education Act of 1,96'1, a new education system u¡as formulated. The

education system was centralized u¡ith one corrunon cu¡riculum, and u/ith the Malay

language as â medium of instruction (N4alaysia, 1956). The uansition from English

to Malay âs the medium of instruction in national schools took nine yeârs and the

transition finally completed in January 1983 (Asmah Hj Omar, 1983). Bahasa

Malaysia is used as the medium of instruction for all subjects except English and

other ethnic languages such as Chinese and Tamil. Ten years after Malaysian

Independence, the English language no longer played the ¡ole of official language of

instruction in govemment and govemment-assisted schools or in govemment-

funded institutes of higher education (,\. Omar, 1992).

ln 1993, the language policy changed again when Dr. Mahathir Mohamad (the then

Prime Mnster) announced a policy which allowed the use of English in higher

education as â medium of instn¡ction for teaching the sciences (Asmah Haji Omar,

1996). Flowever, only in August 1995, guidelines on the use of English in the

higher institutions were issued to the colleges and universities. The guidelines

allowed the institutions to determine the amount of English usage in teaching

sciences (ibid). The quantity of usage, however, depended on the capability of the

institutions to conduct the courses and the arnount of English needed is based on

the students' needs such as their srudy requirements in college and job aspirations

after they have gmduated.

Nevertheless, the teduction of English as an official language did not impede its

important role in the development of the country. Today, the English language in

Malaysia plays a wider range of roles than it has played before. English has about

the same importance as the national language. As the former Prime Minister (Dr.

Mahathir Mohamad) puts it: "Leaming the English language will reinfo¡ce the spirit

of nationalism when it is used to bring about development and progress for the

counti:)/' (Sun, 1999). He emphasizes that it is essential for Maiaysians to leam and

master the English language for the pu{pose of economic growth and personal well-

being. The former Malaysian Education Minister, Tan Sri Musa Mohamad, added
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that because English is considered the language of globalisation is essential for

Malaysians to master it in orde¡ for them to access information and knowledge

(Chapman, 2002). He points out that English should not be perceived âs a coloniâl

language âny mofe and that the use of it is not a betfâyal of nationalism. In

addition, according to Chapman it is cn¡cial fot Malaysians to be communicatively

competent in the language for them to comPete intemationally. Furthermore,

English is recognized as a language of knowledge âs many references are written in

English Qjmg, 2000). Therefore, it is vital for Malaysiâns to be profìcient in

English. Realizing the importance of the English in Malaysian society, the Ministry

of Education has looked into the teaching and leaming of the English language

seriously, as can be seen through the changes in the English language curriculum

over the yeafs.

4.3 The Malaysian Educational Policy

The Malaysian Educational Policy (K. P. Malaysia, 1990) is based on the National

Ideology commonly referred to as "Rukun Negata", with the aim of uniS'ing the

citizens and preparing them with essential skills and knowledge for the development

of the country.

4.3.1 The IYational education system

The education system as a whole is under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of
Education (hereafter referred to using the abbreviation: MoE). The Education Act
'1.996, replaced the Education Act 1961, and is the parent legislation for education

and includes all levels of education unde¡ the national education system.

Fundamentally, the MoE oversees school management, school curricula, national

examinations and the development of education in the country, excePt in

international schools.
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4.3.2 The national school sYstem

The school system in Malaysia is divided into 4 levels: primary school, secondary

school, pfe-university and university. (See the diagram in ,\ppendix 2) The primary

and secondary levels a¡e compulsory fo¡ all children. At the end of each school level

the snrdents ale assessed'in a national examination administeied by the l"{oE,.

Ptimary school education covers a totâI of six years of schooling. At this level

education aims to provide sh¡dents with a foundation in reading, writing and

mathematics. ,{.t the end of the primary level students ate assessed in a national

examination, IJjian Penilaiàn Sekolah Rendah (Ihe Primary School Assessment Test).

The purpose of this exarnination is to evaluate the students' petformance before

entering lower secondary school.

The secondary school has two levels: lower secondary and uPpff secondâfy. The

syllabus used is Karikuhm Bersepadu Sekolah Menengah (Secondary School Integrated

Curriculum), which emPhâsizes knowledge, values and thinking skills' Lower

secondary continues for three yeafs, and is followed by two yeafs at the upper

secondary level.

At the end of lower secondary, the students are assessed in a national examination

calleð Peperiksaan Menengah Rendab or PMR (Lower Secondary Examination). The

examination functions to determine students' academic performance, mofe

specifically it determines a student's academic placement in upper secondary school:

such as in the sciences, arts, technical or vocational classes.

There is a major assessment at the end of the uPPff secondary, where the students

sit for another national examination called S/il Pelajmøn Malrysia or SPM (Malaysian

Certifìcate of Education). This is the final examination that determines the

students' tertiary education opPortunities.
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All subjects in schools are tâught in Malay language except for the named languages.

The MoE, provides the curriculum and syllabus fo¡ each subiect and determines

suitable subiects from primary school to the lower secondary school but students

are able to choose which stfeam they are interested in for the upper secondary.

Table 1 suÍrmârizes the subjects provided

PRIMÂRY SUBJECT

t-3

4-6 Àll of the above
Science
Local Studies
Living Skills

PUBLIC EXAMINATION _ UPSR

Malay langr:age
English language
Mathematics
Islamic Education (for Muslims)
Moral Education (for non-Muslims)
Music
A¡t Education
Health Education
Physical Education

SECONDÀRY SI.JBJECTS

1-3 Malay Language
English
Science
Mathematics
History
Geography
History
Islamic Education (for Muslims)
Mo¡al Education (for non-Muslims)
Living Skills
Health Education
Physical Education
A¡t/Music Education
Other languages (optional)

Compulsory
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PUBLIC EXAMINATION _ PMR

4 -5 Compulsory subiects

Nfalay Language
English
Modem Matlematics
Islamic Education (for Muslims)
Moral Educatioo Study (for non-Muslims)
History
Physical Education
Health Education

Electives (according to streams)

Pu¡e Science subiects
Additional Science
Islamic Studies subiects
Applied,\rts subiects
Information Technology
Languages
Technology subiects
Humanities subiects

PUBLIC.EXAMINATION - SPM

Table l: The School Subjects taken in primary and secondary schools

4.4 The national curriculum

The aim of the national curiculum is to take into account students' needs in a

holistic way. It emphasizes the holistic development of students and the building of

students' potential. The objective of the national curdculum is to provide

opportuûities for students to develop their basic skills, knowledge, values, attitudes,

interest ând tâlent. The goal of the Kurikulun Bersepadu Sekolah Menngab ot KBSM

(Secondary School Integrated Curriculum) is to produce students with knowledge

and survival skills, and to assist students in terms of intellectual, emotional, spiritual

and physical development with the addition of moral values.

4.5 The English language syllabus in Malaysia

This section describes the evolution and maiot developments in the English

language syllabus in Malaysia. Befo¡e 1975 the syllabus sttessed grammal teaching

but in 1975 the focus of the Engüsh language syllabus was changed to a skill-based

teaching. That is teaching the four language skills, reading, writing, listening and

speaking. In 1988 the next revision of the syllabus took place. The new syllabus was

similarþ focussed on the acquisition of the four language skills. Later, however, the
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English language in education was seen to require more than technical skills, and the

syllabus was chânged to a language use syllabus in 2003. The English language

syllabus flow aims "to extend" learners'English language Proficiency in order to

meet their needs to use English in certain situations in everyday life, for knowledge

acquisition, and for future worþlace needs." (K' P. Malaysia, 2000, p.2). The

syllabus for secondary schools is an extension of the primary school syllabus and

emphasizes t}re teaching of both oracy (listening and speaking) and literacy (reading

and writing).

Tbe teaching of English is aimed at more the use of language in a situation and not

teaching language skills separatel¡ such as engaging in oracy and literacy practice

while engaging conversation and discussion. The topics for each lesson âre taken

from various areas, such as f¡om the discþline of science or from current issues.

The aim is to extend the students' proficiency in English and general knowledge for

everyday and future needs. Furthermore, gfalnmaf and vocabula¡y ate to be

ìntegrated into the four skills and should be taught in context and in a meaningful

way and not separately.

,{s for the schools with computer facilities, the uses of computers in the classroom

have been incorporated into the curriculum to enable the use of computers for the

teaching and learning of English. These schools are called Smart Schools, and the

syllabus has inco¡porated the use of computers into the lessons. Students involved

in these schools can experience accessing knowledge from places outside the school,

either locally or internationally using the Internet. An explanation of a Smart School

is in the section below.

The teaching of English follows the national curriculum and syllabus closeþ.

Teachers need to complete the syllabus before the students sit for the examination

at the end of each semestef and at the end of the yeat. The amount of time given

for the English lesson is fixed at 40 minutes Per period for five periods per week;

meaning the total time devoted to teaching English during the week is 200 minutes
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â week. The lessons are organised into rwo double periods and one single period.

There is no fixed topic defìned within the syllabus to achieve the prescribed learning

outcome. Within the defined parârneters of the syllabus derived leaming objectives,

teachers choose activities that are suitable for the students'level of pro{ìciency. The

teachers are expected to teach coÍrmunicatively and interactively while providing

the students with the language skills stated in the syllabus.

4.6 ICT in education: The Smart School

The importance of infoirnation and communication technology (ICT) in the

education system has been realised as one'ù¡ây to achieve the 2001-2010 Education

Development Plan. The aim of the MoE is to irnplement ICT in education to

educate students to become computer literate citizens, and to position ICT as a

teaching and leaming tool, and to increase the productivity, efficiency and

effectiveness of the management system Q( P. Malaysia, 2001).

The realisation of comPutefs in education is not new. The development of

computefs in education is reported in the Pembangurun Pendiàikan 2001-2010 G<' P.

Malaysia, 2001) . The earliest used of ICT in schools was in the early 1990s. The

implementation of ICT in schools was carried out in stages in selected schools. By

1996, more schools wete supplied with comPutefs but at this time they were

supplied with Local Area Network (I-AN), which was not given to the earlier

schools. By 2000, 241 8 schools wete supplied with computefs ând each computer

laboratory had I-AN and Intemet connections for teaching and leaming' The

teachers were given some training by the MoE to assist them in using these

computers effectiveþ.

Several teaching approaches with computer programs were int¡oduced to schools

during the earþ stages of implementing comPuters in the education system. The

pfogfams wete: in 1994 Teaching and Leaming with ComPutefs, n 7992 Computer

Literacy; n 7999, Computers in Education and Informafion Technology. To create
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a mofe productive way of using computers in schools, the MoE int¡oduced a new

subiect called Information Technology to 80 secondary schools in 1999. Later the

number of schools offering the subiect inc¡eased. The initiative from the MoE

continued when they upgraded the use of computers for teaching and leaming by

developing a teaching and learning website for teachers and students. This site is

AþSchoolNet.

Ànother majof project implemented by the MoE related to computer use in

education is the Malaysian Smart School p¡oiect. This proiect sta¡ted in 1999.

Beginning in 1999, the use of computers in schools was very btoad, not only for the

purpose of teaching and leaming, but also in a broader school management ând

administration context Q\{. o. E. Malaysia' 1991).

4.6.1 lVhat is a Malaysian Smatt School?

The Smart School is a new school concept in Malaysia. This school was fìrst

implemented in 1999 but discussions of the concept started as eady as 1996. The

Smart School concept is de¡ived from the National Education Philosophy. The

Smart Schools aim is to give students skills, knowledge and a background in

technology use and application (N4. o. E. Malaysia,1997). In responding to the

former Prime Minister Dr Mahathit Mohamed's challenge, to develop the country

v¡ith knowledge-rich citizens by the year 2020, the Ministry aims to have this school

concept fully implemented across Malaysia by the yeat 2070.

The Sma¡t School blueprint clearþ shows that the idea of 'Sma¡t' is not totally based

on technology in the classroom. Having computers is a plus for some schools, but

the main purpose of the implementation of the Smart School proiect remains

focused on implementing and developing imptoved teaching and leaming processes.

The Smart School curric.¡lum attempts to provide leaming and teaching approaches

suitable for snrdents' academic levels by integrating different strategies into teaching

and learning practices.
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Tlre integrated stfategies listed by the MoE in the Smart School Conceptual

Blueprint is as below:

o Provide all-round development with provision for individual abilities;
o Emphasise intellectual emotional, sPiritual and physical growth;
o Produce a technolog'ically literate vork force;
¡ Democratisee{ucation;
o Increase the participation of stakeholder'

OI. ".E.Malaysia, 
1997, pg. 10)

The Sma¡t School concept is different from the ordinary school concePt because it

highlights the changes in the teaching and learning approaches; from the teache¡-

centfed to student-centfed, and moving away from memory-based leaming to "ân

education that stimulates thinking, creativity, and caring" (M. o. E. Malaysia, 7997)-

These changes need teachers to be active and cteadve to build uP an environment

tlrat promotes â new way of teaching and leaming. Baba (2000) states the changes

planned to take place within tl-re Smart School âre very radical in nature and focus

on the systematic change of the teaching and leaming practices to include students'

creativity. She illust¡ates the changes below.

The shift
From IO

Memory learning Thinking Skìll s, 6t"".¡o'¡O,
Problem Solving.

Whole class teaching Whole class teaching + Indiwidual
Learning * Collaborative Leaming
* Cooperative I-earning

Teacher as the main source Teacher as a facilitator, mentor
and Guidance of information

@aba,2000)

The MoE emphasises that the new concept of teaching and learning in the Smart

School w-ill take place with the integration of computers in the classroom. It is
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hoped that integrating computers into classroom activities will inctease students

thinking skills and creativity. One of the important feâtures of the Smart School is

having students connect v¡ith the outside u/odd through woddwide networking

@aba, 2000). The purpose of having computers in the class is not only to use them

as leaming tools that initiate self-di¡ected leaming through the use of programs on

the main server but also for students to communicate v¡ith others, particularþ

intemationally, as a diversification of t¡aditional learning opPortunities.

The characteristics of the Smart School Curriculum are that they are:

1. Designed to help students achieved overall and balanced development;

2. Integration of knowledge, skills, valued and correct use of language across

the curriculum;

3. Intended leaming outcornes explicitly stated for different levels of abilities

ensuring all students gain equal access to quality leaming, and allowing for

self-paced leaming across grades;

4. Multidisciplinaty, thematic, and continuous across learning areas;

5. Integration of knowledge, skills and attitudes suitable for the Information

Ag".

(lvf. o.E. Malaysia, 7997,p.27)

The computet system used in the Smart Schools is known as the Smat School

Management System þereafter referred to using the abbteviation SSMS). Its

puïpose is to manage resources and processes required to suppoft the teaching and

learning functions of the school. The system is divided into nine primary categories.

Table 2, below, summarizes the nine categorres.
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Management Functions IT Implications

School Govemance Using computer communication e.g. video
sconferencing, to Link the school to the Ministry of
Education for administration and policy
implementation purposes.

Student,\ffairs Using computers and databases to maintain student
profrles.

*Educational Resoutces Using computet communication to link the
schools databases to centrâl tesouice databases
to regulate and organize educational tesources.

*External Resoutces Using computet communication to link the
school to extetnal constituencies like netwotk
iesoulces, i.e. fnternet, libtaries and museums
for the purpose ofteseatch, tefetence and datâ
collection.

Financial Management Using computer communication to link the schools
databases to plan facility budgeting, accounting and
feportrng.

Facilities Using computer communication to link the schools
databases to plan facility scheduling, maintenance
and inventory.

Human Resou¡ces Management Using compute¡ communication to link the schools
databases to the State Education Departrnents for
human resource management PurPoses.

Security Management Using computer communication to link the schools
databases to the District Education Office for
secunty manâgemeot puq)oses.

Technology Management Using computet communication for the purpose of
acquiring centralized IT support for the school.

Table 2: The functional elements of the Smart School Management System (Tean,1997)

In general, the whole system is related to administrating Smart School comPuter

usage, from school management tc classroom teaching and learning. There are two

main components in the SSMS that are telated to teaching and learning, these ate:

Educational Resources and Extemal Resources. Fo¡ this study only these two

components of SSMS will be examined because they are directly involved with the
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classroom and tlre leaming situation of the students. Other functions in the SSMS

âfe school manâgement; such âs teachef and srudent Profiles, students' class

attendance, \¡/eekly records and daily teaching plans, and much more administrative

record keeping and other functions (Ivl. o'E.Malaysia, 1997).

4.6.2 The implementation of Smart Schools

The Smart School started to take its fust steps in 1997, with the development of the

conceprual framework - The Malø1sian Smart School: A conctþlual Bheprint (lvl o. E.

Malaysia, 1997). In 1999, the implementâtion of the concePt started with 90

schools, which consisted of 21 primary schools and 69 secondary schools. The

implementation took place in both urban and ru¡al schools. Some Smart Schools

were built from scratch while other schools were upgraded with the technology and

other infrastructure to comply with the structure of the Smart School as defined in

the blueprint documentation.

Smart Schools are classified into different levels. The classifications of these levels

are based on the physical layout of the school and the level of technolog¡r with

which the school is equipped. They are categorized into three levels: lævel A, Level

þ*, and Level B. Level A of technology is considered to be the ideal level of

technolog¡z in school. The distribution of computers according to the level of

technology in schools as of 2001 is shown in Table 3 below:

Distribution of
Component

Numbe¡ of
Computers

Number of
notebooks

Number of
Servers

Speed

Level Ä
(Classroom Model)

520 5

2 3

J2

6 5t2/256Kbps

I-evel B+ 81
(I-imited Classroom Model)

728/64Kbps

I-evel B 37
(Laborâtory Model)

128/64Kbps

Table 3: Tbe distribution ofcomputers according to the level oftechnologr in school

(Daø was taken from Pembangtnan Pe ndidikan 2001 -2010 fti P. Malaysia, 2001)
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Alongside computers, the MoE, also provides televisions, VCRs, LCDs, OHPs,

screens, laser printers and intrânet and Intemet lines. The Smart School concept is

expected to expand to cover 
^ll 

pti-^ry and secondary public schools in Malaysia

by the ye r2070.

4.6.3 The Smart School cutriculum

There are only four school subjects that are involved with the Smart School project.

Às of 2003, the four major subjects involved with the Smart School a¡e: Bahasa

Malaysia, English, Mathematics,. and Science. The diffe¡ences between these

subiects and other subjects is that these subjects require teaching and learning using

the Curriculum and Syllabus of the Smart School and use computers in the lessons

as pârt of the teaching and learning process. Fundamentally, thete is little difference

between the syllabus taught in the Smart School and the extant National

Curriculum. The Sma¡t School Curriculum follows the objectives of the National

Curriculum and KBSM (I(urrikulum Bersepadu Sekolah Menengah) Curriculum.

The emphasis in the Smart School curriculum is on the cognitive development of

students and the integration of knowledge, skills and values for the Information

Age. The cu¡riculum intends to cater to all level of students with diffe¡ent learning

abilities and to encourage self-paced leaming using computers. The curriculum is

also designed to cater to the students' needs both in their cutrent education and for

thei¡ future through the integration of skills, knowledge and attitudes in a leaming

environment, which focuses on the students as individuals for ove¡all and balanced

development. In general, the teaching and learning conceptual framework is

intended to provide for a more holistic development of the students as people.

Table 4 is a summary of the Smart School Teaching and Leaming Conceprual

Framework.
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Field Cha¡actedstic

Curriculum

Pedagog¡r

Àssessment

Teaching-
learning
materials

- Desþ to help students achieve ove¡all and balanced development.
- Integntion of knowledge, skills, values and correct use of language across the

curriculum
- Intended learning outcome explicitly stated for different levels of abilities, self-pace

learning.
- Multidisciplinary, thematic, and conúnuous ac¡oss learning areas.

- Integration knowledge, skills and attirudes suitable for the Information Age.
þ27)

- Use appropriate mix of learning strategies.
-,\ccommodate different leaming styles.
- Foster â clessroom atmosphere that is compatibìe qrith different teachingJearning

strategles,
- Use of technology ât school and elicit strong parental and community suPPort.

þ 3e)
- Holistic
- Element-based and crite¡ion-refe¡enced.
- Iæamer-cent¡ed
- Online assessment items
- Flexible and leamer-friendly
- On going
- Using multiple approaches and instruments

(p 48)
- Ioter-linked national and local databases and resowces cent¡es
- Cognitively challenging, attractive, motivâtes sh¡dents to learn, and encourages

active participants.
- Combines the best of network-based, teacher-based and course\ù/are mate¡ials.

(p.s8)

Table 4: Smart SchoolTeaching and Learning Conceptual Framework (M. o. E. Malaysia, 1Ð7)

4.6.4 The taíning

The MoE organizes training for teachers, administrators, supervisors, technologists

and support staff- The objective of the training is to heþ teachers to integrate

computers into thei¡ teaching by helping them to develop teaching materials that

favor such integtation, and to PfePafe teachers with the computff skills in

âpplication programs such as word Processing packages, spreadsheet software,

database technology and Intemet software.
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Another aspect of the training is focusing on changing the teachers' mindset to

understand the philosophy of the Smart School idea and to change their teaching

approaches f¡om the t¡aditional âpProach to teaching to a mofe self-paced, self-

di¡ected and self-accessed leaming style. Othe¡ training is provided for the required

technical âspects; aspects such âs basic use of computers for the purposes of

presentâtions and teaching, and more fundâmental programs to train teachers on

the use of teaching and leaming software âPPlications.

Particþant Description of Task

Teachers U se information technology
Integrate technology into class¡oom to enhance thinking
and creativity among the students
Facilitate and encourage students in autonomous leaming
Use and develop teaching materials
Use and apply programs such as work processing
spreadsheet, database and Internet

Princþal Manage the neu/ facilities, technology and teaching
methodology
Manage the school
Work w'ith information
Build on ideas collaboratively

Support Staff Support teachers and princþals in deploying multimedia
and other technologies for gathering information,
instruction, managing and communicating.
Maintain and upgrade IT facilities
communicate using IT and keep records

Table 5: The Computer Competency Framework For Smart School Teachers (M. o. E.
Malaysia, 1997)

4.1 Summary

This chapter has described the education system in Malaysia and focused on the

concept of Smart Schools. Education in Malaysia keeps changing and developing,

and is constantly creating and adapting suitable pedagogy for teaching and leaming.
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A new view of education, one that approâches education as a package intended to

equip the student for life, necessarily reorients the education system towards a more

holistic approach to teaching and leaming. With technology being integtated into

the class, pathv/ays are broâdened for the improvement and development of new

app¡oaches to education. The Smatt School System represents a signifìcant

innovation by MoE in its ongoing quest to meet and anticipate the new needs in

education in both the local and global contexts.
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CHAPTER 5

Methodology

5.0 Introducüon

Having established in the preceding chapters the pertinent background information

that shapes this study, this chapter elaborates the methodology used to collect and

analyse the data upon which this srudy is based. The aim of this study is to

investigate the use of computers in teaching English as a second language in a

secondary school in Malaysia. To ful{ìl this aim I examined the activities used by

teachers to encourage the use of English in the classroom context. In order to

understand how English was used in the class, classroom interactions were also

analysed. In addition, this study investigated the teachers' and leamers' attitudes

towa¡ds using computers in the class. This study was based on a natural classroom

setting. I employed a qualitative case study approach, which cornbined several data

collection methods to examine the follou¡ing research obiectives:

7. How computers are used by the teachers and students in the English classes

as observed;

2. What language opportunities were there fot students to use English in

computer-based environments?

3. How is English language teaching practiced in computet-based learning

environments?

4. lù(/'hat are the teacher and students' attitudes towards using computers in the

classroom?
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5.1 A case study

The qualitative câse study approach has been widely used by reseârchers in the field

of education. The concept of case study itself comes under the umbrella of

qualitative investigations that help researchers to understand how things happened,

or hou/ a number of elements work together to form a situation in the context of

the real world (I\4eriam, 1998). Meriam (1998) defìnes â case study as "an intensive,

holistic description and analysis of a single instance, phenomenon, or social unit."

Yin (1989) defines a case study fesearch method as "an empirical inquiry that

investigates a contemporary phenomenon u¡ithin its real-life context; when the

boundaries between phenomenon and context âre not cleady evident; an in which

multiple sources of evidence are used" (P- 23).Yin stresses that a case study deals

vrith contempofary situations when posing the questions "hou/' and "why'' are

likely to favour the exploration of the resea¡cher's research objectives.

Both definitions give some background to the idea of the case study as a concePt. Ä

case study differs from other reseârch methods, such âs empirical research, because

of the flexibility of the data collection variables. Following Yin's definition, a case

study can have multiple ways of collecting evidence and this flexibility makes the

case study a more useful method for many resea¡chers.

The case study method allows resea¡chers to study a bounded phenomenon, such as

a person, â progfafn, a gfoup, a community o1 â specific policy, using intensive,

holistic description and analysis. It can be limited to one person or can encomPass a

whole comrnunity, such as a group of students. The case study model is not strictly

focused on a partisular method, as is the case v¡ith other quantitative or

experimental research methods. A case snrdy allows researchers to use different

methods, either in isolation or in combination with other methods to collect and

arnlyze data. Medam (1998) indicates that the methcd applied depends only on the

interests of and aims of the researchers. Most significantly the purpose of

undetaking a case study is to understand related phenomena in a real-Iife setting.
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However, it is important to acknowledge that there may be some weaknesses in a

quâlitâtive study. For example, it may bias due to tesea¡chers' opinions and other

preiudices that might affect the data. However, Bogdan and Bilken (1998) fìrrnly

state that the accuracy of any data is meâsured by detailed and descriptive field notes

which include reflections on thei¡ own subiectivity. Taking their own subjectivity

into account mâny researchers advocate the use of triangulation or multimodal

straregies to collect data (Denzin,7978 in Robinson,7994). Triangulation refers to

the use of multiple data collection methods in order to give validity and consistency

to the data. Using multiple methods of data collection to analyse the same

information, not only reduces biases but also strengthens the design of the study

(Patton, 1990a). Denzin (1970 in van Lier, 1988) stresses that "the greater the

triangulation, the greater the confìdence in the observed findings"þ.13). Moreover,

it increases the credibility and validity of the data collected (Gay & ,A.fuasian, 2000;

Goldman-Segall, 1995; Robinson, 1994)- Looking at data from multiple sources

provides researchers with a more comprehensive unde¡standing of the data. The

combination of observation and interviews, or interviews and televant

documentation increases the validity and c¡edibility of the data collected far more

than relying on one single method, which due to its comparatively isolated

perspective is more susceptible to effots.

This study aims to develop ^ gre Ter understanding of participants' behaviours in

acúvities in the classroom such as lessons, group interaction, and language use that

naturally occur in a classroom setting. This setting also includes intetactions

between student and teacher, and student and student dudng the lesson. Because a

case srudy is not a rigid format and does not have specific methods of collecting and

analysing data, this study used a combination of methods for data collection that

were suited to the cìassroom environment. The primary data collection methods

we¡e observations and intewiews. The secondary data was collected from video and

audio recordings, learner diaries and other relevant documentation.
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5.2 The selection of school

This section discusses the selection of participants in this study. There were many

steps taken in the process of selecting the particþating educational institutions. As

the aim of this study is to investigate and understand how the teaching and leaming

of English as a second language is being practiced in a secondary school and how

computers are integrated into this process, I collected my data from one established

Smart School in Malaysia. Although there a¡e about 87 Srnart Schools in Malaysia,

this particular school was selected because it conformed most closely to the criteria

set for participating institutions in this study'

Below is the table defining the criteria for the selection of subiects for this srudy

Participants Crite¡ia

School The school must be equipped with computers.
Teachers and students in the class¡oom use
computers. The school follows cur¡iculum from t}re
Ministry of Education.

Teachers They are able to use comPute¡s in teaching. They
are English teache¡s and have taken computer
trainings either provided by the Ministry of
Education o¡ in house traiûing. Besides, they
understand the concept of the Smart School.

Students The students a¡e able to use computers with no
heþ or less help from the ts¿cher. They are able to
understand simple English inst¡uctions. The ethnic
background and gender are not important in this
study.

Class No examination classes: The classes involved a¡e
not sitting / prepanng for public examinations

The class uses computers for teaching and learning

Pu4)oses.

The subject is English as a Second Language that
follows the Ministry of Education curriculum and
syllabus.

Subject

Table 6 : Selection criteria for the school use in the sody.
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The fieldwork and data collection took me four months to complete. The Process

of selecting a suitable school took sorne time and I had to go through many

procedural stages. Firstly, before going into a school to c rry out the fìeldwork, I
had to get a research permit from several government departments. Before sending

an âpplication form for a -resea¡ch permit, I selected a few sch.ools and checked

them against my established criteria. Three schools fìtted the criteria outlined in

Table 1. However, only one of these three schools participated in this study. The

permission to undertake fieldwork at school was granted two months after the

application form was submitted. After receiving per.mission flom the MoE, I had to

get permission to enter the school and start the research. Below is the process I
went thtough before the selection of a school was made.

School I This was the fust choice because I had experience in this school, and

it would be easy for me to "get used" to the envi¡onment and the culture.

Unfortunatel¡ the school Principal was not very keen to have me there. Support of
the Principal is essential, without it the ¡esearch would not be able to proceed

smoothly. Furthermore, the teachers were not keen to use computers. Therefore,

despite rny enthusiasm I decided to elirninate this school from consideration.

School 2 This school has an equal academic standard to school 1. The Principle

was very cooperative and helpful, but unfortunately the school had just moved to a

new building in a new district. When I arrived they were in the middle of moving in.

Though the teachers and students \¡rere using computers in their classes, at time the

computets were not installed and connected to the main Smart School System. The

Princþal presumed it would take a month or so to get ever''thing functioning apin.

Because of time constraints, I was forced to consult the next school on my list.

School3 This school fulfilled the criteria of my research. Both the Deputy

Pdncipal and the Head of the English Department in which I wanted to undertake

research were very cooperative. Permission was given immediately, and
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arrangernents were made quickly and smootÌ¡ly. This v¡âs the school I used in my

study.

5.2.1 The panicþants - Teachers

For the pu{pose of collecting rich and informative data sev€n teachers were

involved in this study. However, I followed two teachers closely throughout the

study, whilst the other five teachers were secondary information providers. These

secondary information providers provided information useful for the study about

the school, the use of computers in class and otÌ¡er general information related to

the srudy. Below are the descriptions of the teachers involved in this study.

Teacher 1 (Tl ): T1 teaches Form 1 and Form 2 English subiects and she has 3

years of teaching experience. Alongside this experience she has undergone the 14

weeks of uaining to prepare her for the requirements of the Smart School

environment. She has a degree in TESL and she uses comPuters in her teaching.

She is the major informant in this study.

Teacher 2(T2).' She is an English teacher teaching Form 1 and Form 2. She

has 3 years of teaching experience. She attended in-house training fo¡ the Smart

School progratn, including the use of computers in class. She uses computers in her

teaching. She is the second major informant.

Teacber 3 (T3): She is the Head of the English Department. She teaches

English for Fotm 5 and English for Technology for Form 4. She handles the

English language activities and orgarizes the in-house training on the Smart School

system and curriculum for the teachers. I interr.iewed her once to get information

about the English department, English teaching and leatning in the Smart School

context, and also on the futwe plans of the Department.
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Teøcher4(T4).' He is a physics teacher, the head of the school cufriculum

department and one of the Smart School com¡nittee members. FIe was interv-rewed

once to get specific information regarding the school and the activities in the school

that are related to the study.

Teøcher 5(ï5).. She is a Bahasa Malaysia teacher and the head of the Resource

Centre (Irb.".y). She keeps recofds and handles all the CD ROMs bought by the

school. She was briefly interviewed to obtain information on the use of comPuters

in the library, the multimedia room and the software used in the school context.

Teacher6(16).. He is the IT coordinator. He is responsible for managing and

maintaining the computer system. He helps teachers with theit computer skills.

Alongside that responsibility, he reports any faults in the SSMS progrâms to the

Education Technology Department in the MoE. He is a teachet and not a system

analyst. The definition of the position of the IT coordinator is a teacher who knows

how to operate computers and handles in-house training. He attended training for

the SSMS system and he is able to handle the network, the whole computing system

and simple trouble-shooting. He was interviewed once for the pufPose of gaining

information on the computer system in the school.

5.2.2 The Particþants - Students

The students involved in this study were 2 classes of Form 2 students. These

students were not involved in public examinations, so their leaming situation was

more relaxed and flexible compared to that of the examination classes. There were

35 students in each class. They wete studying in their second year of secondary

school- All students were 14 years old. These students were placed in this class

according to their Form 1 end-of-year assessment. They were comPuter literate and

able to use computer applications with little help or no help from tÌ¡e teacher. Their

English language proficiency was varied, however, they were competent in

understanding the teacher's instructions and were confident using English during
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class activities. They came from a variety of socjal bacþrounds. Those from a

Chinese background mâde up the largest numbers in this class, followed by Malay

students and those of Indian background. All students taking Part in the snrdy were

female.

5.3 Data Collection Method

As mentioned above, the primary data collected in this study consisted of

observations and interviews. This data was supported by secondary data: field notes,

documents, learnets' leaming diaries and audio video ¡ecordings. Diagram 1 shows

the data collection method.

D^t^

Interviews

Primary Daa

Field notes

Documents

Leamers' leaming diaries

Audio-video recotding

Secondary Data

Diagram l: Data collection method

5.3.1 ' Observations

Obsewations, especially classroom observations, ^te important souices of

information in class¡oom based qualitative studies. Hammersley and Atkinson

(1995) state that the data collected through obscrvation provides personal insights

into events. Wenden (1998) points out that researchers cân get data on students'

leaming processes by observing the many leaming activities undertaken in

classrooms. Observations are also usef-ul for obtaining information about and for
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understândirìg social events in classroom envi,ronments QtJunan, 1992).

Furthermore, obsewatiorìs can lead to a deeper understanding of a situation because

the data collected provides information resulting from the external observation of
events that participants mây not be ^w^Íe of, oI they afe not willing to discuss

(Patton, 1990b). Meriam (1998) adds that the information gathered ftom

observations can be used as points of reference to clari$¡ phenomena in ensuing

lntefvlews.

There are two types of observations: participant observation and non-PafticiPant

observation. In undertaking social studies, pafticipant observation has been *id.ly
used. According to Hammersley and Atkinson (1983 in Atkinson & Hammersle¡

1998): if we want to study the social world 'we have to be a part of it. They

emphasize the need to explore the nature of a particular society and to take into

account the interpretation of meanings and function of human actions within that

society in order to understand situations as they emerge in that social context. By

being a part of society, we are able to both experience the culture and to understand

in-depth the context. As a means of collecting data, participant observations ptovide

a means fo¡ researchers to be close to the group members being studied and not to

disturb the natural flow of activity in the g¡oup itself (I4eriam, 1998).

Spradley (1980) indicates that there are two key elements of being a participant

observe¡. The Frtst is to engage with the activities as a member of the community.

The second is to observe the activities, people and physical aspects of the situation

þ.54) from a participant perspective. Spradley categories the type of observation

and distinguishes the observations from one another based on the degree of
participation within the activities they are there to observe.

Non-participation observation does not involve interaction or involvement with

activides or people studied, as she or he u/ants to avoid compromising the data

integrity through bias. In other words, the participânts or the people involved in the
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reseâfch do not know the observer because there 15 no lntefâcbon of

communication between them.

This study used both non-participation observation and particþation observation.

In the fust stage of observation, non-participation observation u/as used and later in

the study, both non-participant and participation observadon were used. Initially

observations were general in nature. This was done for the purpose of getting to

know the site. However, observadons gradually moved ftom general overview to a

more focused and speciñc task. I used this type of gradually moving observation

because according to Jorgensen (1989):

It is important at the outset of inquþ to remain oPen to the unexpected, even if you
may be

with the
atters of
issue of

study. þ83-84)
fl orçnsen, 1989, p.83-8a)

Critiques of the observation method note the 'weaknesses of conducting

observarions as methods of collecting data. Abdullah QO00/2001) has argued that

the presence of an outsider in a classroom affects normal classroom interactions.

This presence often dters the behaviour of the participants and this can change the

situation being observed. However, these problems can be reduced over time. Being

with the participants helps to generate informal relationships between the obsewer

and the participants (Cohan & Manion, 1989; \Vragg,2007) and the participants will

retufn to normal behaviour when they get use to the feseafchef's Pfesence.

Furthermore, participant observation has also been criticized for the biases and

subiectivity of the information collected. Patton (1990b) has stressed that in orde¡

to increase the reliability of observations as datz for analysis, the reseatcher needs io

learn to be a skilled observer. Becoming a skilled obsen¡er includes "learning how to

write descriptit.h practicing the disciplined tecording of field notes, knowing how
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to separâte detail from trivia and using rigorous methods to validate obsen'ations"

þ. 201). -A,ccording to Patton, obsen'ers need to train themselves in observation

techniques and skills before starting thcir fieldrvork in order to optirnise the

usefulness of their data.

5.3.2 fnrcruiews

Another method of data collection used in this srudy is interviews. Interviews 
^Íe 

an

effective way to understand, discover and explore individual attitudes, interests,

feelings ând concems (Gay & Airasian, 2000; Rubin & Rubin, 1995)' Interviews

complement observation data because "a gteat deal more about language leamers

may be discovered by consulting learners dkectly" (l'Jaiman, 1978, p.100 in Embi,

2000). Indeed âs Rogers and Bouey 0996) point out: 'qWithout a doubt, the most

utilized data collection method in qualitaúve research studies is the interviev/'

(p.s2).

Yumuk (2002) uses interviews to discern changes in leamers' perceptions of their

learning processes and also to discover students' attitudes towards autonomy in

learning and within the classroom. Murray (1999) uses in-depth interviews to reveal

how students perceive language learning outcomes using technology in ofdef to

understand leamer âutonomy. Furthermore, in-depth interviews may lead to the

discovery of new topics and exploration of more information. This new information

can help researchers in explaining and analysing data from other sources (Gay &

'{,irasian, 2000).

Gay and ,\irasian (2000) state that there are two types of interviews, single

interviews and multiple interviews. They suggest that in order to get in-depth data

multiple interr¡iews should be used. Indeed whilst single interviews are efficient they

may not provide the detail needed and multiple interviews provide a broader scope

of data and perspectives. For this reason, I used multiple interviews with the two
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teâchers ând the students used as primary sources. \X'ith all otler participants I used

only single interviews.

Interviews are different from ordinary conversations. Rubin and Rubin (1995)

identify three k.y differences betrveen quâlitative interviews and ordinâry

cori\¡ersations. Firstly, an interview is a research tool that is use to learn about

people's feelings, thoughts and experiences. Secondly, an interview takes place

betrveen stfangefs as well âs between acquâintances. Thirdly, it is guided by the

researchers' questions (p.2). The questions guide and encourage both the interview

and interviewees to explore the subject in-depth. The researcher should interact

rvith the subject by encouraging, guiding and questioning to ensure clarification of

the subject's answers fù7.-I. Lee & Shih,2001).

There are three qpes of interviews. They are structured interviews, unstructured

interviervs and semi-structured inten'iews. After examining the purpose of

interviews in this study, I decided to use semi-structured interviews. A semi-

stmctured interview is flexible and it allows the researcher to produce new questions

wheneve¡ the inten'iewees raise interesting topics. In addition, due to their flexibility

semi-structured interviervs are widely used in qualitative research Glick, 1999).

Flowever, the ümitations of interviews as data collection methods need to be

addressed. Gay and Airasian (2000) state that the idea of interviews appears to be

uncomplicated. However, the process of interviewing can be difficult and complex

when the culture and social context of the participant and the interviewer are quite

dissirnilar. Furthermore they add that the interviewer needs to know his or her role

during the interviews because the clear defìnition of role 'qzithin the interview is

important fo¡ the accurâcy of the iesponses provided by the participant.

Furthermore, the success of the interview also depends on the language used by the

intervier','ee and interviewer. The language needs to be of the same level in order to

get an accufate understanding of the topic explored. To overcome this problem, I
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had diffe¡ent interview guestiorìs for each category of informants. In addirion, I

used Englìsh andf or Bahasa Malaysia as necessary.

5.3.3 Secondary data collection methods

Secondary data collected included fìeld-notes, documents, audio-video recording,

and students' learning diaries. The role of this data once collected was to support

the {ìndings that emerged from anall,sis of the primary data.

5.3.3.1 Field Notes

Field-notes are another v,/ay to get first hand data. Field notes consist of relatively

concfete descriptions of social Processes and their contexts (Ilammersley &

Atkinson, 1995). They usually contâin descriptions and reflections (Gay & Airasian,

2000) on âspects of classroom activities and interactions thât a teseatcherwants to

explore in-depth. Field notes are created throughout the whole observation period

in order to get detailed descriptions of not only activities and interactions in the

classroom during the lessons but also tlre classroom environrnent and atmosphere.

My held notes included pictures, diagrams and other forms of recording manually

relevant information.

Notes are taken consistently throughout the observations to provide contextual

information concerning classroom activities. Notes from the observations are

written down in expanded form immediately after the class to ¡etain immediacy and

accufacy. Loftland and l-ofland (1984) have suggested that jotting down notes

during the field trip acts as â memory aid when the researcher later constmcts the

full fìeld notes. In this study observational fìeld notes are analysed to provide

description and general understanding of the setting and the participants'
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53.i.2 Docaments

Relevant documents also provide important information. Documents are helpful in

increasing the researcher's understanding of the broader environment that informs

the research (IVlarshall & Rossman, 1995). In his srudy, Hoepfl (1994 in Hoepfl,

1997) analysed documents to supplement dâtâ from interviews. Flansen (1995) has

also used wdtten documents in addition to interviews in his study of the training of

technology teachers. Both researchers found the use of documents supported a

greater understanding of the siruadon and of the culture and provided much needed

background information for the study.

This study uses documents to supplement and support data collected from other

sources. Documentation used included the Smart School Englìsh syllabus and

curriculum, students' work, teâchers' timetables and other government publications

and teaching and leaming materials from the classroom. One example of such

material that I have used in my study is students' leaming diaries'

5J.t.3 l-,eamingDiaries

Learning diaries provide leamers' thoughts of their learning expedences and

processes that might be unseen or unattainâble through observations and interviervs

@ailey & Ochsner, 1983; Leung, 2002). According to Bailey (1990) a leaming diary

"is a first-person account of a language learning or teaching experience, documented

through regular, candid entries in a personal joumal and then analysed for recurring

pâtterns or salient events" G,.21'5).

Many teseatchets (Bailey,1990; Bailey & Ochsner, 1983; F. R. Jones, 1994; Leung,

2002) use leaming diaries to shrdy individual leatning processes and experiences thât

cannot be accessed by the researcher in other ways. For examPle, Leung (2002) uses

diary entries to investigate the impact of extensive reading on adults' self-study of

Japanese. She focuses on situations such as challenges in leaming faced by learners
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and examines the steps taken by them to overcome the challenges using the diaries

âs primary sources. Shaw (1999) uses teachers'and students'diary entries alongside

other ethnogrâphic methods to study the impact of introducing content-based

instruction as a curricular model. Although learning diaries have limitations, they

function well to present âspects of hrst-person language learning that are unable to

be observed, such as "learner anxiety, learning strâtegies, .--self-srudy, ând

vocabulary development." (Leung, 2002, p.2).

This study used leaming diaries that focused on certain âspects of the language

learning process. Learning diaries wete written based on a learning diary model

designed to elicjt students' ideas about rvhat they thought they leamed and how they

went about learning it.

5.t-3.4 Audio and rideo recording

Âudio-taping and video-recording can be used to get a clear and permanent record

of data during observations (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995). The purpose of

undertaking recording is similar to the principle of writing fìeld notes; that is, to

record student behaviours. One advantage of recording the situation or event is that

any siruadon or event recorded can be frozen and replayed, and thus can be

examined and re-examined as required (lVf".phy & Dingwall ,2003). Flowever, when

undertaking video recording, the researcher needs to decide what to capture and

what to ignore because recording can only focus on single events. Nevertheless,

data emergent from recording can help researchers to understand situations and

events more closeþ, and from a more detached perspective because the recorded

data can be played and re-played (lvln phy & Dingwall, 2003)-
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5.4 Data Collection Procedures

'Ihe data for the study r.vas collected through observations, interv-ie*'s, fìeld-notes,

documenrs and audio-video ¡ecordr.ngs. The details of the reality of these data

collection procedures are discussed in this sectlon.

5.4.1 Fieldwork

The data was collected in two stâges. The first stage of data collection was

conducted during the fìrst 2 weeks of the study. The purpose of this fìrst data

collection fieldwork was to get to know tlre setting and the participants better

before further observations wefe conducted. Me¡iam (1 998) suggests that

researchers,"sh.ould famlharize themselves with the setting and participants in order

to gain insight into what to obsewe before starting â sedous data colìection.

Furthermo¡e, all information relating to the situation and setting may beneficial

references for the formulation of interview questions. In this eady stage the

observations conducted were mosdy non-participation observations. Informal

interviews were âlso conducted during this period. I also took field notes and

collected rele.r,ant documents. This was valuable preparation befo¡e entering the

second stage of the study. Flowever, the field notes and documents wete

continuously written throughout Stage 2 until the end of the fieldwork-

In Stage 2, both pârticipant and non-participant observations were undertaken. For

exâmple, observations wefe undertaken in the main classroom, the library, in the

corridor and other places. In addition, formal and informal interviews were

conducted during this stage. Interviews in Stage 1 were undettaken to get

information on the general backgtound on the school whereas interviews in Stage 2

wefe focussed on a mofe specifìc topic '-elated to teaching and leaming using

computers in the school and in the classroom. The data collection procedures âre

summarized in Diagram 2 þelow).
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I¡amers' leaming diaries

Field notesObservations
(non-parÎicipant)

Observations:
Participants &
non-parlrclpanls

Documents

Interviews:
Formal &
informalInterviews

(Informal)

Check and verifo

Audio and video
recording

Diagram 2: Data collection procedures

5.4.2 Classroom Observations

Classroom observations âre one of the two primary sources of data collection in this

study. Before I started to collect my data in this school, I had to obtâin Pemission

ftom the Deputy Principat. Because I was going to use the school for the study it

was important for them to understand my requiremerìts. I explained cleady to the

people involved in this study the objective of the reseârch and stated the duration of

time requfued for the fìeldwork during the frst meeting with her-

Originally, I wanted to work with the upPer secondary students, Forms 4 and 5 in

my study. I made a request for the upper secondary, but my request was rejected.

The Form 5 students were sitting for the national examinations at the end of the

year 
^nd 

these examinations were most important fot determining their careers and

tertiary edr.rcation opportunities. This being the case, the teachers did not want to be

interrupted. Moreover, they said that they were teaching and preparing students for
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the exarninations and therefore u/ould be able to pro'r'ide minimal materiâl of use to

my study. The Form 4 classes were not available because most of the English

teachers were attending courscs and their clâsses lvere left with no teâching for the

few weeks dudng my visits. The Deputy Principal suggested a few teachers for me

to work with, and two of those suggested teâchers volunteered to participate in my

feseatch.

A meeting with both teachers was âffanged. During the meeting, many things were

discussed. Topics included explânâtions of the research requirements, observation

timetables, intervjew timetables, the number of students for interviews and writing

learner diaries, and other mâtters related to the study. Getting permission from the

teachers was not as eâsy as I expected. This was particularþ difficult because their

cooperation throughout my fìeldwork was essential.

During the second meeting with the two teachers, we decided and agreed on an

observation schedule. They made it clea¡ that it was ìmportant for them to know the

observation times in advance so they could prepa¡e lessons. Flowever, three of the

scheduled observations could not be conducted because the teachers had to attend

to urgent matters. In order to achieve a better understanding with, and cooperation

from, the teachers, I had a meeting with each teacher before the class I was to

observe. Dudng the pre-class meetings the teachcrs explained the type of activities

they planned to do in the class. Later, after the class, they allowed me some time to

ask them questions about the class situation.

We also discussed vìdeo recording the class to record the whole spectrum of

cìassroom activities. At fìrst, the teachers were reluctant to let me record their

classes. Eventually, cnly four lessons weÍe fecorded. The lessons'wele two gfoup

discussions and two student presentation activity classes. The video recorderwas

placed in front of the class to capture the activities from a teacher's perspective. The

câmera was later shifted to record group work activities. Sometimes, it was difficult
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to record students' discussions because they tended to talk ât the same tilne and the

situation ìv'as ven, noisy. -AlÌ recording \\¡as undertâken with no technical âssistânce.

When video recording u'as impossible, I audio-recorded the lessons. Initially, the

recorder rvâs placed at the back of the class, but when I was transcribing after the

lesson, I found that the voice was not very clear and it was diffìcult differentiate the

teacher's \.oice from the students' voices. The recorder \À¡as then put on the

teacher's desk to record tle student-teacher interactions and other aspects of

classroom interactions. Although there rvere still difficulties when transcribìng the

dialogue, it was a significant improvement on the initial recordings.

Throughout the observations, I positioned myself either at the back or in the front

(to one side) of the class. During the Flrst few days, I noticed that students were

uncomfortable u'ith my presence because I was an outsider was in thei¡ classroom.

Thus in the eady stages of my observation the students acted very cautiously.

However, afÌer a while they become used to my presence and carried on with their

work. Whilst observing, I took fìeld-notes. I recorded the activities chronologically

in my notebook, noting information such as time, activities, students' use of
computers and other English language activities. I also wrote down questions about

the activities in the class that needed clarification or explanation. At certain times, I
inten'iewed the students informally during thei¡ discussions. I realised that students

were able to answer my questions better when I asked them during the activity

instead of during a formal inten¡iew after the activity wâs over. Planning these after-

class interviews I had assumed that the memory was fresh as they has just hnish

participating in the activities and they would be able to talk about it easily.

Overall, I observed twelve English lessons. Observations were nrade both in

classrooms and in the computer laboratory. Both teachers conducted four lessons in

the computer laboratory, and all other lessons were in the class¡oom. Howevet,

there were mixed lessons and in these lessons students worked both with computers

and without computers.
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Deciding what to observe was difficult at fìrst. Meriam (1 998) points out that the

choice of what to obsen'e is dete¡mined by many facto¡s and depends primarillr on

the conceptual framework of the study, the problem examined ând the question of
inte¡est. Since observadon as r data-gathering technique is very subjective, what to

obsewe has to be selective. Looking back at the research questions and having a

brief list of things to observe helped me to focus on the elements of the observed

situation most appropriate to proving m)r study outcomes. Elements such âs the

physical setting, the participants, activities and interactions, and con\¡ersation

provide good starting points for observation.

5.4.3 Semi-structured fnbruiews

As mentioned above, the people interviewed for this study were the Smart School

Coordinator, the Head of Department, the Head of the Resource Cent¡e and the IT

Coo¡dinator. These people u¡ere interviewed once for the purpose of acquiring

background information on the school. The other people intervierved were the

English teachers whose classes I observed and hfteen students from the two clâsses.

The two teachers were interviewed tw-ice formally and at other times informally.

The fìfteen students were interviewed twice, once ât the beginning and the agatn at

the end of the fieldwork. The interviews were conducted twice for the purpose of

getting more information in detail, and for clarifying vague ânswers given in the fì¡st

interviews. Students were more relaxed during the second interview and they could

express themselves better than in the initial interview situation. I assumed that there

was less tension on the students' side because they were getting farnlliar with me

and accepted my ptesence in the class.

Different sets of questions u/ere prepared for different grouPs of people. The

original questions were elaborated when necessary as this type of interview gave me

some space to ask further questions in order to gain more detailed informaúon- The

interview questions I set eadier wete used as guidelines and reptesented focused
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instruments to which I referred. Each intervierv rvas done in the teache¡s' respective

offices during thei¡ free time.

One of the reasons I inten'iewed students twice was because I believed that

students were not able to express themselr.es unless they rvere familiar with the

interviewer. Most of the students in this study were shy and inúmidated during the

first interview. In fact, one student wâs near to tears during the fìrst interview but

she was confìdent and relaxed in the second. They'ù/ere also af¡aid that their teacher

would know what they said and this would affect their relationship r¡¡ith that

teacher. However, they relaxed after I had convinced them that all interviews were

confidential and used for research purposes only. ,\ second interview was necessâry

in order to clarify vague meanings or phrâses from the students' fìrst interviews.

The frst interview was undertaken in the second and third weeks of the fìeldwork.

The second interview was conducted two weeks before the fieldwork ended. The

time in between the interviews was used to get familia¡ wlth the students. The

familianty between students and myself did make a noticeable difference during the

second intewiews. For example, the students ga\¡e longer explânations of certain

issues and they were noticeably more willing to be interviewed when compared with

the lr¡st interview. Each interview lasted for 20 to 30 minutes.

The formal interviews with teachels u/ere conducted either in the staffroom, the

library or in the Self Access Centre (SAC). The interview locations wete chosen

based on convenience and sound proofìng factors. Each intervie.v lasted for an

^vet^ge 
of an hour. Casual interviews in the fotm of convetsations were conducted

either during lunch hours, or before and after classes. Like the students, the

teachers were also more relaxed during the second interview, most probâbly because

they were famlhar with me ând no longer regarded me as an outsider. -As a result,

they were at eâse and confident with what they said.

All formal interviews were audio-recorded, although tcache¡s were reluctant to be

recorded at {ì¡st. However, students were willing tc be tape-recorded and they were
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excited to lisren to their voice wlren the tape \¡/'as replâyed after the inten'iew. The

interviervs were trânscribed in Microsoft Word âs soon as possible. I read ând tried

to understand the intervie',v texts before I proceeded with the second inten'iew.

\.lhile reading the interview texts, all uncleâr ansrvers from both the teachers and

srudents rvere highlighted for further explânation from them. I could not audiotâpe

the conversations during casual inten'iews as they were done spontaneously but I
jotted dorvn important points immediately in my notebook to provide permânent

data to rvhich I could later refer. After I had transcribed the interview data, I gave

the transcripúons to the teachers and students to reâd and verify their answets. One

student did not agree with the transcription because she could not remember what

she had said and therefore she disagreed with the transcript, accordingly that section

was deleted from the intervierv text. The rest of the students and the teachers were

satisfied with the transcriptions.

I realised that to have a clear focus whilst conducting interviews was essential. I was

not focussed during the first few interviews and I failed to notice a few important

points mentioned by the participants. I was focussing on the expected answers I had

generated before I asked the questions. I realised thât my personal expectations had

influenced the questions asked and therewith shaped participants' answers. I was

more alert to these problems in all subsequent lntervlews.

5.4.4 Field notes

Field notes were taken continuously throughout the study. I recorded my

observations and other information in short notes and later that day I transcribed

and elaborated those notes using full and complete descriptions. The transcription

was done on the same day because there might be some important facts in the notes

that might be ìeft unseen or forgotten if the notes were kept longer in the notebook.

When the ranscription is done immediately, the picture of the situation is still fresh

in your rnind, and these pictutes may fade if they are left for few days before

returning to t¡anscribe events (Lofland & Lofland, 1984). Another feason for quick
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processing of notes is to allorv for the use the information from the field notes as

the foundation for the next observation or interview. For example, I was able use

my notes to identify and later obtâirl clarifìcation of unclear behaviours in the class

from both the teacher and students. So during transcription of the field notes, I

t¡ied to remember the key elements of conversations with the help of my notes and

then wrote them dowR'immediately as much as I could femember. Howeveq there

may þs some points that I missed.

The fìeld-notes were taken in the classrooms during the lessons, in the staff room,

in the library, in the canteen and along the co¡ridors. Basically they contained

information about the school situation, the facilities and the student teacher

relationships. In the classroom, the field-notes tâken consisted of descriptions of the

setting, the people and the activities within the classroom context. These notes also

contain direct quotations from interactions and comments, and sketches of the

plans and layouts. These sketches contribute to a clearer description of the research

slte.

5.4.5 Documents

Documents such as the curriculum, the school schedule, students' work and other

documents related to the school were collected. I received documents such as the

weekly and daily lesson plans, students'work, and other documents related to the

teaching and learning from the two teachers.

Documents regarding the concept and realisation of a Smart School in general were

gathered from the Education Technology Department in the MoE. I received the

Smart School Flagship Application - A conceptual Blueprint and Implementation

Plan from the MoE personnel. I used those documents to understand the Smart

School concept and the school environment before undertaking fieldwork.
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5.4.6 Learning Diaries

The same fifteen students inten'iewed were asked to keep leaming diaries. These

students were from different clâsses- ,{.t the beginning of the study, there were an

equal nurnber of students from each class, but one student dropped out from diary

writing after 
^'ùieek. 

So there w-ere eight srudents from one class and seven from the

other. The same students participated in both inten'iew and learning diary writing

in order to understand the situation better and to get a better picture of thei¡

experiences with computer-based activities they participated in the class. Students

wrote âbout their learning experiences and described their feelings towards the

English lessons and activities in particular as well as language learning in general.

It was difFrcult to ask these students to participate in writrng leaming diaries. They

g ve 
^ 

number of reasons not pârticipate, such as too much work, not enough time

and lack of English knowledge. I gathered the students after school hours to explain

the purpose of the diary and to give them guidelines that I needed them to follow

when writing. Students could choose to v¡rite their experiences either in English or

Bahasa Malaysia.

The students were supposed to write three times every week fo¡ each English lesson

they had. The diary entries were descriptive and useful at the outset of the exercise,

however effort and detail became lacking towards the end. As a result, at the

conclusion of my fìeldwork, fìve of the diaries were not up to dâte, and othe¡ diaries

were missing entries. At the end of the fieldwork, I realìsed that I should have

monitored and rerninded the students frequendy about writing their learning dai¡ies.

Furthermore, despite my explanaúons the students did not see the putpose of

writing the learning diary. Moreover, because they were not familiar with leaming

diary writing, they might not have undersiood how and what to write, even though I
had given them what I considered to be a clear explanation. Another possibility is

because the students did not see âny benefit for themselves in wriúng a learning

diary. Questions like 'qWhy should we write it?" and 'îre we going to get extrâ
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marks?" were heard from the students comPlaining of lack of time. Such feedback

demonstfates that students \¡/ere reluctant to pâfticipate and as the result, the

leaming diaries were for the most pârt unsatisfâctory.

5.4.7 Audio and uideo recording

Classroom acúr'ities were recorded using both audio and video recordings. The

pu{pose of recording was to examine the teachers' and students' behaviours ând

interactions in the classroom during the English language activities.

My fust intention wâs to audio and video recotd class activities throughout the

observation period. However, I was not able to fecord everything I had wanted to

due to the lirnited permission given by the teachers. Only four recordings were done

throughout the study, trvice rvith each teacher. Each recording took 40 minutes to

60 minutes depending on the length of activities and class period.

However, as discussed above, I encountered problems when recording grouP

discussion activities. \lhen listening to recorded activities during transcription, it
was difFlcult to understand some conversalions because there was too much

background noise. The students were very excited to complete tle task, and they

talked simultaneouslf itr lond voices. One gtoup was asked to move away from the

rest of the class so I could record the discussion without too much background

noise. Unfortunâtel)', the discussion did not go smoothly becar:se the en'i'ironment

was different and the¡e was no teacher and other students to whom these isolated

students could refer to during the activiry. This discussion was interrupted a

number of times when students went back to the class to seek for clarification or

explanation from the teacher.
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5.5 Analysis Procedure

T'he data collected in this study is analysed using two âPProaches.

Firstly, in order to understand the different uses of computers in an ESL class, a

framework by Jan'is (2004) was adopted. Using this framework helped me to

understand the broader used of computers in language leaming and teaching in the

ESL class âs well âs to conceprualize the use of computers in language classroom.

All computer activities taking place during the observations were studied-

Co¡cordr¡ccs

IledLrÈd
CÂLL

Gener¡I rutloring
Þro8ramtDßt lru
FL soccilic) A¡ltorhg C^LL

(FL ryocil-r)

FL - Compuær
¡sçlctcd langurge
lerrrlog softn'¡re

Progf¡mlEG3

Compwer applicEtîorc ín
longuøge lctchìng atd lcl,¡nìng

CD ROM¡ for
'rufhcntÛc
materi¡l'

Thc
lDttnrt

Generic l¡fornr¡tio¡
Tccbnolog¡t roftwerc

(ìrhffieg
E¡alr
P€*erPo¡rt

EEdl ïtê rürH
çléç qeù

ll¡c rord
prs(Crsol

Dd¡¡;ar+d
EFLrllm

l¡¡o¡-deillcúed dtt*
hr¡rth¡tlt mt¡rrid

Diagram 3: A f¡amework for investþating computers in language teaching and learning

(larvis, 2004,771)

Secondly, the data u/as analysed using tlemes. Boyatzis (1998) stated that "thematic

analysis enables scholafs, obsewers, or practitionef to use a wide variety of types of

information in a systernatic manner that incteases the-ir acoxacy or sensiúvity in
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understanding ând interpreting obsen'ations about peoPle, e\rents, situations, and

org nizattonr" (p.5). Following Boyatzis (1998) there are four vvays of developing

thematic analysis. These methods âfe sensing the theme, "doing it reLiably,

developing codes, and interpreting the ìnformation ând themes in the context of â

theory or conceptual framework" (p.11). Thematic analysis involves feâding ând

fefeading the transcrþúons until Pattems or themes emefge. The themes are

identiFted through a systematic and objective process that requires the researcher to

carefully review, code and fecode, comPare, contfâst ând categofize themes that

emerge from within the data (Hodge, Tannehilì, & Kluge, 2003).

Researchers such as Crisp, (2000), Kenny Q0O2), Anderson & Carta-Falsa (2002)

and Hodge (2003) use themaúc analysis in presenting their data. In order to show

the usefulness of thernatic data analysis, these studies and their use of thematic

analysis will be briefly explained. Crisp analysed and interpreted respondents'

perceptions concerning their interaction with health and rehabifitation professionals

by classifying responses into four broad categories. He inten'iewed 35 people using

flon- and semi- structured interview formats. I(enny studied her students' on-line

learning experiences using two main research techniques. Those techniques are

individual interyiews and group inteniervs. She later analysed the interviews

transcriptions using thematic analysis and câme out u¡ith four major themes that

reflect the students experiences. Hodge et a/. Q0O3) examined the students' self-

refleive joumals to srudy the students' experiences in þracticara. By using thematic

analysis they develop 11 themes that reflect the meaning of teaching practice as

experienced by the students.

In order to analyse interaction in the classtoom during classroom activities and

classroom instructions, I applied classtoom discoulse analysis (Christie, 2002) and

conversation analysis (Christie, 2002;Eggjns & Slade, 1997; Hutchby & Wooffitt,

1998) to my data. The purpose of using these two methods is to understand the

practical tasks and the orgarization of normal social structure within the classroom

envfonment.
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5.5.1 Stages of analysis

I analysed my data based on the research questions, which I used âs guides. During

the data ânalysis process I was confused âbout direction and I found it difficult to

creâte a focus within the huge âmount of information I had coìlected. In order to

undertake a focused analysis I constantly referred to my reseârch questions. I

developed a flow chart of the stages of analysis that prevented me from moving

ârvay from the aim of the study. The data rvas analysed in different stages. The

following diagram piagram 4) shows the different stages thât I went through when

analysing the data:

Transcription of the fteld notes, inten'iews, and obsen'ation <lata

Read and make sense of the transcrþt (using the secondary datâ as requLed)

Identify the activity cycle Emergent *remes we¡e placed in categories

J
Interpretation of the data

I

Discussion of the findings

Diagrarn 4: The stages of anaþsis

During the first phrase, the data (audio and video recording) from observations,

fìeld notes and interviews was transcribed. ,\s discussed above, the transcriptions

were done during the fìeldtrip. The intervie\Á¡ dâta was transcribed and iecorded

using Microsoft word processing software. Later, the intenriew texts were

categorised using themes that I identified as emerging from the texts as I analysed
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them. The next step was transferring the coded interview texts to ân excel sheet for

the purpose of cut and pasting the texts to Pfepâfe them fo¡ the next step of

analvsis. Using Excel I wâs able to make space for the inclusion of analysis and

elaboraúons of the text rvithin the document. Below is the system of categorisation

used to sort irìterview texts:

Student's inten'iew categonzauon:

s011001

Interview transcription line
001

Student's number
s0I

lnterview number
I

Diagram 5: Example of category 1

The second major step v/as to fead, to undefstand and to make sense of the

interview texts. In ordef to make sense of pattems that emerged from the data, I

had to re-examine the data mâny times and make notes of relevant and points that I
had used to sort interviews into categories.

FIRST theme/palterns: Student's inten¡iew
F2) 4001 LIKI, ENGLISH SUBJECT
(L3) 4002 LEARN ENGLISH LANGUAGE
(I-4) A003 FEELING ÄBOUT LEARNING WITH COMPUTERS
(Ls) 4004 TEACHERVS COMPUTER
(L6) ,{00s ssl\,fs
(r-7) À006 TYPES OF COMPUTER EXERCISES
(L8) -A007 ,\crvITIES LIKED MOST
(L9) ,4008 ACTIVITIES USING COMPUTER
p10) -À009 LIMITÀTION OF USING COIVÍPUTERS
(L11) Aolo OBJECTTVE OF STUDYING
F12) A}tt ÀUTONOMY
g-13) A0r2 ADVANTÀGES OFUSING COMPUTERS
(L14) A013 BESTÂSPECT OF USING COMPUTERS
(L15) À014 HOW DO YOU LEÀRN TO USE COMPUTER? (COMPUTER

B,\CKGROUND)
(L16) ,\01s SUGGESTIONS
(r-17) ,\016 UNDERSTANDINGOFTHEUSEOFCOMPUTERIN

THE CLASSROOM

Text l:Example of themes for interview
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During the categorisation stâge, I put m)¡ reflective remarks conce¡ning the

interviewees' answers beside each column. The questiolls of "whât", "hou"' and

"*hy" things worked were my guidelines when thematising the data. These questions

helped me to unde¡stand the data and to explore my research objectives whilst

strengthening my findings. These reflections helped me to construct my

undefstânding of the data and I used this same technique whilst analysing my

obsewation data and field notes.

Observation data was a primary source of info¡mation in this study. Observation

wâs perforrned for two main purposes, namely, to study both school and classroom

activities during English lessons. In order to do that, I analysed the lessons and

tried to seek activity patterns. I revierved the data and studied the notes and the

documents at the same tirne. I triangulated the data in o¡der to gan a cleater

understanding of the situation. Triangulation may lead to an understanding of a

situation from more than one standpoint. This was done throughout the analysis

pfocess.

Obsewation data

I-esson plans 1rrteffle\J/s

Diagram 6: Example of triangulation

Two lessons were chosen for analysis in order to investigate how students used

Englisb for making-meaning to construct and to complete tasks. The analysis also

investigated what leaming opportunities exist for students. To achieve this, teacher-

student and student-student interactions during computer-based activities were

examined.
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5.6 Summary

This chapter explained how I approached the srudy. The next chaPter discusses the

school involved in the study before discussing the analysis in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 6

The Context: The School For The Study

6.0 Introduction

This secrion discusses the school involved in this study. The description of the

school is intended to give a background understanding of the research site and an

actual picture of a Smart School. Data referred to in this chapter was printed

documents, interviews and observations.

6.I Bacþround

The school, which was the focus of this study, is situated in Kuala Lumpur. It is a

grade Â level of Smart School, and is recognized as a showcase school. This school

is a fully government school and has one school session, which starts from 7.30 a.rn.

and Flnishes at 1.50 p.m. Other public schools have two school sessions, session one

f¡om 7.30 a.m. to 1.10 p.m. and session two from 1.10 p.m. to 6.30 p.m.

Irr2003, there were 72 teachers,66 graduates and 6 non-graduates, and 18 non-

academic staff. There were 1.177 students enrolled in 2003, in 36 classes with an

a\ref^ge of 35 students pef class. This school was previously a girls' school, and in

20û3 the school started to âccept boys into the school for Form 1 classes. The

students are multiracial, consisting of Malays, Chinese and Indians and come from

many levels of society.
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The school's academic performance is excellent. It attained a 100% Pâss rate for

PMR ancl SPlv{ in 2002. The students excel in co-cufficular activities: they are the

cur:rent champions in the inter-district Choral Speaking comPetition and are knorvn

for their "Cheer Leading" team. Ilowever, the school places great emphâsis on

âcadernic peffofmance. The mode of commulìication among the teachers and

students is mostly in either Bahasa Malaysia or English. However, other languages

like Chinese and Tarnil a¡e used for social purposes âmong the different ethnic

members of srudents and teachers.

6.2 The Computer Facilities

This school is equipped with level A technology facilties. The facilities consist of

one server room ând six servers that include ân applicâtion server, a database server

and a communication server and 370 individual terminals. All te¡minals are linked to

the Local Area Network (I-AN) that provides access to the school database, and

Wide Area Network (WAN). The 370 terminals are dist¡ibuted throughout the

school, including in the main office, the computef rooms, the library- multimedia

room, the classrooms, the staff rooms and the science laboratories. Thete are three

types of server in the school.

Each staff room, which is occupied by fìve to six teachers, has two compute¡s that

link to the Internet and one stand-alone. In addition, each staffroom is provided

with a printer that is connected to computers in classtooms in the sâme corridor for

srudents to print out their work. Although the students are allowed to print tJreir

work here, they have to get permission from the teacher and, furthermore, the

printed materials must be related to their schoolwork.

The¡e are 2 computer laboratories in this school. These laboratories are generally

used by studerrts to work individually with the SSMS software or on â task provided

by the teacher. The laboratories are not restricted for use only by English language

classes but they are used for the other Sma¡t School subiects; Bahasa Malaysia,
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Mathematics and Sciences. Each laboratory has 35 comPuters linked to the school

sefvef and the Internet. The laboratory can âccomfnodate a whole class (35

students) for a lesson and is equiPPed with a Printer, tele¡'ision ând LCD pfoiector

for presentations.

The school uses a booking system for the computer laboratory because there are

mâny classes running at the same time that'ù/ânt to use the laboratory. It can only

accoÍunodate two classes at the same time. The laboratory has to be booked in

advance. The reservation has to be made a few days before the acrual lesson. Most

of the time, the laboratory is booked for a whole class activity and not for individual

students. For safety reasons, students âre not allowed to use the laboratory without

a teacher. Because priority is given to classes and there are only a lirnited number of

computer laboratories that can be used at one time individual students do not have

the chance to work unsupervised. In other words, the computers in the labotatory

^re 
for class lessons organised by the teacher and students âle r¡ot allowed to go in

on their own after their class period.

The computer laboratory is arranged âs shown below:

ffiffiffi
ffiffiffi

Computers

Picture l: The layout of tbe computer laboratory

The classrooms afe also equipped with comPutefs. Each classroom is equipped with

five to six computers that are Internet connected. The computers in the classrooms

are arranged against the wall and one computer is connected to the television (see

Picture 2). The television is placed on the wall and it is used as a projector for

PowerPoint pfesentaúons. ,{ printer, which is located in the teachers' room, is
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connected to all the computers in the room. The putpose of having computers in

the classroom is for students to use during their ìessons, to search information, to

do their presentadons ând to \ñ'ork on their class proiects. The students share

computers. The computers cân be used only in the presence of a teacher and with

permissiolì fronr the teacher-

tr Computer

! Desk

En Computer & TV

Picture 2: Layout ofthe classroom

However, students are free to use the computers in the Multimedia Room, which is

located in the library. There are 15 comPuters v¡ith Intemet access in the

Multimedia Room. Students âre free to search the Internet for tesearch pu{poses, to

complete their homework, check emails and perform other tasks. In addition, there

arc 70 stand-alone computers in the library. Students are free to use these

computers to do individual wo¡k using learning software borrowed from the library.

Students have to ask permission from the librarian to use these facilities after school

or during recess, and they need to get a permission slip from thei¡ teachers if they

use the computers during school hours. Some students stay back after school to use

the computers to search for information from the Internet and to complete their

tasks. Most of these students do not have computers at home or they have

computers with no Internet access.

6.3 The Software

The MoE, provides the teaching and leaming software for the school. This software

is installed in the system, SSMS. The software is only for the four Smart School

subjects. For the other subjects the resource centre will supply the software but only
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for individual use. The four subiects are English, Bahasa Malaysia, Mathematics and

Science. The school ìs not allowed to install any nerv softwafe or program on the

system or upgrade the s1'stem without MoE permission. The teachers, lrowever, can

use the school teaching and learning software, but are not âlloved to install it on the

main server- The leaming softwâre is produced by a team in the N{oE, that consists

of teachers of the subjects working with computer programmels-

The learning software provided by the MoE is installed in on the SSMS via a I-AN

is different f¡om the lessons on CDs. The purpose of MoE progfams is for further

explorarion of the subjects taught in the class. According to the Head of the English

department, the teaching and learning softwafe for English is based on the

curriculum and syllabus. The leaming skills in the softwâre are designed to enforce

the four key learning skills; speaking, listening, reading and writing. The lessons are

direcdy related to individual topics in the syllabus. The four skills are integrated into

one lesson. ,\lthough there are levels for each topic given, the levels âre not

complete and each skill has only one level. For examPle:

Topic 1 Level 1 Level2 Level 3
Speaking !
Listenlng {
Reading

\lriting ./

In the interview, the Head of the English Department indicated that besides having

the software given by the MoE, the English department has bought 65 programs,

however this software is fo¡ the Form 1s only. All software bought is used for

independent practice and leaming, and students' progress is not recorded in the

students' file because the programs âre riot connected to SSMS.

The school fesoufce centfe (library) bought the software suggested by the Head of

Department for each subject using school funding. This software is usually used for
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stand-alone independent learning. The head of the resource centle is in charge of

buying and keeping the softrvare. The software is used only i¡ the lìbrary and

students are not alìowed to boffo\¡/ it overnight.

Below is the number of CDs in the resource centre collection

Subjects Number of CDs

Science subjects
(General science, Physics,
Biology, Chemistry)
N{alay Language

Mathematics
English

20

6

9
ó (F 1: 4;F 2:1; F 4:7

Maþ literature
Reþious studies (Islam)
General Knowledge
Exam simulation
Dictionary
Others

sets for all SPÀ{ subjects

Table 7: Number of CDs in the resource center collections

6.4 Training

The school provides teachers with t¡aining throughout the year. The training is

desþed to update the teachers with new technical and pedagogical knowledge for

teaching and leaming, as well as administrative work. All teachers are expected to

know and learn computer skills and to maximize the integration of computer use in

the classroom. Teachers are selected from different subjects for the training given

by the MoE and these teachers give the same training to other teachers in the

school.

The training is given to the teachers throughout the year of as necessary. A smalì

number of teachers, especially the Head of Department and selected teachets,

attend the træning done outside the school. The ttaining is done using a cascade

1

:)

8
2
1

8
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model. The rest of the teachers get in-house training from the teachers that have

attended the external training. The MoE has been olg nizing comPuter training

srâge bv stage since the implementation of the Smart School concept. The aim of

the training is to introduce teâchers to computer [teracy by training them in basic

computer skills and knowledge that they can then use in their teaching. The training

exposes them to different kinds of useful and informative Internet sites to assist in

them their teaching. ,\n example is htç://myschoolnet.ppk.kpm-my/indexi.htm'

This site is organized by MoE ând covers different topics for students, teachers and

administrato¡s. Another website is htç://www.cikgu.net.my/. Teachers cân use this

site for discussion with their peers and to get mofe teaching and learning

information from papers published on the Internet-

According to the Smart School Coordinator, teachers are sent to learn programs like

"AuthorWare" in the private sector. During the course, teachers are taught to

create teaching modules and how to teach a certain topics using computers as a part

of their approach. However, at the time of the interview, none of the teachers were

producing the teaching modules in the rvay that have been trained, but they had

produced exercises in exarnination format fot their classes'

The teachers had attended the following training courses, both externally and in-

house:

. Computer skills - to learn basic use of the comPuter.
¡ PowerPoinl presentation - for their teaching
o Word ptocessing - fo¡ their teaching
. Filing systems - for the adrninistrative work
. "INTEL" training - for lesson planning, to produce modules for teaching

and leaming
. SSMS - to input the data on students, teachers and others in the system

The school also provides cornputer classes for students, and the main emphasis of

these classes is on deveìoping basic computer skills for the Form 1 students' It is

important for Form 1s to have computer skills and a basic knowledge of computers

from early in the lower secondary level. The students are exposed to computer skills
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whiìe they afe using comPuters in the classroom, and computer lessons are

conducted outside school hours, once a week. It is compulsory for students to

âttend these classes. In these lessons, a computer teâcher teaches the srudents how

to use computers. The basic computer skills taught are how to login and logout of

to the SSMS system, how to print, how to use a 'wofd Pfocessof, how to use

PowerPoint for presentations, how to search the Internet, and other relevant skills'

Srudents are given their orvn username and pâssu/ord to login to the system, and a

school email address.

6.5 English Language Teaching in the School

The scbool uses the Smart School English syllabus. As mentioned above, the

syllabus is an extract from the KBSM English Curriculum and the National

Curriculum. 'Ihe teachers folìow the objectives of the curriculum closely. Before the

hrst semester begins each teacher is given a scheme of work for the whole year-

Each Form has a different scheme of work because they each have different

learning areas and diffe¡ent learning outcomes. The English Department organìzes

the scheme of work, and the scheme is based on the English syllabus' The scheme

of work is set out according to the week, learning^re , grammâr, intended iearning

outcome, genefic skills and iesources. (See Appendix 2 fot a scheme of worþ. One

of the generic skjlls included is the IT skill but the teachers are not expected to

teach these to the students.

Teachers choose leaming outcomes âccording to students' categorized profìciency

levels. The intended learning outcomes are specified in the syllabus, which are

listening, speaking, reading and wrìting, and are divided into 3 levels. However,

teache¡s a¡e able to carry out any activities that suit their srudents and the learning

areas they have to address. The four language skills are integrated in one activity and

not taught in isolation. The teachers have to complete the scheme of work before

the commencement of the annual examination period.
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Relerring directly to the weekly scheme of work, the teachers u/rite their own daily

lesson plans - detailing what they intend to teach for that day. The teachers choose

rvhat they think appropriate and suitable for thei¡ students based on the students'

ìevel of English profìciency. Therefore, the teachers have different daily lesson plans

for each class with different learning outcomes, pedagogical strategies and activities,

but the learning ^re ^nd 
the topic for the week / day is the same-

The time allo',¡'ed for English is 200 minutes per week, that is 40 minutes for each

of five periods. The English lessons are ananged in 2 double periods and 1 single

period per week. The teachers prefer to teach grâfiunar and English Literature in the

single periods, and teach writing, presentation, grouP work, and computer-based

learning in the double periods.

Students are assessed in four different stâges; monthly test, mid-term examinations

(twice a year), end of the first semester examination and end of year examination

(frnal exam). The purpose of the exarninations, excepting the final examination, is to

evaluate the students'progress, whereas the final examination is used to assess the

students' progress and for the purpose of streaming students in the following year.

The fìnal examination is considered the most important by the students and parents

because it determines the students' future educational prosPects.

6.6 English Language Activities

The English Department organizes many activities for the students throughout the

year. The purpose is to give students the opportunity to use the language in

different contexts. Some of the activities involve all students directly, for example

inter-class "choral speaking2' and others involve only certain students such as those

involved in English d¡ama competitions and debates. In March, the English

Department organizes aLanguage Month to make the students aware of the English

language and to encourage them use the language. In July, students who need help

with their English can go to the English Clinic where they can obtain language help.
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IJowever, âctivr-ty stops in August because after that is the examinâtion month.

During this time, most teachers ând the students a¡e involved with revisions and

trial examinations for the PN{R ând SPN'Í and there is little time for othe¡ activities.

6.7 The English Language Teachers

In 2003, there were â totâl of 72 teachers teaching in this school. Out of that

number, there were 13 English teachers from various ethnic groups: Malays,

Chinese and Indians, and they were all non-native English speakers. All of them

were graduate teâchers with Teaching English as a Second Language GESL)
backgrounds eithe¡ overseâs or locally. One of the teachers had a Masters degree

and two teachers were pursuing their Masters degrees part-time. The senior

teachers, in terms of number of years of teaching experience, were teaching the

upper secondary classes and the junior teachers were teaching the lower secondary.

They taught ^n averÀge of 24 periods in a week of 2 dtfferent Forms such as 2

classes of From 2 and 2 classes of Form 1. r\part from English language, the

teachers teach othet subjects like Physical E,ducation and Ârt Education, and hold

other co-curriculum posts such as the advisor for the English Club, the advisor for

the Debate Club or other club responsibiliues.

6.8 Summary

This chapter has given a brief description of the Smart School in which this study

was conducted. The description shows that this school is equipped with computers

and the way in which thei¡ use is govemed by the MoE, the school, the teachers and

the restrictions and capabilities of the I-AN. The following chapter reports the

analysis of computer-based activities in two classrooms.
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CHAPTER 7

The English Language Activities In A
Computer-Based ESL Classroom

7.0 Introduction

This chapter reports the analysis of data including observational notes, inten'iews

and documents. The purpose of this analysis was to identify and to explore tlle

following research obiect.ives:

o Examine how computers rvere used by the teacher and the students in

the English classes

o Examine how English language teaching is practised in a computer-

based learning environment.

o Identifu rvhat opportunities were available for students to use English.

The core focus of this chapter is to identi$' the types of activities related to the use

of computers in the English language classrooms by answering these questions:

a. !Øhat actir.ities / events were carried out in the computer-based

classroom?

b. How was rbe English language used in the cornpute¡-based envi¡onment?

The analysis focuses on the observational data obtained from 2 classrooms and

interviews tløth2English teachers and 15 Form 2 students. The Frrst section of this

chapter describes, in general, the computer-based activities in the classroom' In

order to do this I used Jarwis' Q004) frarnework of categorising cornputer-based

activities and Means' (1994) categories for analysing computer function to study the

activities and gain an unde¡standing the variety of computer use in the ESL
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classroom. The second part of this chapter will further discuss the types of activities

involved in the teaching of English.

7.1 The Teaching of English - The l-essons Observed

In o¡der to gain a picture of how comPuters were used in the classroom, the ttpes

of classroom activities were documented and categorised. Othe¡ documents such as

the teachers' lesson plans, the Form 2 English syllabus (2003) and students' rvork

were also analysed. The data collected was triangulated and used as part of this

analysis.

7.1.1 The ComputerActiuities in ESL Classrooms: General

This section discusses computer activities in general in order to give an ove¡all

picture of the activities themselves. The following section contains a more detailed

discussion of classroom activities. The activities that were carried out in the class

involved students working both with computers and without computers. Within the

computer activities, the teacher planned more group work than individual work.

Class activities involved both individual work and group work including searching

the Intemet, PowerPoint presentations, word processing and use of SSMS pfogfams.

Most of the time students used computers for word processing especially for

completing the end-product of their project work carried out both individually or in

groups. After word processing, the next most frequent acúviry was Internet

searching. Students searched the Intemet for authentic reading texts as ¡eferences

for their project work. Students also used computers, especially PowerPoinl Software,

as a tool for the presentation of their work. Instances of students working

individually with computers were few. Indeed students only worked individually

twice dudng the entire semestef using the SSMS program. To summarize, for the

majority of time in the class students were involved in goup wo¡k activities. Table 8

þelow) shows the activities done in the class
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Activ-ities Fre<¡uency
Lessons Situations Åctirities

Workingwith computers
Group work
¡ Intemet
' PouerPoinlpresentation
. Slriting (notes form & essays)
Indiuidual work
. SSN,IS
. Wiiting
r Intemet

8
6

2

6
4
6

2

Working without computers
Group work
', Presentation - role play
Indiuidual s'o¡k
' Rewision

4
2

2
2

2

Table 8: The activities

For this pârt of the srudy, 12 lessons were observed. Table 8 illustrates the

frequency and the types of activities involving students u/orking with and without

computers. In the 12 lessons observed, 8 lessons involved activities with computers;

6 lessons involved students working in groups ^îd 2 lessons involved students

u/orking without computers. Searching for information using the Intetnet was used

in all lessons u/ben students were .tryorking in groups (6 out of 6 times). Writing was

the main component in every activity undertaken (6 times). Most of the activities

involved students producing â text at the conclusion of the task.

The types of activities in class were varied according to the teacher's planned

leaming outcomes. Acúvities carried out in the classes were closely related to

desi¡ed learning outcomes taken directly from the curriculum and the syllabus' Most

activities in the class engaged students to use the English language interactively, as is

reflected in the high ptoportion of grouP work undertaken-

The curriculum emphasises a shift from students being totally dependent leamers to

being independent or âutorìomous leamers. In the observations, it u/as noted that

the activities carried out in the class involved three different classtoom

environments. These environments engaged students by using different teaching
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approaches, changing from a teacher-centred class en\¡ironment to a student-

centred class environment. The teachers vâried the wal's in w-hich comPuter:s were

used to complement the various actir¡ities and envi¡onments.

Table 9 surrurtadzes the nature of computer-based activities in the class that were
observed.

Table 9: The functions of computers in the classroom,

Table 9 shows two different contexts and three different environments involving

the pedagogical use of computets. Means (1994) categorised four t'?es of functions

performed by the use of computers in the classroom. According to Means,

computers are used as tutorial aids, as exploratory devices, as tools and as meâns of

communication. In general, computers in this study were used as tuto¡ial aids, as

exploratory devices ¿nd as tools in the learning process. Computers were not used

for the purposes of online communication such as emails, messenger boards, grouP

discussions and chat roorns.

Venue/
Location

Environment /
situation

lJse of computers

Teacher Classroom Traditional
teache¡-cent¡ed
classroom

The computer is used as a

demonstrative instructional
tool.

Group
work

Classroom Student-centred
classroom.

Info¡mation seatches using the
Internet.

Students Classroom Student-centred
classroom

The computer is used as part of
the students' group
presentations: computers used
fo¡ data / information
tfâns1lrlssl0n

Individual
work

Computer
laboratory

Student-centred
classroom

The computer is used as a

practical learning device.

Group
work

Computer
laboratory

Snrdent-centred
classroom

Computers are used for wo¡d
processing and creative layout
of computer tasks.
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There are four classifications of classroom environment, which are designed to

increase the level of srudent control in the learning process ând to decrease the

teacher's control over leaming in the clâsses stated in the Smart School Flagship

Application (1997). They are

1. Teacher-centred

2. Teacher as mentor and model

3. Teacher as coâch or facilitator

4. Student-centred

These four classroom classifications used in this study are taken from the Smart

School Flagship Application (1997). The teacher-centred classroom siruation is

classified as a situation in which the teacher is controlling the activities in the

classroom. This situatiòn is typified by one-way interaction, for example tìe teacher

gives lectures and explanations of the lesson at the beginning of the class. The term

student-centred classroom refers to situations in which students take control of

thei¡ leaming and activities, for example srudents are engaged in individual or group

work or doing a presentation. There âre, however, few situations observed in this

study that are either totally teacher-centred or student-centred'

The remaining two situations mentioned above are Teacher as Mentor and Model,

and Teacher as Coach or Facilitatof C1Vf.o.E. Malaysia,1997)- Teachers in both of

these situations maintâin control over students' leaming. The role of teachers acting

as mentors involves the ability to give some space for students to get involved in the

class, but at the same time remâin in control of the situation in terms of de{ìning

leaming goals and objectives. The teachet acting âs coach aims to provide more

scope for students to get involved with the leaming situation. In the teachets as

coach situation, the teacher and students set the learning goals together. However,

the teacher's role change is dependent on the classroom environment and the

changes must be made to fit the teaching model, requirements of the curriculum

and the learning situation. In this study, a combination of these fout types of

classroom environment could be observeci. The move from a teacher-centred
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environment to a more student-cent¡ed learning spâce inc¡eased when the teacher

allowed the students to \¡/ork in independent gloups. One of the curriculum

objectives guiding the placement of computers in schools is the intention to guide

students towa¡ds being autonomous learners. However, throughout the activities

observed the teacher still controlled the situation, in terms of time allocated for the

activities, the objectives and.the outcomes of the activities-
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7.1.2 Computer Related Actiuities in ESL Classrooms:
SpeciÍic

Before going further, it is important to understand the terms and conditions of the

lessons observed. Table 3 is a sample summary of the lessons observed for this

study.

Table l0: Sample summâry of the lessons observed

The learnin g 
^rea 

and intended learning outcome lists and categodes in the table

above were taken from the teacher's record book. The detailed requirements of

each English lesson were taken from the Curriculum Specifìcation provided by the

MoE. As discussed above, the content of the English syllabus comes from the

Curriculum Specification provided by the MoE but it has been simplified to fulfil

certain objectives and to meet needs of particular groups of students. The lesson

Nadzrah Abu Bakar
University of Adelaide. AUSTRALIA

LeamingArea
(faken from the
teacher's record
book)
GoPrc)

Intended
Learning
Outcome
(faken from the
teacher's ¡ecord
book)

Activities
(Observed)

Teaching and
learning tools
(Observed)

Vehicle -To ask quesúons
to obtain
information and
clarihcation
-To grve
explanation
-To use variety of
aPProPflate
reglsters
(formal/informal)

Reporter: Role Play
-This activiq'was done
in groups (5-6
students)
-The teacher explained
the actir'ìties at the
beginning of the
lesson using PouerPoint
-Students played the
role ofreporter
reporting an incident.
-It rvas performed as a
live T\/ telecast.

Time allocated: trvo
periods
\/enue: Classroom

-Internet
-Newspapers
-"Mahiung"
pâPef
-\Word
pfocessof
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specificâtion in the s1'llabus is very detailed and refers to topics to be covered

\\reekly. The English S1'llabus is designed for teachers to use as a guicleline for their

teaching and informs them about rvhich learning areas need to be coveted within

the school year. Universal guidelines are essential because the examinadons are

based on the syllabus which dictates the lessons covered throughout the year. The

importance of adhering to the syllabus is evident in the intewiews conducted with

both teachers, in rvhich they stressed the need for them to fìnish teaching the

s1'llabus before students' examinations.

-ï72024: lle have to finish the syllabus
'127O27: Exam ... we have to follow the syllabus... sometimes we need to make sure

that our class Fmish the syllabus before the exam...

V/hilst the teachers planned the lessons weekly in their record books based on the

s)'llabus, the activities undertaken to implement the syllabus learning objectives were

flexible. There was no specific activity in relation to the learning area stated in the

syllabus. The teachers chose suitable activities fo¡ each lesson planned.

7.1.3 lfow were Activities Organized?

This section examines how the teachers organjzed classroom activities. Whjlst

dictating the learning objectives, the English cufficulum and syllabus does not

prescribe activities. Most of the time teachers chose the activities based on the

Intended Leaming Outcome enshrined in the curriculum. T1 indicated that she

planned the activities by adjusting to the needs and the English level of the students.

T1,1032: . . .I \r.il] look at my students ability, and if I'm teaching in good classes, I will
change my approach. . . if I'm teaching in lower classes tlen I will be more
spoon fed...

The students were not given the chance to get involved v¡ith the planning of the

lessons and the activities. Flowever, they were involved in negotiating other aspects

of the activities, such as the duration, the content and the layout of the activities.
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Student involvement was observed in the class when students negotiated ân

extension for the time allocated for activities after they concluded that they would

not have enough time to complete the task. Although the teacher usually fixed

specific times for completion of activities, the students also had the opportunity to

negotiâte change in activities that they did not find interesting. T1 indicated that:

T11039: ... I asked them to hnd for information about Âi¡ Asia, KTM. So they hnd it
not challenging, they want somethirìg else, so I have to be flexible...

Whilst students.u¡ere given some oppo¡tunities to negotiate changes in activities,

few negotiations were observed. ,\ccording to T1 any negotiation was dependant

on the topic and the students'level of English. According to T1, the students who

'were more profìcient in English negotiated with the teacher more frequendy when

compared with the less profìcient students. Most of the time T1 followed the

content of the syllabus then discussed the activities related to the syllabus with the

students. From T2's penpective completing the syllabus was her main priority so

that students could do well in exarninations.

Occasionally the students contributed to the planning of the weekly lessons. At

certain times T1 discussed with the students the learning are 
^nd 

the activjties that

they would prefer. . . 'I ¿ot the idtas fnn the sladtnts, f tltry aant it that wEt well of courw f
it is ¿ood for thtm it's ok." (77040). Although some activities for the lessons we¡e

negotiable, the teacher still played an important role in the classroom. Both tcachers

controlled the flow of activity most of the time because the classroom environment

needed some structure in order for the students to complete the activity on time.

For example, Tl controlled the time (class period) the students had for each activity.

Furthermore, she also controlled the intended outcome and direction of the activity

because she had to cover the requirement of the syllabus.

All computer-based activities were constructed within the context of the syllabus as

shown in Table 9. The teachers followed the leaming areas and desired outcomes

from the syllabus very closely. Alongside making use of the syllabus as a guideline in
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preparing the activities, the teachers considered students' level of English when

planning the activities for each lesson. As T1 fI12001) said:

T1 but sometimes we didn't follow the lesson plan accordingly. So because tlere
are sometimes where students are rrot ready for the activity may be the activity
is diffrcult to tllem we have to change the lesson to be more affective.

Tl mentioned in the interview that the success of activities in the lessons was

dependant on the students' profìciency level and their level of motivation. Tl

(Tl 2001) indicated that:

"... let say the students are a little bit blut, they are not motivated for the lesson, so
may be the outcome maybe not motivâted also. N[ay be they will give us a boring
presentation. . ."

The wotd "bløÌ' used by T1 is employed to explain the students' level of

understanding of the task as low, meaning that the students had difficulty in

understanding the task. According to T1, if students are not clear as to what they are

doing and do not understând the objective of the task, then this would negatively

affect the end product or outcome of the task. T1 considered the students' English

level and the understanding of the task to be inte¡related and states that both may

affect the students'level of motivation. It was observed that the teachers enable the

sh¡dents' understanding of the activities by providing them ¡vith instructional input

through interrogative questions throughout the activities; especially at the beginning

of the lesson. T1 considered that interaction encouraged by her questions and class

discussions would enhânce students' understanding of the subject or the task and

would improve overall understanding and leaming. This is because the discussions

in which the task is outlined or questioned using different approaches may help the

students to understand the subiect better than explanation alone.

The time frame for each activity is also an important factor to be considered when

planning activities. T1 added that the creativity of the students in completing the

activity was also related to the time frame set. The teacher consideted the time

allocated for activities was important because the length of time needed to complete
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the activiries 'wâs fundamentâlly related to the students' profìciency level. It was

observed that profìcient students tended to spend less time in order to complete the

activities compared with less profìcient students. Although the teacher had to be

hrm conceming time, she also had to be flexible enough to allow more time for less

proficient students. Furthermore, the importance of working within the time frame

was stressed to the students because one aim of the lessons wâs to train the students

to complete the necessary tasks u¡ithin the time allocated for examinations.

The most regular activities in both classes involved students working in groups both

with and without computets. In this environment, snrdents had the oPPofiunity to

interact freely within the group when discussing the task without interruption from

the teacher. The teache¡s' aim was to instil decision-making abilities in theh students

and to encourage them to work collaboratively. Furthermore, T2 indicated that by

giving the students this chance to work independendy from the teacher they would

again improve their decision-making skills. Decision-making skills aside, T2

considered that this kind of activity created an authentic envfuonment for students

to use the English language. In terms of language learning, she stressed the

importance of using the language freely because she believed that her students

gained knowledge more rapidly by using the target language in an authentic o¡ self-

regulated sih¡ation. T2 Ç21,032) szu'd:

T21032: T.ike presentation from there I believe that when they discuss tley easily can
remembe¡ that, because if let say you give everything to them they iust copy
down but they don't really remember.

S10 indicated that she leamed on a number of different levels from the group work
discussion:

5102058: . . . If the teache¡ gives on pollution, then the othet person gives the reasons
why pollution, the cause of pollution and then we leam it from there what is
the cause. Because we do ¡efer to the books and Internet so by that we can
lea¡n about pollution at the same time.
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Overall, the teachers organized the cÌassroom activities based directly on the

English syllabus, they also took into conside¡ation students' learning needs. Besides

this, the teachers v/ould also consider students' level of English profìciency, and

acrivities were adtusted to students' level while still following the speci{ìed obiectives

of the intended learning outcome from the syllabus.

7.2 Instructional Practices / Computer Practices

Jarvis' Q004) framework for investigating computer use in the language classroom

was adapted as a guideline'to defìne the type of activities involving computers for

language teaching and language leaming. Diagram 7 illustrates the use of computers

both in the classroom and the computer laboratory as observed in this study:

Table 1l: Computer use in language clâssroom

As shown in Table 11, the use of computefs in the English language class has two

main purposes. Computers are used as educational resources (SSMS) and ¿lso to

access Generic Information Technology Software. One function of the SSMS is to

support teaching and leaming needs by providing teachers with Educational

Resources. According to the Smart School coordinatot, learning software and
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tutorial softwâre provided by the MoE support the learning and teaching needs of

students ând teachers.

The next part of this section discusses the two different uses of cornPuters in the

classrooms- These uses are:

a) As educational resources, SSMS programs which involves students working

individually in the computer laboratory;

b) 'ts a meâns of accessing Generic Information Technology Software which is

used fot group work activjties.

7.2.1 Computers as Educational ResouÍces: SSMS

The educational resources in the SSMS system contain leaming softwate and

function as tutorials. The content of the English language software is based on the

syllabus and is geated towards the expected standard of the students' English

language proficiency, such as advanced, intermediate and beginner. The learning

software was installed on the school main server and the program was accessible

from terminals in the computer laboratory. During the period in which students

worked u¡ith this software, students worked individually with computers in the

computer laboratory. Before students could access the task intended for a particular

lesson, the task was selected and programmed ahead of time from the teachet's

management system that is linked to the school's database and servers. In the

computer laboratory students logged into the system using their allocated usemame

and password. Completed exe¡cises and students' results were recorded

automatically by the database and saved in the students' files. Students \'/ere

expected to complete the entire task during the class period. Importantly, because

the task was scheduled as a class lesson, students could not access the file outside

the scheduled time without the teachers'permission.

In order to understand the flow of the lesson for the Purposes of this study, the

orgarizatton of one lesson was examined. In this lesson, T2 chose a task from the
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ropic of Vehicles from the SSMS program fo¡ students to work on individually in

the computer laboratory. 1-he topic u/as discussed earlier and several tasks related to

the topic were done in the class prior to the lesson in the comPuter laboratory. The

lessons in SSMS program on this topic were designed to integrate the four language

skilìs specified in the syllabus into one lesson. T2 chose the advanced level of

difficulty for her students because it was the only available lesson at that time.

Students were therefore given no choice but to participate in the task at the

advanced level. Despite the level, the teachet's intention in taking the students to

the computer laboratory for this particular task was to engâge in ¡evision exercises.

The exarnined lesson u/as a double period and the venue was the comPutef

laboratory. Unfortunately, three computers we¡e not working which meant that

some students had to shate terminals. Sharing computefs was not a new problem

for the students because they had experienced this situation previously, however

some problems occurred due to sharing. One of the obvious problems the students

sharing computers faced was how to decide whose ID they should use to login to

the system because the completed tasks would be recorded automatically in that

student's personal file. The student sharing the computer whose ID was not used

would have no fecofd that they had also completed the task. Anothet problem

occurred during the listening section of the task because students had to use

headphones to listen. There was only one set of headphones Pü comPuter'

therefore students had to take turns for the listening part of the task. The next

obvious set of problems observed was in deciding who would cont¡ol input through

the keyboard and who would choose the answers for the exetcises. I observed that

most of the time the ID owner was in charge because these students weie au¡are of

the fact that the ma¡ks for the tasks were being recorded in their personal file.

Lastly, rhe pace of working and understanding the task was not uniform among the

students. The students who shared computers had to teach comptomises due to

different levcls of understanding and this was reflected in the time taken to do the

task.
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The lesson (Ihe Vehicle) uras divided into 3 main sections: introduction, reading

comprehension and writing. The lesson started with an explanatìon of the task. The

first secrion inuoduced the topìc and described the type of activities in the lesson.

Since there \¡/as only one level of diffìculty for this topic, whereâs there were mixed

levels of English profìciency in the class, some students found that they had to

listen hardef of tepeât the listening section. Moreover, the pace of reading the

instrucrions was diffìcult for some students to keep up with. S10 indicated that she

had difficulry in understanding the instructions or the dialogue when fistening to the

speaker's voice in the listening section. She said:

5101026: . . .we learning on tlte computer, it is like difficult because
we.. .when someone is reading out'. .and normally if they read
too fast and we have to ¡ead back...

The aim of SSMS programs is to give students opportunities to work independently

(1r4. o. E. Malaysia, 1997).In doing the task, students are required to understand the

instructions and complete the task without any assistance from the teacher or their

peers. However, during the observation I found that some students were not totally

independent. Some asked for assistance from their peers for clarification of the

instructions. Students explained that it was necessâry for them to make enquiries in

order to complete the task. Since some students had difficulty understanding the

spoken instructions, dealing u¡ith the pace of spoken language in the instructions

was conside¡ed as important part of the exercise. The students indicated that the

reading speed in the instructions section was too fast and that they needed time to

understând and become accustomed to the voice. The same speâker's voice and the

sarrre pâce were mâintained for instructions in the task tlrroughout the lesson.

The second section in this lesson was reading. Besides providing students '¡¡ith a

text to read, this section gave students opportunities to practise their listening.

Students could choose whethe¡ to read the instructions themselves or to listen to

the speaker's voice and read along by clicking the speaker icon. For this section the

students could listen to the instructions repeatedly before proceeding to the

question and answef sections. 56 indicated that she enjoyed listening to the
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speaker's reâding more than reâding the task herself ând it u/âs very helpful to have

the speakers voice teading the text aloud, as she did not enjoy reading herself'

506 1118 Because it helps me to be more interested. I like it. I like to hear
than reading it because I get bored reading it.

This reading section of the pfogram Pfovided students with opportunity to leam

new wofds. 'Slords, which wefe considefed to be difÊcult to understand, were

highlighted in the reading text. Students could leam more about the '\¡/ords by

clicking on the u/ord u/hereby an exPlanation screen would PoP up' using the

annotation mode. In this reading text only 3 words were highlighted. One of the 3

words \vas "drnþþed". The meaning given with the text',vas bâsed on the word in the

context of the text and not presented in isolation. However, the explanation

provided may have caused some confusion in certain students. Some students may

not be familiar with a 'qü(/illow tree" and therefore might not be able to imagine the

type of tree in the example. Although the focus is on "dropped", tìre understanding

of the whole context is important. The extract reads as follows:

Døopeà Ìtangdown

Brancbe¡ of tlte wilbw hee dropped ouer the riaer.

@,xtract from the task)

In the reading section, students needed to fìnish reading the text and to understand

the content before they could coritinue to the next section. Âfter the reading section

was completed they clicked the Nex/ icon to continue to the next section of the

lesson. The next section of the task was on making short notes. The aim of this

section was to teach students how to make short notes from the reading exercises

and also how to identify topic sentences and supporting sentences in the texts. An

example of the activity that students were expected to petform is seen below in

Table'1.2.
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The text Analysis

Children prefer the KNX

a

a

a

It is smalle¡
It is made from stronger material
It has become popular

The Flrst part of the notes: The topic
sefìtence

Reasons *hy the children prefer
KNX.

¡ People who compete n ¡aces
prefer super bike

a It is lighter
It would help them to go faster

The second topic sentence

The reasons why people prefer KNX
for ¡aces.

Table l2: The extract frorn SSMS lesson: Note taking

The introduction to this section provided students with explanations of key

concepts used in the lesson i.e.: topic sentences and supporting sentences, and also

guidelines on how to prepare a surrurìary of the reading task. The reâding section of

the task reinforced the students' leaming through the tepetition of exercises,

allowing the students to repeat the same exercises, until they .were sâtisfied with

their learning or had the correct arìsu/ers. While doing the exercises the sn¡dents

obtained immediate feedback on their answers. A free-writing activity was not

included in the writing section of the task because it was a structured writing

exercise. The students were required to cut and paste the relevant information from

the text to form their answers and no additional writing was required.

Similar ro the second secdon, the third section began with an exPlanation of the

task. Initiall¡ students listened to the explanation of the task. The format

introduced in this lesson was a basic essay-writing format, which states that an essay

consists of three parts: the introduction, the body and the conclusion. Students

leamed how to construct these key parts of an essay using extant text example and

recorded-voice explanations. This lesson presented no new concePts to the students

as they had leamed the standard essay foflnat in previous lessons both in their ESL

and Bahasa Malaysia classes. As a means of exempliff.g and extending theif

previous learning, the students were also inüoduced to the concept of topic

sentences and how to write notes or announcements for noúce boards.
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Students had to keep up with the sPeed determined by the computef pfogram fof

this part of the lesson fegardless of thei¡ language Pfoficiency. Completing the

exercises in the third section required students to cut and paste sections from the

text to form their ânswers. However, unlike the previous âctivity, there was no

feedback given for incor¡ect ânswers in this secúon.

The last teaching category of the learning software was a free writing section. This

secdon required the students to write afÌ essay on a set topic. ,\lthough the topic

was set, the softwa¡e offered the students a choice of writing format, writing either a

notice for a noticeboa¡d or an essay. However, the teacher instructed the students

to write in essay format and not to write a notice. The students typed the work and

printed their essays before submitting them to the teacher at the end of the lesson.

In general, the content of this lesson was "heavy'' for one lesson. There wete thtee

diffe¡ent sections that needed to be covered by the students independently: reading,

writing and understanding different texts, structutes and language functions. Some

srudents interviewed said they had diffìculty understanding the task, in particular

they had problems understanding the instructions and the speake¡'s voice. This

situation emerged most probably due to the advanced level of diffrculry of the

software. This software does not cater for all g¡pes or levels of student and students

with lower levels of proficiency had no choice but to do the same task at the same

level as the more advanced students.

Some students were positive about the SSMS English language software. They

indicated that the lessons helped them to learn and use the language in many ways

in which a regular class did not. Students indicated that when using the SSMS

English language softwâre they gained more understanding about certain topics that

had not been previously covered in the class such as sentence structure and wtiting

formats. Many students ir,terviewed said that the computer-based lessons did assist

them with their leaming needs. For example one student sâid:
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S01 1029: . . .like question tag and they give you all the notes on question tag and thet
ve have another thing called doctor ÀBC and that will show all sPelling..
spelling .- A to 2.. ah ... A to 2. ..a¡d they give you everything like words you
know wo¡d which are not very clear, sometimes the words bothered normally
and tell the definition ...

The inflexible level of difficulty is one of the most signifìcant negative factors ¡aised

by the students during interviews regarding the usefulness of SSMS rutoring

software. Some advanced students interyiewed found the software less helpful for

them than the students with a lower ESL proficiency, and some lessons were not

challenging enough for higher proficiency students. Examples taken from the

interviews included:

5031030: The questions that we learn, they are all very basic...
5031034: ... (I need) a more challenging one you know... but... something that is

suitable for us..
3041032: ... it is quite simple actually. But I think it is of the students who can't

tealþ cope with the wo¡k in English...
5041034: .. .For me I need mote challenging exe¡cises. Most of the exe¡cises the

ânswers are already the¡e. It doesn't exactJy ... it just ask you to hnd t}re
ansrü/er in the text. It doesntt really make you think. It doesn't actually need
the general knowledge because when they give the text all the answers are in
there...

On the other hand, S11 was satisfied with the difficulty level of program and found

rhe softwa¡e beneficial for her leaming. S11 indicated that through her use of the

SSMS progam she gained new knowledge of the English language:

5112004: Dapat ilmu baru, information, macam languaç kadangp kita tak pernah
gunakan ayat itu and then dapat tau jadi ohh macam nt ayat tu so dapat tau lah
( Get new knowled¿e, like hngrage, ¡omeÍime¡ I neuer øsed il¡al refiÍeflce then I ¿ot io

knop... ohh.. tltat! hop tbe renleilce iq so I knou..) (franshted).

All students interviewed commented on the SSMS English language software. Tbey

frequently mentioned the level of difficulty of the software as being a problem

because it did not suit them. Many students found the tasks in the English language
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softwafe very simple and not at all challenging. The MoE PeÌsonnel from the

softwâre department explained that the Englìsh language softwâre distributed to

schools for SSMS u/as intended for the rural ârea schools rvhere the level of English

language profìciency is average to low. Schools in the dry that have a compâratively

high level of English language profìciency afe encoufaged to make thei¡ own

softvr'âre or use computers for more advanced computer-related activities to benefit

their students. Âil teachers interviewed in this school, howevet, said that thei¡

computer skills were not advânced enough to enable them to produce their own

software. In order to adapt to the requirements of their students they purchased

learning software from commercial sources. However, due to copyright regulations

this software could only be used on stand-alone computers and could not be shared

in the school's computer networking. Neither of the teachers in this study used

commercially produced software in their classes.

Änother issue raised by the students intewiewed about the SSMS software was the

use of animated châfactefs in the lesson Presentation. For example, SSMS language

exercises animation v¡as considered as childish and therefore unsuitable by some

students.

5101054: ...I think it is quite easy and then for me it should put real people instead of
cartoots. I don't ìike cartoons.

5031038: I like the graphic, the interaction in the computer '.. but somehow it
doesn't really help much in my study. ' '

However, there were also students who did not view this use of animation as a

problem. These students considered the content and the level of difficulty more

important than the plesentation of the lesson.

The observation data in Table 8 (above) shows that the two teachets seldom used

SSMS programs in their English lessons. Both teachers used the laboratory for

SSMS Engtish language programs only once in the time of study, and the rest of the

time the lessons 'wefe conducted in the classroom or using the laboratory for
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different purpose, such âs group writing. The availabilìty of the laboratory ând the

suitâbitity of the software were the main reasons given by the teachers for not

conducting more SSMS based lessons in computer laboratory. The teachers were

also aware of students concerns with the softurare and they both agreed with the

students' opinion regarding the English language level required by the software. T2

said:

T21017 Yes in the room (classroom) , because at lab we have to see. . . becaus e- . ' ¿g!
al/ the backape ae haae called Bestari School not i¡ releuant lo be t¡ed' ba¡ed on our

Ðtl/abrc. Not all we have the package, we haae to cltoo¡e...so... currently none of
my class bas been taken to the lab because I think ar .. J feel tìat the loþic i¡
not raitabh because tt is too ea¡Jfor lben

The teachers also indicated that the availability of the laboratory was one of the

reâsons that they seldom took the students to the laboratory to use SSMS tutodal

pfogfams. The teachers had to book the comPutef laboratory a week in advance

because the school used a booking system of time allocation for their faciÏties. Since

there were only two computer laboratories and thirty-six classes, availability of the

laboratories wâs a matter of some competition. Both teache¡s took the students

twice to the laboratory throughout the semester, whe¡eas the rest of the lessons in

the classroom and not the computer laboratory.
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Table 13 is the summ^ry of corunents made by the students regarding the SSIMS

E nglish language software:

Students Comments ftom studentst
interviews

Anaþsis

s01 1 037 Ya...it u/as quite simple...I
think we should have a mo¡e
challenging exercises.

Simple need
challenging

more

s01 1073 It gives you deñnition
of useñrl

kind Defìnition - useful

s021029 ...I can knorv new wo¡ds... can
improve my computer skill5...

New vocabulary
Computer skills

s021033 Easy, because we just have to
fill in the blanks

Easy - fill in the blanks

s031062 we don't have any choice Cannot choose the level
s031066 . ..learn some neu¡

'words...learn how to
pronounce...and new English
rules

Benefit - linguistics

s061088 ...tÏe¡e is a time limit and you
have to frnish it at that time

Time constraint

s101052 ...it should put real people
instead of cartoons. . .

Presentation - childish

s151032 ...when tù/e arìswer the
questions, if we w¡ong the
correct answer will come up

Immediate feedback

Table 13: SSMS : Summary of students'comrnents on the SSMS English language softwa¡e

In general, this section of the thesis reveals the function of educationâl tesources in

the English language classroom. The effectiveness of educational resources is

limited if it is restricted solely to the use of SSMS English language software

installed by the MoE.

7.2.2 Genenl use of comPuteÍs: application in the classroom

The general usc of comPutefs beyond SSMS program apPlications is the focus of

this section. Two major uses of computers in English lessons were observed. They

^fel
a) use as search engines,

b) use of computers for elecüonic presentations such as PoøerPoint.
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Most activities thât invoh,ed this general use of comPuters u/ere grouP work and the

ma,ority of activities were conducted in class. Using these two mator uses âbove âs

guides, this section discusses the general use of comPuters in classes'

7.2.2.1 Computers as Search Engines

One use of computers in the classes observed was as a means of accessing extemâl

fesources. The. Smart School Flagship Application fleam, 7997), characterised

extemal resources as "Comprehensive databases designed to help index all extemal

resoufces useful for teaching-learning and management activities" þ. 7a). The

general aim of using external resou¡ces is to assist in the teaching and learning

processes. In this study, computers were often used âs â means of accessing extemal

resources in the form of searching for extra information from the Intemet for the

purpose of completing activities in the classroom-

Most of the time the activities were carried out in groups. The students worked in

groups of five to six students and they remained in the same group throughout the

semester. Since the activities were always done in the class, each group shared a

computer. During group work discussion, the group members divided the various

responsibilities fof the completion of work amongst themselves. A leadef was

chosen and she usually cont¡olled and led the situation. Students who had good

computer skills handled the computer related elements of the tasks, like searching

the Intemet and word processing and PowerPoint. -Íhe end products of this gouP
.work were presented to the class, usually on the same day as the task was assigned.

Iimited time was allocated for students to frnish their work and the sh¡dent were

expected to complete the task u¡ithin the time given. Most of the assigned tasks

included searching the Intemet for reievant information or reading materials.

Students then had to read and understand the reading materials and select relevant

information from the texts in order to complete the task and to pioduce the final

presentaüon.
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7.2.2.1.1 The Activity

In order to understand the flow of computer-based activity observed in this study,

this section examines a singìe lesson concentrâting on the use of the Internet for

finding reading mâtefials, constructing a Presentation and language learning

opportunities the srudents potentially experience in this activity.

The topic that the students discussed was "Pollution" and to complete the task the

students were required to prepare ând perform a short oral presentation on the

topic. The teacher started the lesson by getting the students'attention with an open

discussion and by asking questions concerning the topic. The question and answer

session lasted a few minutes. Students were given the oppornrnity to speak freely

and to interact without being called upon by the teachers. The teacher's intention

.was to test the students' knowledge of that subject and fo¡ the students to use

English orally. The open discussion focussed on both the content and the format of

the oral presentation. After the open discussion, students continued tìe discussion

in their groups.

In their gfoups the students' task was to write, cfeate and develop a shoft speech on

pollution specific content suggested by the teacher, such as tlpes of pollution,

causes and effects of pollution, and potential solutions to the pollution problem.

Since the assigned topic was very broad, the students had to focus on one speciFtc

aspect of the topic in ofder to complete thei¡ task. During the discussion, the

students made their decision as to which area of pollution they would research,

which Intemet sites may be relevant, which reading materials to read, and what

points to select from the readings. In the Pfocess oi getting the televant

information, students browsed different topics quickly because the time was very

limited. The technique that the students used to explote the Intemet varied for each

gfoup.

In the process of finding relevant reading texts, the students read the title of texts

briefly and if they felt that a title was relevant, they stored the text and continued to
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search for other relevant reading texts. .After they had found a few relevant articles

they stopped searching, and read the articles thoroughly. Since the comPuter was

shared between six students, there'was not enough space âfound the computer fof

all of them to read at the same time. The students who were close to the computer

read the articles while the others listened and 'ùrote down the points mentioned by

those reading the articles.. The elements of the task were divided among the

students, such as searching the Intemet, reading the articles, selecting lelevant

points, writing the presentation and lasdy presenting the task.

5722036 \7e give the jobs tq each pefson differentþ. So we can finally after the work
is fmish we can compile it together and do the presentation-

Howevef, there were students who did not ParticÞate in the discussion' They

merely waited for others to do the work and they were not actively involved in their

g¡oup discussions. This problem was recognised by both the teachers and othet

students:

s121068

T72029

sometimes people don't cooperate.

... sometimes there are ln a gtoup discussion the¡e is only one student
who is working, not everybody is working'. '

T27025: ... the problem is sometimes a few students they just like be ... kita
tak mau (I don't carQ let the others do because his is a group work. They iust
sit there and agree whateve¡ their friends say.

The time given for the students to develop a fìnished speech was only twenty

minutes. The teacher had to limit the time for goup wotk discussion to allow time

for the presentation at the end of the lesson. This activity illustrated that the use of

computers was limited to the first part of the activity. The rest of the activity involved

discussing the topic, composing the talk and presenting the speech- Due to the limited

time, some students did not search for information from t}re Internet instead tlrey

used other soufces such as the newspapefs and magazines. In fact, one grouP did nct
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refer to any reâding mâterials ol search for any information when doing this task

because they said that the topic was general, ând they had already studied the same

topic in their science class.

Both the teachers and the students acknowledged the importance of computers as a

tool for searching for information and highlighted the benefits of using computers in

terms of accessing authentic information resoufces quickly. T2 said that:

T2"tO't0:

T21010:

...they can get a lot of information like let's say they search in the Intemet.-.

...and if you use the Internet, and type what we want and they will come out
a list of that and you can choose rvhich one you u/ânt.. .

However, the wide rânge of infomatìon available on the Intemet caused difficulties

for some sn¡dents. These students encountered problems âccessing speci{ìc

information without proper training in Intemet search techniques. Unfortunately,

students were not taught how to seatch the Internet during the lesson and they

indicated in their leaming diaries and interviews that they had only lea¡ned basic

computer skills in computer classes in primary school and that they learned more

computer skills and searching skills from their friends during computer-related

activities. The students mentioned often in the interviews that they were confronted

with some problems in recognizing which articles would be relevant and enable than

to complete the tasks. One student said in the interview:

S101058: It is depend on what we are doing 
^rry.w^y. 

Sometimes we go
to the website and something different comes out.

Some students mentioned that they had diffìculties in finding the right articles,

whereas some students had difficulty with the standard of English language used in

the articles. These issues were obvious when observing the students as they

navigated the web. They struggled to choose suitable reading materials especially

when the topic given was very broad. In addition, the time given to comPlete the

task was very limited. The students indicated that:
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5031022:.. .eei...because the Irternet is so bþ, and I don't know which u/eb to go.
I'm not allowed too maoy hou¡s on the net also

5O6"1042: -..time limit but our teacher usuâlly gives a time limit let say for 30 minutes,
so u/e have to fnish it off

.Jü'hile searching fo¡ relevant information, students had to decide which search

engine to use and the grouP had to come to an âgfeement on a topic before they

started searching for information. As previously stated, Intemet search techniques

.were not taught during the lesson because both teachers âssumed that all students

had leamed Intemet searching skjlls in their computer classes. Regarding het

students' comPuter skills, T2 commented:

T27010: ... they are very knowledgeable because they have . -. they know a lot about
this thing, and I think they are better than tlre teacher, if let say you have one
topic, tley can iust search aod come up with different websites. Thei¡ skills
are excellent-

Due to both the breadth of the topic and the lack of Intemet searching skills'

guidance from the teacher u/âs needed by the students. The teacher did not specift

which websites the students should visit to access and the students were reþing

solely on the topic given to direct their search for relevant information.

Furthermore, students had to use the right word/s or keywords in order to retrieve

relevant articles. The level of English language profìciency plays an important role at

this point because in order for students to get useful search results, they need to be

proficient enough to select appropriate keywo¡ds and to understand the text these

keyrvords discloses. The less proltcient students were found to have problems

understandiflg the texts and summarizing the content of the text they read'

The activity was done in a group of 5 to 6 students sharing one comPutef-

Therefore, the students' responsibilities we¡e <üvided. The teacher indicated that

some students had the attitude of abandoning the responsibility for the task, leaving

it for more proficient and skilled students to handle.
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T21,025: .,.sometimes a few students they iust like be kita tak mau (v/e don't want)

iust ìet the otlers do because it is a group work. They iust sit there and agree

$¡hatever their friends say..

One of the students said

5081096: ...because sometimes like my grouP membefs they afe very irresponsible,
they don't want to do the vork, so I have to do everything and they got the
cfedit...

This was repeatedly observed during tlre students' work on the "pollution" task.

This activity had an impact on the level of participation of some students. The

standard of English language used in the Internet caused comprehension problems

for some students which then directly impacted the involvement of these students

in the task causing some students to depend on more advanced students in the

group to read and understand the articles fot them. These students'ù/ere categorised

by teachets as 'passive' students.

During the activity T2 walked around the class and checked on the students.

Although the students were given the opportunity to find information from the

Intemet, this was conducted undef supervision of the teacher. The teacher

recognized the need to monitor the sn¡dents at all times

T27O14:... I just canriot leave them there and pick whatever they want. I go one
computer to anothet computer.. . [...] I will look into their passage that they
have found and then I will say whether it is suitable oi not' '.

The main function of computers in the context of this task was their use as

searching tools to find informadon necessary to complete the task given. The

lessons planned by the teachers encouraged the students to find and to read extra

information on the assigned topic. Even though there wete other ways to obtain

relevant reading material, such as from the m^g^zirres or books from the library, the

students preferred to use computer technology. T1 st¡essed that using the Intemet
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would expose her students to a variety of knowledge, such as English language texts

written for native speâkers on an infìnite variety of topics, rvhich were all accessible

without leaving tìe classroom.

T2't01,0: . . .they can get a lot of information ' . ' O th" m^g^zine the ¡esources âre very
limited compared to website...( ) the students will get more info¡mation
¡ather than looking into the magaztne.

Both teachers shared a coíunon perception of the role of the Intemet as the fastest

way for both teachers and students to âccess authentic reading materials. 'I2 stated

that the content of the reading materiâls could help the students to improve their

English. The teachers assessed the end product of the students' tasks to discem if
they had improved their use of English language- In order to this, T1 analysed the

students' composition, presentation and communication skills at the conclusion of

the task. The teachers said that asking questions, for example from the students'

presentations or at the beginning of the lessons, were anothe¡ method they used to

evaluate the progress of students' knowledge and use of the English language. Both

teachers perceived comPutefs, especially when used as searching tool, as afl

unlimited information bank that could be retrieved anytime. T2 sa,d

T21008: ... I would agree that if they use the computer they could get a lot of
infotmation

The students supported the teachers' statements:

5102058: ...we do learn what the teacher gives. If the teache¡ gives on pollution then
the other person gives the teasons why pollution, the cause of pollution and
the then we leam itfrom tìere u¡hat is the cause because we do rcfet to the
books and intemet So by that \¡/e can learn about pollution at the same

üme.

5727022 ...it gives knowledge because there's a lot of k¡owledge there so when I
read it gives a lot of info¡mation...

5121028: because there are a lot of words and new words, so when I learn new words
I find the meaning so I can use it

5131036: Yes it does. lt helps improve my English and because like you afe getting
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more information from the outer u/orld and ure know'..I mean you hâve fo
build your votd poverby using different q?es of words and stuff you find
tllere...

The srudents agreed that using comPuters helped them to improve their English

language in key ways. They indicated that use of computers helped them to inctease

their vocabulary by reâding articles from the Internet. The Intemet gave students

access to information outside the classroorn, enabling them to gain additional

knowledge from reading sources apart from those provided in school textbooks.

In conclusion, in directing the lesson the teacher gave ^ 
very broâd topic to tìe

students. This directly affected the information gathered by students as can be seen

by looking at the information students found on Pollution and the issues discussed

by the students during their presentations. Their information was very general and

could have been gathered easily without searching the Intemet. One gtoup said that

they did not use the articles from the Intemet because in their opinion tle topic was

very simple and general and they did not need to fìnd new information to ful{ìl the

task effectively.

7.2.2.2 ConpaterAided Presentations

The second most frequent use of computers in the classroom was as a means of

data or information transmission in the form of electronic presentations. Both

teachers and students used r)te PowerPoint program for their p¡esentations. The

teachers used the PowerPoint program in teacher-cenÍed class situations for

instructional purposes. The written texts used by T1 on PowerPoin¡l were simple in

linguistic form. The main purpose of using the PoaerPoinl was to give information

and guidelines to students fo¡ the forthcoming tasks (See: Appendix 3).

T1, defined her students' computer skills in doing PowerPoint presentation as

"advanced". The category "advanced" used by T1 in the interview indicated that the
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srudents had the ability to cteate and laye¡¡ ¡hek PowerPoint presettations, they

couìd integrate music into tìe presentation and download pictures from the Internet

to include in the finished product (See: Appendix 3). The majority of students did

nor turn ro the reacher for help with their technology skills; but rather approached

their peers. Flowever, they consulted the teacher for language assistance and

feedback on the content of their presentations. The teacher assumed that the

students had learned computer skills and specifically PoperPoint presentation skills

when they rvere in lowe¡ forms in computer classes organised by the school. T2 said

it was not the subject teachers' responsibility to teach comPutet skills in the class;

however, she was prepared to help the students when needed their assistance during

computer-based classroom activities. T2 also presumed that her students' PoaerPoint

skills were advanced and that they knew how to proceed u¡ith the task without any

technical help from her. As she said in the interview:

T2',tO22 ...you say that you want them to do presentation using the computer, tell
them what you rr.ant and they can come up with unique way and you don't
have a problem there.

The desire to give the best pfesentation among the groups in the class was a

challenge that motivated the students to leam mole about comPuter skills- The

students not only wanted their group to be the best group but also they wanted to

be demonstratively more knowledgeable than their peers in the area of IT skills.

One student (56) indicated that:

s061076:
5061078:

Yes, it motivates me to learn
It... like my friends who a¡e good in it, they can do their
presentations it inspires me lah. They can do, why carì't I. So, I must
learn from them,

The students indicated that they not only leamed to use PowerPoint but they also

used English actively during the discussions and the presentations. Befote the

students completed t\e PouerPoint presentations for their task they needed to search

the Intemet for information and pictures. Dudng the search the students went

through several steps. The stages were:
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1) Discussing the Presentations;

2) Reading and understânding the text they used for information before they could

present the information in a PowerPoint form;

3) Presenting the final Product to the class.

The students usually used simple text in the form of short notes for thek PowerPoinl

presentations. They u¡ere continuously required to use English skills in the process

of completing the PowerPoint presentation. Knowledge of English was required

specifically to understand the text, to identify the relevant Points, and to write up

notes for presentation in point form.

One example of a PonterPoint presentâtion observed in this study is taken from an

English Literature lesson. T2 asked tlre students to come up with a PoaerPoint

presentation explaining the characteristics of selected characters from an English

Ianguage text studied in the English litetature class- The tide of the book was Tbe

Phantom of the Opera and the story was discussed in previous English literature

classes. The book had 10 chapters and the students had to read 6 chapters before

the mid-yea¡ examination. The Phantom of the Opera had been the subiect of English

Literature lessons fo¡ 10 weeks during a single period lesson each u/eek' The

PowerPoinl Presentation activity was caffied out in groups. Each grouP was given one

character from the story and they were instructed to explore the characteristics of

the character, based on what they read in the text, and pfesent their findings in

PowerPoinl form. In ofder to complete the presentation, the students had to

undefstand the content of the text before they could PrePafe the notes. This

activity was done in groups of 5 to 6 students' There wele no guidelines given by

the teacher with regard to the format of the presentation. The students had the

freedom to choose any form of presentation. Ho'wever, there were certain aspects

oi the cha¡acters upon -which students were instructed to focus. Students whom the

teacher categorised as having advanced computer skills, added pictrres and music to

their presentations. One of the characters in the story that the students were

instructed to explore was the character of Raoul. The actual samples cf the
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Po¡¡-erPoint notes of Raoul's profile from the English lite¡ature class a¡e attached as

appendixes (See: Appendix 3). Sample 1 and Sample 2 (below) are exâmPles taken

from the presentation

Name: Vicomte Raoul de
Chagny

Known as: V¡comte de
Chagny, Raoul

Age: 2l years old
Place ofbirth: Paris, France
Physical: Blue eyes, short black

hair, charming smile,
good looking, young,
tall, well built, average
weight

Personality: Youngest son of
a very influential, old
and a high society
family, rich, impatient,
impulsive at the spur of
the moment, loyal,
caring, foolish at times.

Like/dislike: likes: Christine
Dislikes: Erik

Last seen at: in a secret house on
the lake below the Paris
Opera House

Name: Raoul
Known as: The Vicomte de

Chagny
Age: 21
Place of birth: Paris
Physical: Blue eyes, black hair,

wonderful smile, young
handsome

Personality: Rich, brave,
impatient, caring

Last seen at: Erik's house, the
torch room.

When: Erik asked Christine Daae
to take him away

Sample t Form 2C Sample 2tForrn2C

The teacher used the activity to test the students' knowledge of the content and to

determine their understanding of the reading text. The text on the presentation

was written in note form with the students using adjectives in the presentation to

describe the characters. The example below (Text 2) is taken from 2 different

groups, Group I and Group 2, describing the same character "Raoul". They used

different terms to describe the same character:
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Group 1

Shorll¡lackhau
Cbarmin¿smie
Cood bokingyoung,
Ta[ well built, average u/eight

Gtoup 2

Black hai¡
lYonderful smÃe
Handsome,young

Text 2: Notes for presentâtion

Group 1 used mofe descriptive words in comparison to Gfoup 2.The second group

described the charactef 
^s 

handrlme without gt-.i"g âny other descriptors. Group 1,

on the other hând, described the man as being goodJooking, tall, well-built and

^verrrge 
weight to indicate the same meaning as handçome. In general, the students'

presentation showed that they were fâmiliar with a variety of descriptive words

because different gfoups had a different concePt and undetstanding of the

character. However, when looking ât the students'writing, it become evident that

they were uncleaf about the meaning of certain u¡ofds. For example, the word

personalilt, which u/as one of the terms that student needed to explore, refers to the

personal characteristics and traits of an individual students may ûnd the meaning of

the word vague, unclear or confusing because they categorise rich, old and high øs the

character's personality. The teacher's feedback would have been important at this

stâge to enable students to understand the meaning and Pfopef usage of the word,

howevet, no such feedback was offered.

,{.nothe¡ aspect of language with which the students were involved was the use of

new ter¡ninology and new information. One examPle of new.terminology and new

information use u/âs taken from a leaming ^re in the syllabus on the ntle Vebich. ln

this leaming area, the task was to describe a vehicle for the PurPose of advertising it.

Students were asked to Ptomote a new caf to the class and had a few days for

preparation; ând as usual, the activity v/as pefformed in gtoups. Students were

required to fìnd information on a vehicle of their choice to promote this vehicle.

Information could be taken from any resource, such as the Intemet, leaflets or

newspapers. Presentations could be eithe¡ electronic, i.e. PoanPoitl presentations, or

in poster form. In the presentation, students had to promote the chosen vehicle by
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describing it in detail to give potential customers a comPlete Picture of the vehicle's

attributes and features. The students' promotions wefe presented orally- Tbe

electronic presentation notes (fext 3 and see âlso Appendix 3) show that the

students used computers to search for information and to downloacl pictures. The

information gaùered by the students gave them insight into the vehicles and

provided them with new terminology to use when describing a caf. Fof exâmpler

i) How the device works

'-the ilahh di¡connects the enginefrom the gearbox wltilc
lbe driuer chan¿er gear",

"The Íransmi¡sion sjulem fran¡mits lhe powerfmn
the engine Ío tlte phee/¡ tbat diues lhe car."

@resentation 1: CARS)

ü) The car accessories

rain ¡ensor- detecÍs rain to control vind smen wþert dependin¿

on the rain-fall intensilt

(DSC) '{tnanic aabilil contml" - detects an1 indication of

tkiddingaÍ an earþ ofl ar to ÍabiËry the aebicl¿ aithin millisecond¡"

(Presentation 2: BM!7 3 series)

Text 3: Presentation Notes

Some automotive terms used in the ptesentation were new to the students because

they were not familiar wìth some of the devices being described. This became

evident when they asked questions about some of the terms that wete used to

describe the vehicles. The students used technical terminology such as "transmission

gtslerì', "chliclÌ', "acceleratoy'', "sleering uheeß' and "rain sensnr" fo¡ the description of

their chosen vehicle.

The activity provided benefits for the students regarding language use and new

knowledge. In addition, reading afücles about vehicles exposed them to different

uses of English, such as the language used in advertisements. Although some
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students may have taken some'words directly from the resources they used, ât least

they were exposed to new terminologies or terrns. T2 indicated that the Purpose of

this activity was to use the language in a different context and she emPhâsised thât

her srudents leamed the English language faster when they were involved in English

language activities that challenged the shrdents to engage with the language in

different contexts.

7.3 Discussion

Analysis of data in this chapter reveals that use of computers in the classroom and

the practice of the English language in a computer-based learning environment were

key factors determining the type of activities that were prepared by the teachers. The

lessons also closeþ followed the school syllabus and curriculum' Jabet (7997, in

Muir-Herzig,2004) states that v¡ith the help of computers in the classroom students

are able to work collaboratively, to use critical thinking skills, and to fìnd alternative

solutions to problems. Within the classroom observation framework of this study,

elements of Jaber's findings are confìrmed. The elements of Jaber's findings that

were confi.nned by the observations undertaken as part of this case srudy are the

students' use of computers to facilitate collaborative endeavour and to solve

problems. However, it was also observed that the success of a particular computer-

based activity depends greatly on the type of activiry and on th.e objectives of the

âcüvrty.

The general use of computers in the classroom was lirnited to word Processing,

search engine use and to presentations. Although, the Smart School specification of

computefs is very wide as discussed in Chapter 4 (lVI. o. E. Malaysia, 7997), the usage

in this srudy was limited to typing and sea¡ching. Furthermore, some of the activities

that wete catried out could have been done without computets. According to

Ruthven, Flennessy and Brindley Q004), the choice of tasks and topics for computer-

based activity should be chosen carefully in orde¡ for students to gain new leaming

experiences. One example of the learning expcriences the students benefited was the
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task on the topic Ilehicle where the students needed to sea¡ch the Internet to find

information. Th.y went through serreral processes, such as interacting in English

during discussions, reading, scânning and summârising during searches for

information, and during composing the task for an end product. Having observed a

number of lessons, it is my opinion classroom activity should challenge the students'

level of critical thinking in order to motivate them to parricipate actively. This can be

done by providing students with new and interesting toPics to discuss and excluding

topics that are very familiar to them.

This study found that teachers and students used computers for searching for

information because it is one of the fastest u¡ays to get authentic English reading

materials (Vogel, 2001). The Internet provides âccess to a huge range of authentic

materials very quicldy. Âs such, the Internet is a far faster and more effective source

of materials on unlimited subjects than conventionâl paper sources such as

nev/spâpers of m^g zines, which are limited both in space and topics covered.

Students found understanding and selecting relevant content from reading material

wâs very challenging. In order to find this material sh¡dents needed certain reading

skills, such as the ability to scan for content (I(-w. Lee, 2000b) in o¡der to utilise the

reading materials effectively. Students who were not profìcient in the English

language found the activity more difficult particularly when the text (information)

was online, as it involved both comPutef and language skills. W'hen searching for

ìnformation, the students not only needed to be profìcient in the English language to

use the appropriate keywords to find and to understand the relevant reading material

but they also needed to be proficient in computer skills to be able to manipulate the

technology to perform the search. This srudy found students were not taught how to

use appropriate keywords to conduct the seatch. Instead, they had to teach

themselves these skills while doing the tasks. Therefore, in order fot students to

search for information effectively, they should be di¡ected by giving them useful a¡rd

practical guidelines on how to search for, and subsequently evaluate, reading

materials fl. Jones, 2001)
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In addition, this study's findings indìcate that time restrictions can also be an

important factor determining the effectiveness of class activities (Becker, 2000;

Egbert & Jessup, 1996; Loveless,'S?illiams, & Kutnick, 2000). The hndings reveal

that during the actìwity, students had to organize their time, not only fo¡ the searching

process, but also for reading, selecting, summarìsing ând comPosing the task

outcome. \X/hile doing this, students adopted different roles depending on their

abilities as described by Kynigos and Theodossopoulou (1999). These ¡oles can be

broadly categorised as follows:

1. The keyboard controlle¡ (the computet expert);

2.The recold keeper (the language exPeft who keeps the notes and most probably

who writes the essay);

3. The activity controller (the person who ensure the flow of the activity).

The time fo¡ each activity was very limited and the teachers were under pressure to

complete the curriculum before the up-coming examinations. In both classes

observed, students struggled to complete tasks on time. Due to the time constraints

imposed by the syllabus, the teachers controlled the time allocated for each activity.

The class time was divided accordingly to allow for the teachers' presentation /
explanation of the task, students working with the computer to fìnd information,

working in groups to compose the presentation, and the students'presentations and

teachers' feedback. Class¡oom activities that require students to search for

information from the Intemet and later present the information should be given more

time than tasks requiring less preparation, as there are many different Processes that

students need to go through to complete the task. This type of activity can provide

many opporrunides for students to use and to improve their knowledge of English

language independently, provided sufficient time is allocated. Howevet, within the

current education envi¡onment where the syllabus musi be followed exactly and time

is of the essence concerning examination preparation this study does acknowledge

that the teachers are left with few altematives to allocate time in different ways.
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Becker (2000) âlso stresses that the constraints of time may cause unsadsfactory

leaming âctiviry. The data collected in this study shows that what was imPortant to

the students during the activity was to complete the work on time and to comPete to

create the best presentation amongst the groups. Becausc of these objectives, students

tended to divide job responsibility among the grouP members according to thei¡

abilities and the way in which these abilties suited key areas of the task to be

undertaken. Students who were more profìcient in English participated actively in the

activities that involved the language dtectly, however, students less proficient in

English performed tasks which involved less English language use such as making tlre

props for the presentations, or typirg the finished work. It was my observation that

those students who were al¡eady more confident in English language use v/ere more

often than not assigned the role of presenting the work orally in front of the class-

This analysis and my own observations confimed Becke¡'s asserdon (2000) that the

need to complete the syllabus before the examination often Prevented the teachers

from taking full advantage of the benefit of using computers in thei¡ lessons. The

time allocated for English classes was only 200 minutes a week, and this time was

divided into two double periods (80 minutes each) and one single period (40

minutes). Because of their ¡ole of examinations in deterrnining so much of a student's

future, the responsibility to complete the syllabus was given high priority by the

teachers; and the mere 5 periods time allocated for English lessons were not enough

for the teachers to incorporate more computer-based activities (which students

perceive are more collaborative and less examination oriented [see Chapter 9]) in

their lessons.

7.4 Summary

The analysis shows that computers were used in tlre classroom for various Purposes

but that they mainly were used as tools to practice using the language and to help

students in accomplishing tasks and learning objectives set by the teachers. The

teachers' main priority was to complete the syllabus, and therefore the use of
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computers was restricted to acúvities directly ¡elated to the obiectives of the

syllabus. When computers were used as tools to encourage shrdents to use English

language in different contexts, the activities in the classroom also played an

important role. Table 13 (below) is a summary of the activities that involved student

cofnputer use in the classroom.

Students working

... individually without comPuter
(classroom)

... individually urith computer

revision, exercises grammar, homework

SSMS

in small groups without comPuter discussions

in small groups with computer discussion

revision, follow up
(computer room)

grouP Pforect
(classroom)

group Pro,ect
(classroom - most of the
tirnÐ
(computer room)

Table l4: Summary of computer related activ¡ties

The next chapter discusses the nature of classroom activities by examining

classroom interactions. The purpose of this next chaPter is to understand how

students use English to accomplish tasks in a computer-based envifonment.
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CHAPTER 8

The Nature Of Classroom Activities
(Interaction) Created In A Computer-Based

Envitonment

8.0 Introduction

In orde¡ to understand what English language leaming opportunities are available to

students, how teachers create these opportunities and how they help students to

shape their understanding of the English language, there is a need to investigate

how everyday classroom events or activities are constructed (Prentiss, 1995). This

chapter will look into how language used by students in constn¡cting their

understanding of tasks and what English learning opPortunities students gained

from these activities. In fì¡st part of this chapter, I examine the activities using an

"activity cycle and stfuctufe" (Gibbons, "1,994), to see the pattem of activities

during the observations. Secondly, I will investigate the natute and the quality of

teacher-student and student-student oral interaction during the activities done whilst

using computers in the classrcom. I analysed two lessons I h¿d observed. The first

lesson directly involved students using computets, whereas the second lesson

involved students using computers only in certain pârts of the lesson. The analysis

discusses and compares the classroom conversational data with the social

interaction context in a computer-based classroom environment. Using the social

constructive perspective elaborated in Chapter 4, the lessons obser,'ed are analysed

and categorised in order to understand the flow of activities and to understand the

language learning opPortunities for the students in the classroom.
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This chapter exPlores the following core research objective

- lüØhat language opportunities were there for students to use English in a computer-

based environment?

In order to explore this research objective, this chapter exâmines teacher-student

interaction, and student-student interaction during the performance of tasks using

computers. This is to study and understand how language is used in different modes

of teaching and leaming by analysing two lessons in-depth. Both lessons consist of

group work. The first lesson has students working in gtoups direcdy with

computers and the second lesson has students u¡orking in groups using computers

as searching tools. The analysis follows the pattem of the Activity Flow Chart

Model (Chart 1). The interaction analysis will focus only on dialogue in the class.

8.1 The Activities

This section analysed the classroom activity by using Gibbon's (1994) cycle and

activity structure framework as a guide to investigate and to undetstand the socid

and linguistic events in the classroom. Adapting this framework helped me to

analyse the flow of the activities and to understând the linguistics used in the

pfocess of teaching and leaming English. Using Gibbon's framework, I produced

an '.Activity Flow Chart" for this study.

The '.Activity Flow Chart" (Chart 1) illustrates the stages of activity in the lessons

observed. The analysis gives an overview of the flow of activities in the lesson' The

importance of understanding the teaching and learning activities has been

menrioned by Christie Q002). The purpose of the chart is to understand how the

target language is used in a social context during the lessons. The activities give

opportunities for students to practice using the language in diffetent situation. The

research objectives explored functions as a guideline when analysing the interaction

data.
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Chart I The Àctivity Flow Chart

The six different stages identified above illustrate different realities of language use

in the classroom that each provides language leaming oPPortunities for students in

the class. The stages were identifìed by examining classroom activities using

obsewation data and class¡oom activities recorded. Each stage is briefly outlined

below but will be discussed in greater detail in Section 8'3'

Stage 1 is the opening of the lesson. It is identifìed as the Instructional stage. This

stage is a one-way communicâtion activity,,ú/here the teacher gives instructions and

the students are expected to listen, understand and follow the instructions before

the teacher cân proceed to the next stage. The next stâge is Stage 2' Throughout this

stage, the teacher invites students into the discussion, and this is when teacher-

student interactjon occurs, \¡here negotiation and clarification of tasks take place as

a whole group in open discussion. The discussion ends in Stage 3. Stage 3 is another

Instructional stage that functions in similat w^y to 51 ' Stage 4 is group work

discussion where the students are expected to work independently in a small gtoup

to complete a task. The teacher usually allocates a specifìc time for the students to

complete their work. Stage 5 is for presenting the outPut completed in Stage 4' The

output presented consists of the end task assigned by the teacher in 51. The end

task is usually presented ofally of as grouP writing' The final stage is Stage 6, which

is a take-home task. However, this stage is optional, in certain cases, and depends on

the type of tasks done in the class. The students are required to do the homework
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when the teacher âssigns them to write a take-home tâsk in their exercise books

afte¡ the tâsk was deFrned orâlly by the teache¡ in class'

Analysis of these stages shows the sociahzatton Pfocess taking place in the

classroom. Classroom sociâlization is organized in different kinds of activities that

provide students with opporrunides to explore and to contribute.to the content of

the lesson, ând to constfuct and understand the target language. From my

observations, these activities provided the students with the opportunitjes to use

English language in an authentic context.

8.2 The Nature of Classroom Talk and Activities

The activity flow chart model categorises different learning stages of socialization in

the class. Eâch stage has a specific purpose in ensuring that the social activity in the

class¡oom fìows according to the completion of the task. These social interactions

according to Huang (2004) "provide students with the oPPortunity to contribute to

and explore content, meaning construction, and processes involved in the action of

using a social language" þ.109)'

The lesson was analysed using classroom discourse analysis, conversation analysis

(Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998), along with Prentiss (1995) and Gibbon's (1994) model

for t]1e investigation of classroom activities. Conversation analysis is "the study of

the talk produce by everyday situations of human intetaction: talk-in-interaction"

(Hutchby & Wooffìtt, 1998, p.l3). The language used in conversation is studied as

"products or objects, which are desþed and used in terms of the activities being

negotiated in the talk" þ.14) in the "intetactional orgarnzanon of social activities"

(p.14).The purpose of using this method of analysis is to investigate students'

unde¡standing of the context and situation existing between and among the

speakers in the interaction.
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8.3 Lesson 1

Wedding card - Congratulation

The frst lesson I evaluated was a writing class, which was conducted in a computer

laboratory for a double (80 minutes) session. Originally the lessons urere plânned

for the students to work in pairs, however, when the class sta¡ted, the students

requested to work in pairs or threes as the comPute¡ laboratory was arranged in

rows of th¡ees (see Picture 7, page 110). The students composed a congratulation

card directly on the computers. The students had until the end of the lesson to

complete the task. The focus of this lesson was on socializing skills as identifìed in

the syllabus. The intended learning area rù¡as writing: A1,4 - Produce simple coherent

non-chronological writing greeting catds. The intended gr^mmerr lesson 'was the

language form and function: To congratulate someone. The aim of this lesson was

to teach granrnar and writing simultaneously.

8.3.1 Stage 1

In this class during 51 the teacher gteeted the students. The teacher was using

English as the primary language of instruction.

Extract I

Ss: Good morning Cik M
T: Good morning class. Please take your seat gìrls. I'm going to sta¡t the lesson now

001
002

The teacher responded to the greeting and continued v¡ith the instructions. In line

C001, the teacher gets the class'attention by directing the students to settle down as

the lesson was about to start. This was the first language instruction and performs

the function of managing the class. The opening salutation is usually structured to

focus the students' attention, and no reply is expected from them. There'was no

verbal Íesponse from the students but they obeyed the teacher as they made

themselves ready for the lesson; they sat down and kept quiet while waiting for

further instructions from the teacher. At eady this stage the teacher's ins'.ructions
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pfovide students with informatìon that signals the beginning of a lesson- The

teâcher's use of language increases her authority within the teacher-student

relationship, as she takes the dominant role at the beginning of the lesson. It is clear

that the teacher expects the students to follow her instructions.

8.3.2 Stage 2

During this stage, the teacher was trying to establish the curriculum goal for the

whole lesson. This is what Ch¡istie QO02) identifìed as "Curriculum Orientation" (P.

131). The teacher started to engage the students using questions ând answets. Here

the teache¡ tried to get all the students involved with the topic by getting the

students' attention. She was trying to frame the students' thinking which then led to

engagement with the topic she needed to teach, through involving the students in

social interaction. Students were free to respond without waiting for the teacher to

call their names.

Extract 2

C001 T: \7el u¿As Your holidaY?

C002 Ss: haa I

C003 Ss: We | ,f
C004 Ss: Ya )
C005 T: Really? I need mo¡e too'. but aîyw^y
C006 Ss: Nothing... stayed at home
C007 Ss: I went to my grandparents'house

did you do during the holidays.

B
C008 Ss: I balik kampung to see mY
C009 T: Good... what else did you do?
C010 Ss: I ate a lot teacher
C011 T: Why?
C012 Ss: There were a lot of weddings
C013 Ss: Yes teacher kenduri kawin every week. See teache¡ I gained weight þointing to
her tummy. The class laughed)

After the class had settled down, the teacher stafted her lesson by asking the

students to revisit a past event in their experiences (C001). Since this was the fìrst

day of school after two weeks school holidays, the past invoked by the teacher was

how the students had spent their time dudng the school holidays. The pu¡pose of

the teacher asking about past events was to get students' feedback about their
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experiences during the holidays and to make them speak about this befo¡e

continuing on with the main topic of the lesson. Throughout Stage 2 the teacher

used open-ended questions to invite students to pârticiPâte in the discussion. The

cliscussion was informal and gave the students the opportunity to use the language

verbalìy.

From the beginning of the lesson the teacher took the initiative to have the students

use English. The leaming situation created by the teacher opened oPPoftunities for

students to use the English language in a wider context. In addition, the principle of

social constructivism suggests that learning develops through social interaction and

according to Brown (1987), learning happens in an active situations. In this study,

the teacher encouraged students to participate in social interaction by questioning

them and having "no turn taking" approach in answering the questions. The

situation directed the teacher to regulate participation in the discussion.

Furthermore, the students were able to participate in social interaction and at the

same time they had an opportunity to construct their understanding of the subject

in an authentic and non-structured situation.

Open discussion with the teacher r¡/as usually undertaken at the beginning of most

lessons. The srudents were able to express themselves freely, they were excited by

the activity and they interacted simultaneously (see sections A and B highlighted in

Extract 2, above). The teacher captured the srudents' inte¡est when she involved

he¡self personally in the discussion of past events (C005). She then directed her

students to the intended learning a¡ea. This allowed the students to think about past

events in order to respond to the questions and to PrePare themselves for the

activity planned.

The teacher encouraged sh¡dents to speak by giving them freedom to paticipate in

the discussion without any restrictions. However, when she did not receive the

answer she required (until line CO12), she repeated the questions (C009) before a

student gave an indication of the answef the teacher wanted (C010)' The wotd "ate"
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gâve her the chance to proceed with questions that led to the topic of the lesson.

The teacher shorved her interest in the student's answeïs by asking for clarifìcation

(C01 1). However, whilst that particular student did not ânsu/er the question, other

students who had a sirnilar exPefiences during the holidays fesPonded (C012 -
c013).

Code-switching is noticeable during the discussions, in both whole class discussion

and group discussion. Code-switching can take the role of "micro-function inside

the classroom for effective classroom management and content transmission."

(Canagarajah,7gg5,p.189) of to " (a) fill a linguistic/concePtual gap or þ) for other

multiple communicative purpose" (Gysels, 7992 cited in Duran, 1994)- For this

class, code-switching is practiced more to achieve content ftansmission from

students to the whole class, and from student to student during small group

discussions. The lack of English vocabulary may be the ¡eason for code-switching in

this group. However, using code-switching, a lack of vocabulary does not

discourage the students participation in the class. Two students responded to the

teacher's question; Ss in line CO12 gave the answer in English language whereas Ss

in line C008 and C013 code-switched and used Bahasa Malaysia (balik kanþangand

kendøri kawin). These students intention wâs to fill up the linguistic gâp for the

purpose of communication. Flowwer, this student fline C013) shows her

understanding of the word when she responds, 'Yes teacher" âs she pointed to her

stomach to indicate the effect of the experience she had. She was motivated and

tried to communicate in English although having difficulty and she code switched

for the pulpose of filling the linguistic gaP in the conversation.

The teacher, on tìe other hand, did not coffect the students or give further

explanation of the vocabulary because the answers and the reactions given by the

sh¡dent (5013) showed that they understood the meaning and might have had the

same experience as othe¡ students. T1 believed that if mistakes made by students

during the discussion or presentation were pointed out or corected every time to

students directly and immediatel¡ the intermption may lowet the students' self-
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esteem and thus influence thei¡ self-confidence in interacting and becâuse of this

may lo'ù/er students learning opportunities. T1 was of the opinion that feeling

confident about him/herself rvhen interacting in English is essential for the students

to participate actively in class. Both teachers regarded uninhibited communicâtion

or interâction as ân important wây to learn the English language-

Extract 3

C014 T: Hmm.. . weddings.. did you go to Cik l\{arniza's wedding. She just got married,
now is no more Cik but Puan Marniza

C015 S: Yeah Pn Mar¡iza (grCC Ð
C01ó Ss: No teacher.. too far, did you go?

C017 T: Yes, I did. ,\nd she was beautiful' Ok what do you say when someone get
matÌied?

In line C014, the teache¡ directed the students towards the main topic by giving an

example of a teacher who was just married during the school holidays. In this

sentence further information was included. The teacher felt it was important for her

to inform tlre students that there wâs a chânge in title fo¡ women after matnage.

The female title changes from"Cik" that is "Miss" ro"Paaì'that is "Mrs". There

wâs no further explânation from t}le teacher regarding the word as she assumed that

the students understood the change of tide when the students giggled and repeated

what she said. The conversation continued and the aim of the discussion was

directed towards narrowing a broad topic to the aim of the lesson, although the

discussion did veer off topic in lines C016-C017. Howevet, the teacher brought the

convefsation back to the goal of the lesson (C017), and she did not discuss the

other teacher's weddin g ^Dy 
further. She shifted the topic as she dìtected the

students' attention to the main focus of the lesson:(C017) "... Ok, what do you say

when someone get married?" The move from one toPic to another happens when

the teacher starts focusing the students' attention tov¡ards the intended leaming

outcome.
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Extract 4

C018 S: Say?

C019 T: hmm ì?hat do ve âhvays wish if our fiiends get married?

A
Ì

c023 T: Good, ve say coogratulations to them, right? ok how do we u¡ish them?

C024 (Ihe class were quiet)
CO25 T:
C026 S: I
C027 S: (fhe class laughed) B f
C028 T: t Polite. There is another ,/^y to
say it, cân aûyone give me anoths way of saying it?
C029 S: Teacher, why can't we say tlrat?
C030 T: It is just not polite wishing her to have chjldren- Ok any other way?

C031 S: I\{any many congratulations
C032 S: I hope you will have a happy marnage
C033 T: Ok.. good. What else?

C034 S: Teacher when are you gening married?
C035 S: Yeah teacher when? We want to come.
C036 T: Soon, don't worry I'll invite all of you. Ok now back to the lesson- What are ot}ter

ways?
C037 S: I wish you to have a happy family
c038 S: ******
C039 T: Ok, there afe many vays to congfatulate.. good.Now I s/ant you to make a

congratulation card to conglatulâte your friend on herwedding day'

As mentioned earlier, the teacher got the students' attention by asking anothef

question that led to the objective of the lesson. Howeveq the students wefe

confused with the teache¡'s question and so they did not know how to fespond to

it. Instead, one student responded by seeking clarification in line C018. The teacher

then rephrased her question (C019) when she inte¡preted the student's resPonse,:

"Say?". Instead of repeating her use of the word "say'' thc teacher changed it to
'l¡¡ish". At this point, the teacher's questions'ü/ere heading to the learning outcome

that she had planned. Examples of this change in di¡ection can be seen in lines

C019, C023, C025 and C028 before she proceeded to the task in line C039.

From line C019 to line C039, the teacher wâs trying to test her students'

undefstanding of the topic instead of teaching them the language form and
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function: "To wish someone". This process was undertaken by continuously asking

students ¡elated questions to the topic. The students' understanding wâs then tested

again when the teacher asked for clarification from the students. Signifìcant

exafnples can be seen in line C028, C030 and C033, when the teacher repeatedly

asked the students to give different ways to wish and to convey congratulations-

The teacher scaffolded the srudents' leaning by involving students with the

discussions. Questions from the teacher such as, "...do you have any idea"(C025)

and "'What else?"(C033) show that the discussion is open to unlimited answers, in

which no ânswefs were considered right of wrong, as long as the students

panicipated in the discussion. The way the teacher was asking questions gave tbe

students opportunities to participate in English language.

As I observed the students' activities, I found that the students we¡e relaxed because

they were able to laugh at thei¡ friend's answer (Iine C027). Furthermore, the

students could make jokes with the teacher; fot example, when one student teased

the teacher in line C034 followed by other str¡dent in line C035, the teache¡ took it

positively. The students were also given space to ask the teacher questions and seek

clarification conceming the teacher's answer in line C029. The students showed

their disagreement and wanted cladfication about the teacher's resPonse to the

answer given by a student (C028). The answer grven by the student was considered

inappropdate by the teacher, howevet the students challenged the teacher about the

¡easons for hcr negative response to their suggestion. This situation gave the

students the opportuniry to use the target language interrogatively. The teacher

responded but later she brought the discussion to an end.

Throughout the discussion, the teacher remained in control of the situation, for

example when the discussion was beginning to move away from the main topic the

teacher pulled the students' attention back to the topic immediateþ by saying "Ok,

nov¡ back to the lesson."(C036). Furthermore, some aspects of motal values wete

inserted inditecdy during the discussion, as in line C028 and C030.
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Extract 5

C039 T: Ok, there 
^re 

rÍ rry'ù/ays to congrâtulate-.. good. Nou'I want you to make a

congradation card to congratulate your friend on her wedding day.

Extract 6

C040 S: teacher ''ù/e are still young, u/e don't have friend to get married
C041 T: you ,ust imagine, oryour cousin. I want you to do using N{icrosoft Publisher.
C042 S: Can rve search Internet?
C043 T: Why?
C044 S: To download pictures
C045 T: For pictures ok but don't copy
C046 S: yes...
C047 T: Please do it in pairs
C048 S: But teacher can we do in threes, because !ü/e âre sitting in three please
C049 T: Alright, girls those who want to do in pairs you can and in th¡ees also can. But I

want only one ca¡d from the Soup. You do it together not individual,
understand?

The opening discussion on the language function and content of the card was

brought to an end u¡hen the teacher acknowledged the students'understanding of
the topic (C039) by assuming that they had understood different .wâys to gteet. The

teacher's acknowledgement was followed by her elaboration of the main objective

of the lesson. She gives the students an opportunity to be creative and responsible

fo¡ their work, using the phase "... there are many ways to congranìlate...". This

statement gives students a chance to do work independently but within the

framework of the syllabus and rernain focussed on the intended learning outcome.

The teacher still has the authority, although it is important to acknowledge that this

is a silent pou¡er.

The teacher's statement also acted as a direction for students (in line C039), but it

wâs not taken seriously by the students in the beginning (C040). The teacher took it

as a challenge to her teaching and instruction and she controlled the siruation by

changing the task into an imaginative siruation that the students had to create. There

was no further class discussion about the task. The convetsation that was going on

after that shows the siudents knew the function of using computers in their work.

This also indicates that downloading pictures and getting information from the

fntemet had been done befo¡e in other activities, because there was no teaching or
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explanation from the teacher on thc technical asPects of computef use. The

students asked permìssion to search the lnternet and to download picrures even

thougb the teacher wanted them to ì.rse Nlicrosoft Publisher (C041). T'here were

teacher-student negotiations from line C042 to line C049. The student ulas expected

to give rcasons for her intended action so the teâcher could evaluate the request

before she could rnake â decision (C045). Even though the decision was mâde, it

wâs made with some conditions that students were expected to follow (C045).

During this stage (S2), the teache¡ is in control of the spoken interaction. She leads

the discussion, calls for contributions from the whole class as well as f¡om

individuals. The discussion focussed on the topic of the lesson and therewith the

intended leaming area, which constructs learning opportunities for the students.

The teacher allowed tle students to negotiate the task but she controlled and led the

discussion. She set a boundary for the subject to be discussed by the students for

the following activity. The following activities usually took the form of small group

discussion. The negotiation in 52 is done in an open, full class discussion. In other

'words, the teacher gar.e the students the opportunity to participate in the discussion

freely because the students were expected to partìcipate in the discussion activity in

o¡de¡ to understand the main idea of the lesson and the task requirements. The

teacher also used this stage of the lesson to give information and provide a

f¡amework to the students for use in the next stâge of the activity.

The sequence of interactions above shows that the teacher inte¡acts socially with the

students and opens up opportunities for the students to learn English. From a social

constructivist perspective, students learn through social interactions. Learning is

scaffolded through the interactions. The teacher triggers the students' thinking by

asking questions openly to ihe whole class and opens the responses to discussion.

However, the participation is limited to talkative and more proficient students. As I

have observed, if the students are talkative it does not necessarily mean they are

more proficient in English. Indeed, the less proficient students code switched when
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they found it diffìcult to express themselves in English but s.anted to participate in

the discussion.

1-hroughout Stage 2 the conversation is casual as the students did not use scripts to

define what they meant rvhile involved in discussion activities. This tyPe of

con\¡ersation is considered authentic (van Lier, 1997).In the discussion, each of the

shrdents had the intention of communicating. Most of them used the opportuniq'

opened by the discussion to contribute and shâre their ideas. It is important thât

each member of the class group understands tbe others' intention to communicate

and tlat they all corrununicâte according to their intention to complete the task. The

students were trying to get the teacher's attention when participating in the

discussion, and they felt satisfied. This wâs apparent from the students' facial

expressions when the teacher acknowledged thei¡ answers.

8.3.3 Stage 3

Stage 3 is the Group Work stage of the lesson. The students were assigned to

continue their discussion in a small group and later to present the outcome of the

discussion to the class. Because tle teacher had given the students permission to do

their work either in twos or in threes, the students selected their group members and

most students chose friends sitting next to them to be in their groups. The section

below examines the students' spoken interaction in-gioup and thei¡ use of

computers. The students' aim was to complete the task by the end of the lesson. The

example discussed in this section uras tâken from one gfoup that worked in a gtoup

of three.

The students became involved in talking about the task immediately after the

separation into groups following the teachci's instructions. In general, before the

group discussion went any further, there is usually one student who acts as a grouP

leader. This leader leads the discussion, but decisions conceming the task were
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made as â group. The role of the leader was flexible and it depended on the tyPe of

work the group had to handle. For exarnple, if a studellt was leading the group

during a computer task, she had to be good with computers and if language u'as

concemed the person who was good ât the target language u'ould lead the rvork.

8.3.3.1 The ComputerKelaredTalk

Extract 7

w001 52;
w002 51:
w003 53:
w004 52:

Okay, what do you want to do?
Go to i\4ic¡osoft Publisher...
Ya,..ha... go to card...ya.,.
Horv do we want ou¡ card to be?

The task negotiâtion stârted from the beginning. Students were andous to stârt with

the task and to complete it rvithin the time f¡ame. They wotked hard to complete

their cards before the class ended. In the Soup I observed, 52 was controlling the

keyboard because they were using her computer. She opened the discussion by

directly bringing the others to the main aim of the task fùØ001, W003). She felt that

she had responsibility for the group and needed to know the next steP as she was at

the keyboard. The gfoup membets did not select a leader in this gfoup, but it

seemed that the person who was handling the compute¡ automatically lead the

group. This situation was also observed in other grouPs and other activities.

Flowever, as the discussion went on the group leade¡ changed when they discussed

r}re content of the card. They took turns to take charge of .the situations and the

turns were based on the students' computer or English skills'

,\lthough the teacher gave students the freedom to work independently, the

students were still restricted by the boundaries of the task set by the teacher.

Srudents had to follow the teacher's instructions from the start to the end of lesson.

For example, for the purpose of the task, the teacher asked the students to use

Microsoft Publisher software application to make a card. Students had to follow the

teacher's instructions because she monitored thei¡ work of all times. The teacher did
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lnention in the interviews that she wanted the students to qive her the kind of rvork

she had planned rvhen drawing up her lessol.l, Holet'er, she did not interfere \Ã¡ith

the srudents' work rvhile they were doing the task. She only gave assistance to the

snìdents rvhen they needed her help.

Extract I
w005 St:
w006 53:
w007 S1:
w008 53:
w009 52:
w010 51:
w011 53:
w012 52:
w0i3 53:
v014 S1:
tv015 52:

No-.. go more... tlat one?
Okay. .. the¡e are mâny.., go moie..
Click the first one again...ha... this one. ..
Wait...go one b1' one, see all frrst...
This one not bad. .. (the tbird pictzn)
Yea...hmm...but go more.. (lhe studenls wentfrom one picture lo anoÍher)

No. . .I think that one is better. þointing to lbe picløre)
This one ... þhe click the third one)

No. ..after that...þlick tbe þzrlh picture) no lzh.. . not that nice. ..
Ya..-too florvery
aaa... messy. ..we vant something simple...

Sure...Okay...rvhere do we want to go. ..
Go to i\{icrosoft Publisher fi¡st . .. get the pictures fo¡ the card.
Yea.. .if not good, then we search internet. . .don't waste time

The discussion that u/as going on in the first part of the group work @,xtract 8)

focussed on the technical layout of the card, the students were very intetested in

getting tlle appearance of thei¡ card comPlete. The utterances used in the

interactions were simple and directed at what they wanted to accomplish for their

u/ork. For example 51, always wanted to exPlore more images in the Progrâm

before making a decision. \Vhen she said ".¿0 more" the group members understood

that there wâs no agreement yet on the layout and fu¡ther exploration of the layout

pâttem',vas needed. Finally 52 0X/015) selected the defining criteria for the card

image so the group could make a decision. The pronoun 'rwe" implied that the

decision for the criteria of the card were considered general, made not by one

student but was agreed b)' "ll. Eventually, they came to the conclusion that they

u¡anted a simple card but had not found a suitable layout yet.

Extract 9

v033 52:
!t034 53:
w035 51:
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The students had sorne choice of software to use. V''hen they knew that they come

to the conclusion that they could not ltnd a suitable image for their card usirìg

lvlicrosoft Publischer, 51 0X/035) suggested another alternative. However, she

¡eminded her group about the time. The group managed their time and prioritised

their work. For example, wlìen trying to find a suitable layout took up more time

than expected, S1 noted the amount time they had left to complete the rest of the

task "..yea.. if not good, then we search Internet...don't waste time." Qù1035) She

realtzed that searching for information using Internet would take time and that wâs

perhaps better used in other areas of the task. Also, the computer with which the

gfoup wâs working'was not netu/orked.

Besides learning time management, the students also learned cornputet ski-lls from

fellow group members while working with computer, for example in Extract 11:

Extract 10

V021 53: This one...no,..take your cursor to he¡e...4â4...see...

w036 52:
w037 53:

Dila...how do you put this here? (Usin¿ tlte cursor îo pinl at altal she mean/.)
Ltke t'lis...(Jsinglhe ørsor lo ¡hoa lhe ¡tudenL.) Go to here...cìick...no Press
the mouse, the left button....don't let it go...haa...like this... then drag
.. -like this..

Extract I I
C044 S: to download pictures

C051 S: Can we open all computers?
C052 T: Yes you ca¡ switch or all computers but work as a grouP.

Extract 12

w019 51: haa... I thinkwe switch onøllthe computers first ... do the...find thc
pictures then we choose the best..
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53 gave instructions to 52 on how to copy a picture b1'dragging (Extract 10).

Srudents used different discourses whilst cârÐ/ing out the tâsk. In Extracts 10, 11

and "1,2, the students' inte¡actions were directlv connected to using computers.

Computer termir-rology, such as download, ând cursor, were used and learned by the

students. Furthermore, during the interaction the teâcher coffected the students'

choice of words, which meant they managed to use the word correctly later in the

activity. For exampìe in line C051 the word "open" was coffected to "switch on"

and the student used it later correcdy in line W019 during their group discussion.

The teacher indirectly corrected the srudents' mistakes, âs students were not directly

and openly cor¡ected during spoken interacüons.

Extract l3
w050 52:
w051 51:
\\¡052 53:
w053 51:
w054 52:
\r/055 53:
w056 52:
w057 53:
w058 51:
w0.59 52:

Look at mine...what do you think?
notbad...but...-eerr
this one.. .(:houted hers)

Yea... OK tc,o...Àaa...alf are nice...
H.y... choose one...this is nice but too flowery
and crowded...and this?
This is ... like ...looks lively and simple ...
Li'ely?
But ... ok...we take this one...never mind...
Good.. .then lets think of what to say. -.

this is .eefr..

In extract 13 the students continued to search for a suitable layout for the card. The

students negotiated which layout to use for the card. At this point, the students'use

of language 'was more focused on expressing the different of choices of images for

the layout. Besides frnding suitable layout for the card, students had the opporrunity

to judge and express disagreement for the quality of their friends' layout ideas using

the in English language.

It is inte¡esting to note that the amount of questiorung in students' discussion u¡as

greater than the amouût of answering the questions. One possible reason for this

was that the students understood each other and they assumed that an immediate

ânswer to the questions was not important. I observed that sometimes the students
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âns\r¡ered questions through non-verbal behaviour, such as pointing to the screen or

by nodding their head.

8.3.t.2 Tas,k-related Talk

After this point, the spoken interactions were mâinly focused on the content of
writing the message for the ca¡d. The students negotiated on diffe¡ent âspects of the

composition process including the name of person to rvhom the card was

addressed, the'wording of the message, correct sentence structures and phrases, the

Ðpeset ând many other aspects pertaining to the completion of the card. The

students were able to respond to the disagreements in the grouP and to give the

approprìate explanations to emphasise their points or positions @,xtract 14). In

other words, students were able to voice and defend their opinions through

explanation using English.

Extract l4

\V0ó6 51:

tØ067 53:

w0ó8 52:

w069 53:
\1070 51:
w071 52:
w072 53:
w073 52:
w074 Si:

right! Then...who do u'e wart to rvrite to? Friend...cousin,..sister..or.. (she

was interruþted fo S3)
Why don't we use cousin, I don't think any of us are getnng matried now,
ha..ha..ha..
OK, rþht.. ya..-don't use friend...we use cousin. So how do we start? Find a
name flrrst..
What about jzat?

OK, Dear Izat...
No... I want Faisal ...
why?
cos. . .he is our handsome science teacher. - . Qaughed)
\üow! Ya... w'hy not?
(tbe rest a¿reed) (fbe stadent !þed DearFaisal,)

The conversation in Extract 14 v¡as casual. The students used atgumentative and

defensive expressions in their interactions to justif' their points, and this made the

discussion flow. The informal discussion made the envi¡onment more lively and

comfortable, as the students were able to make jokes and to laugh at their friends'

ideas or opinions (W073 52).
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Extract l5

w098 s1
w099 s3:
w100 S1:
w101 52:
w102 53:
\Ø103 51:
w104 53:
\tl05 52:
w106 53:
\tl07 52:
w]08 sl:
w109 53:
w110 52:

er-. we u,'ish. - . e¡r you like . . .

u.e hope vou enfol'.. -.

no, I think. -. rve rvish you..
ya-., I rvish you enjoy
I u'ish you enioy, rvait put will there wilì enjoy... ha'.ok
Enjol u'hat?... enjoy your neul familv ...
wait, put something else there-.
make it more nicer and .. -

Iike...er.. your life
ok, put your life... what ha..?
rvonderful.. -

no, not rvonderfiul.. .something else.-
ha-.. how about enioy your ne\ù' life rvith your v/ife...

ok, but not with your wife only,
What do you mean?
ya, because his life is not with his wife, but with otler family
when you got maffied, you have a nerv family,...

While discussíng the content of the card, one student was in charge of typing the

text. The tlpirg was continuously done âs the gfouP membefs discussed and

dictated the content. From Extract 15, we âre âble to see that students constfucted

the composition jointly. The srudents scaffolded each other's talk and ideas as well

as helping each other witÌr English language expressions. This collaborative process

was done throughout the composition of the card. The gtoup membefs helped each

other not only rvith the English language but also to unde¡stand the meaning of

marriage and family (Extract 16).

Extract 16

\7111 53:
w112 51:
\t113 52:
!71 14 53:

The contribution of ideas is undeftâken in an informal capacity CX/113 52, !ø113

S3). The students in Exuact 16 explained that they discussed the concept of
"rnantiage" in this group because the information was not discussed in the class by

the teacher. This kind of pcer contnbution is considered valuable for the students

because they were able to understand the nature of cultural realities of marriage on

their own. Furthermore, b1r 5þ6¡¡.¡ng their ability to share information with group
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members, the srudents also demonstrâted their ability to work indepcndendy in

their group using English language in thei¡ conversâtion

In the following extract, the interaction is relativeiy informal but still closely telated

to the task. In some parts of the discussion, students performed self-correction.

Student 2 Cùø020) corrected he¡ own mistake. They code-switched when they lacked

vocabulary but still wantecl to participate in the discussion-

Extract l7

W020 52: Macam mana? ...How?
\1021 53: This one. - -no...take youi ctrrsor to here...aaa...see

Self-correction demonstrates that the student knew the English word but a possible

teâson for the code-switching was that the group understood Bahasa Malaysia, and

she used the Malay term âutomatically- Flowever, the group membefs paid less

attention to her'ù/ords and continued helping her with the problem at hand-

Extract l8

In Extract 18, the students translated difficult or unfamiliar v/ords or terms fiom

Bahasa Malaysia to English. I observed that students used their peers as a soutce for

coffect vocabulary instead of searching for the words in the dictionary. The

teacher's help was secondary in this situation; one student said that she would only

turn to the teacher for help if her friends could not assist her. It appeârs that a

peer's help was more convenient fot most shrdents'

Extract 19

\7085 53
!ø086 51

\7141 T:
'w74252:
tØ143 T:

How to say ..hari perkahwinan in English
on your wedding day..

Add iew sentences... why do you write U instead of y o u?

T ak pe lah teacher..(never mind)..just our sqde..
Don't do that in yow exarns... remember?
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Students also code-switched with the teacher. Hou'ever, the teacher did not react

negârively towa¡ds the code-switched done by the students. She simply ignored the

student's use of Bahasa N4alaysia ând no correction was offered to Provide right

words or ph¡ases. In her interview, the teacher explained her belief that the students

would build up their self-confidence in speaking in English if she allowed code-

switching in her class.

The text below is the end product of the task (see the card in the Appendix 3).

Students printed the end product of the task before submitting it to the teacher for

âssessment.

(Dear couin lFaßaf,

'l,l/e wouff ûfg to congratufate'Ù for yur ueiling! !

|ile ñope tJ witrenjol lour ffe witfilournewfani$'
ße a responsiûfe frusíanlan[afami$ baler.
Forget us not. I{ope 'Ù wi[[ 6oe froWt ever after! ! I

In terms of activities and languages used in group discussions, I found that Stage 3

provided students w'ith an active talking environment, comPared with Stage 2.

Students used this opportunity to use English language through out the activity.

In general, the nature of peer interaction exemplified here shows the way in which

students organized the process of composin g a card using computefs in groups. The

main discussion was the negotiation about a layout for the cârd, the content and the

technical features of tle wriung while composing a cârd were less contentious. The

students collaborated to find solutions to the problems posed by the task, and they

showed their willingness to exchange ideas and work collaboratively for the purpose

of the task using the English language.
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8.3.4 Stage 4

This stage concludes the lesson

Extract 20

!(2179 T:

W180 SS:

W181T:

At this stage of the lesson, especially when the activity related to gfouP wofk, the

teacher always reminded the srudents of the time and the need to complete their

work. The interactions between the teacher and the students were obviously

focussed on negotiâting outstanding âspects of the students' work, Since the time

allocated for the task was very lirnited, there wefe some groups that had not

completed their work and needed more time. These groups began negotiating in

order to get more time in which to complete their task. ,{,s discussed above, the

teacher always made the Frnal decisions although the students were able to negotiate

certain conditions. The students sometimes had no choice but to follow the

teacher's direcúons. The¡e were times when the teacher had to deal v¡ith specific

computers, particularly when a computer wâs not working weìI. In these situations

she had to come up with another alterative for the students to complete the task

W207 T) if completing the task in-class was not possìble.

Extract 2l

OK class. . .please be quick. . .you have about I5 more
minutes. -.when you have Frnish, please Print and save it in you fiJe

u/nte youf fìâme ...
teacher...not enough time ... carì we do at home?
no, finish it now... and print...

not rx'orking.. . nothing came out... try agan..
no... teacher...the printer.. not working...
Save it in your hle first... hah...
nothing teacher...
wait then ¡ty ^g^... if not print in the class and give me tomorrou/...
teache¡ it's working...
good...orìe at a time...you'll jam the Printer...Ok class, it is time to go.

!Ø203 53:
w204 53:
\7205 T:
w206 53:
w207 T:
w208 53:
\7209 T:
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The interactions at the end of the class were informal; indeed most interactions in

this class were informal. Evidence of this informality cân be seen clearly in Ext¡act

21.. Tlhe students use short lexical to get thei¡ meaning across. The students'

sentences âre simple and concise, but comprehensible enough for listeners to

understand. The communication focussed on the technical elemcnts of the end

pfoduct, for example, the problem they were harring rvith the printer. There was

only one printer in the computer laboratory and as mâny students were printing

their work ât the same time this caused printing to be significantly slower than usual.

The class ended after the students submitted their {ìnal product of the task or made

other arrangements CM207Ð.

8.4 Lesson 2

The news repotter

The second lesson that I evaluated was on the topic 'a/ehicle". For this topic the

students did a role-play of a news report teporting on an accident. The focus of the

activity was to produce a dialogue that was to be acted out in groups. The srudents

knew each other very well at this stage, as they wefe grouped together eady in the

year and stayed in these groups until the end of the school year. The main objective

of the activity was coÍununication through grouP discussion and role-play.

In order to do this role-play, the students had to divide the role of broadcasters and

eyewitnesses amongst themselves. They had to âct out an accident scene. This

lesson was conducted in the classroom fot a double period (80 minutes). As usual

this lesson started v¡ith the teacher's instructions. She explained the type of task she

wanted the students to perform. For this lesson the teacher used Pon'erPoint as her

teaching aid to give instructions to the students for the tasks. Usually the teacher

'¡¡rites the instructions in the form of short notes on the PowerPoinl'
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8.4.1 Stage 1

The teacher startecl the lesson by getting the students' attenúon- She interacted with

the students by greeting them and later directing them to take their seats.

Extract 22

2C002T:

2COO3T:

2C004T:

Shhh. .. are you ready... girls.. -now.. Excuse me what are you doing?
Gi¡ls vhat are you doing? Any problem? I want you'.- to sit in your
group and I want you to write dialogue for me between trvo people,
which is the reporter at the scene and the other one is the newscaster in the
studio. OK can you imagine that?
OK the report is about accident. It can be any accident, it can be a ca¡

accident, lorry
Hopefully it is a true story. But I don't mine if you create ote, but try to
make it like a t¡ue story. I r¡/ant you be io the group and discuss in your
group. Imagine you are the lePortü at the scene and report what's
happening at the scene. Later you act it out, and yout presentation is about 3
to 5 rninutes-

In Extract 22, the teacher showed that she was serious about starting her lesson

QCO02). Her seriousness to start the lesson is obvious when she repeatedly asks her

students to settle down using questions. She expected no ansrvers from the

students. ,\t that time the students were not settled yet, because they had iust came

back from the physical education class and therefore needed a longer time to settle

down. The teacher gâve instructions for the task while the students were taking their

places. However, the teacher had to repeat her instructions after the snrdents had

settled down.

The aim of the activity was mentioned immediately "I want you to write a

dialogue....". There wâs no teaching at this point as the teacher continued giving

instructions to the students by listing out her expectations of the students' final

work. The teacher expected he¡ students to discuss in their groups, to write "a true

sto!y'', to "Imagine", atrd to perform the presentation for "3 to 5 minutes"' The

students wele to complete their work based on the teacher's exPectâtions and in
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accordance with the aim of the lesson. Later in the activity, I observed that the

students referred to the nev/sPapefs ând news from the Intemet to get "the ¡eal

story" inforrnation that the teacher wânted. Obviously, the time for the activity was

restricted and cont¡olled by the teacher as the teacher allocated only 20 minutes for

the discussion.

The instruction part of the lesson u/as only one-'wây communicâtion, the teacher

talked and the students listened- The students were not exPected to give any

responses to the teacher, as the teacher wanted to focus the students' attention on

the lesson and the task.

8.4.2 Stage 2

Stage 2 is the open discussion stage of the lesson. The students 'were given the

opporrunity- to participate freely using the language during this Stage. However, the

teacher controlled the class¡oom interactions through the questions she raised that

led to srudents achieving a specific goal that she wanted to accomplish. According

to E,dwards and Westgate (1994) the activities in Stage 2 arc The precondition for the

teachers to reach their teaching and educational objective.

Talking about the task

Extract 23

2C005
2C006
2C007
2C008
2CO09
2C010

S: The newscaster should it be like international or local one?
T: Malay one, Malaysian.
S: Can we talk somethiflg like war or some like that?
T: Àccident... (excitedly said to make it clear to the student)
S: Do we have the camera man and the other teacher?
T: No you don't have to give me the camera man.. 'or the people along the

scene.., no I don't want that.
S: Eye witness..?
T: ohh.. you u¡ant to interview the eyewitness.. ok..if you want eyewitness no

problem
S: Teacher.. can \'.'e make the scene overseas?

2C01"1
2C012

2C013
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2CO1,4

2C015
2CO"t6

T: Ove¡seas..? hhmmm Noo.- N{alaysia..- rve have to have arr..-patriotìsm.
So..

it should be in Nfaìaysia.
S: Where teacher?
T': We have a lot of interesting places. OK... it can be âflything.. You can
discuss in your grouP.. OK I r¡'ant you to start nov-

T: Ok, how are you going to w¡ite the dialogue?..
S: How ha? Dia kena formal. Mesti ada greeting.
T: Yes, you should be formal. Your language should be clear and easy to
understand.

In this interaction (Extract 24), therc was no turn taking. Âny student could ask and

answer questìons. The interactions basically focused on the layout of the

presentation. For example the students u/anted cla¡ification from the teacher

regarding the task before the teacher could give full explanation of the topic to the

students, as it'is obvious in Extract 23. The teacher, however, did not stop the

students from asking for further explanation regarding the task. She responded to

the students' questions one by one. The teacher gave the students the opportunity

to speak in English freely within the context of the task. \X/hile the spoken language

used by the students was not correctly stfllctured, it was centered on the topic.

Much of the interaction was negotiating and asking for clarification of the task. The

students used the English language throughout the interactions. In Ext¡act 24, tJ:,e

srudents clearly show their understanding of the situation and the task that they had

to do. This is especially seen when they mentioned the type of people's roles

involved such as "the newscastef", "the camefa mân", and "eyewitness". At this

point the teacher had not talked about the characters mentioned by the students.

Furthermore, the type of questions asked by the students also showed that they

rvere interested in the idea in general and in performing the tasks (for example in

line 2C005, 2C007, 2C009).

Extract 24

2C011
2CO18
2C01.9

Discussion about the task continued, but not about the detailed aspects of the task-

dialogue. The teacher only gave a limited description of the dialogue f language

format for this task @xtract 25) and the teacher expected the students to
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understand and to do the task on thei¡ own. Most of the discussion wâs in English

but there rvere instances of code-switching. This code-s'ù/itching was not seen as a

mistake that needed to be coriected by the teacher. As mentioned in the interviervs

rhe reacher ignored the students' code-sv/itching because she wanted to build up the

students' confideoce in spoken corrununication. She also wanted the students to

participâte in the class and express themselves freely. One student (2C01 8) \¡anted

to participate in the discussion and tried to use English, however she had diffìculty

in communicating using full English sentences. The teacher acknowledged the

student's attempt to communicate in the target language by repþng to her in

English QC019).

Extract 25

2C033
2C034
2C035
2CO36
2C031
2CO38
2CO39

2CO40

T: OK ân)rynore questions?
S: Can we make similar changes? No, any changes?
T: Ca¡, no problem..
S: Even if ve w¡ite it in ou¡ composiúon book? Can we make changes?
T: Yes.
Ss: (clapping )
T: OK... I just vant to give you big idea ....(she turns to the TV cum LCD)
OK cân you see this?
S: Yes..

The interactions examined so far clearly show that there were no specific students

who were asked questions, and the¡e was no turri taking when they responded to

tlle teacher's questions. The teacher's role at this point was to give explanations and

lay out her expectations of the students' work. I noticed that the learning

environment was not formal, as the students had the freedom to ask questions

without putting up their hands or waiting for the teachet to call their names.

Informal spoken interactions continued during the open discussion without any

turn takrng, and ât times the students responded to the teacher's questions

spontaneously. This kind of atmosphete continued throughout the lesson. In

general, the discussion or spoken interactions involved different aspects of the task,

such as the layout of the task (2C005 ,2C007,2C009), the time to submit it (2C020 :

S: Teacher, when to hand in?), in what form to submit the task (2C034,2C036) and the
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fo¡mat required (2C018). This npe of interaction continued until the teacher

stopped the discussion and put the class into small groups to continue the task

discussion. I noticed that the students were curious to understand all the features of

the end pfoduct, as their questions demonstfated. This was probably due to the

competitive nature of the presentation, in terms of presenting the best work during

the oral presentâtion or written elements.

The teacher then brought the students' attention to the content of the dialogue

(E,xtrâct 27) using PowerPoinL The purpose of the PowerPoint Presentation was to give

further clarification of the task.

Extract 26

2C041

2C042
2C043

2C044

2C045
2C046
2C041

2C048
2C049
2C050
2C051
2C052
2C053

T: Sure? OK in your dialogue you should have a lot of questions right? So

your questions should be like '1ü(41" questions, coffect, you should have a

lot of WlfY, WHEN,HONø,WHO...
SP: 6 \WT\¡ES. . .teacher.. (interrupts the teacher)
T: What!? (the teacher and the class laugh) ... OK for example who are
these people, where are they..., why are they (lten)..., (wltal are tbei looking
at? \ùØhat do you think they are looking at? (She is showing a picture of an
accident.)
S: Teache¡ not clear. . -can't see. . .

(Ihe Tt¡ sc¡een is shaking and the picture is not clear.)
T: OK what is happening here, rvho are these people, what are they doing. -.
S: Can not see..
T: Can not see... OK this is an accident... car accident.. 'OK where is this
place, who are these people, what are tbey doing, OK can you see

SP: Prostitute, isn't it?
S: Laugh
T: Apa ni...Paramedic not policeman (from the pictwe)
SP: Sorry... I can't see the picture clearþ.
T: Finally. Do your dialogue and present it in ftont. I will give you...
S: 20 minutes...

The teacher's spoken interaction in Extract 26 focused on grârrìmatical forms (WH

qrrestions) that she wanted the students to use when completing the task. These

grammatical forms -were not taught formally because the teacher assumed that the

students knew the functions of various language forms. Indeed, the students had
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learned theWH questions in the lorver forms. The teacher's question in line 2C041,

"-.. in )¡our diâlogue you should have a lot of questions, right?" is a tag question

from which the teacher expectcd a positive ans\¡/er from the students. She did not

reâlly expect the studelìts to answer the questions, as she immediately gave the

answer to her ou/n question. Hor.vever, the teacher's explanation u/as interrupted.

One student interrupted the teacher's explanation in line 2C042 by making a ioke "6

Wives" in which a connotation is used b)' the student to indicate her awareness of

the six different tlpes of WH questions (what, when, rvhere, which, how and who)'

f'he use of connotation cìearþ indicated the students' high level of understanding

concerning the language ñ¡nctions in question. The joke made the classroom noisy

however the teacher quickly regained control of the siruation and continued reading

the examples from the PowerPoint (2C043)

The teacher's intention in using an electronic presentation wâs to help construct the

students' contextual unde¡standing of the task, through the questions asked and her

respond to the pictufes on the screen (2C043, 2C045, 2C050). Floweve¡ the

students' tesponses were not what she expected, as they did not give what she

considered to be the coffect responses (2C044,2C046,2C048,2C051). The shaking

screen made it diffìcult for the students to see the pictures and to read the notes on

the screen. Most of the time students responded: "Can not see..." indicating that a

technical problem limited their participation in the class. Flowevet, a student tried to

answer by guessing, in line 2C048, but the teacher was not satisfied with the anstü/er

and afte¡ getting the same answefs from other students she stopped prompting the

students with questions (line 2C052), and she resumed by saying "Finally'' to

conclude her explanation. The students were not surprised when the teacher wanted

to mention the time allocated for the task (2C053). As it seemed that it .was a

standard time given by the teacher for the students to complete gouP wofk tasks.

There wâs rìo negotiation on the time.

Two-way interaction was very limited during the teacher's PowerPoint presentation.

Due to technical problems, the srudents could not answer most of the grrestions
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asked. Thus making what was supposed to be a discussion a pfedominately one-way

interaction. The teacher had no choice but to skip the question and answer section

and immediately instruct the students to work in groups.

8.4.3 Stage 3

2C054 T: 20 minuteè.. OK, class...now I vant you to rvork iñ groups...(...) I
want you to work this rn groups. OK? And group leaders come in front- (all

the group leaders go to the teacher's table to collect "mahjong" paper and
maker pen-) You can do what ever you uzânt from t}re paper.

In Stage 3, the intended two-uiây spoken inte¡action of Stage 2 ended when the

teacher gave instructions to the students to stârt thek work (2C054). The students

'u/ent to their groups following further instructions from the teacher'

8.4.4 Group tilork Discussion

The students carried on the activity in groups. The teachef, as usual, gave the

students 20 minutes to do group discussion and to write a dialogue for their role-

play. It seemed that the allocation of time was standard for group activities in this

class as is evident by the students' reactions when they repeated the teacher's exâct

words (ine 2C053). Dudng the group discussion, the students worked in the same

group they were assigned to early in the semester. f-Ìre teacher wanted the students

to work independently and to come out with a fìnished product within 20 minutes.

The srudents had to pcform severâl tasks before they could present their product.

These tasks included creating a situation, making a dialogue, and acting out the

sltuâüon.

I observed that most of the time students used English in the discussion, but once

in a while I could hear they code-switched to Bahasa Malaysia. The students code-

switched for unfamiliar words and to convey ideas or contribute to the group in

ways they were unable to do in English. During the discussion, they were allowed

to use the computer to search fot information from the Internet, but most students
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used articles from the newspaper that thel'brought to the class. \!hen I asked about

not using the Internet, they replied that the topic was general and they had no time

to search for information from the Internet.

Although I recorded the whole group disctrssion of one group during the activiq' I

could not transc¡ibe the discussion because it took place in the classroom ând there

was too much background noise for the recorder to record the exact conversâtion

in a useful way. It was diffìcult for me to hear the spoken interactions among the

snrdents in the gloup. Flowever, I observed the flow of the discussion in my

observations and the field notes I took. Because of this restriction I will only discuss

the general activities in the group discussion and include some observaúons, and

conversational transcript that was not distorted in the recording, to support the

observations.

In the eady stage of the discussion, one student acted as aleader who controlled the

situation. The leader divided the roles âmongst the group members for the dialogue

(see Extract 27) T\e following dialogue was taken from a gfouP that consisted of

students from three races, Malay, Chinese and Indian:

Extract2T

2C001,

2C002
2C003
2C004
2C004

S1: Why don't you be the .... You and you... þointing at Ìhe 2 students
sitting in front of her.)
52: No.- no.. I want to act.. (another student who is not pointed.)
53: Background, I drarv the background
54: no.. I want to become the nevscaster.
53: Jap! Jrp!... let us list it fi¡st.. one neu/scaster right, the reporter, the
vltness.
51 : we have four of you. . - 2 witnesses.
52: I want the reporter..
31: no, you be the w'itness.. and she be the reporter
52: but... ok but I want to act
51: you be the eyewitness, a Nfak Cik
33: yes... you speak like Ní¿k Cik, a kampung makcik
54: you speak Malay and
33: then the reporter needs to translate it
52: that's going to be funny... Ok, I like it

2C005
2C006
2C007
2C008
2C009
2C010
2C01,1.

2C012
2C013
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2CO14

2C,O15

2cj'.t6
2C017
2C018
2C0"t9
2C020

51: so you have to translate it and Àfak Cik ¡'ou don't understand English at

all... So âct blur when the rePorter âsk you question
53: 1'up, then I u'ill ask the question in Nfalay and you ans1yer it in Nfalay and

I report it rn English
52: how about a second eyevitness
54: I be it... how about â doctor, a Parâmedic-. Àn Indian doctor
51: you use an Indian dialect (all laugh) and vou ì\Ialay language
S2,S3 ,S4: Goodl!!!
52: Settle .... You be the reporter afld I be the nes'scaster

For example in Extract 27,tve cân see how a student (S1) takes control of the

siruation ând takes on the role as the group leader. Firstly, 31 directed and divided

her group members to take individual roles in the role-play (2C001, 2C001,2C009).

Secondly, she gave instructions on how to conduct the play QC014), and fìnally she

made the decision concerning the {ìnal corìtent of the role-pìay (2C018).

,\lthough there was negotiation (2C006,2C008) and disagreement (2C002, 2C004)

from group members 51 seemed to control the situation. She settled the

disagreement by opening a discussion and giving other students oPPortunities to

contribute their ideas (2C010, 2C071, 2C012) and later accePted these ideas (2C074,

2C018). Her actions showed that she knew what she was doing and was confident

with he¡ decision-making skills. The role played by 51 in Extract 27 illusrates the

students' point made in the interviews fegarding the benefit of having a grouP wo¡k

activity. One of the benefìts mentioned by the students wâs to t¡ain them to become

leaders and build up their self-confidence as decision makers.

Generally, in the discussion, students used the English language most of the time

and code-switched only occasionally. The code-switching happened because some

group members were not very fluent in English but they rvanted to participate and

gave their opinion on the task in Bahasa Malaysia. I noticed that the code-switching

also happened v¡hen the students wanted to express themselves. For example to

show excitement or disagreement, they used Malay expressions. As is seen with the

used of, "Alamak!" (oh, no!), 'J^p!" (Víait!), and "Siap" @inish). These expressions

'were used spontarìeously, even though they were fluent in English. Despite this
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cocle-s\¡¡itching, there wâS no Sefious communicâtion breakdown- Vhenever the

srudents had problems expressing themselves in English, they rvould code switch to

Malay. The flow of the corrìrnunication continucd until the teacher intetrupted at

the end of discussion time.

During the discussion, the students tried to solve their own Problems regârding the

language, glamrrt f , the sentence stfucture and vocâbulary within the group. The

teacher played a lesser role in the group discussion; she came in when the group

membefs could not solve the problems themselves. Examples of help asked by the

students of teacher include (Extract 28):

Extract 28

2C066 S: Teacher, cân we do this . . ..

2C068 S: Teacher, is this right?
2C069 S: Teacher, hovr to close it teacher?

In Extract 28 QC066,2C068), the students were asking the teacher about the white

paper given to them by the teacher at the beginning of the class. The teacher g ve 
^

brief explanation of the purpose of the white paper before they started the group

discussion. This group was unsure of their task and asked for clarification from the

teacher. Then one other student (2C069) from a different group asked the teacher

about the format required for the conclusion. This was another aspect of the

language involved in writing a newspaper report that was not taught in the class and

that students wefe expected to leam by themselves. The teacher gave the

explanation only to the groups that asked questions ând not to the whole class. I

observed that there wâs no interruption by the teacher during the discussion but she

assisted the students when thelz ¿5þs¿ for assistance- This gave the picture of

independent leaming that was mentioned many times by the teacher during the

interview. Fundamentall/, all discussion surtounding the topìc given involved

conversation on how to complete the task they had been assigned. The students

wefe mofe interested in finishing the work and presenting it than they were in

exploring the topic given by the teacher.
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The djscussion went on for trventy minutes, and the teâcher monitored the rime and

frequendy reminded the srudents about the tjme in order to mâke the students

aware of time restrictions of the task and the necessity of completing their work on

rime. ,{t the end of the twenty minutes given for the discussion the teacher took

control of the situâtion:

Extract 29

2C,073 Ti Girls please, we cân do only 4 presentation today. Please be guick-
Class...OK.. Shhh..

Time's up ladies. (Still uaitingþr lhe cla¡¡ to ¡ettlt down.)'W}:o is ready?
pooking at the class.) 'Who rvants to be the ftrst? þtill boking and waitin¿þr
anJ grltp to tohnteer.)Anybody? Girls please give me whatever you have now-
O¡ else rve don't have much time. We can have 3 to 4 presentations only
today. ( noboþ come¡ t'/P, teacher is stiÌl wailing. Stadent¡ are sti/l doin¿ ilteir
disczsions, noÍ looking at the leacher. Teacher looks around.) Anybodv? Anybody?
Yes, thaok you.

(Ihe students clap hands)

2C074'.f:

At this stage of the discussion the purpose of the teacher controlling the class was

ro orgatize the situation for the next stâge of tbe lesson, rvhich was the Presentation

of the role-plays. The teacher had to manâge the activity time so all groups could

pfesent their work. lJnfortunately, the time given fo¡ the gfoup wolk was not

enough for the students to complete the task. The teacher had diffìculty in getting

volunteers to present their rvork, as mâny students were still working to complete

their presentations. Because of this the students were reluctant to be the frst grouP

to present their rvork. The teacher had to th¡eaten the students (ine 2C074) before

â group volunteered.

Overall, I see Stage 4 of this lesson as an active communicative stage in terms of

students' involvement in the use of the English language in both spoken and written

form. The students' active participation in this stage was considered greater when

compared to their level of participation in other stages of the activiry'
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8.4.5 The Presentation

After the group discussion the students stâged their presentations. This stage of the

lesson is the preser-rtation stage (Stage 5) rvhere the students usuâlly Present the end

product of the task performed in Stage 4, For this lesson the end product is role-

plav. The class managed only three presentations on the day of the lesson. The

other two group Presentations were done the next day' For the purpose of

illustrating the content and sqile of the Presentation I have exâmined one

presentation in'detail. The presentâtion u/as taken from the frst group to perform

their role-play for the class.

Extract 30

P1001 N: Good afternoon. An accident has just occurred at Kampung Pasir Berdegung in
Kedah. (Srudents laugh). Vüe have our [ve reporter Ainol on the scene. Hello. Hello
Ainol, can you hear me?

P1002R: Tbe reporter: Is that Shiely?
P1003N: Yes.. can you please tell us ¡¡'áaris happening there?
P1004R: well, arrr.. . well.. I 

^m ^t 
-.^rr... I am reporting live at Pasir Berdegung in Kedah..

Well...what's happenìng here is actually.. actually.. what happen is acrually.- there is an
accident betrveen a car a¡d a bicycle nean 

^ 
.. by the paddy field.. well actually and old

man... iust... was hitted by a car., the ca¡ is d¡ove by a young man..arr.. Ok..arr.'
he¡e is our witness..Pn Bell.. Puan can you please tell me whathas happened?

P1005E: Gaþo ni kamu cakap? Mak Cik dok pahan (the class laugh because she is using a

Kedah dialect; not understand English, because she is a villager.)
P1006R: Mak Cik boleh ceritakan aPaJangle,iadi tak?
P1007E: A[ak cik tengalt kaf sawah padi, Mak Cik nanþak kereta Ìaju sangaí Sedih Makcik

ten¿ok kena langar.(Ciu) Org taa ta kk nati kena lan¿gar naik basikal-

Pl008R: Can you please tell me how did it actually happen? Macam mana ia berlaleu?

P1009E: I--ab.. kama tak dcngar ke tadi, kena langgar. Pakcik tu baaa ba:ikal...di lan¿¿ar dari
belakang

P1010R: Well, what Pn Bell tell me is actually the ca¡ went too fast and the old man too
slow and that is what happen just now. Aah

P10i1N: So, hods the victim condition now?
P1012R: So sorry I didn't hear you-.
P1013N: So, howts rhe victim condition now?
P1014R: !7e[ acrually he is very injured, he is unconscious now, full of blood and he is

bleeding and the paramedics are trying to . '.- Ar¡... aff.. stoP he.. stop he from
being..ohh.. bleeding (tty-g to find the correct word) okay and there is a policeman
and a few of aaa... crime investigator to investigate how does it happen and then the
... are here.. are now carryng up the old man, and the paramedics are ready to help
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the victim. And then... vell-- I like to mâke an inten'ierv with one of the paramedic
here.. .,\ar.- good morning, sir.

P1015E2: Yes
P1016R: You are..
P101782: I'm I)r. Karim f¡om the hospital Pasr Berdegrrng-
Pl018R: Tell me about the victim.
P101982: arr.. quite critical.. .but then.. .efrf .. - not.. . efr.-only 20%o for..e¡r-. .err.. the old

nìaû to ..eer¡.. survive. So it is very pity. Ànd I think the the the the young man also

quite... he is okey. Nothing much.. because he is in the car.
P1020R: Ifowis his life?
P1021E2:Good
P1022R Okay, thank you very much. OK what is going to happen next is the paramedics,

docror are tÐ,'ing hard to help the victims and after the .... Because of the old marr is

unconscious, the paramedics are tq'ing to make him conscious. After he is going to
send
the victims to the hospital Pasir Gua Putih. Ok... that's all live news from Kg. Pasir
Berdegung.

P1023N: Ok thank you Ainol, that's all for now, we see you apm next news. . - stay rune'

The end of the presentation

Extracr 30 is a transcript from Group 1's presentation. Four students participated in

this role-play: taking the role of the ne\Ã/scaster, reporter, eyewitness 1 and

eyewitness 2. There was no written script for the students to read. The dialogue was

structured orally during the group discussion without a full written scriPt was

produced. The students played thei¡ roles using impromPtu dialogue aided by a

srory line that the students discussed eadier. In this situation, students had the

oppoftuniry to use the English language freely within the framewofk and the

context set by the teache¡.

Group 1 set up a scene in which a newscâster was in the stuclio ând a reporterwas

at rhe scene reporting the accident. The nervscâster opened the news by greeting the

audience, ând v/ent süâight to the news (P1001)- The fepofter neaf the accident

scene tesponded to questions from the Newscaste¡ e1002). The reporter gave a

sunúnary of the âccident before she interviewed the eyewitness.

The diaìogue used two languages: Bahâsâ Malaysia and English. Bahasa Malaysia

was used in the interview section by eyewitness 1 (P1004). In the eyewitness

interview section the student playing the reporter showed her ability to translâte
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Bahasa Malaysia to English and to change the information she received from active

starements into reporting statements (P1010). The frst eyewitness was an old lady

who did not understand English ìanguage. The scene âcted by the students is typical

of many rural afeas in Malaysia where many old peoPle do not understand the

English language. Ily creating the context of a television news broadcast the

students fulfilled the teachers imposed requirement of authenticity.

Srudents were âlso able to use the WH questions raised in the interviews. They

showed their understanding of the potential application of WH questions through

the dialogue they presented. For examPle, in lines P1004, Pl011, P1013 and Pl020.

The students also used other language Functions, such as description (P1004, P1014,

P1019).

In general, I obsen'ed that most students enjoyed doing the presentation because

they had control of the situation and had no interruption from the teacher. They

were able to enact scenarios ând to be themselves in front of the class. The teacher

did not coffect any language mistakes made during the presentation @1004, P1014).

Instead, she allorved students to use English freely. The impromptu dialogue gave

students the opportunify to construct sentences in a different situation, which may

potentially help students to use the language in an authentic environment. Students

used many different âccents to represent different races, because there are three

main races in Malaysia and they have their own accent when speaking in English.

Accent differences typically reflect cultural, regional, and ethnic differences. By

using these âccents in role-play, students represented the variety of dialects and

cultures present in Malaysia.

8.4.6 Concluding the lesson

Before the class ended, the teacher g ve ^ general and overall corrunent on the

presentatrons:

.::
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Extract 3l

2C08s

2C086
2CO87

T: OK peopÌe and keep \rvhat you have norv... and sit don-n'. ' sit
dorvn - . -. OK hou' was tlÌe Presentation?
S: Good... very good-
T: You are not quite serious here. ,JK tell me your oPinion âre all the
newscastefs here good?
S: Good
T: Hou'about the scene reporter?
S: Good.
T: Good and c¡azy- The rvitness?
S: Very crazy.
T: since I told you that we are in N{alaysia so, we have given me a lot of
scenario, a lot of accent, ì\lalaysian English, we have l\{akCik, N{r Fong.. ' we
have differeot dialogue. So hopefully next time... next time, I vant you to
give me proper English. So any questions. Don't forget to give me your
composition, OK. Write your dialogue in your composition book'

2C088
2C089
2C090
2CO91
2CO92
2CO93

The teacher asked srudents' opinions regarding the presentations before she gave

he¡ own opinion. The students responded simply by saying "G00d". 'Ihis is a tlpical

rvay in which Malaysian students give their opinion. It is possible that the teacher

had not given tlem the chance to respond critically because they were running out

of time. The teacher immediately gâve her concluding remarks on the Presentations

(2c0e3).

From the stâtement in line 2C093, it is clear that the students constructed the

language used in the role-play themselves. They used their ou/n experiences or¡e

being that the English language spoken in Malaysia has many accents used by

different races, but there is also a "proper English" that is used in tlre classroom'

"Proper English" is standard formal English used in the 'schools. Wheteas the

English used by students in the presentation 'ù/as infomal English- The "proper

English" defined by the teacher is on in which coffect gr rÍtrnat, sentence structure

ând pronunciation âre importânt. Since the class consisted of many different ethnic

groups, a variety of Engljshes can be identifìed. The use of âccents in the role-play

shows students recognition of this fact. In this situation, it may be seen that the

student's opinion of the purpose of "proper English" is definitely only for

examination5. I]sing "proper English" in exams is essential because it is one of the

requiremcnts for the oral test at the end of the semester. '\lthough the syllabus and
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the School-Based Oral Âssessment booklet do not stress the t1pe of English to be

used in the oral exam, pronlìnciadon is one of the assessment criteriâ that carries the

same marks âs the other components; grâmmar ancl vocabulary, fluencl' and

rhythm.

8.5 The Summary of the Activity Chart

In general, there are five stages di¡ected by the teacher that students went through

in a complete lesson.

Stage 1: r\n important stage before the class starts. The students'attention is crucial

and the teacher's authorìty is required to control the situation and to initiate the

lesson.

Stage 2: 52 is the input or the instruction stage. The learning input is absorbed by

students through the medium of an open discussion section of the class. The

question ând answer secúon gave students the opportunities to use English and to

understand the requirements and the goal of the task. By asking questions, the

teacher triggered the students' thinking and tested the srudents' knowledge of the

topic. In fact, when the students participated in the class using English language, it

increased opporrunities for the students to construct their understanding of the

lesson and to use English. However, the opening quesúons from the teacher were

important ín st¡ucturing the discussion, and later this understanding becomes the

guide used by the students in thcir orln grouP discussions (Kitg, 2002).

Furthermore, in Stage 2, the students' knowledge was tested through question and

recall interactions that forced the students to think seriously about the topic and to

relate thei¡ prior knowledge in order to ânswer the questions. King Q002) considers

this situation to represent a complex level of learning.
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At the end of Stage 2, the teacher instructed the students to lrìove to another stage

of the activity after the students had built up their understânding of the task during

the discussion. It was important for the teacher to test the ìevel of students'

understânding using question and answer before she proceeded to the next stâge. If
srudents lack understanding of the activity, the,v may have difficulty accomplishing

the task. It is important that students fully understand instructions related to the

task so that they <ìo not have to ask for help from the teacher or their peers during

the task.

Stage 3: This is the group discussìon stage. During this stage, the students are left to

work independendy in their small groups in order to complete the task. Obsewing

this stage I constructed a diagram that illustrates the type of activities and

inte¡actions taking place during the group discussion (Chart 2).'l\e chatt belorv

summarizes the flow of activities in group work activity invol'i'ing computefs:

flraditional production)

".. hand written'ì1 \ \v
idea gathering ----) compose --+ oulPut

.t

comPuter

Fi"ding information)

Phase 1 Phase 2

@,lectronic production)

Phase 3

Chart 2 The flow of group work activity using computers

Chart 2 illustrates the general flow of group work activities related to comPuter use

in group discussions. Most of the time cornputers were used as tools to $earch and

download information, r-nd for worci processing- In ofder to cleatly define the
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diffe¡ent activities and their roles, I divided the activities into three different phases.

From the three phases, Phase I is considered the irnportant phase because the

students make all signifìcant decisions and establish the solutions to the problems of

the task in this phase. During Phase 1, the students spoke in English when

constfr¡cting their arguments and when responding to the arguments of others in

their group. The discussions were usually task related.

The activities in Phase 1 ate as follows

- Discussion of the topic for the proiect

- Discussion of suitable texts to select from the Internet

- Discussion of the layout of the task

- Discussion of the content of the task / texts.

In Phase 1, students actively participated in the group to understand the task they

had been set and to decide on a way to accomplish the task. The students rvere

required to come up with a decision about the task, method of accomplishing the

task requirements and any solutions to the problems that the task may Present

before they were able to proceed to the next phase. Because of the fundamental

decisions made and facts established in Phase 1, the srudents returned to Phase 1

whenever they had problems to solve, even when they rvere in Phase 3'

In Phase 2, students gathered information based on the decisions rnade in Phase 1.

The information was gathered from the Internet, other sources and also through

discussions. !7'hile gathering information students jotted down directional

information they discussed in Phase 1. Most of the activity taking place in Phase 2

consists of jotting down points gathered from the Internet and from discussions in

order to prepare for Phase 3. In Phase 3 the students write up the information they

gathered in Phase 2. rùV'hen comPosing, the students always worked in a group- The

form of t}e end product of the task, whether written or oral, was pre-determined by

the teacher at the outset of the lesson.
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In my observations, I found that students used computers âs tools to search lor

reading texts at the beginning of the discussion, and for Producing the end Product

of the task. Stage 3 opens opportunities for the students to use the language both

orâlly and in written form. They participated in social activities that led to the use of

Engüsh language in authentic situations. I noticed that all students in the group

would try to participate in the discussion despite their limited language skills.

Students heìped each other with the language, and this ga'r'e the students the

opportunity to leam. Some students understood the task but were unab]e to exPress

this understanding using English often code-switching was used by the group to

help these students to express their thoughts. The choice to code-switch allorvs the

students to fill the linguistic gap created by poor English language skills, so the

interactions will continue and the students maintained the negotiation (Gysels,

1992). As such, in this situation code-switching is considered a useful

cornmunication strategy (Corder, 1 981).

Stage 4: This is the presentation stage of the lesson. The srudents present their work

orally. The students once again control the situation because the teacher takes the

role of the audience. The students' language ability and thei¡ understanding of the

lesson is tested in this stage.

8.6 Discussion

Wells(1999) argues that the main purpose of accomplishing activities is to increase

one's knowledge. According to 'W'ells, the knowledge that is gained by students can

be presented in the form of arúfacts that are developed with purpose. In this study it

is observed that students presented their knowledge in both written and oral work.

The activities in which students were involved helped them to build up their

knowledge in certain aspects of learning, such âs English language, computer skills

and interaction skjlls (this was confìrmed by students in their interviews). In all of
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these contexts the students used computers as tools to Present and search for new

information.

The fìndings from this chapter shorv that students constructed their understanding of

the task through discussion and by bringing in their Past expeliences to the

discussion (Pear & Crone-Todd, 2002; Reusser, 2003). These exPeriences were

shared with other students through interaction, the exchange of informadon, and

through arguing and compromising. The teacher framed the students understanding

of the context by asking them questions and giving appropriâte feedback (Veermans

& Cesareni,2005).

Furthermore, writing activities in which comPutefs are used give students

oppoftunities both to construct their knowledge of English and to build up their

computer skills. For example, in group work activities when the students had to go

through the process of finishing the task the students combined comPuter slalls and

English language skills. The knowledge was fìrst exchanged and shared within the

group and later shared with the whole class during the group presentation.

Âccording to the constructivist position, leatners construct thei¡ understanding of

new material based on the knowledge they bring to the classroom from priot

experiences (Brooks & Brooks, 1993). Thus in order to build up their unde¡standing

to make meaning in and of the new leaming material the teacher should "give them

[the students] the opportunity to reflect individually on what they already know and

to communicate it with others." fù7ells, 2002,p.72). In Stage 1 of the activity cycle,

examined above (see: Chart 1, Section 8.1, above), the teacher presented the task to

the srudents by asking the students to recall their past experiences using questions.

The recalled activity initiated the students to initially think and later share their

experiences and knowledge with other students. Example experiences include<i the

wedding experiences that many students experienced during the school holjdays.

The information gathered in this stage helped students to build up theit conceptual
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theframew-ork for the task. Some of the information o¡ the experiences mentioned

by the students mây not be relevant to the topic discussed, however, the studenìs

initiative to use English language to communicate gâ\,e them opportunities to take

part in an authentic situation (Egbert &Jessup, 1996; R. S. Â. Samad,1997; Wells,

1999). The leaming envifonment cfeated by the teacher did not develop any

structured discussion, and the students were allowed to freely ,discuss any event

related to the topic. This freedom ând openness mây allow students to feel ât more

ease during these discussions than they would in a more structured envi¡onment.

The activities in which students participated, such as debating and negotiating ideas

during accomplishing the task, created opportunities fo¡ them to understand the

problem on their own @rophy, 2002; Egbert & Jessup, 1996)- The students

searched for information from reading Íesoufces such as the Internet, the

Newspapers and the Magazines âs ways for them to gather the information

independently. In the activity cycle, students went through several steps before they

found the solution to the task. Searching for information required students to read

either individually or in groups. V/hilst reading, students had to understand the

content of the text before they could choose relevant points they could use for the

completion of the task. Students participated actively when they felt confident in

their ability to use English. The use of "standard" English language wâs not â

ptoblem that restricted students ability to participate in the discussion. Those who

were less proficient in English used this opPoftunity to constfuct their

understanding and to gain new knowledge through scaffolding (I-ipscomb,

Swanson, & West, 2004;Yygotsþ, 1978)'

Help from the teacher and more advanced peers gâve students opportunities to gain

better understanding of the task and topic (Peat & Crone-Todd,2002). The data

shows that giving help was practiced by students during group discussions. Students

received help from more advanced students with their English language and

content. Students supported each other in understanding the task through providing
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clarification and justifìcation concerning the subiect as required. The teachers'help

was clifected to the rvhole class, whereas Peer's help was more Pelsonal in nature.

However, in these situations there is â significant possibility tìat students may not

realise that there is learning taking place, because they have conceptualised leaming

as synon)¡mous with exâminations (see: Chapter 9). \l.hen there is no structuled

content, such as gr^rrrrrrar or writing being taught in the lessons, the students may

âssume that there is no learning. In fact, in the interview a student indicated that all

she wanted to do were activities reÌated to examinations. This attitude is exemplifìed

when a student inquires if the lesson content would be in the examinations.

8.7 Summary

The analysis in this chaptet reveals that there were many opPortunities for the

students to practice English in the classroom both with and without computers.

Situations such as open discussions and small group discussions gave students

different envi¡onments in which to use the target language. Both working with

computefs and without computers, I can conclude that the opportunity fo¡ the

students to use the English language is based on the type of activity provided by the

teacher.

The following chapter discusses the teachers' and students' attitudes towards

learning English in the specific context of a computer-based learning environment.
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CHAPTER 9

Teachers' And Students' Attitudes Towards
English Language Teaching And Learning In

A Computer-B ased Le arning Environment

9.0 Introduction

This chapter is divided into two parts: the teachers' attirudes and the students'

atútudes towards computer-based learning siruations. The first part discusses the

teachers' attitudes to teaching and learning English language in general, and later

discusses their attitudes tou/ards using computers in the class. The second part of

this chapter analyses the students' attitudes towards teaching and learning English in

general and the second part discusses their attitudes towards computer-based

activities in the class. The discussion is based on interviews and informal

conversations u¡ith the teachers and the students and is supported by otìer data.

9.1 Teachers

This section discusses the teachers' attitudes towards the use of computers in

teaching English language. Firstly, the teachers' perspectives on teaching English in

general are discussed for the purpose of providing a background to their ideas of

teaching and learning English. The following sections discuss the teachers' attitudes

towards integrating computers into their English language lessons'
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9.1.1 Teaching English in general

Both teachers pointed out the main obiective of their teaching was to comPlete the

s)¡llâbus and ro plepare students for the examinations. -An example of the reality of

this objective was obsen'ed before the mid-term examinâtions, when the teachers

and the srudents worked on English language literarure in order to finish the

syllabus before the examinations. Indeed, for trvo weeks the teacher and the

students discussed topics that might arise in the examinations. The head of the

department also stressed that it was essential fo¡ the teachets to focus on the

syllabus and the examination needs rvhen teaching. In fact, the two teachers

emphasized the importance of fìnishing the syllabus on time and it was mentioned

repeatedly throughout the interviews. Teacher one ff1) said "Number one, of

course. The exam." Ç12022) when I asked about her teaching prioriry.

The examinations for the English paper consisted of three parts: Paper 1 (with

multiple choice questions: elements of grammar and reading comprehension), Paper

2 (writing and comprehension) and O¡al. According to the head of the English

Department, the teachers need to complete teaching the students the intended

learning âreas stated in the syllabus before the assessment, because the content or

the focus of the examinations follows the syllabus closely.

Both teachers also pointed out that the school's academic goal was to maintain good

examinaúon results in all the nationzl examinations. T2 said:

T21021: ...we need to rnake sure that our classes finish the syllabus before the exam

'we are afraid if the students cannot answer the questions, because let say you
don't Fmish wbat you âre supPose to teach them. '.

T22007: . .. I don't u/ant to see any failure
T11053:. The topic in the syllabus .... We have to follow tbe scbeme ofwork...
T12022 ...we have to maintain or upgrade tle percentage of ,\s.. .I will discuss the

exam PaPef...

The need for the teâchefs to complete the syllabus was high. T2 said, "we are 
"froid f

lhe stadenls cannnl answer the qaestions." atrd "...don't want l0 see anlt failarv...". From the
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intenierv, T2 feels that she holds the responsibifiq¡ for the pâsses and failures of the

students in her class. Both teachers said that they might be blarned if students did not

do rvell in the examinations, particulârly if the syllabus rvas rìot comPleted before the

examinations. Furthermore, tbe srudents and the parents considered academic

perfo¡mânce ân essential part of the school life and rvould stop ât little to have the

students excel academically, such âs send their students to a ruition centre or obtain

pnvate tultron.

T1 stressed that "to teach them towârds exams" G1201,3) and "to maintain or

upgrade the percentage of ,\s... so it is a challenge for the teachers. , '"G1'2022) are her

fundamental priorities when preparing the lessons. These u/ords were used to describe

the examination pteparation by T1:

". . . sample of questions..."
"...fo¡ the whole week-.."
"...how to locate answer..."
". -.demand from students..."

- kind of activiry
- the time allocated

- the purpose
- students'needs

For example in the writing lesson, T1 fixed the timeframe for the students to wo¡k

on one composition. She expressed that working u/ithin a timeframe, particularþ the

exam time, would help discipline and prepare the students for the examinations.

Having a tightly defined timeframe also kept her on track u¡ith the syllabus.

Both teachers .referred to the communicative approach when I posed questions

regarding pedagogy. On the objective of the curriculum that stresses conversation in

social interaction, in general both teachers had the same viewpoint on how their

students learned best. They indicated that their students learned best when they

we¡e able to use the language actively in a situation, such as in the small group

discussions, open discussions and presentations. Students constructed their

understanding of the subject during interactions in the activities and through the

questions asked by the teachets during the in-class discussion.
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-f12O28: Through discussion, because that is wbere they can interact with their
friends . -. so they vill get more i¡Put

T12t032: ...oììr point to argue back -. -..so they get the benefit to knou' more about
1t

T11003 . .. -hy they like the song and rvhy the¡' iett', like the song. So I encourage
them in speaking.. communication

T1, pointed out thât the guidance and encoufâgement of fellow students to

participare in the interaction in the class activities were essentiâI, especially for the

quiet students who might need more attention. Horvever, in reality, a quiet student

may not be a less proÊcient student and an active student may not be a Plofìcient

student. Under ceftain cifcumstânces, T1 called on the srudents who did not

pârticipâte and asked questions directly to them individually. For students to

construct their understanding from questions asked, the teacher mixed the level of

diffìculty of the questions depending on the students' profìciency level. In other

words, modification and simplification of the guestions was used encourage the

students and to cater for the level of the students' profìciency and understanding of

the subject.

T2 also stlessed the importance of the speaking comPonent vhen planning her

lesson. For her, speaking is a way for her students to be proficient in English. She

said '? adnt them to sþeak becaase þt speaking we can knnw whelher thg can realþ da or nnt."

Q22017). Even though the leaming outcome is primarily written, her teaching

approach u/as first on speaking and then writing because she said that" if lhel can

speak, I woald sqt thel coøld vrite;' G22077).

Besides speaking, T2 also said that students learned language through reading,

especially reading materials from the Intemet, because reading may lead her

students to learn more new vocabulary and sentence strurctures that were not taught

in the class. Through teading, students were also able to increase their general

knowledge and information in English. T2 approached reading activities by

integrating them with writing activities. T2 stated that the students leamed through
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an interacdye actiyit), such âs a group problem-so\'ing activitv when the students

wefe fequired to search, to read, to understand and to pìck out important points

f¡om the reâding material in ordcr to completc the task. She pointed out that the

results or the new information gathered from discussions were used as guidelines

for the students to wrìte essâys, and the process required students to construct their

undersranding not only of the content but also of the English language within the

context of the subject chosen.

With regard to the teaching of grammar, the teachers rePorted that teaching

grafiunar u/as important, as it wâs a part of the syllabus and examination. There is a

gfammar sectio,ì in Paper 1 and a pefcentâge of marks given for gr.ammaf in Paper

2 (writing). Grammar is also evaluâted in the oral test. The teachers used different

approaches to teaching gfâmmaf. T2 explained that she preferred to use the

t¡aditional way of teaching graLmm^r rvhere the teacher is the informer and the

students are the receivets.

T22009: I give them graûìmaf rules, and then I explain and I g'ive examples... I gìve

notes... do exercises...

T2 felt that it was essential for students to understand the basic concepts of

graûìrnar before she continued with the rest of the grelmm r-related activities.

I-Iowever, T1 had a different approach. She integrated the grarrrnar with activities.

Such as doing role-plays in order to achieve the syllabus objectives of "language

forms and functions" in whch her students acted out scenatios based on the

language functions given by the teacher. T1 stated, "... when I do role play I will

teach them the grammar ..." Ç72003). She stressed that grammat should not be

taught in isolation because English wouìd be better understood if the students

actively participated in it, whereas T1 preferred to have gt?mmar lessons and teach

the students in a traditional approach. She gave notes on the white boa¡d during

explanation then followed with her expìanations with exercises for the students to

complete.
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In relation to teaching and learning, T'1 emphasized that the way a subject is

âpproâched and conveyed b,V â teachef to students cân make a difference to

stuclents' learning. T1 said thât it wâs essentjâl for students to feel confident and

have high self-esteem and be self-motivated in order to leârn. Âccording to her,

leaming happened when students uscd the language, thus it rvas imPortânt to build

up or to increase the students' self-esteem in order for them to use the language. In

order for this to happen, she was flexible in her teaching, especially with the English

language used by the students. She rvas certain that the students' feeling of

confìdence would increase when they were comfortable wjth the siruadon ând

envfuonment in her cìassroom. For example, she creâted a situation that was relaxed

and allorved the students to code switch; no coffection was done while the students

were interacting and she gave her students opportunities to exPress thei¡ ideas and

thoughts even though they did not communicate in full English sentences.

T1 said:

T11005:

T11007:

...they don't want to interact and to particiPate, they don't know how to
speak.. - and may be they don't have the confident...
... I don't mind if they refer to the text or come up with their own ideas,

speak Malay language also I don't mind-

Both teachers talked about thefu teaching approach several times. Their apptoaches

changed depending on the intended learning outcome, but they said that it was also

dependent on the students' proficiency level- For the less profìcient students

(usually in the lower academic class), a "spoon-feeding" approach was applied,

whereas with the more proficient students,T2preferted let them to wotk on their

own. Generall¡ both teache¡s preferred to carry out small group discussions. Both

teachers talked about group u/ork discussions as:

. They do it together
o I do group work,.. they learned from the¡e
o Flowever, the aim is to complete the syllabus
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Furthermore, students in this school had ferv Pfoblems rvhen learning and

communicâting in English. According to both teachers, they had ferver problems

with srudents in this school because the students rvere self-motivated. The teachers

said that their srudents learned English by readtng English storvbooks during their

free tirne and speaking in English with teachers and Peers'

T270O3: ... we don't have that kind of problems... when they have free time, and no
teaching in class you cân see either tley do their homeu'ork o¡ ¡ead their story
book...

9.1.2 Leamer Autonomy - From the teachers' eyes

In connection u/ith leamer autonomy, the teachers claimed that srudents were not

prepared to be autonomous. It is useful, at this point, to examine the teachers'

perceptions of their role in the class. How the teachers understood their role is

reflected in how they behave in the classroom'

Both teachers said one of their roles was to help and to guide the students in the

classroom with thei¡ learning. The way they described the help they provided to the

students can be inte¡preted as a controlling guide. Teachers guided the students by

controlling the activities and monitoring the students all the time, especially when

the activity involved group work and working with computers. T1 and T2 said:

T21005:
T21013

I will choose the topic, and then it is up io them where to fmd it.
When I give them I will say 'I want this and make it very specific and they

T21014:

T11050:

I iust cannot leave them and pick whatever they want . -.I will say whether
it is suitable o¡ not

I have to monitor them because I don't want them to lose track.. '

Thus, it may be implied that the responsibility for guiding and helping students is

controlled by the objective of the lesson that is defined in the curriculum. The way

that the teachers expressed themselves showed just how setious they were in

following the syllabus which had only limited oppottunities for the exe¡cise of learner
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âutorlom)r. This emphasis on adherence to the cu¡riculum may influence the running

of the activities in the class ând the level of student autonomY permitted.

For both teachers, learner autonomy means letting the students work on their orvn

with limited or no help from them, working individually, in small groups or in pairs.

For example, when the srudents worked in a group in rvhich the students were âble to

discuss the tasks and make decisions to solve the problems, it wâs considered

'autonomous' rvork.

T1 said she played the role of facilitator by not getting involved directly with the

students' activities, especially when they were having group discussions. She expressed

that rvhen she was involved with the students, in terms of taking part in decision

making, it would provide less opportunities for them to make theit own decisions and

work independently. However, she found that letting the students work independendy

v/âs a challenge because the students were not prepared to work on theì¡ own. She felt

that the students were not ready to be independent because they didn't have the

conhdence to work on their own, and that a teacher was still their main ¡esource. Even

good students needed the teacher around when doing their rvork. G1 1049) She said in

the interview:

T11049: ...they don't want the teacher to be arvay from them (the students) they
want the teacher to be next to her or them. So, I told the students that his is
another style of learning. ..-They want me to be there, they know how to do
it but they still insist me to be a¡ound them."

Furthermore, both teachers regarded the students' independence ând their ability to

take charge of their learning was highly dependent on the students' language

profìciency. T1 and T2 placed language proficiency as the most important criteria for

developing leamer autonomy or working independently in the English language class.

T1 CI1104S) said "...those students who are not confìdent and lack of English will

depend on the teacher..." T2 used the term "spoon fed" and the statement "-.'they

have to be pushed o¡ you have to coach them slowly'' Ç21029) in the interview to
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describe how she mânaged her teaching and the methods she used to guide the weak

students to work independently to complete a task. From her perspective, these

students were not reâdy for independent leaming. T2 described her rveak students as

"childish", "cânnot think criticall/', and "need to be pushed" as some of the reasons

that such students are not keen to be autonomous leâmers.

In comparison in classes'ù¡here there is â gleater degree of profìciency things ^revety
different: "in good class... they can come out with answers because they understand

the story or the topic.. ." fI21028) shows that good classes rvere able to do the tasks

independently.T2had fewer problems with the more pro{ìcient students because they

had the language skills and did not depend much on the teacher. T1 said about her

students:

T11046-T11049 T1 depends on the level ofthe students, level ofyou know the
language ...
sometirnes there are students who are not confident
enough, so they co¡e back to the teacher, so it depends on
the level of tbe students also...

On the other hand, the teachers also claimed that their students were autonomous

in some respects because the srudents r¡r''ere able to accomplish the wotk given

without or with littìe help f¡om them. T1 said,

T12031 . . . after I,ve given them the topic so it is free for them to choose what
website they want to go.. -

TL gave ân example from group work on "Message to the family of Columbia" to

show that the sturdents were working independently. The task was to send a message

to express sympâthy and condolences to the families that had been affected by the

Columbian space ragedy. The message was delivered in the fo¡m of a PowerPoint

presentation. The lesson started with the teacher's explanations and discussions of
the tasks. It was an open discussion about the tragedy, after which the students

worked in groups. They wete allowed to search for information on the incident and

about the victims' backgrounds from the Intemet and other sources. The
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discussions took a double Period lesson ând the students continued the group

discussjon ro complete the task outside class. The teacher guided the students

towards rhe content of the presentatjons, highlighting what the students neecled to

focus on, while the layout of the Pfesentation was their choice. The teacher

monitored ùe students'work by answering their questions and checking the written

\Ã'ork before the presentation day, which was taken in a double period lesson in the

folìowing rveek.

Teachers acknowledge the need for students to be autonomous learners. They

found that they could cover the syllabus faste¡ if students 'were autonomous

learners. There are steps taken by the teachers to guide the students toward

independence. For example T1 monito¡ed the students very closely and did not

allow the srudents to be totally on thei¡ own. This u/as done especially for weaker

students at the beginning of the lessons. She did not interrupt what her students

were doing but guided the srudents by answering questions during the activities,

individually or in the group, but not to the whole class. Flowever, she looked at the

students' work closely especially the content of the task rvhen she walked around

the class because she was not confident to let the students work totally on their

own. She did not u/ant the students to "lose track"(T1 1050) although she expressed

some confìdence in the students in that they: "know what they have to do and they

rvill give me (the teacher) what I want" G11050).

T2 said she "let the students to be independent bit by bit" (T21030). She gradually

allowed the shrdents to work independendy. She "spoon fed" her students in the

first part of the lesson by giving an explanation of the topic, and tested their

knowledge and understanding of the topic by asking them questions. She let her

students work independently on â task when she was satisfìed with the students'

ansu/efs, and was sure that she had given clear instructions to tìe students.

Further, both teachers said that being in the IT (Information Technology) wodd

wâs an important reason for students to be autonomous. They said that the role of
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technologf in the classtoom created opPortunities for the students to be

independent and responsible for their own leaming, and they considered comPuters

as tools to help students to be independent in manY ways. The students wofked

rvith computefs on their orvtt of in groups to complete a task. One example of the

ability of technology to encourage autonomy was when the students searched fof

information on rhe Intcrnet during group work. The students u/ere left on their ou/n

to search for information. However, they were not left totally on their ou/n becâuse

the teâcher monitored their search closely because she was not conltdent of her

students'ability to search, "... I just cânnot leave them and pick whatever they

want.. ." (-t21014). The sea¡ches done by the students were checked and confìrmed

by the teacher for validity and ¡elevance before they used the results of this search

in their task. Although't2 gave the students a spâce to work independently, she

controlled the freedom she gave by approving the information searched by the

students. \)lhen T2 said "I just cânnot leave them...." it shows that she had less

confìdence in her students' decisions and their ability to do the work. She controlled

the srudents freedom to choose the reading materials: "... I will look at the passage

that they have found and then I rvill say whether it is suitable or not. .." Ç21074).

Although she believed in the need to give students the space and freedom to

explore and learn independentìy, she stated that the students needed to be guided

before she could let them work completely independently.

Although the teache¡s said that they wefe encouraging the students to be

autonomous learners, it is evident that the teachers were not totally prepared to let

the students rvork totally without guidance. Below are the phrases taken from the

inteniews which demonstrate the teachers' stance on leâmer autonomy:
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Table l5: Teachers'stances on learner autonomy

9.1.3 Teachers'perspectives on the use of comPuters fotESL
teaching

The teachers' perspectives on the use of computers in the class for English lessons

âre discussed in this sectjon. In general, the teachers were comfortable using

computers in the class and they had no objection to integrating comPuters into their

lessons. In this school, the Smart subject teachers were exPected to use comPuters

widely.

The two teachers stressed that the primary use of computers related to their work

wefe the lesson preparation and administrative work- They used computers'

particularþ the SSMS program for Student Affairs (the management of the students'

personal information / records), Educational Resources (the management of the

usage of teaching-learning resources), ând External Resources (the management of

resources outside the school). The SSMS progiâm is fo¡ the teache¡s teaching the

four main Smart School subjects (English, Bahasa Malaysia, Mathematics and

Science). Other subiect teachers were not compelled to use the SSMS for

management, and teaching and ìeaming purPoses.

*ve -ve

- they will fi¡rd their o.ru'n pornts
- they can get whatever thev like

f¡om the rvebsile
- they can choose wlúch one is

suitable
- The can be independent, they don't
need a teache¡
- teacher has only to guide them

- I will choose the topic
- I ask them to hnd information I want
- rvhen I give thern I rvill say I want this and
make it very specific
- I just can not leave them there and pick
rvhalever they s'ant
- I will look at the passage ... and they say

whether it is suìtable or not
- rveaker class, they canûot do independent
learning.
- you need to spoon fed them
- We really need to tell them...like this...like
this
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The two teachers expressed a positive âttitude tou'ards the use of computers. These

teachers sâid that the use of computers in teaching was helpful. They used

computers to search for info¡mation related to the lessons and for teaching

rnaterials. For example, T2 used information on making â speech from the Internet.

She gave the site address to the students to ¡efer to the notes on making a speech

when they were doing â speech activiq'' Both teachers considered comPuters as

sources for both themsel'i'es ând students to get recent and authentic information in

a shoft time which compâfed favourably in terms o[ speed and breadth of

information with fìnding the information from printed mâteriâl alone. Since the

English curriculum integrates knowledge from mixed disciplines, such as science

and geography, to provide the content for learning, the teachers used reading

materials from the Internet or asked the srudents to search the Intemet for the

related reading materials for the task. The teachers used the terms "making the work

easy" and "making the lessons interesting" wben refer¡ing to inco¡porating

computers in their instruction. T1 said:

". . . I am very glad that they are providing me with tlre latest technology. - ."G11014)-
"...it is very lucky for me because I knorv horv to use the computer for my own benefit

and my students' benefit.. -" Cf1 1043).

She explained that the resources on the computer, especiâlly on the Internet,

provided her students with a variety of resources for leaming and provided her with

teaching materials that we¡e easily assessable. In addition, she was able to get the

students' attention when she used computers in her teaching, such as PowerPoint

presentâtions, because her students paid more attention to her presentations.

Further, using computets wâs easy and uncomplicated when dealing with the

preparation of teaching and learning materiâls.

"Time" 'ú¡as another factor that rvas raised by the teachers in the interviews. Both

teachers claimed that using computers saved a iot of time getting information for

teaching and to make teaching aids, such as making notes for the task procedure

using PowerPoinl.
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T22010: ... if you use u/hiteboard you havc to take time to write,

T2 claimed that her time writing on the whiteboa¡d wâs saved when she used the

PowerPoint fo¡ her presentation/teaching. Furthermo¡e, using PowerPoinl she ¡ealised

that the students paid more attention to her teaching comPared to when she wrote

on the whiteboard. In addition, the reading materials could be searched for

immediately ftom a variety of web pages and from different disciplines in one

sitting, and she acknowledged the computer (Internet) as the "best resource"

(I1 1041) for searching for information. Other claims made by the teachers about

the usefulness of Intemet included:

- Don't have to write
- Write takes longer time
- Can do mo¡e stuff with the students
- Straight away find the information
- T).p. what you want and they will come out a list

Although they acknowledged that using computers could save tirne, they also

pointed out that more time was spent in preparation of lessons, particulady when

computers were involved. T1 said that more time wâs sPent preparing comPutef-

based activities because of the backup activities she had to prepare for any hiccup

during the lesson. She had to prepâre two types of activities just in case problems

with the computefs occur¡ed suclr as the sen'er breaking down, the computer

laboratory being unavailable, or a problem arising with power ovedoad that causes

the electricity supply to shut down.

T',t7062: ...I have to prepare mo¡e than using the textbooks. N{ore he¡e means (if)
something wrong somewhere, I have to use plan B, that is the textbooks'

Further, the physical aspects of the situation were included as a part of preparing

computer-based activities:

T12078: ..,we have to prepafe more when using computer than using the t¡aditional
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v/ay. We have to check rvhether the room is occtrpied or not, ve have to
check if the program is suitable or not, is it mnning. lf u'e using our
presentation, ure have to check if the class has electricity or not. ' ."

Overall, the two teachers had positive attitudes torvards the use of computers in the

classroom. They had no problem integrating computer-based activities in class

because their students were both interested and had the skills needed for these

activities. The teachers acknowledged that their students had bettcr computer skills

than they did and that this did not câuse any probìems for them as teachers. In fact,

having students with better skills made their work eâsier. Although their computer

skills were not as good as those of thei¡ students, this did not hinder them from

integrating computer-based activities in class because the students rve¡e able to

coach each other during activjties. T2 said:

T2"tO12: ... th"y are very knowledgeable. ... They knorv a lot about this thing, and I
think they are better than tìe teacher, if let say you have one toPic, t-hey can
just search and come up with different websites. Thei¡ sklls ate excellent..."

However, T1 acknowledged thât self-âdvancement of skills was important in ordet

to cope with the advanced use of computers in education todav. The teachers

mentioned the need for more training, especially in the area of increasing their own

computer skills and specifìcally for the software Progfams that they could apply in

class. Although she had gone for the training in computer skills and managing the

SSMS programs otganized by the MoE, T1 found this training did not provide her

with all the skills she required. She described the content of the training as very

basic for teachers who already had basic computer skills. For example T2 had used

computers since her college years and learned to use PowerPoinl, Excel and word-

processing software. The same software was taught again at a basic level in the

trallung program.
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9.1.4 Teacherc'peßPectives on students'use of computers in
ESL classes

This section highlights certain issues concerning the teachers' perspectives on the

students' use of computers for their language learning. These two teachers were

confìdent with the students' level of computer skills because the students had been

exposed to, and used, computets since they were in primary school. Only a few

students were not very confìdent but that was not a significant problem for the

teachers when integrating computer-based activities into their lessons.

\'ühen asked about the frequency of computer activities undertâken in class, they

st¡essed the word "bofed" many times during the interviews. T2 said "boted"

G22001) nine times in one interview f¡ame. Phrases such as "they will find it quite

bored", "get boted", "will get bored" and "not interesting" were mentioned by T2

to explain the infrequency of computer use in the class. She regards the students'

feelings as one of her guiding conceflìs when planning her lessons. She felt that her

students would be unintetested in comPutef use if they used comPuters very

frequently (every week), and she expressed the need for her to change the teaching

approach often to make the lessons interesting for the students. Having comPuter-

based activities too frequently was not considered useful for the students because

she stressed that the same kind of activities or approaches could be monotonous

and the students would not be interested. T2 expressed the opìnion that too rriany

cornputer acúvities would stifle' the excitement the students currently felt about

going to the computer laboratory. T2 commented in the interview:

... every time we go to the comPuter and they do it they will get bored
because it is the same thing. The same goes if let say we bring them to the lab,

so they don't Fmd it interesting an)¡rnore

T22001

T2 assumed that undertaking too many activities that involved wotking with

computers might not motivate the students, because the students would not find it

interesting anymofe. She gave ãt exâmple of such boredom setting in, for example

doing the SSMS program every week. She said that ectivities needed to be varied to
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make the classroom and learning situation mofe engaging. No doubt, she agreed

that using SSMS helped her snrdents to learn different English skills but she did not

agree thar taking her students to the cornputer laboratory âll the time would increase

her students' ínterest in leatning English.

Both teachers indicated that teaching in compute¡-based environments should not

be totally dependant on computer technology all the time. One example of a

balanced activity given by T2 was the group work discussion whete the students

were required to find information from the Internet for the task. -AccordingtoT2,if

this type of activity was done too frequently, the learning environment might not be

interesting to the students. T2 said about her students, ". . . they'll be there but they

dicl not participate, they just keep quiet there..."G22001). This teachef Presumed

that when her students were quiet and not participating in activities they were not

interested. Based on this assumption T2 felt the need to vary the activities, for

exâmple, instead of always using computers for fìnding information, the teacher

sometimes asked the students to get information from newspâPers or other reading

sources brought from home.

Use of the SSMS program was also discussed by the teachers. They did not use the

SSMS progrâm very often because they said that the lesson in the Program wâs too

simple for theìr students. Flowever, when T2 compared her good students and weak

students, she indicated that weak students would benefit mofe than the more

profìcient students when using SSMS fot English language learning. T2 indicated

that because the program provides lessons such as reading, vocabulary, sentence

structures, it is very suitable for weaker students.

T12007 ...they (the programs) provide a lot of input, a lot of vocabulary'
diffrcult words and the meaning of tlre words and them a lot of
pictures coming in...
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9.2 Students' âttitudes towards computer-based learning
envifonments

f'his section discusses students' attitudes towards computer-related activiúes in the

ESL classroom. Students' attitudes are examined in a separate section from those of

their teachers because for the purposes of this study it is important to unde¡stand

the relationship between the language activities and the students' accePtance of

these activities in relation to teaching and learning English in the computer-base<J

envi¡onment. Many aspects of students' attitudes that emerged from the intervierv

data have implications for this study. The interview results suggested that whilst

students liked computer-based activities this appreciatìon was not unconditional.

9.2.1 English in general (Baclrground)

"Learning English is fun"

It is useful to examine the students' attitude towards the Engl-ish language insofar as

it is related direcdy to the students' attitudes towards the English language activities

undertaken in class. The English language wâs not unfamiliar to students. Some

students used English to communicate with their frìends and teachers. Most

frequently heard using English were the Chinese and Indian students. Some Malay

students made friends from other races with whom they could use English, because

the Malays we¡e teluctant to speak in English amongst themselves. Many Malay

students in this goup had the feeling that their ethnic group had a negative attitude

towards the use of English amongst themselves. The following example was taken

from S8 leamer's diary

"Today I heard anothet critic on me. Obviously, it was from the Malay girl who
thinks I hate the lMalays. They think I'm arrogant because I speak English.. -" (S8, 17

April2003)
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The snrdents also raised many factors that gave a Positive impression of their

attitude towards learning English language. First and foremost, all students

considered English as an important language for their future needs. All students

acknowledged that the English language is an important language to learn for the

purpose of communicating internationally. This attirude is most probably due to the

students' backgrounds. Most of the students came from working class familes that

perceive English to be an important language to acquire. Indeed, some students had

friends from English speaking countries from whom they learned about the culture

of some English speaking countries and with whom they practiced communicating

in English.

The srudents also perceived English as a language of knowledge. For the students

knowledge is new information that they gain from reading or from teachers or peers

which is used later in a different a sin¡ation. They saw English as the language of

knowledge that is very important for theit future needs because tlrey all associated

English language with higher education and therev¡ith a good iob. These students

believed that in order for them to excel in their professional lives they must be

proficient in English. ,\ll srudents understood that English profìciency is important

fo¡ them to enter higher education either locally or overseas. They were âware that â

limited knowledge of English would limit their access to reading materials since

most academic resources are written in English. Futthermote, they indicated that a

great deal of cuffent information, especially the reading matenal from the Internet,

is written in English. Students expressed their opinion that information they

retrieved from Internet is recent and authentic compared to that found in their

textbooks. S12 and S13 saìd that without being profìcient in English it would be

diffìcult for them to read and understand information other than what they received

in cla.ss.

5727O22:. .. it gives knowledge because there is a lot of knowledge there, so when I
read stuff it gives a lot of informatlon. . -

5131O26 ...I know more general knowledge as well like I know what othet
countries doing and you are not out of time. ' '
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Overalì, srudents were positive about learning English language. They all knew the

purpose of learning English ând took all the opportunities they could to imptove

their English. Because of tbei¡ awareness about the importance of English language,

eleven students in this interview indicated that they used the chance to

communicate in English among their friends to improve ând to practice their

English whenever possible. Even when they were not competent enough, they

made use of any situation to try to communicate in English and code-switched

when needed. The students believed that they learned English by using the

language. Some students, especially tbose who wefe brought uP in an English

speaking family, communicated with their parents in English. Two students pointed

out that they went for extra English classes at a tuition cenüe to get extra support

fo¡ this subject.

Four students said that besides communicating with friends and teachers in school,

they communicated electronically using an instânt chat messenger program as one

way to use English and hence to learn English in a different environment. This was

not done in the class. The¡e was no in-class activity that involved students with this

kind of communication activiry. This activity was done at home by students who

had home Intemet connections.

Another theme, which came out in the interviews, v/as the meaning of learning to

the students. The students perceived learning in several ways. Priinarily, they

associated leaming with examinations. With both pârents and the education system

making examinarions the fì¡st priority in during their school years, the students

tended to think that learning happened when they were able to answer the questions

correctly and get good results in tests. And yet surprisingly, learning for them was

also more than just examinâtions. They also petceived leaming as Pârt of their life

process because for them learning happens when the knowledge that came from the

learning in the class could be applied to another situation in real life. For example,

when they were able to use nerv vocabulary ot sentence structures lcarned in class in
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a dilferent context to make decisions in a discussion using English language, or to

make meaning from information they retrieved from the Internet and otJrer reading

mâterials used in the group discussions. Âll of these situations were also considered

as leârning b1' the students. Nfost importantly for these students, language leaming

happened not in isolation but in social contexts.

9.2.2 The use of computers in the classroom

In general, most students had positive attinrdes towards the use of computers in

class. In the inten'iervs, the students indicated factors that influence them to use

computers in the class. In this section, I categorized the factots into themes. Each

theme is discussed in detail below. The themes I identified are:

1) English language profìciency

2) Cornputer skìlls

3) Support

4) Students'work

5) Time factor

6) Language learning

1) Communication

English language þrofcienry: One of the factors that the students mentioned was

English language profìciency. As was mentioned eâdier, these students stressed that

having good English skills gave them the benefit of using the Internet as â source of

information. Students insisted that reading materials from the Internet were more

informative and âs such gave them word power, sentence structures and general

kno.r'ledge. Flowever, they also reaßzed that they needed to have the right keywords

in order to retrieve relevant and useful texts. For example, 51 1 classified herself as a

weak stu<Jent in English, but âccording to the teacher's fecofd she was ât an

intermediate level. She stated that she found the Intemet to be a good source of

inforrnation but it was diffìcult for her to retrieve relevant and focused reading
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materials for her work becâuse of her lack of English vocabulaqr. Fot example, in

the activiry on Public Speaking, the topic gi'r'en by the teacher during the computer-

based activitv was very broad. In this situâtion, the students' ability to generate good

keywords is essential for them to find relevânt readings from the Intemet.

Compulerski//s: Unsurprisingly, the students'level of computer skills influenced their

atdrudes towards the use of computers in class. The students considered their orvn

computer skills level to be another factor that contributed to their use of computers.

They indicated that being competent in computer use increased their confidence

when using computers during the class activities. Students with good computer

skills gave positive statements about working with computers, whereas students

with limited computer skills gave negative comments on working with computers.

-Although all students acknowledged the advantages of using computers for their

English language class, fìr'e of students were not keen to use computers because of
what they sa'w as thei¡ orvn limited computet skills. For example 31 1 said in the

lfìtervlew:

5711022: lVÍacam ... nak suka sangat tu tak lah.. sebab saya tidak suka menggunakan
computer. Sebab tak expert.. kan-. so bila tak tau tu mesti Tanya kawan kan so
mâcam saya flmas.

(Lik"...I don't really like (to do activities with computer) because I don't like to use
computer. Because I'm not expert, I felt uncomfo¡table when I had to ask my friend)

5111044 : Kadang-kadatg tu rasa macatn buang masa juga lah ... entah tak tau
sebab may be saya tak suka computer kot.

(Sometimes I feel like it is a r*'aste of time (using a computer) ,.. don't know.. .

probably because I don't like to use a computer.)
most

S11, for example, dislikes and is reluctant to use computers or engage in activrfes

related to computer user because she was not confìdent due to her lack of computer

skills. This negative feeling led to her reluctance to use computers. She felt that

using computers was a waste of time. Computer skills are not tâught in the class,

because the students had leamed the basic computer skills when they wete in Form

1. As such, unskilled students had to learn computer skills on their own in Form2.

Therefore, 31 t had to learn the skills by asking her friends, which she was
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embarrassed to do. Thus, when students do uot have comPuter confìdence, it u/ill

be difficult for them to enjoy doing computef relatcd tasks in the class.

Sapport: In terms of help with computers, students felt that sometimes the teacher

could not assist them during "t¡ouble shooting" as the teachers lacked a sufficient

level of computer skills. One student colûnented 'The1 Qhe ¡eaclnrs) are mzre l0

leachitry ils abot¡t the wbjects fhat thry arc tmined in, so I normalþ asked mJ fiends"

(51210662). The teacher's lack of computer knowledge and skills may hold back the

maximum utilization of computers (Gunderson & Anderson, 1999) which may ümit

t1.¡e use of computers overall. Howevet, in this study, the teachers' computer skills

did not play an important role in students' computer use nor did it inhibit the

teacher's incorporation of computer use into tlle lesson. The teachers admitted that

the students' computer knowledge and skills were often more advanced than their

own. However, limited guidance from the teachers did not Prevent the students

from learning computer skills themselves when they could receive help from their

friends. In fact, each class had a computer comrnittee, consisting of students with

good computer skills, who would assist the other students if problems occutred-

Flowever, sometimes the teachers' assistance is essential for the students to gain

self-confìdence. This is especially true for first time users:

5091040: the hrst time I used it I rvas quite scared because I didn't really know about
computer, so the help from my teacher, so I'm able to use it

In general, the students receit ed support from their parents to learn computet skills'

The parents sent them to computer classes or taught them at home. However, there

were students who received less support from their parents as their parents had

negative opinions about leaming with computers. One student (S8) mentioned that

her parents believed that learning with computers would not benefìt her and she

leamed computer skills on her own and with her friends.

5081 118 : I learned it (computer) by myself. Because my father said it is a rvaste of
money to go outside to lea¡n computer through comPutef classes. So, some I
just click lah.. the comPuter buttoûs so I learn lah from there'
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Her (S8) parents' attitudes towards wofking rvith computers did not stop her from

learning computer skills. She was detenrìined to learn about comPuters rvhile she

wâs in school for her future needs. She wanted to be a softwâre engineer. There

were many other students r¡u-ho reâlised the importance of comPuter skills for their

future needs, esPecially in the wofking environment, and that influenced them in

approaching the leatning comPuter skills very seriously-

In terms of Intemet âccess at home, there were Parents who had different

perspectj\¡es on having Internet access at home. Two students indicated that their

pârents thought that having computers and especially having Intemet access at

home for students to use was a waste of time and money. The parents preferred the

traditional way of teaching and learning. Attirudes like these rvete one of the

feâsons why the students ând the teachers wefe not able to communicate

electronically outside of school. Furthermore, because some students were not able

to access the Internet at home to search for information or to do project work, they

used the time between classes to complete thei¡ work in the Multimedia Room that

was situated in the library.

Stadents' work I found that the students' positive attitude towards rvorking with

computers was reflected in the students' seriousness in approaching tasks. The work

submitted or presented to the teacher illustrated the students' effort to leam

different ways of completing thei¡ work and the use of different kinds of software.

For example, during their presentations, a group from Form 2C showed their ability

to download pictures from the Intemet, to use PowerPoint and a word-processing

program. Ânother exâmple is using Nficrosoft Publisher to produce a leaflet or a

greeting card. These skjlls were not taught in the class, therefore, the students had to

learn them from their friends or on their o.r./n. In fact, the students compete with

each other to improve their computer skills. Student 56 was inspired by her friend's

knowledge of computer use:
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5061 078 It like my friends \vho are goocl in it (computer), they can do their
presentaúon it inspires me lah. They can do why can't I' So I must like
learn from them.

Time Jacton "Wasle of time" was â phrase used by some students to describe their

opinion of computer use in teaching, esPeciâlly when discussing the comPutef

laboratory. The time spent to go to tlre laboratory ând to switch on the computers

was cited as the maior time wasting activities. Student 510 grumbled about the waste

of time:

5101024: ...to on tìe computer and.wait for them to ¡einstall first
5101050:.., rve have to line up.... It takes tìme, probably it takes 20 minutes to reach

the lab and 10 mirìutes for start. Take time like one period gone already

I observed that the students had to spend about 20 minutes of 80 minutes of the

class time iust to get themselves ready, such activities included getting to the

laboratory from the class, switching on the computer, and getting back to the

classroom after the lesson. In all the activities observed, the students had limited

time to complete their work. However, âccording to some students, the limited time

they had gave them an unforeseen benefit because they wete able to leam how to

m n^ge their time. Because the programs in the computef ìaboratory had to be

completed within the time frame given by the teachet, the students uzere not able to

use the sâme program outside the laboratory unless the teachers had assigned the

program. One student (56) sard the time limit for doing the task was a challenge for

her, as she had to think quickly to get the answers and to fìnish the task within the

time allowed.

5061088: there is a time limit and you have to Frnish it at that time. . . it is challenging
...you have to think fast and do fast ...
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The teacher controlled the time allowed fo¡ the task for â purpose. Wjth a set time

to fìnish, tle students indicated that thel' had to think fast and train themsehres to

complete the work on time. T2 said her airn 'wâs to prepâre and discipline students

for examinations. However, there are other remârks given by the students regarding

the time they spent when rvorking with computers. Their comments were related to

the use of computers in general and not specifìcally using the computers in the

computer laboratory. These students indicated that computers saved time when

used for their rvork, such âs using software like word processing and Photoshop for

writing and pfesentations. The most time saved was when doing the layout of

projects or the presentation of work, particulady when they useð PoryerPoint.

Furthermore, the students also indicated that using computers when presenting

their work wâs neat when compared with the traditional way of presenting. In the

traditional way, usually they used a piece of cardboard or a big white "Mahjong"

paper for the layout of their presentation and they found this traditional method

more time consuming:

5081088: ... 'mahjong'papet you have to measure and write propedy whereas tlre
presentation, the PowerPoinl one you can iust straight au/ay ryPe and present
lt.

l-nnguage harning Whiìst they may have been ambivalent about using computers

in some areas, the majority of students acknowledged the usefulness of using

compute¡s for learning Englìsh. In terms of learning, the students wefe very

conscious of their pefformance in the class, and they found it essential to get

immediate feedback for their work. They found that they leamed from the

immediate feedback they received when using a computer and this encouraged them

to learn from their mistakes. They stated that they received this kind of feedback

f¡om the activities with computet using the SSMS Program, which they could not

get from the teacher. The work sent to the teachers usually took a few days before

they received the feedback. Student 56 said:

S0ó1050: ...I mean you can get the ansrü/er immediately and all those stuff...
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5061052: .. .So that we can actually hke if you get it wrong...'ù'hy you get
it rvrong, there must be a reason right, so You have to sllrvey,'

The activities and the purpose of the activities in the lessons were focused on the

upcoming examinations. In this situation, the students rvho had negative attirudes

regarding the integrâtion of computers in the classroom had different teaching and

leaming expectâtions regarding computer use in the lessons. Their expectations

\ñ-ere related to thei¡ learning goals. These students prelerred activities closely

related to the examination format. For example,'when using the SSMS program fof

subject like sciences, the focus of the task was on the content that the snrdents had

learned in the class and this t¡pe of task was found helpful by examination-oriented

students. 51 1 said cleady that her preference was more for examination related

tasks.

5111052: Tak banyak lah.. entah... macam .. s^y^ lasa 
^P^ 

y^îg saya belajar kat
compute¡ tu tak keluar kat exam, so . .. Nabilah lebih suka 

^p^ 
y^ng nak keluar

kat exam, itu yang belajar.
(l\ot much fleanin¿fron the conþulerJ like-. - I feel tbat learnin¿ il¡in¿ comPuter aíll not

nme out in lbe examinaÍion, n.. I preþr to /earn ahat corze¡ oul in lhe examination)

Comþater-Mediand Communication: Although using email wâs one rvay for the teache¡s

and students to corlurtunicate, the use of emails was found to be very minimal in

this group. Each student and teachef was given an emâil address for the purpose of

conununicating and exchanging ideas regarding their work, but they did not use the

email facilities. In fâct, some students were not au/are of having a school email

account. The email address is an offìcial email address registeted by the school for

all the school staff and the students from the time they enter the school. The main

aim of having email is for easy communicaúon for administrative purposes between

teachers and pârents, and educational purposes between teachets ând students

(Ieam, 1997). Ânother reason for the low level of email use wâs inefficient network

connecdons. The srudents and the teachers pointed out that they had problems

sending and receiving mails when using the school network from home-
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9.2.3 Computer-based actiuities in relation to students'
leaming English

There wefe two trpes of computef-based activities used by this gfouP; they were

group wofk and individual work (using the SSMS programs). The compute¡-based

activities u/ere mostly group work activities. Students expressed a variety of opinions

about compute¡-based activities. The majority of students indicated that the group

activiries using computers bene{ìted them in many ways. These students favoured

group activities because they were able to participate freely with familìar friends.

They indicated that interaction with their friends and tlre teacher was a way for tÏem

to develop their language skills. S15 said that group work gave advantages to

students who had less opportunity to use the language in tbeir daily life.

5152038: usually the N{alays in our class they don't actualìy speak enough English so if
they do group discussion, the teache¡ wiìl like fo¡ce us to talk in English, so
everybody rvill try thei¡ best to talk in English although they really can't. So if
they talk in English more, their English will improve.

When asked about their preferred method of learning the English language, the

students stressed that they preferred to learn through speaking, especially in

discussion. Students strongly indicated that this learning happened when they used

the language in different situations. Fot example, students found the discussiorì on

pollution they found interesting and they reported that they gainecl information on

the t1'pes of pollution and on topics related to pollution, as well âs new vocabulary

and sentence structures. Further, 515 said that signìficant learning happened when

translation was undertaken during some parts of the discussion. This situation

occurred especially when the gfotrp had students with lower level of English

profìciency but these students had ideas on the topic discussed and could not

expfess themselves in English. As a solution, they code-switched using Bahasa

Malaysia. For example, 514 and 515 indicated
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5142040: Yes, especially for discussion about essays, in a group, give opimon,
âûd then discuss the points, them make notes, I can get new rvords and
sentences

5752032: She says her ideas rn BN{, maybe her English is not good, and maybe she
doesn't know how to translate it, so every one u/ill look in the dictionary-. '.

Besides learning language, the students indicated that they leamed mânagement

skills and social skiils such as cooperâtion within the group, job responsibilities,

decision-making, teamrvork, and negotiation skills. Horvever, whilst they argued

about the job responsibility, like dividing the workload, which sometimes was unfâir

as some students had the feeling of waiting and not pârticiPâting or giving very litde

contribution to the group, some iemained convinced of the benefìt of the activity

for their own leaming.

Other reâsons given by the students who did not fâvour grouP work:

1. No cooperation among group and thei¡ own independent nature:

5121066: ... I depend on myself normally, so I don't really think I like group work that
much. Sometimes people don't corporate. I think that I'll be able to do my
way not with other people intruding with my ideas.

2. The fear of getting hurt:

5101064: No, because it is difficult to give their point of view and sometimes you
don't like the point of view and then they like getting hurt so I do not like. So
I prefer to do it individually, so no one gets hurts.
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Table 7 shows the summary of the students' opinions regarding computer-based

activities in u'hich they participated.

Table 16 : Students' feedback of the computer-based activities

9.2.4 Teacher versus computer: are Teachets oÍ Computerc
more important in the classtoom?

This section exâmines the students' attitudes towards the roles of the teacher and

the computer in the classroom. ,\ comparison is mâde between the students'

attitude towards having the teacher as an instructor ând guide and using computers

during the English language classes. This section also investigates the students'

Â ctivities using cornputers Srudents'opinion

Gtoup wotk:
- Role play
- Internet searcb

- P¡esentation - PoaerPoinl
- \ùirriting - Greeting cards

- Leaflet

- Gain general information ,/ knowledge
-Learn English language by participating in the discussion
- Cooperation
- Team r¡,'ork
- Learn computer skills
-Time consuming
- Sharing work
- Build up confidence

The products are
- Neat
- Easy to do
- Save time

Individual work
- SSJ\,TS

- Learn English language
- Exam related - some not all
- Revision
- Simple for some students
- Sha¡ed computers

Outside school
- Chatting
- Emails
- Internet seârch
- E-ìearning

Learn English language
Learn the culture
Makes friends
Not to all students
Limitation - parents

- cost
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needs when learning the English language and whether the teacher or the computer

best fills these needs. In ordcr to explore this topic it is necessary to understand the

students' attitudes tow^rds the roles of the teacher and the computer in the

classroom and how both the teacher and thc computer conttibute to the students'

leaming outcomes ând ways of leaming.

In general, when asked for their preference between ha'r'ing a teacher teaching in the

class and using computers during English classes, all of them said they preferred to

have a teacher to teach them. Although the students considered using comPuters in

the class as a useful way of leaming, they also said that they needed teachers at

certain points during thei¡ leaming. They perceived the teachers and computers as

two different entities that would help them in their learning in different ways.

Teachers wefe fecognised by the students as human beings who have seemingly

unlirnited knowledge, and to whom they could turn for information anytime and

approach for matters regarding thei¡ srudies o¡ their personal problems. 'Sü'hereas,

students regarded computefs as objects containing information that was

progranìmed and had boundaries within which the system and inforrnation are

controlled by the programmers, and the right information can be retrieved only with

certâin commands. In other words, the teachers are knowledge providers who are

approachabl e ^t ^ny 
time, whereas when they used computers shrdents must also

have computer skills and computer knowledge. In fact, they indicated that teachers

gave better explânations of problems when compared directly with computers. 51 5

said:

5152074 I think the teacher in teaching the language is bettet because the teacher
explains more and the computer it iust like it doesn't explain so much' They
explain only about the main thing, but the teacher explains more then that so
the students should understand more. When the comPutel explains about
something, it just explains on how you do it, and when the teacher explains
she will explains on how you do it and add in mo¡e informatio¡- ,\nd tle
teacher can give more examples.
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"Teacher is better than computer" attd "Teacher helps me more" are the phrâses

used by students to describe the importance of the teacher in the class. They said

that computers were not as important âs a teâcher at certain stâges of their learning.

W.hen being introduced to new subjects the snrdents preferred to have a teacher to

teach them. They said teachers were patient rvhen teaching ând they gâ\¡e mofe

effective explanations with greater detail and mânv examples in order to help them

to understand the new subject. The cornputcrs, according to the students, v/ere rìot

abìe to cater to their needs, especially rvhen they needed further cla¡ification on the

subject presented. rùØhen requiring clariftcation, students usually refer¡ed to the

teacher. When leaming new subjects or when introducing new topic, the students

needed the teacher to teach them until a certain level, until they were able to do the

task on their own with a computer. Student 13 stated in the interview:

5132014 I learn more through the teacher because she explains more and I guess
when you do SSNIS, it just basically answering questions, and the teacher can
explains and you can ask more questions. And in case you rvânt something
additional you can just ask. Ând she gives you a PÌopel definition-

The students S13 and 51 5 perceived the teachers'ability to think in a natural way

and to be fleible when helping students overcome confusion âs one important

reason to have the teacher instead of the computer to teach them in the class. 55

pointed out that computers were suitable only for doing exercises and revision.

Futthermore, students 55 and 51 1, who rvere less proficient'in English, required a

teacher to teach them rather than the computer. They stated that teachers

understood their needs and could provide the level of learrfng they needecì.

Teachers are sensitive to learning needs and flexible when giving instnrctions, in

terms of repeating and simpli$'ing the instructions to individual students or grouPs.

Computer progrâms only gave one-way instructions, ând were often found difficult

to understand, thus students tumed regulady to the teacher end their peers for

explanation-
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The students corrìmented that they needed the teachers to be around. Fo¡ some

students, having the teachers around made thern feel more self-assured and more

secure. For example, 53 said, " I prefer the teacher to be in the classroom- You

know when there is any question you can âsk teacher. . ." (S031044)'

Throughout the interview data, students used the phrase "extfa information" màny

times to describe the role of teachers in the class; howevef, the same Phrase wâs

also used for the computers. This shows that at certain Points of the students'

learning process, both teachers and computers have the sâme level of importance

for the students. However, the teache¡s .were respected as a 'genuine'informant that

could help the students in many ways beyond the rvays offered by the comPuter.

For example, S10 stated in the interview:

5101068: The computer is what inside there is l'hat we leatn. Nothing new. It
is quite simple. What the information they are grving is not arr .-all you know .'
but if the teacher she can add something else, or do some ¡esearch.

Furthermore, a student (S02) indicated that a teacher was needed to guide them on

the right learning path, guidance that students cannot get from the computer. This

student meant that the instruction throughout the activìq' guided the students in the

direction of the learning outcomes needed to be successful in the examinations.

5021O72: ...To have a teacher in the classroom is also important, because teacher
leads us to study rigbt..

Classroom sitaation'. Sense of humour in the learning environment was considered

important fo¡ some students. The students made a compârison between the

environment in the computer laboratory and in the classroom, and they considered

working in the classroom was more relaxed than in the computer laboratory. In the

laboratory, the students worked with the computers individually, whereas in the

class they interacted with the teacher and their peers. They indicated that the

'human touch'made the situation enjoyable and ¡nore relaxed. The 'human touch'

meant having face-to-face interaction, and the teache¡ telling "grandma story" (56)
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as part of the learning situation. In the computer laborato4,, the stuclents felt more

tension, as they had only limited time to complete the task which required them to

use both computer skills and the English language skills.

The students âlso stressed that one important u¡ay they learned English was through

interacting u¡ith friends and the teacher. The srudents expressed the opinion that the

activities in the computef laboratory did not give them the opporruniry to

communicate with others. The students considered that they learned something

when they were able to apply thei¡ knowledge in a vârietv of different situations,

such as in role-play where they used the language wide\' fo¡ discussion, finding

information and presenting the information, writing and finally in the examination.

Nevetheless, one student (S8) mentioned that learning with a computer rvas full of

excitement compared to learning from or with the teachers.

5081072: I feel very exiting, interesting. In the class usually teache¡ is very
monotonous, you knorv when they explain I can sleep in the class, so like this
oîe ^ .. it is very interesting and wouldn't fall asleep.

Being an independent leamer, S8 preferred to work with a computer to having the

teacher teaching. However, her interest in computefs mây also be due to her

ambition to be a software engineer. For her, when working with a teacher and peers

in the class, the instructions from the teacher could be modifìed and slowed down

by repeating the same thing for the weaker students to understand which

demotivated her and slo"ved down the leaming process for her. Flor¡'ever, when

working with a computer she could work at her own pace without any disturbance.
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Table 14 shows the srudents' comments Iegafding the teachers' and computers'

involvement in the class.

Teacher Computers
o Srudents like the teacher teaching

grâmma¡
o Srudents can ask questions and
can get di-rect ânswers rvith explanation
from the teacher.
o A teache¡ can guide the students
o d teacher can elaborate much
more, sometlmes until the students
understand
o A teacher can lead the srudents
to study right
o A teacher is more knowledgeable
r r\ teacher can give direct answet
. Students need interactions /
social pmctice

¡ Teacher takes time to check
work and give feedback
o A teacher teaching is sometimes
monotonous-

o Immetliate feedback
o Extra info¡mation / knowledge
from the internet
. Extra pracdces
o The layout is more colou¡ful and
rntefestrng
o Individual wo¡k

r Srudents cân not ask <¡uestions
o Students have to search for the
answers, and sometimes it is diffìcult to
unde¡stand
o Students have to sea¡ch thei¡
right way of leaming
o Computer u'ill give the same
explanation-
. Intemet is verl'rvide, sometimes
the students cannot get di¡ect answe¡s.

Table 17: Teachet versus computel

9.2.5 Summary

Primarily this chapter provides insight into the attitudes of students and teachers

towards computer use ând the role of the computer in classes and classrooms. As

this chapter has shown, the attitudes of teachers and students towards comPuter use

âre vital in shaping the extent and nâtrue of computer-related activities in the

learning process. The role played by positive attirudes torvards computer use in the

learning process cannot be underestimated in its ability to influence the students'

learning experience. The success of computer use in the classroom is highly related

to the attin¡des carried by both the teachers ând the students in which is also closell'

related to their aim and perspective of teaching and learning English language. The
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factors that influenced the teachers' and students' attitudes towards the use of

computers can be summafized in the diagtams below (Diagram 7 and Diagram 8):

Diagmm 7: The factors that influences teachetst attitudes towards the use of
comPuteis in the class

Diagram 8: The factots that influence studentst attitudes towa¡ds the use of
comPutets in the class

Nadzrah Abu Bakar
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CHAPTER 10

Summary And Conclusion

This chapter concludes the study and suggests further resea¡ch.

10.0 Summary of the studY

This study investigated the use of computers in an ESL secondary Smart School. Using

a qualitative case study approach, this study explored the teaching and learning of

English in a computer-based learning environment. This study was based on my

interest in the teaching of Enghsh in the new Malaysian school concept of the Sma¡t

School. One of the main focuses of the Smart School is to ptovide students with a

computer-rich leaming environment intended to prepare students for the signi{ìcant

role that rvill be played by technology in their working lives.

10.1 Review of the research questions

The study explored the following research objectives:

1,. FIow computefs ate used by the teacher and students in the English classes

as observed?

2. What language oppoftunities were there for students to use English in a

computer-based environments?

3. How is English language teaching practiced in computer-based leaming

environment?

4. What a¡e the teacher and students' attitudes towards using computers in the

classroom?

ì.ladzrah Abu Bakar
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Explonng these objectives, this study supported the fìndings of studies undertaken by

Nluir-Flerzig (2004) and Nervby Stepich,I-ehman, and Russell (2000) examined in the

literature reviel, that syllabus and the exâminâtions were the most important factors

influencing the use of computers in the classroom context. The restrictions of the

syllabus and the requirements of the examinâtions also affected the teachers' and

students' attirudes torvards the use of computers in the classroom. In general, the

greâtest concern of the teachers in this study was to meet the requirements and the

objectives of the curriculum. In the interviervs, teachers not only stressed holv

important it was for them to complete the syllabus, but also the influence exerted by

examinations on defining their roles as teachers. The teachers usually followed the

syllabus closely and attempted to complete all syllabus requirements befo¡e the

beginning of the exarnination period. The pressure of covering the curriculum and the

focus on examinations inhibited teachers' abitity to be adventurous when integrating

computer activities into their lessons. In this respect my study mirrors the fìndings of

Becker (2000). Students were highly concemed about passing theit examinations with

high grades. It was concern about achieving only low grades that made them seek extra

tuition outside school hours. Because of these concerns and preconceived ideas about

the way in which subjects should be taught and learnt that some students reiected

computer-based activities, which are by nâtute not examination based.

In his srudy, Becker (2000) argues for a more advanced and extensive use of comPuters

in teaching and learning. Becker stressed that teachers should focus on multiple-

contexts for learning activities instead of single contexts and that this is simpler to

achieve by integrating computer use into the classroom. Yet, u¡ith examinations and

syllabus completion as the main focus of teaching, Malaysian teachers mây not be able

to easily create multiple context learning activities using computers that would provide

improved F.nglish language leaming oPportunities for students'

As this study shows, the role of attitude cannot be underestimated: a school with full

computer facilties does not guarantee the full and effective use of those computers in

the classroom. In this study, teacbers and students held a variety of attirudes towards
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cerrâin issues regarding learning and teaching ESL and the use ând roles of comPuters

in ESL lessons. Both teachers and students shorved positive attitudes towards the

concept of computers in education but this positive âttitude was not unconditional'

Stucìents \ñ-ere eager to use computers âs part of their English language learning when

the computer-based task was specifìcally examinâtion oriented. Teachers, on the other

hand, were willing to integrate computer-based activities in their lesson provided the

computers were not used too often. This wariness may be due in Part to the teachers'

main priority of covering the full range of topics in the syllabus before examinations.

Because attinrdes to.,vards the use of computers play a significant role in how

computers were used in ESL classes, it is important to understand the key motivators

for these attitudes. In the Malaysian context this study has demonstrated ve¡y clearly

that the biggest influence on the attitudes of teachers and students towards computer

integration ìn teaching and learning is the omnipresent spectre of examinations and the

necessity to complete the syllabus prior to their commencement-

\ùíhilst the students accepted the use of computers as â part of their leaming

environment, they still preferred to have teachers teaching them. This is because the

students recognised that the teachers'level of knowledge and teaching ability was much

more effective and flexible than that of the computer. Furthermore, they did not wish

to replace their teachers with computers in the classroom. From the students'

perspectives, teachers should be approachable at any time, especially when students âre

experìencing problems with their studies. One conclusion that can be reached here is

that the students are not ready to be completely autonomous leamers because they are

still highly dependent on input and guidance from their teachers. Students will only be

able to become âutonomous leamers when they are willing to change their petceptions

of the role played by teachers and the use of computers in the classroom.

The study also shows that there are different kinds of suPPoft needed by both teachers

and srudents in order for the computer-based learning environment to be a success- An

example of the support required is training in computer skills for both teachers and

students. Even though the teachers in this study mentioned that they could do
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computer-based activities with their exisring limited computer skills, there is still a need

for the teachers to bc given training to provide them with more advanced computer

skills. \\4rat the teachers said in this study âgreed with Cuban's hnding (2000 in Becker,

2000) tbat insuffìcient complrter skilìs do not necessârily prevent them from using

compurers with their students, but that having advanced knowledge of computers

rvould make the lessons more benefìcial. Having up-to-dâte computer skills would

allow for greater use of computers in teaching and it would provide shrdents with more

English language leaming opporrunities in a computer-based environment. One type of

uaining that the students and teachers need to have in order to use cornPuters

effectively in the classroom, is to teach them computer skills that are directly related to

language learning and that will fulfìt the objectives of the syllabus and the curriculum as

suggested by ,{,brami (2001). The field of computer applications is exPanding very

quickìy and there is no one single required skill or level of computer competency that

can be identified and specifìed as a permanent benchma¡k. This study suggests a

process of ongoing training in which teachers' computer skills are gradually upgraded

as needed. For example, teachers should be taught skills as they are required by the

inclusion of a new application or program in their teaching.

Ânother important issue that needs to be taken seriously is the kind of software

provided to the schools. The learning software provided by the MoE was found to be

unsuitable for the goup of students observed in this study. The students considered

the level of difficulty of the tasks in the learning software to be an important factor that

influenced their level of rnotivation to leatn. The options regarding level of diffìculty

offered by the software were not flexible enough to cater for students with varying

degrees of English proficiency. Âlongside this issue, other features of the tasks, such as

the layout, the sound track and the content are important aspects that were also seen to

affect the si.udents use of the SSMS learning progrâm. Furthermore, since the SSMS is

fully controlled by the MoE, the schools are prohibited from installing other leaming

p¡ograms onto their servers. This situation prevents the teachers from using other

learning software with their students. As a result of these softwâre restrictions and the

inflexibility of the SSMS learning progrâm, the frequency of computer-based activities
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in the computer laboratory may be reduced unless allou'ances are mâde for teachets to

install other relevânt learning soflu'âre on the sen/er.

In general, Diagram 9 summarjzes the lactors that influence computer-based activities

in the classroom:

Objecfive of the education
Curricular - General

- Specific (English language)

Othcr factors- availability

Attitude (+ve / -ve) ì
School & Teachers & Studentsj Effect

Afford taken

Diagram 9: Factors influencing the use of computers in the class

10.2 English language learning opportunities

This study explored language learning opportunities students received from computer-

based activities. Computer use exâmined in this study was usually embedded into other

learning activities. Computers were used as tools to perform elements of activities such

as searching for information, reading, writing and oral presentation, in order to

complete group tasks. Working âs a group using the computer ensured that the

construction of knowledge was undertaken in a social context. This siruation gave
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srudents a wider opportunity to relate to and unde¡stand the tasks and to use the

English ìanguage in an autlenúc ell\'lronme1ìt.

This study also demonstrated horv activities in the computer-bascd classroom provided

opportunities for sfudents to use English. Learning activities that integrated computer

use provided optimal learning benefìt for srudents only when students were awâre of

the curriculum-derived purpose of the activiry. Student awareness of the Purpose of the

task allowed them to take full advantage of participation in activities such as grouP

discussions. Thus, the ability of teachers to choose relevant kinds of computer-based

activities for English language learning and to articulate the obiectives of the lesson and

how they will be achieved using computer-based activities is essential.

10.3 Implications of the studY

This study has numerous implications fol the teaching of English as a Second

Language in a computer-based learning environment in lMalaysia. This study shows that

computers in the classroorn can be benefìcial as tools for facilitating leaming English

because they provide access to the Intemet, immediate feedback for revision exercises

and simple and effective electronic presentation programs to help the students achieve

a polished fìnished product fot their tasks. Flowever, teachers need to be guided on

how to integrate computer use into their lessons and inst¡ucted regarding rvhat leaming

software to use to achieve the best results. A lack of useful guidelines will slow the

process of successfully promoting computer use in schools. This study recorìrnends

that teachers be exposed to different types of teaching methods using computers in

order to encourage teacher familiarity with new technologies and their uses in the

pedagogical context. Increasing familiarity also encourages positive attitudes on behalf

of the teachers towards the computer-based learning environment and gives them the

confìdence ro explore the possibilities for optimising learning that computer use may

provide. Because the teachers' role is vital when implementing computer-based

leaming environments, positive attitudes and high levels of familiarity and confidence
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with computer use in tbe classroom should be encouraged and suPported. Indeed, one

key finding of this srudy is the lack of useful stìPport pro\¡icled by the MoE'

Computer use in ESL teaching and leaming can no longer be associated with individual

learning activities undertâken in an isolated environment. Indeed, as this study shows

computer use can support and augment tlre learning and use of English by promoting

the use of the language in an authentic environment. Flowever, integrâting computer

use into lessons focussed on the extant curriculum requires the development and

âpplication of new approaches to teaching. For example, Web-based activities such âs

the use of electronic messenger boards, bulletin boards and on-line chat programs can

be successfully used in teaching ESL students, however incorporating these activities

into lessons that maintain the learning objectives enshrined in the curriculum requires

teachers to think in creative ways âbout fulfìlling students leaming needs. Importantly

for ESL teaching and learning, Web-based activities can provide students with much

needed authentic language activities. Framing these activities within the restrictions of

the curriculum and providing the learning outcomes needed fo¡ examination requires a

re-orientation of currently accepted and practiced teaching methodologies.

In ordet to assess the usefulness of a teaching method as â means of realising the

learning outcomes specihed in the curriculum, this study ProPoses the following

guidelines fot planning the integration of computer use into a lesson:

1. Identi!' the key leaming objective of the lesson

2.Preparatson - how much time is needed for explanation to ensure comprehension

3. How much time is required to complete the proposed task

3. The range of profìciencies in the target language Present in the class

4. Language register - will the task be undertâken using formal or informal Engìish

5. The facilities required to complete the task - Intemet line, computer software

6. Can all levels of student benefìt from undertakirg the task? (does the task contain

suf{ìcient challenges fot all levels of student proficiency?)
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10.4 Directions for further study

Due to the inherent restrictjons of a PhD study, there are many topics that could have

been addressed âs elements of this srudy but had to be excluded. Indeed, in order to

pfesent a well-defined and original study I was quite exclusive in my focus and many

interesting tangents and ideas were unable to be fully reseârched or discussed. This

being the câse, this study has opened up numerous opporrunities for further study and

research to be undertaken and it is these oppornrnities that will be addressed in this last

secuon.

One possible area of research would be conducting a longirudinal study to investigate

how computer usage in the classroom has developed over time. ,{ long-term qualitative

study would give a clearer and more comprehensive exploration of activities within

classes using computers. Further fìeldwork and analysis of interactions in classes

during activities would give valuable further insight into English language use in

computer-based environments. In order to understand whetler working with

computers improves students'level of English profìciency an empirical study based on

this research objective should be undertaken. There is also a need to do further study

comparing other rypes of schools in Malaysia and their comPuter use in the English

classroom with the Smart School specifìc findings in this study'

Another important direction in which more research should definitely be conducted is

software development. A detailed investigation of software content in relation to both

the students' needs ând expectâtions and those of the teacher should be done in order

for developers to improve software content and instructions. This research is especially

needed in terms of shaping software to the needs of the Smart School' Given the

emphasis placed on achievernent in examinations and comPletion of the curriculum

further research should also investigate the role of computers in the curriculum. Should

the focus of cu¡riculum change to cater for the use of comPuters in education? Should

the teaching pedagogy change? And the most important question is should the focus of

tle education change? If the answer to these questions shows the need for change,
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what kind of changes should be take place? In a country in which increasing emphasis

is placed on the integration of computer technology into education, these questions

take on a vital importance as the À4alaysian MoE seeks a better and more effective way

of implementing computer-based environments in schools'
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Multimedia In Influencing Learner Autonomy in Language: Use And Practices In
Malaysian ESL Teaching And Learning" dengan syarat seperti berikut:
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Permohonan Untuk Menjalankan Penyelidikan Di Malaysia
Nama : Nadzrah Abu Bakar

Adalah saya dengan hormatnya merujuk kepada surat tuan UPE . 40 I ZOO I 1g
SJ. 1041 bertaikh 30 Januari 2003.

2. Berhubung permohonan daripada Pn. Nadzrah Abu Bakar untuk membuat
kajian penyelidikan " The Role Of Multimedia ln lnfluencing Leaner Autonomy
ln Langguage Learning : Use And Practices in Malaysian ESL Teaching And
Learning " tersebut , Jabatan Pendidikan Negeri Sembilan memberikan
pandangan seperti berikut:-

2.1 Bidang yang dikaji didapti bersesuaian dengan iklim persekolahan
masa kini yang menekankan penggunaan multimedia dan corak
pernbelajaran yang autonoml-

2_2 Jabatan juga berpendapat sekolah yang dikenalpasti di negeri ini
iaitu Kolej runku Kurshiah , serernban lebih sesuai digantikan
dengan sekolah harian luar bandar seperti SMK Dato' Sedia Raja ,

Rembau ataupun SMK Bandar Baru Serting ,Jempol yang kini
menuju ke arah Sekolah Bestari ( " Smart School " ) - Rasionalnya
ialah sekolah di luar bandar yang dimaksudkan ini mempunyai skop
yang lebih luas untuk dibuat kajian terutamanya pada tahap
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Sekian untuk makluman dan tindakan tuan selanjutnya. Terima kasih

,. BERKHIDMAT UNTUK NEGARA ''

Saya yang menurul perintah,

pengajaran Bahasa lnggeris , sikap , pencapaian akakdemik ,

persikalaran dan prasarana.

Antara faedah yang boleh didapati hasil daripadakajern ini nanti
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permasalahan di dalam pelaksanan dan penggunaan multimedia di
Sekolah Bestari.
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dilu¡rskcn oleh Jowolonkuoso Penggolokon don Penyeloroson Penyelidikon Unil Peroncong
Ekonomi-

2- puon dikehendoki doiong ke pejobot ini unluk mendopolkon surol kebenoron
menjolonkon penyelidikon dengon rnembowo duo keping gombor- Silo ombil perhoiion
bohowo puon d¡kehendoki rnemo'luhi semuo peroluron yong dikenokon oleh ogensi-ogensi
yong berkoilon dengon kojion puon.

3_ Puon jugo dikehendoki menghonlor ke pejobol ini sesolinon loporon owol seboik sojo
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odolqh berlonggungjowob menghonlor sesolinon lhesis olou loin-loin penerbílon yong
dihosilkon doripodo penyelidikon ini kepodo semuo ogensi yong terlibot di dolom kojion puon-

Perholion

Surol inì odoloh unluk moklumon mengenoi kedudukon permohonon penyelidikon puon don
'lidok boleh digunokon sebogoi pos penyelidikon-

Sekion lerimo kosih
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Pusol Eondor Domonsoro.
50ó04 Kuolo Lumpur-
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6 't 8 9 l4
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Iì'\ ì.JCANCAN P ELAJARAN TAHLJNAN
BAHASA INCCERIS UNTUK SEKOLAH BESTARI - TNGKAi-AN 2

CENERIC SKILLS R.ESG

.-\.:'. crb ¡rhr:tscs :trttl

.A.i Recount evenLs of a story '

.\6 Tclt a story real or imagined

A7 Give rnore comPlex
instruction:: and directions

Level 2

87 .{sk questions to obtain
inlormation and clarifY meaning
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C9 Offer helP and advice
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Cl1 Give congratulatory
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READf¡iG

l-svcl I

,\S Read aloud tcxt

-'\.) Rcad and recount evcnts lrl I
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r':rlucs in stories

\ I t Use thc dictionary

r ll ltcad and locatc infornrati'--'n
tì'rr¡u trl¡lc of contents. indcx

lì'l lìc:rtl an<I disccrn scqt¡cncc ln
i.-',\ti

iì l(¡ lìcrd attd trndcrst¡tntl
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interpretations
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Solving problems

CoRT I
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Rrndonr Input
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[ìcqu irclrtci tts

F-r':¡ I trlr tiu n
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PEOPLE
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words STUDY S KILLS

Optimistng
rÈ50urces

Skimming

Scanntng

¡crive listerring

Note-taking

1n¡srvisrving

ùtaking relerence

AnalYsing data

Presenttng
information in
graphics

Writing rePorts

Galhering
informatlon

TT SKTLLS

Word proccsslng

Dete process-, tl¡

Prcstntrtlon

Ernail

Internet
Resou¡cc
Rcferenc¿

HontcPage

T¿lcc.'n ferencing
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SKILLS

Sct I

[tccr

Tc:tchcr

Pontolio

I'roJccl

['-icklrvttrk

¡
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- DescriPtions
- Customs

NATURE ANf)
ENVIRONNIEN't

Farm animals

Crops

REVISTON

ASSESSIVÍENT ]

TNSTRUCTIONS'
PROCESSES ÀND

PROCEDURES

Handicraft

Food
Types
Preparauon

Vocation

lnFormation fssl¡¡¡¡rl1t3\' :

Compteting Fonus

Using Etectrical and

Electronic APPlianccs

REVTSION

END OF YE.\II
EXAù'¡INAI Ii.'\.\

l" t¡rtrsitiort 'rf
tl::::lllcf

I'r':¡rrrsiti.r:. oI
ilù-.-ottì ll:l l; l::lÙlìt
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¡ -':!-ic

i ii rli ll cr-:

¡rrctires, suffixes, root
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¡ Jt nìcanlng
I

i n t 3 n.oa and Predict outcomes

l

I g tr B,rít¿ data base
I
I

Lcvel l
C l1 Read ¡nd locate main ideas

rn<l supponing details

C I i Read and discem causc

.c:lcct relationshiPs

Cl4 Read and dr¿w conclusions

C I 5 Read and ertract
irrlormation from maPs' Plans'
dralts and make comPansons

Cl6 Re¡d literary texts and

tlcscribe plot, character' senrog
:rnd identiS moral values

: ,\ l-l Produce simPlc coherent
, r:.,n-chronological rvriting such
i :s tisrs, invitations, greetiRg

c:r:'Js, notices. Posters

r-'rcl ì
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I
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40
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i
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:1
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| "crcr'lcc

-r'

-..-- 
1

C I S E.xPress
c,\ PrùsslonS

feelings in wrrtten

C l9 Listen and make short notcs

C-0 Constnrct tesPo¡lscs to

not..i"ts read Pertaining to self

l¡rrl others

Cll Prcsent informatton

( ll Transfer graPhics into
..'- rirtc¡r forms and vicc vcrsa

(--ll Edit and sort data

I

I
I

I
I

I

i

I

I
I
I

-INDtVtDUAL
LEÀRi\INC

Self-access

Sel l-instnrctton

Self-directed

SelÊpaced

ùfULTtPLE
TÑTELLIGENCES.

Verbal / Lineuistic

Spatial / Visual

Logical /
Vfathemaúcal

Kinaesth¿tic

Music¿l / AuditorY

InterPersonal

lntrapersonal

N¡uralistíc I
Environmcntal

Spiritr.ral
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Name: Erik fl'KIK"Þ flKUt. tÄ"3L

a.k.a : The Phantom, Opera Ghost,
Christine's Anget of Music.

Age : Unknown

P[ace of Birth : France

Physica[ : Has a dead man's head; no eyes, onLy black hotes; no nose;
yetl.ow face; btack hotes with terribl.e red tights.

Personatity : Gentteman; clever with trap doors, rnirrors, and ropes; a
famous architect and bui[der; get annoyed easil.y, ctever, dangerous man

Likes : Christine Daae'; Madame Giry; Box 5; f[owers

Dislikes: RaouL, p€opte sitting in his box, the new directors, Lâ Carlotta;
being tatked about

Last seen : ln his house bel.ow the 0pera House

when : he was reteasing Christihe , RaouL dan The Persian.
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îrfam¿

fls fowwn as

Agt
Qface of ßirtñ

Afusicø[

(PersonaEty

PROFTLE

: lErífr
: Opera Çfrott, O.ç,
(Pfiøntom af tfrc Opno

: 35 1eørs
: (Frønce

: ffeal of a [ea[man, witñ
yffowface, no nose an[
îLo ryes - onû ñtacfrñobs
tfiat som¿t gfows
witñ ref frgfrt

: 'l/ery cfever, very
. fangerotß truttb mastcr of

[tsg uis e s, s e f-s aoífuíng,
æucf can 6e

compassiotute.

Lifrg /DitÊ&ç : LiQgs : Cfiristine
tßß.frq: fiçnuf

Last Seen at : fn a secret fiotre on tñc
hKç ñefout tfic (Paris O7terø

I{otne.

'lilfren : llfrree [qs ago
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ujorj n ro, l¡loDêdsa êPow

Dear cousfu"
'We'w aufl [í"F.e to congratu-

fate ufor your wedlínglt'We
ftoye u wíff enjoy your fífe wítft
yow ræ'w famífy. ße a resyonsí-
5 fe flus 6ænl anl a farní"ty
fealer- forget us not. *nl ftoye
u'wíff fítte ñayyíty ever after!!!

frornyour cowín\
Saralt fíyana Affeenn
anlSartna Atnízra

a

doitol

gfarhalt
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Ities

Parking protection

apped around plastic bumpers and side

Power steering

ls the steer wheel away from the driver
of head-on collusion.

Navigation system with on-board
monitor and TV-

ides the driver accurately to the
rtion- lnstructions are provided by the
:omputer- It also helps the driver
y heavy traffic or congestion on a
road rvhen driving by showing maps-

rel gauge tells the driver hou'much
left in the car and how much miles or
:e lt can go
it empties-

$rfr ffi$

;+ (AAR) 'aulomattc air recirculatton
conlrol'

- It ensures that the pollutants does not enter the
car rn certaln concentralron.

e Rain sensor

- detects rain to control screen wipers depending
on the rain-fall intensity

a Multifunction bunons

- remote control of radio

a (PDC) 'park distonce control'

- It gives an acoustic signal for the distance
belween the car and the obstacle.

;a (DSC) 'tlynantlc stability control'

- detects any inclication of skidding at an early on
as to stabilize the vehicle within milliseconds.



RIPI)RTII{I AN IIIIDII{T
. NOW, PRETEND THAT YCU ARE

A REPORTER AND YOU HAVE
BEEN A55I6NED TO REPORT
AN ACCIDENT-

. DT5CU55 TN YOUR, 6ROUP AND
5ELECT A NEW5CASTER AND A
sCENE REPORTER.

- LATER, ACT rr OUT! (3-5MrNs)

.WHO ARE THESE PEOPLE?

.WHERE ARE THEY?
\MHAT ARE THEY LOOKING AT?

WHAT 15 HAPPENING HERE?
WHO ARE THESE PEOPLE?
WHAT ARE THEY DOTN6?



WHERE 15 THIS PLACE?
WHO ARE THE5E PEOPLE?
WHÁT ARE THEY DOIN6?
WHAT HAPPEN NEXP

FINALLY..

CONCLUDE YOUR
DTALOGUE AND PRE5ENT

IT.

GOOÙ LUCKI

2



Wedding Card - Congratul¡tions

The task was done in a group of 3 students or in pairs. Each of the students has a computer to work with. They need to dæide
which computer to use later o¡l They werc expected to come out with a congntulation card to a cousin for her wedding. The usk
was a writing task, where the studenls need to thinh write and cr€ate a suitable card. They were advised to use the Microsoñ
Publisher to complete tbe work, however they ca¡ also search tbe lnternet for exanrples ofcards. Thr's activity was dons in the

computer laboratory-

C001 T: Welcome back girls. How was your holiday?
C002 Ss: haa, not enougbteacher-
C003 We want more
C004 Ya teachertoo short
CO05 T: Really? I need more too.- but anyway. - -olq what did you do ouring the holidays.,
C006 Ss: Nothing. .. stayed at bome
CO07 I went to my grandparents' house
C008 I balik kampung to see my grandparcnts
C009 T: Good. . - wbat else did you do?
C010 Ss: I ate a lotteacher
C01 1 T: Why?
CO12 Ss: Therewerealotofweddings
C01 3 Yes teacher ker¡duri kawin every week See leacher I gained weight (pointing to her stomach. Tbe class

laugbed)
CO14 T: Hmm.-.weddings..didyougotoCftMarniza'swedding.Shejustgotmarried,nowisnomoreCikbut

Puan Mamiza
C015 S: Yeah Pn Mamiza (giggle)
C016 Ss: Noteacher..toofar,didyougo?
CO17 T: Yes, I did- And she was beautiful. Ok whar do you say when someonc got married?
C018 S: Say?
C019 T: hmm-.. What do we always wish if our friends or got married?
C020 S: Happy married
CO21 Congrarulations
CO22 Congratulations on your wedding day
CO23 T: Good, we sây congratulatiors to them, right? Ok how do we wish them?
CO24 (The class were quia)
CO25 T: What do we say? Students do you have any idea?
C026 S: Just wish thenr happy wedding day and long live
CO27 S: Congratulations and I hope you will have children. (The class laughed)
CO2B T: No, you shouldn't say that, that is wrong and not polite. There is another way to say it, can anyone give me

another way of saying it?
C029 S: Teacher, why can't Ì\,e s¿Y thal?
C03O T: lt is just not polite wishing her to have children^ Ok any other way?
C03l S: Many many congratulatioris
C032 S: I hope you will have a happy marriage
C033 T: Ok-- good. What else?
C034 S: Teacherwher¡areyougeningmarried?
C035 S: Yeah teacher when? rùy'e u/ant to come.
C036 T: Soon, don't $'orry I'll invite all of you. Ok now back to the lesson. What are other ways?

CC37 S: I wish you to have a happy family
c038 s. +i+*++
C039 T: Ok, there arc many ways to congratulate.. good. Now I want you to make a congrarulation ca¡rd 1o

cong¡z¡tulate your friend on her wedding day-
CO40 S: teacber we are still young, we don't bave friend to get married
C04 1 T: you just irnagine, or your cousir I want you to do using MS publisher-
C0/2 S: Can we search lnternet?
C043 T: tühy?
CO44 S: Todownloadpictures
C045 T: Forpicturesokbutdon'tcopy
C046 S: yes---
CO47 T: Please do it in pairs
C048 S: But teacher can we do in rh¡ees, because we are sitting in three please

C049 T: Alright, girls those who want to do in pairs you can and in threes also can. But I want only one card from
Itre group- You do it togaher not individual, undeßtand?

C050 S: yes teacher
C051 S: Can we open all computers?
C052 T: Yes you can switch on all coÍiputers but work as a grcuP-
C053 S: When to pass up?
CO54 T: At the end of the cla-ss. Print it and ha¡rd it in. Any question? (Nobody responded) No, ok now you can start

your work



The diatogue: Thc group work

Wfi)l 52: Okay, what do you wanl 1o do?
W002 Sl : Go to Microsoft Publisher. -.
W003 53: Ya...ha.-. go to card..-ya-..
W004 52: How do we want our card to be?

(srudenß were trying to fnd suiøble pícnre for the card)
W005 S l : No-. - go more, -, tlnt one?
ìù/006 53: Okay.,. there are ûÉny.-- go morc--
W007 S I : Click the fist one agein--.h4..- this one-..
rù/00853: ìùy'ait-,-goonebyone,sceallfirst.-.
W009 52: Tbis one not bad ... (the third picnre)
WOl0 S I : Yea-..hmm. -.but go mor€.- (the students went from one pichtre lo onolhet)
WOll 53: No.--lthinktbatoneisbetrer.-
W0l2 52: This one ..- (she click the thírd one)
WOl3 53: No...afterthat-.. (click thefourth pîcwe) nolah,-. notthatnice.--
W0l4 Sl: Ya-.-too flowery
W0l5 52: ¿rÍx¡. -. messy-..rve want somethi¡g simple--.
WOló 53: I want 10 ùy on my computer--.
W0l752: No--.it'sa groupwork.--useyourcomputer, kay?
W0l8 53: Okaylah..-
WOl9 Sl: haa... I think u/e switch on all the computers first . -. do the..-fmd the pictures then we choose the best.-
(Ss ogreed and the switched on all the computers- They worked índividually from this point to creale a card, bul no! to write the

sencentes-))
W020 52: Macammarn?(How?)
W02l 53: Thisone.-.no.-takeyourcursertoherË-.-aaa.-.see..-

(52 is asking how to move a pìcîurefrom oneframe to onoîher.)
W022 Sl: Can we search inlernet?
ril023 52: Don't know..,.ask teacher-.
W024Sl: Teacher.-.teacher-.
W025 T: Yæ-..(The teacherwølked lo the students-)
W026 S.l: Teacher-.. can we sea¡ch intema?
W027 T: rivhy?
W028 Sl: to ñnd pictures ,-. samples...
W029 T: Pictures, yes but don't copy the wonds -.-
W030 S I : No, teacher.. . we won't copy.-
ìr;V031 52: We are good students.-.(laughed)
W032 T: (teacherlaughedtoo) remernber...nocopying--- yourworkmustbeoriginal'.
W033 52: Sure-..Okay..-wheredowewanttogo..-
W034 53: Go to Microsoft Publisher first .. - get the pictures for the card...
W035 Sl: Yea...ifnotgood,thenwesea¡ch internet-..don'twastetime
(Ss were busy searching ond creating cards, no oral commun¡calion was heard at thß time- They were busy interactíng with

their computers. )
W036 52: Dila...how do you put this here2 (Using the carser to point at what she meanl.)
rtr'037 53: Like this... (/sr-ng the cttrser to show the satdenL) Go 1o here-.. click. . -no press the mouse, the left

button..--don't la it go,.-haa...like this..- then drag .-.like this--
W038 52: Here.-
W039 S3: No not there ..- the otherbutton---ha.
rÀr04052: Okay-..thanks...
W04l Sl: Hay.--guys-,. mine is ready
W042 52: Wait-,.
W043 53: I'm about 6nish--.

(They were still doing it. But they did not seorch the intente!. Thay used Microsof Publisher. There was no downloadingfrom
the intenel-)

w0,r4 sr
\ù045 T:

Teacher. - -we do bave to do o¡e card or tb¡oe?
One card only from each group- You have to discuss.-. the three ofyou, no individual worlc Are you doing
group work of individual?
Group teacher-
lùy'e get the background first, then we w¡ite teacher
Yes, in a group.
onecardonly (She lefi ondwentto anothergroup)
l¡ok at mine--.what do you think?
not bad.-,but.--.eer
this one... (såowed hers)
Yea... OK too..-aaa...all arc nice--.
Hey. -. cboose one .--lhis is nice but too flowery..-this ß - --ea¡T-.
and cmwded.-.and this?
This is..- like.-.looks lively and si¡nple ---
Lively?
But - - - ok--wc take this one- . -never mind. . -

Good..-th€n lets rhinkof what to say.--

W(X6 SI:
ìü/047 53:
\Ìr'048 Sl:
WO49 T:
w050 52:
w05l Sl:
w052 53:
w053 Sl:
w054 52:
w055 53:
w056 52:
w057 53:
w058 Sl:
w059 52:



(One student was in charged with the typing- Afer they searched for a suitable cud from the Microsoft Publisher they sørted to
composed the content),

w060 Sl:
w06l 53:
w062 52:
\il063 53:
ril0ó4 Sr:
w065 52:
w066 Sl:
w067 s3:
w068 S2:
w069 53:
w070 Sr:
WO?I 52:
WO?2 53:
\il073 52:
w074 Sl:

'Well, what do you rhink of this?
Ok but I think this is bener. And we wrire happy marriage?
Wait, I think we take this one
err.. what do we write in front here?
we say. --happy wedding day
Yap! Use fancy words, like this-.þointrng 1o the fonl on the screen-)
right! Then-. -who do we ìrant to wríte to? Friend. -.cousin.. -sister.-or-- (she was interrupted þ Sj)
Why don't we use cousin, I don't ihink any of us are gating married now, ha..ha.-ha--
OK right-. ya...don't use friend. ..we use cousin. So how do we start? Find a name ful..
What about lzat?
OK Dear lzat.-.
No--. I want Faisal --.
why?
cos. . -he is our handsome science t€acher. - -(laughed)
Wow! Ya... why not?
(the rest agreed) (The sndent typed Dear FoLsol,)
No, no, he is our cousir¡ so I think we should say . -. Dear cousir¡.
Why do we wrile corsin? Just ìr,rite Fa¡sal
'cos he is our cousin.. - and he is our close cousin--
so . - - arr we write Cousin Faisal -. - agree?

Just cousm.-
(all agreed and one person who is good with typing typed it on the computer then .,-)
OÇ what do we say lben.-- err-. we would..-wish?
like to.--what?
say happy-..
how about.. we would like to congratulate you .-.
ya... type rt.-
type U instead ofy o u .. ha-. ¡Ìrat's better. -.
How to say ..hari perkahwinan in English
on your wedding day..
just put wedding with exclamation marks.
2 exclamation marks-- yap
wait..,the size is too small.--the font .

so?
Changeto l0or l2?
we finish wviting then we do that..
ok..
Ani, read -..
Ok, Dear cousin, we would like to congrarulate you on your wedding!!-- good- .. what else?-.-
why don't we put something about new family . enjoy something family.-
er-. we wish,.. err you like...
we hope you enjoy..
no, I think... we wish you..
ya..- I wish you enjoy
I wish you enjoy, wait put will there will enjoy. , ha..ok
Enjoy what?... enjoy your new family .--
wait, put something else there--
make it more nicer and ---
like.-.er-. yourlife
ok, put your life... what ha..?
wonderfü...
no, not wonderñ¡l . . . somahing else- .

ha.,- bow about enjoy yor¡r new life with your wife.. -

ok, but not with your wife only,
What do you mean?
ya, because his life is not with his wife, but with other family--.
when you got married, you have a new family,-.-
so, with your new family- -.
(the rest agreed, nodded their head 10 indicole thøt they ogreed-)
Ok, the sentence sound like this . -. We hope U will enjoy your life with your new family.
let's give some advice
ok, what advice we want lo give. -,ba.-.
Well, our cousin is fr.rale or male?
Male, Faisal lah, forgot?
So, we put be a good husband?
Use a¡oû¡er word like . . -

resp€ctful- ., thoughtful,
kind...
no, something else what is the word that tells everything.--
responsible?
ya. -. responsible.. . Be a responsible husband and what ha?
a family leader?

w075 s2:
w076 53:
w077 52:
w078 Sl:
Vr¡079 Sl:

w080 s3:
w08l Sl:
ril082 52:
w082 St:
\il083 S2,3:
w084 52:
w085 53:
w086 Sl:
w087 52:
w089 s3:
w090 Sl:
w09l 52:
w092 St:
w093 s2:
w094 St:
rw095 s2:
w096 53:
w097 s2:
w098 Sl:
w099 s3:
\ifl00 St:
wlOl s2:
\JVIO2 53:
rù/t03 Sl:
WIM 53:
wl05 s2:
rù/106 s3:
wr07 s2:
wl08 Sl:
wl09 53:
wll0 52:
wlll 53:
wn2 Sl:
rJ/l l3 52:
wl 14 53:
wl15 Sl:

rÀ/l 16 52:
wllT 53:
wllS 52:
wl t9 sr:
wl20 53:
wl2l Sl:
wl22 53:
wl23 52:
wl24 Sl:
wt25 53:
rù/t26 52:
wl27 s3:
wl28 52:



wt32 Sl:
ìùfl33 Sl:
wl34 52:
WI35 T:
ìvVl36 52:
WI39 T:
wl40 Sl:
WI4I T:
ìr¡ü142 52:
WI43 T:
Wl¿14 Sl:
wr45 52:
wl46 Sl:
wr47 52:
wl48 53:
\¡V149 52:
wr50 Sr:
wr5l 52:
ti/t 52 S l:
wl53 S3:
wrs4 s2&l
wl55 s2:

wr56 Sl:
wr57 S3:
wl58 Sl:
wr59 52:
wl60 53:
ìrtr'l6l Sl:
r62 52:
WI63 SS:
wr64 Sl:
wl65 S3:
wtó6 Sl:
wl67 52:
w168 53:
wr69 52:
wt70 Sl:
wlTl 52:
r,tvl72 St:
wr73 53:
wr74 52:
\¡vt75 St:
wr76 52:
wt77 Sl:
wl78 Sl:

wl29 S3:
wl]O Sl:
wt3l 52:

WI79 T:

WISO SS:
WISI T:

WI82 52:
wr83 Sl:
wr84 52:
wl85 sr:

wl86 53:
wt87 s2:
ri/188 53:
Wl39 S:l
wl90 53:
rill9t Sl:
wr92 52:
v/193 sr:
wt94 52:
wl95 St:
w19ó 53:
Wl97 S:2
ìJVi98 53:
wt99 Sl:

ya..- Be a respcnsible husband and a family leader.-. full stop-
OIÇ now lct us read. (ask S2).. read loud!
Dea¡ cousin, we would like to congratulate you on your wedding- We hope you will enjoy your life wiúr your
new family- Be a responsible husband and a family leader.
OK, tlìink it sounds good, but we need to add some more.-
How long do we have to write?
Dunno- -lets as!- ¡eacher-..teacher, teacher
yes..- anything?
How long do you wanl?
Not too long and not too short. But you mus1 put the message there-. -

OK.. . is like this ok teacher
Add few sentences... why do you r+rite U instead ofy o u?
Tak pe lah teacher-.(never mind).just our style.-
Don'¡ do that in your exarns. . - rernember?
oK...
Thank you teacher-. - now what else to write
How aboul- -. eerr, - -don't forget me?
What do you think Uya? Hoi- ..liya?
Sorry. -. I was -...never mind..ok. -.
ya.,.but it is too informal..-
we try lo make it fäendly. . -

I know bul the sound is not good.--like you are lalking..-
so how do we change it...
Ha. -. 1 know-.. forgel me not..
ya. ..type rt
Dear cousin, we would like to congratulate you for yout wedding. 'liy'e hope you will enjoy your life with your
new family, Be a responsible husband and a famiþ leader- Forget me not.
there's something wmng... ya. .. forget me not. -.
whv?
Well, we put we there (pointing at the words) there ...and it's the 3 of us .. -

oohhh,.-so wc change me lo us then, right?
what else?
And hope you will live --..
happily ever..
after--
Like fairy uil-. .

never mind.-.
put 3 exclamations.. ha..-that's good
see --- ok- now write ournames
from. ..or !ìom your cousins-. ..
from your cousirrs is bener I think..
yea- - - ftom your cousins- - -corilnÍ¡.- -
Sarah Liyana, Adleern and Farina Amiera..
Good---
see lhe whole card.. -

haa,-. we need to write something at the front page...this one- --þointing at the heart shape.)
and inside...this one þointing at the cupid)
write. .. err - - congratulations-.. err...on your wodding day...
too long-..make it simple-. -like happy wedding day--.lfte this one.-.(showed o¡e ca¡d ûom the intemet).
Yea...why not...

OK class.--please be quick.. -you have about 15 morc minutes...when you have finisb, please pri¡t and save it
in you fiIe... write your name -..
teacher-..not enough time . -- can we do at home?
no, finish it now. .. and print. ..

quick, we don't have time-.-
type below the picnrre. . . can you make the picturc smaller. - .

can t4y- -,hah... like this?
no. .-too small- -. hah that's it...now type the words below it-
(typine)
change the wonls- -. th€ pattems.. -what you call it-- -

we us€ this?
ok...
here...need to write anything?... so empty..
wrire happy wedding day...here. --(pointing to the place)
kay,-.theo write faisal here and.., what's the girl's name...
you mezrn the bride's name- - -

ya. -.
farah. -.?
OK-..done...
Sar¿h. - - open the whole picture.. -

Anyhing else to add.-.
No.. -print it... (the student printed it)
read again,..



w200 52:
w20t St:
w20252:
w203 53:
w204 53:
W2O5 T:
w206 53:
W2O7 T:
w208 S3:
W2O9 T:

OlÇ anything else.-
no, pnnt rt- --
take it
not working.. - nothing came oul- - , try again.,
no. .. teacher. ..lhe printer.- not woRing,. -

Save it i¡ your file first... hah. . .

nothing teacher, , -
wait then try again- -. if not print in the class and give me lomorrûw
teacher it's working-..
good-..one at a time,..you'lljam the prinler.-.
Ok clasq it is time to go.

Reporter Scene

T: Ok are you ready. We are going to do role play.
T: Shhh... are you ready.. - girls-,- now-- Excuse me what are you doing? Girls what are
you doing? Any problern? I want you... to sit in your group and I want you to write
dialogue for me between two people, which is rhe reporter al the scene and the other one
is thê newscaster in the s:udio: OK can you imagine that?
T: OI( the report is about accident. lt can be any accidenl, it can be a car accident, lorry
T: Hopefully it is a true story- But t don't mine if you create one, but try to make it like a
true tory- I want you be in the group and discuss in your group. Imagine you are the
repofter at the scene and report what's happening at Ùle scene. Iater you act it out, and
your pres€ritation is about 3 to 5 minutes.

2CO0r T
2CO02 T

2C003 T
2C004 T

(The explanation ofthe rask is given in the form of power point presentation. Students look at the TV screen while the teacher
explairs-)

2C005 S S: The newsc¿ster should it be like international or loca I one?
2C006 T T: Malay one, Malaysian.
2C007 S S: Can weølk something like war o¡ some like that?
2C0O8 T T: Accident. -. (excitedly said to make it clear to the student)
2C009 S S: Do we have the camera lnan and the other teacher?
2C010 T T:Noyoudon'thavetogivemethecamer¿man-..orthepeoplealongtìescene-.-nol

don't want that-
2C0l I S S: Eye witness.-?
2COl2 T T: ohh.. you r¡/anl to interview the eyewitness.. ok.if you want eyewitness no problem
2C013 S S:Teacher--canwernakethesceneoverseas?
2C014 T T:Overseas..? hhmmmNoo..Malaysia-..wehavetohavearr---patriotisrnSo-.it

should be in Malaysia.
2C015 S S: Where teacher?
2C016 T T: We have a lot of inter€sling places. OK. - it can be anything-. you can discuss in your

group.. OK I want you 10 start now.
(teacher listens to the students questions and answers therr\ but tbey talk at rhe same time. The teacher picks those who speaks
loud enough for her to hear- She poins her figure to the student and a¡swers her questions.)
2COl7 T T: Ol how are you going to write the dialogue?--
2COl8 S S: How ha? Dia kena forrnal. Mesti ada gre€trng.
2C0t9 T T: Yes, you should be fonnal- Your language should be clear and easy to understand.
2CÐ20 S S:Teacherwhentohandin?
2CF.21 T T: On Friday-
2CI.22 S S: Today?
2CO23 T T: Today I want you to act.
2C024 S S:Act?Hou'toact?
2C025 T T:
2C026 SP SP: Teacher the dialogue that we wanl to pass up next weel does it have. -,
2C027 T T: ln yourcomposition book.
2C028 SP SP: to be individual or.-
2CO29 T T: Indívidual
2C030 SP SP: So the dialogue cannot be lhe slme in the group?
2C031 T T: Yes, it has too..- the same--
2C032 S S: Yess--. (Flappy)
2C033 T T: OKanymorcquestions?
2C034 SP SP: Can we make sirnilar changes? No, any changes?
2C035 T T: Caq no problem..
2C036 SP SP: Even ifwe write it in our composilioû book? Can we make changes?
2CI.37 T T: Yesss-
2C038 SP SP: (Very happy, claps hands) (Satisfied)
2CO39 T T:OK... ljustwanttogiveyou bigidea...-(shetumstolheTVcumLÆD)OKcanyou

see lhis?
2C040 S S: Yes-.
2C041 T T: Sure? OK in your dialogue you should have a lot ofquesrions right? So your

questions should be like "rùy'ÌI" questions, correct, you should have a lot ofrlVHY,



\WHEN,HOW'WHO.-.
2C042 SP Sp: ó WIFES...teacher..
2C043 T T: What!? (the teacher and the class laugh) - .. OK for examplq who are these people,

where are they,.., why are they..-, looking at? What do you think they are looking at? (Sbe is pmjecting a

pich¡re of an accideot.)
2C044 S S: Teachernot cl€ar-.-can't see..-

(The TV screen is shaking and the picture is nor clear-)
2C045 T T: OK what is happening here, who are tlese people, what arc they doing.-.
2C04ó SP SP: Can ¡ot see..
2CÃ4? T T: Can not see-. - OK this is an accident. - - car accident...OK where is this place, who

arc these people, what are thry doing, OK can you se€
2Cf48 SP SP: Prostitutg isn't it?
2C049 S S: laugh
2Cû50 T T: Apa ni- - . Paramedic riot policeman (from the picture)
2C051 SP SP:Sorry..- lcan'tseethepictureclearly-
2CO52 T T: Finally- Doyourdialogueandpresenritinfront. lwill giveyou...
2Ct53 S S: 20 minr¡tes.--
2C054 T T: 20 minutes.- OIÇ class...now I want you 1o $'ork in gmups...(-.. ) I want you to

rvork this in gmups. OK? And group leaders come in front. (all the group leaders go to
the t€acher's table to collect "mahjong" paper and maker pen.) You can do what ever
you \Ã,ant from the paper.

2C055 T T: Stude¡rts be careful! People listeo, when you are writing, don't dirty the øble and
don't dirty rhe floor-
( Srudens go to their group, lot ofnoise.)

2C056 T T: Execuse me people... aüention, attention, this paper you c¿¡n cut, you can write
anything on this paper, ruy be you can have lhe subtitle, maybe the background, the
names and not the scrips, you know.
(Studena are talking at the same time-)

Group | (2 Chinesg 2 Malays and 2 Indians)

2CO57 Sl S l: Why don't you be the -... You and you-.. (pointing at ¡he 2 students sining in Font
of her.)

52 52: No.. no-- I wantto act.. (anotherstudent who is not pointed-)
53 53:BackgroundIdrawthebackground
54 54: no.. I want to bocome the ne\¡/scaster-
53 53: Wait!.. Wait!.. la us list it first.. one newscaster right? The reporter? The witness?
Sl Sl: we have fourof you... 2 wimesses.
52 52: I want the reporter..
Sl Sl: no, you be the witness.. and she be the rçorter (poinled to student 3)
52 but... okbutlwanttoact
Sl you be the eyewitness, a Mak Cik
53 yes. .. you speak like Mak Cik, a kampung makcik
54 you speak Malay and
53 then the repolerneed to translate it
52 tlrat's going to be furmy.. Oh I like it
Sl so you have to tra¡slare it and Mak Cik you dont understand English at all.. So act blur

when the reporter ask you question
53 yup, ùen I will ask the question in Malay and you a¡rswer it in Malay and I report it in

English
52 how about a second eyewitness
54 I be it.-. how about a doctor, a pa.ramedic.- An lndian doctor
S t you ùse an lndian dialect (all laugh) and you Malay language
s2,s3,s4 tu!!!!
52 Setle .. . - You be lhe reporter and I b€ the ncwscaster

T: OK class. Ready and please sit down. Please sit down- We do¡'t have much time for
the presenlation. Class, please. Sit down-
(Students are stilt doing the discussions i¡ their groups- Slowly they sit down)
T: Girls pleasg we can do only 4 presetrtation tday- Please be quick Class-.-OK.

2C058
zcil59
2C060
2C061
2C062
2C063
2CO64

The next group looks at the newspaper.
The group discussion is so noisy. Everybody seerns to be talking at the sâme time. Can't get any dialogue

during the discussion The groups ürat arÊ not that fluer¡t in English speak Malay- Tle groups ¿¡e mixed Malays, Chinese and
Indians. Teacher walks around class and soe and gives help when needed-
2C065 S S: Teacher- Teacherhowto spellthis.--
2C066 S S:Teacherca¡rwedothis..-
2CIó7 S S: Teacher, come here.-
2C068 S S: Teacher, is this right?
2C069 S S: teacherhowto close it teacher?
2CO7O T T: You can say...- Stay nme.-,
2CO7l S S:OKwbatelseha?

(After20 minutes)
(Teacher walks to lhe fiont ofthe class, and stands looking at the shrdenls.)

2cn72 T

2C073 T



shhh..
(reacher stands and look at rhe class, waiting for the students to sit down- Students sit down but tbey are still

doing their discussions. Not looking al the teacber.)
2C074 "1 T: Time's up ladies- (Still wairing for the class to settle down.) Who is rcady? (t ooking

at the class.) Who ìrants to be the ñrst? (siU looking and waiting for any grouP to
volunteer.) Anybody? Girls please give me whatever you have now- Or else we don't
have much time- We can have 3 to 4 presentaúoris only today. (no body comes up,
reacher still waiting- Students still doing their discussions, not looking at the teacher.
Teacher looks around) anybody? Anybody? Yea, thank you.
(students clap hands)

2C075 T T: And please others, listen.
(Studenls go the fiont and set the setting ofthe presenøtion.)

2C076 T T: Shhh.- please r€sp€ct your friends bere, thry are going to present.
2CO77 T T:heay-.-shhclass-.-.OkwheireveryouarereadyAinol.--

(Student are arrangi-ng themselves in Êont of the class. Sticks the Mahjung paper tbat is been drawn on the
white board- 2 studer¡ts CIhe newscater and a "tr¿nslator" sit on the left ofthe class), 2 students (a rtporter and an eyewitness)
stand in the middle, I snrdenr stands near the whiteboard and another student sqùatting in fiont- The reporter is holding a book
and a folded umbrella- She looks confident. )

Tbc presentation

Pl00l

Pr002 R
Pt003 N
Pr004 R

P1005 E

Pt006 R
P1007 E

Pt008 R
P1009 E

Pl0to R

Plol r N
Pr0r2 R
Pl0l3 N
Pr0r4 R

Pl0l5 F2
Pr016 R
Pl0r7 E2
Pl0l8 R
Pl0t9 E2

P1020 R
Pi02r E2
Pto22 R

Pr023 N

Pto24 T

The newscaster: Good aftemoon. An accident hasjust occurred at Kampung Pasir
Berdegung in Kedah. (Students laugh)- We have our live rcporter Ainol on the scene.
Hello- Hello Ainol, can you hear me?
The reporter: ls tbat Shiely?
N: Yes.. can you please lell us what is happening there?
R: well, arrr . . well.. I am at .-arr- -. I am reporting live at Pasir Berdegung in Kedah.-
Well..what's happening hcre is actually-. actualþ.- what happen is actually.- there is an
accident baween a car and a bicycle near a .. by rhe paddy field.. well actrnlly and old
man.. . just... was hitted by a car.. the car is drove by a young nun.-arr.. Ok.arr.. here is
our witness..Pn Bell-. Puan can you please tell me what has happened?
E: Gapo ni kamu cakap? Mak Cik dok pahan(the class laugh bæause she is using a
Kedah dialecr; not understand Englist¡ bec¿use she is a villager-)
R: Mak Cik boleh ceritakan apa yang terjadi øk?
E: Mak cik tengah kat sawah padi, Mak Cik nampak kerela laju sangar- Sedih Makcik
tengok kena langgar.(Críes) Org tua tu lak nnti kern langgar naik basikal.
R: Can you please tell me how did it actually happen? Macam mana ia berlaku?
E: l¡h.- kamu tak dengar ke ødi, kena langgar- Pakcik tu bawa basikal. -.di langgar dari
belakang
R: Well, what Pn Bell tell me is achrally the car went too fast and the old man too slow
and that is what happenjust now- Aah
N: So, how's the victim condition now?
R: So sorry I didn't hear you-.
N: So, how's the victim condition now?
R: Well, actually he is very injurd he is unconscious now, ñ¡ll of blood and he is
bleeding and the paramedics are trying to .. .. Arr... ¿ur-. stop he.- sop he from
being..ohh.. bleeding (rrying to find the correct word) Kay and there is a policeman and a

few of aaarrr- . crime invesligator to investigate how does it happen and then lhe +r+
are here.. are now carrying up the old marq and the paramedics are rcady to help the
victim. And then.. - well-. I like to m¡ke a¡ interview with one of the paramedic
here.-.Aar.- good moming, sir.
E2: Yes
R: You are..
E2: I'm Dr. Karim fiom the hospital Pasir Berdegung.
R: Tell me about tbe victim.
E2: ar'.. quite critical. . -but then. .. errr-. . not-. - err.-only 207o for..err. -,err.. tle old rnan
lo..eeû..survive.soitisverypity. Andllhinkthelhethetheyorrngmanalsoquite.-.
he is okey. Nothing much-. because he is in the car.
R: How is his life?
E2: Good
R: Okay, thank you very much- OK what is going to happen next is lhe paramedics,
doctor are trying hard to help the victi¡ns and after the - -.. Bæause of the old man is
unconscious, the paramedics are trying to make him conscious- After he is going to send
the victirns to the bospiral Pasir Gua httitr. Ok. that's all live news from Kg. Pasir
Berdegung.
N: Ok thank you Ainol, that's all for now, we see you again next news... stay tune.
The end ofthe pr€ssntation
T: thank you mak cik and the olhers. Ok can we have the second one, The second one,
anybody
(another g-mup comes to the front. Taking theirplaces. The newscaster sits, the reporter sø¡tds- And 2 students

¿¡s hehing the mahjung paper with drawings and writing)

Start
S: Can we start now?P200t s



P2002 T
P2003 N

P2æ4 R

P2005 E

P200ó R
P2007 E

P2008 R
P2009 E

P2010 R
P2OII E
P2012 R
P2013 E
P2014 R
P2015 N

P3001

P3002

P3003
P30(X
P1005

P300ó
P3007
P3008
P3009

P3010
P30l I

P3012
P3013

P30¡4

Pl0l5

P30t6

T: OK go on-
N: Good aftemoon. This is the breaking news of 7. The Tiønic 2002 sânk Port Klang
Habour, at 2 pm todây, We have our crew reporting fiom the accident scene. Ernie are
you therc?
R: Yes, Yes Joan. t'rn here to report live of the accident. ìJy'ith me is Julia who is in the
tragic accident. Julìa, you \¡r'cre there wben it happened. Can you tell me what happened?
E: (Asking for the mike to be put nearer to her.) actually the,..the ship- - -arr-. I mean the
ship has sank ...
R: So, how did it happen?
E: Ttre..(difficult to get lhe right word.)-. it has been highjack so, the person highjack do
not know how to coDtrol the ship.
R: Vy'ho were in the ship?
E: Wlvr were in the ship? Arr.. Tony Blair a'rd -... þraending to cry). --and it sink
(laugh)
Fi: I'm really sorry (laughs)- I am really sorry for your lost. Wben is it actually happen?
E: lt happened at 10.30 am- This moming.
R: How many people are actually save?
E: 5ó people are actùally save.
R: Oft ..aa¡.-.[¡¿¡¡ you Julia, A¡r for the close up, lets join back to the 7 News studio.
N: Thank you Eamie. That's all for now- Join us for more infonnation for rhe ragic
accident on oui daily news at 7- I'm l-oendrio Zanario rePorting live fiom stùdio 7.
(students clap hands and say hooo. - ,. Wben N says her name.)

Group 3

N N: good aftemoon. This is live repon regarding a major accident in Jalan Tunku between
'1.fO to 7 -45 am today. This accident has cours€ a major trafiìc jam along K-ESAS
highway. Sorry- This accident involved a car and a lorry when the lorry tried to avoid an
old woman cmssing the road. Now I pass it to our reporter live from the scene- Prima..

R R: I ¿m now at the scene. Now t will interview one of the witness, Miss Nisha to know
more detail about this accidenl- Miss Nish4 what are you doing during the arr.. what
were you doing when the accider¡t has..-

S S: (sigrnls her) bad..
R R: (corrccted it). had happened?
E E: Well you see, I was sitting in the mamak stall, and then I saw the car, it then cr¿shed

the lorry- (ln an lndian rone and slang.) (Students laugh)
R R: Can you tell us how this accidcnt is happen?
E E: (signal her..) had happened
R R:...hadhappened?
E E: well you see, an old lady was crossing the road, and then a lorry was coming and then

he stopped when he saw the old lady- Soon, rhere's anolher car was coming speeding
Iike thar (shows the action using her hand) and banged the car.

R R: Oh, that's worst, what happen next?
E E: Then everyone got a shock and then we all n¡sh lo the scene. And then the fire

ambulance, eh-. (krow that she has made misøke).-- (laugh)
R R: I am sorry, for the interruprion because Nisha is too excited about the accident.
E E: Well, you can see thqe ambulance and police is all around thern- And they were sent

to the hospital.
R k Well, thanks Nisha. Thanks a lo1. So this is what h¿s happened for that acciden! so I

pass ir back to Mitchel- I am a reporter Prima, thank you-
N N: Thank you Prima. That's all for today. Rerninder, drive carefully. I'm Mitchel from

CNN, have a nice day and søy tune-
T T: Thankyou Now wecanhaveonemor€group. Makeirfast (She looksatherwatch-)

Closing

T T: OK listen everyone. Thank you for the presentation We should h¡ve 2 more
presentation next week So keep your news.

S S: Jadi ourgroup go first-
52 52: heh.- heh--- no .. our group first
T T: OK people and keep whar you have now... and sit down.. . sit down... - OK how was

the presentation?
S S: Good.-. very good.
T T: You are not quite serious here- OK tell me your opinìon arc all the newscasters here

good?
S S: Good
T T: How about the scene reponer?
S S: Good.
T T: Good and crazy. The witness?
S S: Yery crazy-
T 1 since I told you rhat we are in Malaysia so, we bave given me a lot of senario, a lot of accent, Mala).sian

2C082

2Cì083
2C084
2C085

2C086
2c[87

2C088
2C089
2CO90
2CO9l
2æ92
2C093
English we have MakCi\ Mr Fong- - . we have differerit dialogue. So hopefully next time- .. next lime, I want you to give me
proper English. So any questiorrs- Don'Î forget to give me your compositiorl OIL Write your dialogue in your cornposition
book For Friday do your discussion for your project- 'fhose who arc on duty please do yc'.r work now- (rhe end of the school
dav)
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Inten¡iew questions - students

1. Do you like Englìsh subject / langoage?
2. Do you like learning it? Why?
3. Horv do you leam English language? At school / home? Does your family speak English

at home?
4- How do you deal with English languaç problems?
5. What do you think is your level of English proficiency?
6. How do you feel of using computers in your English class?
7 - Does it help to improve your English proficiency? In what way?
8. ,\ie you more modvated v¡hen you use computers wheo learning? How?
9. Tell me your opinion regar<üng using computers in the classroor'r Do you like it? Vlhy?
10. Hoq¡ con6dent are you in term of using computers?
11. If you were given a task to do on 1'61¡¡ ov¡n would you able to do iÈ How would you

prefer to do it? Working alone o¡ in pairs or in groups?
12- What do you like best when using computer?
13. How often do you use computer for learning?
14. Tell me yorr expedence when using SSlt{S English program.

The Head of English Departrnent interview questions (Samples)

l. How many English languaç software do the English Department have?
2. FIow a¡e they distributed?
3- How assessable are the softwa¡e to the teachers and students?
4. Horv is computer being integrated in the teaching and learning English in this school?
5. How important is the use of computers for teaching and learning in your department?
6. Ho¡¡¡ do you encourâge teachers to use comPuters in their lessons?
7. \ùØhat is the limitation of the use of computers in this school?

The Smart School Coordinator intervielv questions (Samples)

1- Can you please tell me the bacþound of the school?
2. Can you please tell me about the softwa¡e in the SSMS program?
3. Do teachers make thei¡ own sofrwa¡e? Iù(lhy? / How?
4. Did the school buy any software? V¡hat kind?

The Ministry of Education - Department of Educational Technology (Samples)

1. Can you please tell me the bacþror:nd of the Sma¡t School proiect?
2. What âre the four subfects in the Smart School proiect? Why?
3. Is there any plan to indude other subjects in the project in the future?
4- What kind of trainirg has been given to teachers?
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Te¡cherl-Interviewl

T I : % hour buat kat sini, % buat kaf dalarn Kat dalam ada computer lab. Dalam 20 computers. Biasalah dia
orang tak lau cari info. melalui buku. Melalui computer serìang, kena cari itu dululab ini dululah, nak kena expÌain
lah . 2 masa pun tak cukup. Mereka øk belajar b-brary skill, tu yang kita orang kena ajar sikit-sikit. Saya kaøkan kena
cari dari bahagia¡ ¡l dan f¡¡, lçsna bagi tahu

I: Hi, Can you please tell nrc your background?
Tl : ìùr'ell, I was graduated from UPM, in the field of Education, major in TESL and minor in Literature. ln
2001. this is my fint posting-
I: How do youfeel oftcaching English?
Tl: Teaching English is quite fun comparcd to other subjects, well, may be because I really love English since
school, since I was a child and my family is also concern of using English language. I that is why I become more
interested and interested to become an English ieacher. ln becoming a good English tøchcr I should take a lot of
intercst right? Sotlnt's ic
I: How do you encourage your studenß to learn Engl'tsh?
Tl : I always them to refer to the dictionary ifthey don't uÐderstand rhe meaning of towards, I encourage them to
listen to news and to frnd or¡ articles of what happened amund the world, then I encourage them to speak in English in
the class. And sometimes I also speak Malay with tùem. And then I ask them to frnd a l¡ic of a song and present it in
the class, critique the song rny be. rJVhy they like the song and wby they don't like lhe song- So, I encourage them in
speaking, commúnication
'I: Do you lhink thet the students like thal way of leamíng?
Tl : lt dçends... some of them really love ølking and they can'l stop talking and some of them they like making
a pmject and there are also students who like to do idividual woÈ lhat what we call them as passive students, right? I

.. - but somaimcs they are good. And then I always encourage tlern to speak when lhey are doing presentation. I will
give then a topic, Tbat one, some of the classes they like it and some will say 'teacher boring teacher'- Because they
don'tlikediscussion- Someoftheclasses. MaybethelowerclassesG,H, 1..-.-A,B,CandDareOKwith
discussions. Becausg sometime they want to Ðeak to one gmup,they want lo because maybe they don't like some of
their friends, adalah miscommunication, and they lvant to change, I told them don't change your group thern muka
down already and then they don't like discussion, some of thern.
I: Sojusl because they don't like to be in lhe group.
Tl : Yes. There are one thing this group and when I ask them to present there is one person and only that
particular person will come up and speak- So I ask that group to change the speaker, the presenter and that makes
problem with that group to choose the next presenter because lhry don't want to interact and to participate, they don'r
know how to speak, that's why. And may be they don't have confider¡ce.
L' .lo whal do you do to overcome that kind ofproblem?
Tl : So I ask them ro change the presenter- I don't want the same presenter, they don't like it or not, they have
to. -. I don't mind if they refer 10 the text or come up with their own ideas, çeak Malay language also I don't mind.
They present,
l: Do you allow your studenß to work independentþ?
Tl: Yes, even though ifthey are in a group discussioq I ask tbern to present to do whatever to come up with any
presentations, any u'ays of presentations- For example, if I them to promote somelhing, so they may be can come up
with something like, brochures flyers, posters- -. so it's depend on thei¡ own decisions, as far as they know what I want,
I want to pmmote one thing they will come up with that-
I: Does that meu they are doing it on their own ond no helpfrom you?
Tl : May be a little bit guideline; the dos and the don'ls. What I need, how long is the presentation. -. aarr thât is
... I will give them the guidelines.
I: The conlenl?
Tl: The conlent I will give thern also. The content meaning what I need. For example if I ask them to present
about vehiclq then rhey should present aborf vehicle to promote. What kind ofvebicle is up to thern
I: At what time ofyour career that you notice the use and implemenlolion of multimedio compulcr in longttage
leorning?
Tl: At what point --.err.. -. Since the beginning ..- since I was posted in this school then I k¡row that I have to
use t¡e computer- Beforc that I didn't been expose to use computer in the university because ...may be a little bit during
my prÀctical because went to one school in Malacca, that scbool is serni-bestari and they are trying to build up ICT
skills in tlnt school so, .-- that time I know that there is a Besøri School. Before this I don't lanow and then when I'm in
this school, I larow I have to do a lot ofhomework, and a lot ofpreparatiorrs because the senior teachers are also telling
me that you have to be prepared especially I am teaching Englistr- So I have to be prepared to use multimedil
I: So at this momenL areyou prepared?
Tl: Amlprepared? Yes, Iamprepared- Usingthepowerpoint,yes,SSMS--.no,becauseSSMStbeykeep
changing and the program is not really good . .. can I say not really good? -..
I: lYhat do you nean by not really good?
Tl : Not interesting. . - not inter€sting ftom the studenls point of view because I've tried once, and they don't like
it. And that make me demotir¡ated to use-
I: So, you have stopped using it?
Tl: I'm not stopping right now, maybe I'm not sure, nraybe I'll do it later- I cannot lop, I have to use it. Ya-.- I
have to use it-
I: How would you personallyfeel about the advert use ofæchnologt in this school?
Tl: They are using rhe latest ¡ech¡ology, right We are talking a good school And I'm very gtad that they
providing me wi¡h latest technology- For example we have a lot of computers and then we can also use a lot of mociia
for teaching. We can usc OHP, we can ... we have a computer lab, where I don't think all schools have computer lab,
and tben technology is everywhere and we also have books around.
I: Ilhat type ofprofessional development has been ofiered to youfor technologt?
Tl : l've been to tìe 14 weeks Bestari course, 12 weeks actually, in Maktab Perg'.ruan Khas, last year- And I also
involve in some ofku¡sus dalarnan, which is for SSMS and also for English For Science and Technology. That is form
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questions, give them a lot ofguidelines and a¿rrr ,-- ì¡/hat are the things I need- Compared to good classes, I will give
thern a topic and it is up to thern That is the differerices, but sometimes therc are good students in week classes so, I
will ask thern to help their fäends and be my assistarrce and go fiom gIoup to goup to assis any other group tl¡at need
help- Egecially a gmup who bas a really weak srudents- That is where I will change the student grouping-
I: So, the group is notJìxed?
Tl: It is depend on my questions- lt depends on the activities Presentation is different, when they find that the
topic is more diflicult, so they will become more serious. Wben the topic is something like their favorite, then there will
be no problem. May be for example if I ask them to do a public speaking ln a group, some of the students will find it
diffìcult, even tlrough I've given them topic- So tbat's where the good students will go, they will assist the weaker
students. Because the publ-ic speaking is individually not a group.
I: Oh-- not in group?
Tl: No, it's individually. They will discuss in a group and tben the presentation is individually- It råkes time.
May be I'll call some students at random, not all tbe studenLs, may be I'll call few good ones and few weak ones. I did
thar, sometimes the students feel that they are losing tbeir confidence, and the good ones in the class they feel
threatened no.. not threatened but malu -... Because they arc not good in English..- not the good students overall., so -.
I: Now let w talk about lhe topics- How do you choose the topics?
T I : The topic is in the syllabus. Nomrally at the beginning of the yeaç have the scheme of work right, we have
to follow the scheme ofworlc And the activity is depend on the creativity ofthe teacher and the students.
I: Ok Is there ony chollenge *'hen you plon your opproach?
Tl: Challenge.-.? Well, sometimes when the str,rdenrs fmd th.al my activiries are boring, then that is the
challenge. Then t switch the activity. For example, like last weck I brought my students to the computer rcon¡ rnin-
-main ajq the students were very surprised .. - 'teacher.. why are we here?' just have the atmosphere, so I asked them to
find for informatioo ¿þrrt Air Asia, KTM. So they IInd it not challenging, they wanr something else, so I have to be
flexible...- I switch'oþ it dçends it's up to you which vehicle do you like-" So they comeup with .-. and still the
lopic is on public transportation, so may be they will ask, -teacher Honda can teacher, Toyota can teacher?" "No I want
public transpofation." So my example is go to Airasia.com or KTM.commy, so they will find any other things -.. they
will say "Teacher KTM teacher . -..", rhey will go to LRT may be, Indrakoø may be, that is one of ¡he example- The
studetrts are very demanding, *leacher we want this, we want that"
I: Do youfollow their demnd?
T l: It's depend. -. when it comes to exams I wi ll test on other things that will be coming oul, like l¡terature,
writing composition, Iike not in the exam work so we have a lot of activities lah- Solnetimes I got the ideas from the
students, ifthey want it that way well of course if it is good for them then it's ok.
I: How'technologtinfuenceyourviewteaching?
Tl: Myview..-. lthelpsalor Nodoubtlalwaysfindtheinformation.. Ialsodidmyhomeworkforexanrple
last night, that today I want to te¿ch them how 1o write a dialogue, last nighl I did my homeworlç so I refer to internet. I
think internet is the best source now.
I: Do you think thot it has any infuence to lhe students?
Tl : To the students? I úink it is good for them to have a variety of resources so they have to try to use it in
order to make the leaming process better-
I: How multimedia helps you in your work?
Tl : lt helps me a lot- First, recourses, second when I did my own presentalion to the sh¡dents so I use the
multimedia" the computer, so I need to bave a computer at home also right .- and in the school it is very lucþ for me
because I know how to use the compúer for my own bene{it and my students' benefit.
l: When you s¿y your own benefìt, what do you mean by that?
Tt: Make use tbe computer for the teaching, back to the use of computer for my pr€senlåtion and get
information
I: For the students?
Tl: lt will more exited, they will be more exitod wher¡ I use power point when I teach
I: How imporlant is leamer independent lo you?
T2: I can say that it depends on the level ofthe mrdents, level ofyou k¡oÛ the language may be-.- arr why? ....-
ha --ha.- macam ¡rarn eh?
I: Is it importanl to you? I mean your studenls to learn índependently-
T2: Can I say doing work individually is indçendent? Not in a group right?
I: Independent is sornethìng awayfrom the leacher. It con be individual or in a group.
T2: Most of the SSMS software is to promote students independerrcy, to leam independently, but sometimes
there are students who are no¡ confident enough, so they come back to the teacheq so it depends on the level ofthe
students also- That's it.
I: Do you encourage your students to learn on their own?
T2: Yes,andlgotonecomplainÊomthestudelt.--'leacherwhydoyoualwaysaskmetodothis,this,this,.-."
Some ofthe studenß they don't want the teacher to be away from the students they want the teacher ta b€ next to her,
next to thern So, I told the students that this is another style of leaming- Some students who understand but some
especially the Chinese stud€nts they don't like it. My students lah. They want me to be lhere, they know how to do it
but the still insist me to be around thern
I: How would you overcorre this kind of problem
Tl: I will be there, but I will keep my mou¡h shut, I will monitor- [f they ask me questions I will answer ir I will
go around the class and monitor thern, because I also have to mooitor them because I don't want them to lose traclc
They larcw what they have to do and they will give me whar, I want.
I: So they don't have any choice ofwhat they wanl?
Tl: It dçends on the topic and the su¡de¡rs level iab-
I: OK, now- How do you evqluale or monilor your studens' language leaning?
Tl: hnguage leaming-.. rnay be on quiz, test, exams. I did a lot of pop quiz also, especially when it comes tc
exams mood right, I will ask thern last year's questions, may be I will encourage thern on how 1o a¡rswer this kind of
questions, may be language functions, nray be I will guide thern on compositions. So rhat is where I see the students
ability to use the language.
I: How about communicarion lhøt you said just ttow, how would you evaluale them?
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Tl: Communicarion, it is easy. I will ask t-hem rc do presentation or I will... sometimes I ask thern to role play, I
will give them... for example if I teach them form and fr¡nction I will give tbem ,.. for example ; lodåy's topic is to so
disappointmcnt, to show anger and bla .,bla. , -bla . - so I will call 2 str¡dents, 2 si.rdents to role play, to show the
situatio¡rs to use the function. I did tlnt, like in pmm to speech, I think that it is goo{i to develop studenls speaking skill.
I wilt give tbern simple ttrpic, whcre they can r-alk about it. l-or example my favorite boolç or my favorite pet. -.
somehing that they are familiar -.. that is in term of communication lah. Presenøtion helps a lol.
I: Ilelps in what woy?
Tl: Commwricationdeveloping. Communicationskills.
I: How do you decíde what to teach?
Tt : sometimes I teach according to my mood, sometimes I did write a good lesson plans but I did not teach
according to the lesson ptar¡ sometimes I discuss with my friends, Cik Mamiza, so I will exchange ideas with her, and I
¡lso ask my stùdents -.- 'ha.. tomorrow what do you want to do..- orDext weekwhatdo you wantto do?'and then..- I
think that's ir I always refer to my friends lah. -. and my snrdens. I can not work alone. I'm not independenr. I love
group work, that is why I eîcoùr¿ge my students 1o work io group and do group discussions. May because I am selfish
because I don't like working individually, but sometimes I change my metho{ my approach wirh the students but
seriorsly and personally I like group work
I: Do you think your studenls like it that wty?
Tl: 2C I think they like it. Compared to 2G and 2D I don't think they like it- They like open discussior¡ where
like I have to sit with ùem and tâlk with thern, discuss in a group. There a¡e a lot of methods right, so I have to be
creativg especially for rhe lower class.
I: IYhalhoke you say that theJ like it?
-Tl: Because they did a good job, they did a good pressntatioo in my class. For their level, form 2 and I think
they did a goodjob,
I: Do you think multimedia help your sndents to learn?
Tl: Yes, to ga sources, informatiorl creative presentation, I've not tried using OHP before. Because I'm also
not confident to use that OHP so I'm used to computer, po\¡rer point preseltation a¡d the old way lah. The poslers, the
kertas mahjong.
I: Can you tell me your understanding of muhimedia?
Tl: Ok, multimedia is using any media. May be you can use computer, CD, TV, radio. May be we can usc lhe
tr¿ditiornl way, books, newspapers articles and ¡hat's it. Multimedia is a lot of media. Well that is my answer.
I: ll'hich one do you alwøyts use or prefer lo use?
Tl : Always use-. . books-.. actually it is balance. , . sometimes I use books and sometimes I use technology- I
think most of the rime I use books.
I: Ílhy aren'tyou using technologt?
T I : may be becausc of certain problems may be - . . books we have the books so we can refer to the books easily.
For technology we have to prcpare to do some homework some research- I think the easiest way is the book lah. I
mean the text books not the library.
I: What didyou mean lhotyou need to prepare before using the conpuler, the moden technologt?
Tl: I have to prçarc more that using the text book. More here mean something rvrong some wbere, I have to
use plan B, t-hat is ùe text book
I: Are you soyingtha!you are not confident enough lo use the compuler?
Tl: I am conñdent but may be ifthere is any electricity break down, or may be server down, then still I will use
books, and if I have pmblern when using multimedia or technology. Teachers should to be creative, right? We have to
switch very fast. I'm sorry it is already 1.0O, I have to send my students.
I: OK, we'll stop here, but dI have any questions, con I come and see you again-
Tl: Sure, no problem.
I: Thankycu so muchþr your time.
Tl: No, problem.

Teacberl-Interview2

I: Wot do you mean when you say thøt the aclivily is depending on the creativity of the teacher and the
studens?
Tl: we can feel cr€ativity . .. no.- actually creativity comes ftom the teacher firs! OK where the teacher has to
ptan thø lessor¡ right?, but somaimes we didn't follow the lesson plan accordingly so because úere are sometimes
where the studoús ar€ oot r€ady for the activity, may be üre activity is difficult to them w€ have to change the lesson to
be more effective so normally I will after do all the explanation I will ask the students participate, right, may be I will
have a .-what we call that. -. teaching ended questions with the students I choose the srude,nts at rarÌdom- From maybe
the sn¡dent will discuss in their group and they present it May be rhry will present it in a very short time, very limitod
time, a¡rd they will present it in a very limited time also. So there is where the creaùvity of the sùdertts comes in. rrlr'hen

tbey are asked to do something in a very limited time, so if they get a very creative srudent then presenøtion will be
good- Let say the students are a little bit blur, they are not motivaled for their lesson so may be the out come rnay be
not motivated also. May be they will give us a boring presentation. So maþe we need some may be there are some
selected students who are creative right, not every one is crearive right. Tbey help a lot in developing the creativity of
the lessons. They active students, may be, sometimes the active students are not as creative as the others right, they are
jusi 'mulut bising aj.e"- some olthem ar€ bom with the crearivity, so we have to identifo thern.
I: How do you ident{y them?
Tl: lfyoudoalotof.--whatdowecallthat.-,.trialanderror..wewillaskthem.--lwillaskthemalotof
questions so I will see them whaher they are capable or not. lf they can answer my questioús in a good way or maybe
if they can ¿rnswer my questions in a good way or cr€ative u'ay, ùen they are creative lah-
I: Do you meon up tc your expectolion?
Tl: Ya, up to my expectåtion, by sometimes they are also beyond my expectation. When I ask thern to do a littleT12003
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bir of a role play- lrlost of the time when I do mle play I will teach them the gramrnar, the language forrns and
ñrrctiors. So I will list down the forms and fu¡rctions, for exa¡nple to express sympathy and everything, so to wish
congra¡|llations,solwilllistthelanguagefonnsandfunctionsandrheyjustroleplay, Tlrentheyroleplay,ardthen
hom there we can see thât some of thern are good, some of ùem are bom with the skills, acting slcills, some of thern are
not. So we have to have with them different kinds of activity so that we can idenrify the students.
I: Do you mix ¡he sndents? The weak studens and the good sudents in one group?
T: Someti¡nes, but most of the time they choose their fiiends- In my class 2C, I don't have lhe problem becausc
the group they cboose all quite good. Maybe there are a few group which I h¡ve to give morc concertr¿tion, for
example if the group- -, there are girls right, who arç a little bit blur all the time, so we have 1o give more concentration
to those particular grcup-
I: Now, we go back to MM? So.far when I intemiewed you last time, you have not brought the studenls 10 use
the MM in the lob to ¿seSSM^9...
T: The software that they are provided ----? Ya until now.
I: LJntil now - do you have any reasonsfor not taking them to lhe room?
T: One of the reasors in when we have to - -. maybe there is a competition between the teachers, we want to
book the roonr, and thetime allocation for the teachers when they want to use the room there must be something else
bappenrng in the room- For example, there a¡e visiton or thert are maþe other teachers, so we bave to give priority ro
the¡n Sometimes I did eDter the computer lab/roor¡ but I rlid not use the SSMS because nnþe I want to use lnternet
or my own presentatior\ power point presentation. So it depends, maybe I will bring the srudenls to the comput€r lab
rvhen they have to do some individual wortc I did bring thern to the computer lab, but they did not use the SSMS- One
more thrng is because L\e software or the program sometimes it is not their standard.
'I: lllhal do you mean "not their standard? "
T: I tried one lessorç only one lessor¡ I cannotjudge ifl only use only one lesson rigbt?, I rried one lesson
writing, I asked students-- Ainul, Nabila, I ask them to lråve a look and try, Do you think your Fiend can do this? They
saíd it's very easy lah teacher. It is like describing a scooler. They told me budak-budak lah teacber. .. they told me
that ils not challenging enoueb, May be it is quit6 easy, and maybe it is suitable lor lower students because lhey are
providing with a lot of input, a lot of vocabulary, diffìcult words and the meaning of the words- And then a lot of
Prctur€s comrng rn.
I: I thoughr they program has diferent level?
T: It depends, for example one skjll, the writing skill...there is Ll, 12 and Li, right? Sometimes when it comes
to Ll, Ll ada, t2 they don't provide it. [3 they don't provide it, so we have to use the Ll-
I: lyhal do you mean they don't provide it?
T: It is not 100% ready ya.
I: How about outside courseware, can you use it wíth the students?
T: Yes, we can use it. ln fact we borrowed some of the CDs from members and sometimes we exchange. Like
me, I exchange my presentåtion with my friends, because this is like all over Malaysia are doing this, the t€achers are
creating their own presentatiors and we exchange accordiog lo our topic- Like I did the power point presentation, in the
presentation we have the explanation and the activiúes. So we will exchange lah with other teachers.
I: And you use that in the classroom, for teoching or leoming?
T: Yes, I use it in the classroom for teaching and not for learning- For the teacheis use only. I didn't give the
presentation for my students to copy. Only for my presentation.
I: Are there ony other octivitíes lhat conlinuefrom your presenlation?
T: Maþe you can give thern homework, like to do a little bit of exercise, we can take from the booK ftom the
exercise book they have, there are conti¡uation, maybe you can ask them to \ilrite a composition, before I ask them to
write a compositior¡ so we have to brainstorm on the topic, so we have.. we give thern to get ideas, what tbey are
supposed to dc-
T: So, the continuation from the presentåtior\ is the other acúvities composition. Most of the time I do like
thar. They are going to wrire me a composition- That is the product the ouÞut of the activity. They based only on my
presentâtion, and discussion among shtdents, that's it. Some{imes, I gave them time limit, when normally we.. - the
time allocation for write a conposition is % an hour. So I make them to have some discipline, so they have to write
within Z an hou¡- The exam time. So, we are towards to teach them towards exarns. Yes exam oriented But most of
the time they cannot furish it.--Biasalab .,Homework lah teacher... homework lah teacher-.. somelimes I do, like notes
expansion I gavc them 2 words and then rhey write, and then I gave them another 2 words, so it is.up to lhern by the
end of the lesson they have to give me a good firll composition. Ma¡òe some of them don't have time to check their
errors so tjust,-it's OK lah I just want to see whether can or not they write-
I: How do you check their work?
T: I am more towards the content. Maybe for basic grarnnutical errors like past tense, we have to correct them-
Like a morc complicated grammar,lhat one I would not touch. Because I need to snrdy myself, the grammar
I: OK, How meny limes solar hove you broughlyour sudents to the compurer lob?
T: 2 ti¡nes.
I: How ûany t¡mes hove you used the compuler in the classroom?
T: Most of the time. It is more convenience to rxe lhe computer in the class, rather than bringing the students to
lhe computer lab-
I: What do you use lhe computerfor in the classroom?
T: Finding information, preparing for the presenøtion f-ast time when ¡he class was OIÇ they can use 6
computers, because we have ó groups, and then we have the TV, last time the TV was OK but it's a little bit glaring apa
goyang-goyang, so a linle bit diflicult for thenr, so ure can change to m¡hjung paper or somethìng else- lf thc thing is
good, it witl be to be very good lah- ìWhere they are pr€paring for example the po\iler point presenøtion so thery just
project it to their friends in the class or may be one morc thing I ask them to prepare the presentation and print it out.
They can print their wort, of cou¡se wilh my permission-
l: Wen you use the corr,puler do you use diferent approach in your teaching?
T: My instmction will be the same to every body, only if they ask rne questions then I'll go to that group and
explain more to them- My teaching appmach is the same. Well I can say that when using MM computer I do my
homework fim before presenting my $'otk. So it is different, a lot of different because we have tc prepare more if we
use the MM. then rrsing the traditional way. We have to check whether the n¡onr is occupied or no! \¡/e have to check
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the program is it suiøble or ¡ot, is it rurining or not. If we are using our presentatioq we have to cbeck if tùe class bas

electricity or nol. So there arc difficulties-
I: How do you go about teaching your studenls wilh computer and te¡thoul ,Lçing computer?
T: I rhink it is the same, because I am . .. the nomnl way we are teaching is ñrst we have normal thing the
induction, is thar what we call method? Añer the explanation then there will be discussion than there will be tbe
product- It witl be the same as I use the MM or computer- So if I use the MM, it will be tle same. First I will explain,
my explanatioq my presentîtion, and than they do their discussion, maybe open discussion, or maybe group discussion
or pair work discussion- And then they come up wirh rheir work, their product. Maybe in a form of typing, maybe
presentation. So i¡ is depeno on the topic- The flow of the lesson is the same-
I: How do youfeel of teaching using MM computer conptred to lhe classroom tolk and cholk?
T: How do I feet-... Excited because wher¡ we are using MM lhe studenls will be excited and I will make me
excited also, I'm happy to teach when I see they are smiling or when they like my presenøtioî, so it motivates me.
I: Do you think that your students are learning when using MM as the leaming øol?
T: Yes, because when we are teachers, so we have to teacb them to leam the language. So during my
presentation and doing the discussiors we give them guideline, irstructions, so that is where ... then you see their
product. So I thfuk rhey got the idea, they got the message. They got what I want to teach them.
I: How aboul your leachíng goal, what is your teaching gool?
T: Number I of course exarrs, for the students' achievement. I think because rhis school Ì/e bave to maintain
or upgrade the percentage of As. t think rhe school bas no problem so far- So it is a challenge for the teachers to
mai¡tain or to upgrade the achievement of the students- And one rrore thing is I want to give them some kind of
exposure maybe to some students who are not good in Englis\ so I will give them exposure towards the langrrage and
'maybe in speaking skills, and then give thern exposure using internet. Because most of them know already. Studens
who are not good in computer is very small. Especially those who don't have the facilities al home, for example
FELDA students, Yayasan Selangor studens, they don't even have a cornputer at bome righr, kampong, so this is the

time where we give thern exposure, since we have all the facilities, and they don't have tbe facilities in the hostel, so
they have to do their work in school. That's it-
I: How do you plan the lessons?
T: How do I plan my lessons...it depends who is obsewing me. Just kidding... tìey like to observe me because
we have a lot of visitors- But if nothing happen or maybe if it is near the exam, I will not teach but I will discuss with
them for example sample of questiors, majbe at this week we are going to do compositiory so we are going to do this
kind of writing, maybe formal and informal, next week we are going to do something else so we a¡e going to discuss-
Or maybe the whole week we are going to do comprehersion questions, so I will teach them how to locate the arlswer
or may be literature part, there is a lot of demand when my students rvant me to teacb literature, especially when it
comes to exams, because they don't feel that conlident. Because literature is literature, so I have to spend some ofthe
time with them the literature part- During rhê norrnal week, then I have ro plan according lo lbe topic and then
somet¡mes I recycle my activities- The normal week is a lesson week, not a discussion week.
I: How do plan ít? l(hat are the leaming aspecls tha! you loke under considerotion when you do yow lesson
plon?
T: We have finish up the syllabus. Then lhe shrdents. For example when I'm teaching I didn't tell them for
example that this week is trarsporørion, I didn't tell them, but rhey will know because today l'm teaching thern pafs of
transport, maybe bus, tr¿in, and the next day is acciden! then they will ask me, Nabilah asked me " teacher, memang

tiap øhun ke kita kena belajar" . - . they will know it, rhey know the syllabus so we have to mix the activities to be fun,
exciting and enjoyable. But most of the time, when come to writing, the sn-rdents witl get borÉd, so I have to make thern
discuss the topic fìrst, so that they will not say that they don't have much time to think
I: Do you alwøys díscuss with your students whol you want to do/teach in the class?
T: it d€perids, if I want them to do some kind of research, I will ask them may be one week before my lessorl
like last ¡ime I did on Colombo cras\ the space shuttle, so this week I tell tbem, next week we arc going to discuss on
Colombia crash, so they arc going to find extra information ftom rnagazines, newspaper and inter¡et. I gave them
magazine, newspaper and intemet, so they have to find these 3 materials on that topic- So tìey have to pr€pare it earlier,
then the next ìveek I don't have any problenl. They bring in a lot of i¡fonnation. Even they bring in Chinese
newspapers, Malay newspapers, it is OK lah, as long as ir is unterials for their group to refer to-
I: Do you set any goal when you plan your lessons? How and why?
T: Objective --. yes-. you catrnot be too ambitious, right? So, the objective is dqrending in my lesson. WÞ.y?

Because I have to- t have to write it in my record book, and I have to make sure they know wbat I wa¡t. For example
when we are leaming language forrns and functions, my objoctive is by the end of the lesson, students should be able to
give example on to show syrnpathy or to say congratulations. They are able to write composition, guided compositiol¡
ke.. . Because they are going to make my goal come thmugt¡ right? So meaning I have to look at their work, whetber
they make my objective possible or not,
[: How do you know thal you have achieved your goal?
T: I look at their product- Ifcomposition, it would be easier because they give compesition righr, you can see.

For presentation, communication skilts, so you will see during thc Presentaúon.
I: How do you thinkyour students'best learn language?
T: tl¡ough discussion. Because that is where they can interact with their frieflds, open discussioos tbey are

discussing wirh me, right? So they will get morc input, ratherthen doing it alone- But there are some students who are

intraperscna! right? They like to do it alone, like Beatrice, so it depends to the students' personal skills-
I: Do you encourage them towørds il?
T: yes, but some of them wheri we do a lot of disc:ssion we have to change to something else lah, not all the
time discussions, they will get bored, I will also ga bored, so I have to change from here to therc. But most of lhe time
it is discussioq ooce a week is a discussion. Discu-ssion presentation, when there is a discussion there will be a
presentâtion. To make sure ù¡at they are in rhe correct line, we have to lsrow $'hat they are discussing abor¡t, so the
presentation will judge whether they have discussed or not- Sometimes there are in a group discussion, there are only
one student who is working, not werybody is working so with ¡hat we will get the result ûom lhe presentation.
I: We go backto MM, do you think that rhe sfi¿dents will learn when using MM as a leaming tool?
T: yes, let rx take one example, like when they want information rhey will -.. fÉt# different infomation ftom
the corryuter is morc diflicult, so differvrt exposure, they are using Manglish so the computer is using standard
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Englisþ so it is a process of leaming also. The informalion is Íìom lhe intemet-
I: How about the coursmare?
T: No commend, I don't krow. Because I use a lot of internet. I do my homeworlç then I search for suitable
website, tlren I will givc thern the address of the r¡/ebsite then they wi!! go to tbat -*,€bsite- Sometimes they go to any
s,ebsite, but it is easier ifwe give them some addresses then they will go to that addr€ss- And I ask thern to r€ad article
from it. For example when I did on public speaking, so I do my own rcsearch, for example I Eolo toastmster-com so,
thcy provide a list of how to nnke a good preseritatiorl So, rhey will look at one rìsterial tlnt's it
I: How aboul the contenl of the presenøtion, where do they get itform?
T: For example the pubtic speaking, I give them one topic, then tbey will definitely ask me, teacber can I open
Î¡e computer to find the inforrntion. Ha yes. So, meaning after I've given them the topic so it is lìet for them to
choose what website rhey $,ant to go, unless if I give them like public transportat¡on so they will focus on public
transportåtion- I'm sorry, I have to go, I need to mea my students-
I: OK, thank you and I wish 10 ¡nten¡ew you ogain when the school reopens nexl semesler-
T: No problern.

Teacher2-lnterviewl

I: HL thankyoufor coming. Con you please tell me a little bit about your
background?
T2: You mean my education background? Well my name is Mamiza ...- Before this I study business actually, I
got my degree in Marketing... but I joint leaching about lll2 yar ago. A¡d I am teaching form I and form 2 teaching
English? (She joint Makøb for the teaching of English Cen-)
I: Since you say that your background is nol Englßh, so how do youfeel ofteaching Erylish?
T2: OIÇ but because I don't have any background in teaching Englist¡ I think in term ofteaching English, I
don't think I have any probtem, because I always talk in English, but I still think I need to work hard to put the affo¡d
to learn all the theory, but so far I have no problern.
I: How doyou encourage studenLs to learn English?
T2: I sometimes ask them to read the newspaper because I thìnk here in this sclrool we don't have that kind of
problem- Becatrse they always read. You can see that lhey have one story book with thern- Ílhen thev have free îime.
andnoæochingintheclass.voucanseeeitherthevdotheirhomeworkorreadtheirstombook Sointermofthatl
don't think they have a problern but I would say to them also if let say not all can afford to buy story books so /
encouraze lhem to reod lhe newspaoer' because t think that islhe cheaoesl readíng neteríals- Because from there you
can leam a lot, the vocabulary and everything. And mostly I encourage them to read rhe newspapers-
I: Now, do you allow your studenls to work independently?
T2: Yes, -,. sometimes I give work and ask them to do information search for etomple îf we wont to do essav.

so I osk them to ñnd the points frrst. So when they come to class lhev have the idea what thev want to wrile, They
have the idea what they should write-..

Then I ask lhem frnd frrst and look into the materials and then do the øctivities.
I: Do you tell them what kind of materiols that they need tofnd?
T2: I will choose the tooic, and then it is uo to them where to fìnd it Maybe in the internet or they have like
--..- but I will give rhern rhe specific ropìc lhet thev will frnd their own poins {rom there.
I: At whot point ofyour career that you begin to notice the use of computer in leoching ond learning?
T2: lf it is the importance of computer I think it is very importanl because nowadays we need --. in foct
comouter makes our life easierbecause if let say we prepare something for example we oreoare and rnake irside tbe
power point -- . ìve can l€l vy .-.. We con save o lot of lime. we don't hove to wrile,ld say we write il lnkzs lonser
time to write and to explain but if we type in the computer and using power point it is much easier and toke a shorter
line and we can do more stuffwith lhe sndenß.
I: How do youfeel of the advert of lechnolog,t in the schcnl?
T2: ln this school? In this school it is not a problern in term of that, becavse we sre all eauipped with all those
computers. in rhe lab we have computen and in the class also we have computers- So we don't have that pr9þþûsin

But in this school i don't rhink therc is a problenr, Likc la say we have discussions in the class, we have the
computers i¡ the cla-çs, sonetimes we can ask therir straight away to switch on the computer and straight away find the
information from the computer, use tbe internet because they can serve the intemet. We have lhe facililies so I meøn
we con have the ínformotion we need- Today for example, I want to teach, I wanl lhem lo serve lhe ¡nternel. so I just
go lo the class and I ask them to be in a srouo and then I assign them to go to the cornputer a¡d ask them to frnd the
informotion that I wont. But la say in certain school they don't have lhat kind of facilities so lh€y have to book for the
computer lab and the rrsage is very limited. lnhere, is like we can use it freelv, in faa sometimes la say we have
teacher in the class they did relieve, we go and relieve- -. usually if we relieve, we go and we don't teacl¡ we just assist
the studens, sometimes they come to us and ask if they can open üle compuaer to search the inlernet or can they finish
up their project usng the wwer wint. is like ...so we.- because it is not during the lesson so \ile give them to use the
facilities, compared 1o other scbools-
I: How about you, do you like lhe sndents to use the compuler?
T2: lt's depend on which lopics.. it depends, because not all we can use the computer because ifit is q çrouo
ryorlr then we can ask them to use thc computer, but if individually we have to take them to the compute.r lab. We see
how- See the situation But basically I would agree that if thery use the computer thev con zet o lol of informatíon-
I: OK.-. Illhøl type of professionol development hove you gone 1o? For ,echnologl-
T2: Professional training outside school none. But ifthe in horse-training forthe computerthat is done inside
the school by the teachers, yes- For example, because this is a Bestari school we have our own package to use, what
wecall..-butldon'tloowthe fullwords,butitisSSMS-.- thcrearemanvthhpsloledmlhere. Soinhousetraining,
yes- But professionally go out scnd by rhe school, no- On my own, I leom this computer durins mv collese tînß.
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because when I studied about few years baclç we have a wbjecr that we need to leam computer, so they taught us bow
to use power point, excel ever¡hing and so I think in term of that I have, I've been.,. we bave that suhject to leam in
college- ln fact in makab also we been asked to ûse the computer, and wehave one subiecl for the technolo{v. úey
ask us lo prcpare for lesson plars using compuler, power poin! and then - -. I mean they have taught a lot, . - so we
know how lo use that one-
T2: Is it useful to you now?
l: Ycs, because we can veriry our teaching aids, the traditional way we use the mahjong paper, the manila
card, we can àlso have the power point, and also the transparerrcy. We have leamt metbods of .., types of
transparencies like different çpes oftransparency, insead of we have one page o[ transparency and everything is
written there, we can bave like one section and open to another sectiors. So it would be very interesting to the
students. We bave bceri taught that al maldab-
I: llhat doyou thinkX the împortance ofsludents using technologl in school?
T2: I thhk it is very importan! because if they use the technology, thev can set a lot ofinfomotion like let say
they search in the Intemet ,... For example if we take magazine and internet, right, the magazìne thc resourccs are very
limited so compared to intemet we can go to this -.- we have a lot of website let say for one topic, we can go into a

few website to find information, so the sodents will get morc information rather than looäng into the magazine,
because in the magazine we b:ve only ûrat one, so it is time constrain also because you bave to search one by one
because you don't know which one. And if vou use the ínternel. and type whatwe wanl and thev will come out a lisl of
that and. vou can choose whîch one vou one- So I think the use ofcomputer is very important for tlre students.
I: Do you teoch them how to searchfor the sile?
T2: Some¡imæ we sive the website to them. For example if we lvant them to look for this information, antl we
lrave the website, and then they will sewe, they will look at whatever like wbat they can get fiom the website.
Sometimes, this tudents are very creative, they arc vem knowledpecble because they have-_!þgy-lç7ow_9.þ!-eþou!
this thinq. and I think thev are better than the teocher. so. if let say you have one topic, they can just search and come
ùp with different websites. Their skills are excellent lah... I could say.
I: How do you think thot they narrowed down the lopic, because in the internet lhe sources are so many,
right?
T2: When I sive them I *'ill sav 'l wonl this and make it verv specific and lhev . -. but even rhough the topic is
very gerreral lhev can s^,e wanl we reallv want, if we ask them to find that one, they will look into that one- So,
somerimes when serve and we have a lìst,then we can choose bock which one ís suilable tooic-Jhs!-a49-sl:9Jt9y
mona?e lo do that.
I: That meons you don't really guide them, iust leave it to them to do?
T2: Yes, but then we will go, I mean when I give assignment to them, I'll go oround and look and see if thev
have anv problem, rhan I will ask any. -. may be. -. let say I give thern one assignment, so I ius! can not leave lhem

reallv ... because being a students we need I think to give them space for thern to explore, but then we need to guide
them, like o\ this is not suitable, then they try to look another one-
I: How'oftenyou use lechnologt directly with your sndens?
T2'. ahh...itdep€ndssometimes.-.permonthmaybetwice -...Norallbecousedvouuseollthetimethe
students misht zel bored. Because tbe same thing, sometimes not l€ss than twice a month.
I: Ílrhar doyou mcan whenyou say the same thing?
T: Because if la say t always ask.-- because sometimæ pgppþ-wjLLæ!þptgdwhenever to do, usually we ask
them to use cofirputer and you are in a group wotT< And. evem time when we ask them lo do the zroup work. thev pet
know ... thev will tent to vou lotow .. - computer ago¡n..- you know aa-- like that- Sometime ilthey . . - if every week we
do tJlre same þ!4g;p1¡þpy w!!!gglLbore!!, this time we ask thern to <io with the computer and next time we ask tlem to
doonmultimedia- Wehavetoverifothetechniquesiînolthevwilleetbored- Thentheyknoworrrtechniques,oåL.-
every time group work v'e have to use compuler.--so usually I wlll verify mv lechniaues. Sometimes I will use the
computer some times, but some Ùmes I'm done with computer, I ask them to dra-w on mahjung paper, it is <içend on
how ... what is the topic I'm teaching the¡¡. Not all the time I use the computer,bùl per month ol least twice.
I: You are using tÀe computer ¡n the classroom?
T2: Yes in the roorn, b€cause at lab we have to see- .. because. -. not all the oachase we hare. called Bestari
School, not is relevant to be used. based on our svllabus, Not all we bave the package, we have 1o choose...so...
curre¡ìtly none of my class have been taken to the lab because I think arr . -.1 feel that lhe tooic ß not suiloble bæause
it ts loo easv for them and then sorne they were like you know - - . some times they will say llke. . - Ohh .-.
teocher..again ha.. this one. Bæause in other subiect also lhev po to the lab--Snd--!l-!þJ\e;SUe.
I: Waî do you mean do the some?
T2: Becawe we have malhs, sciencg BM, and Bl, so we bave thme 4 packages in the Bestari school.
Sometimes the BM teacherwill take them, than scíerrce teacher will take the¡n, so not ... aarrr,,.like ohh . again oa
leacher pergi lob. Somethey will olso set bore¿, so we see how.
I: Beside the Bestari pockage, do you have any other software that you can use wilh the studens?
T2:. €errr... :rs faras I k¡lowno--. bu¡the teachercancomeout withtheirow¡ --. so. I'mmotsosure..- tve
have CDs,attÁe Pusat Sumber, we have a list of CDs that we can bormw and then we can use, but currently I om nol
usine that. - . I have - - . for fomr I yes I did, but then because this one the one that we have distribute is only one- lrt
sayifweputitinthecomputeritcanonlyprojectedfromlhatcomputer. Soletsayifwewant.-.bec¿usetlratone
need the students to . . . to explore tbe theme. Somaimes il ìs not suitable vou know, because if la say we ask them to
do group work also, only one person will do that- lt dçends-.. I think it depends on lhe closs. lel sav with zood

olav around wilh thLs o¡t¿. So, so far I have not usod from Pusat Sumber but not all are used for in one ofthe
classroom, so I use the cornputer then I show therl then I have to scroll one by one- So, I explain one by one- We
have that one, then we have to go to tùe Penyelaras IT, ask him to put in the server and the¡¡ all the computers ca¡ have
tlrat one. So-!_neS!_sJe!of_y9LL. Then you have to take out take that one again and put back, because one CD can put
in only in one cornputef,, so ifnol we have to put in the server, tlrat one we need select the -. - when to do that'. But then
todav we hove the føcîlitíes so it ß uo to lhe teacher whether to use iI or not-
I: llha! factors thot you moy think the lackuse of multimedio conpuler in the classroom?
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T2: Sometimes the comput€r is not functionine. broke down and it takes time to frx it. Some¡imes, let say in the
classroom, we have 6 computers righÇ so we have in one class we have 5 to ó grc'ups, so la say one computer can not
be used, so one groùp mean they cannot use the compuler, so, it is not vcry ### ..... tle same thing goes to the lab,
sometimes in the lab, it accommodate to 35 studens, so we should have 35 computers, and sometimes nol all lhe
computers can be usd so the Sude¡ts have 1o share, so l¡at somei.mes, you lmow, sometimes make me that not using
ùe computer- Bec¿use sometimes . - . -

used. so I make sure that the computer cûn be used- lflet say if I know that the compuler cån not be use, then I have
to do something else. . -bccause let say we have plans and we don't, didn't k¡ow tbat it can nol be used then one group
willbeleftout. Theycannotgettheinformationbecausewehavegivenlhemspecifrctimetolìnishuo.ondthevcan
not finßh it.
I: Beside thatwhat ore otherfactors,for etample the exams?
T2: Exam... yes---. Becausewehovetofollow lhe svllabus,sobe intherightside, andalsobecauseinthisfirst
semester we lrave a lot of activities and therL we are not in the class, lhe students got scmelhing involve so, sometime
we need to make su¡e that ou¡ class finßh the svllobus before the exam- Becarse we don't know-.- and later we are
afraid ifthe studenß con not answer the aueslions, becar¡se let say you don't finish what you are suppose to teach
them so I thiok ùat is a part of iL
I: How do you lhinkthal the computer chonge lhe learning process in the sludenß?
T2: lthinkthatlhestudentsarevervadvonceintefmofcorr¡puters,ifletsay.-. lwouldsayahÃfít|9ouldchon?elhem
¿ /o, actually, becavsethey can come up with a verv creative wav. for example like last year I was quite surprised,
when after a few monlhs I came to this school, I asked them to do preser¡lation, thqy can come up in a very creative
way. They can include tbe music in
'thenthevhavenusicwhilepr . Solthinkintermoftberntheyarevemodvance,mosllylhercachersdon'|
have anv oroblem. They really change the studens' mind set- lf let say, yoù say lhítl you wanl them 10 do

problem there- You just say I want this, I want this and lhen on that day they will come up.
I: Can you please describe a bit on your approach to leorníng and teoching in wing the compuler?
T2: Usuallylasktherntousethecomputerbecauseintheclass mostlyin¡åec/¿ss,.ok..-an-.usuallyonthat
day I oick one topic..- and I asked thern to be in their group, and then we discuss tlat we want to do today, that day,
ahenl say thilt I want vou to find this one I discuss and I ask them to look Íor the informat'nn from the computer.
Usually I ask them to look for informaticn but if let say the assignment is at home, so I ask them to do at home,
because this is a homeworlq right so they should fmish ir up earlier- So, la say pick up information I will use in the
class-
I: Wot ilo you think that they might learnfron that kind of octivitt?
T2: They can be lndepatdenl. they don't depend on the teacher- Sometimes let say we want them to get ideas
so they can think very quickly and rhen basically they do not dçend on the teachers, they can do it independently-
The teacher ius! obserues and facilitates them. Not that A into l###, they work independently, By using computer
thry can work independentty, in term of group , ln groupìng team work ís verv imporlant because Iet say group wor\
thev nanage lo - -. -aitÍr.-. útey can considerale with each other aãTÌ-- - every body has their own ideas they can
tolerate with each othcr. So team work and thev conwork indeoendenllv. So the teacher has only to guide them.
I: Do you have any challenge when you plan thk kind ofacrtviües?
T2: Ctnllenge.---Aarr..- Iwouldsay.., theproblemissometimesnotall ,.. notall..-.somaimesafen'

. Tlreyjust sit there and
asree whatever lheir friends sov. I don't really get other then . . . and then able to find and look at group u'ork. That I
think is nry great challenge. Then I have to make thern non-stop bur srill if the attit¡rde is like thar they will just still sit
there and then look and wait until the Fiend get all the information. That is the worst thing lah. The other is when the
computcr brakes down.
I: lYhatdoyou always dowhenencounter that kind ofproblems?
T2; I will go to that group and later the person will notice that I nolice that .-. because you can see that w'¿ uzlk
oroundandthenwewillliketostopatthatplacequitefiequentcomparedtoothergrÐups. Thenshewillnotice,but
sometimes these studenrs they juS ignore. So wen though that we, we can not say directly in fiont of them because
they will feel very ernbarrassed, so, indirectly message also cannot, then ljust stay there and stand and look at what
rhey do- And then she notice, the¡r she will pretend for a while and then they will go back.-. it's not working.
I: How important ¡n learner índependenl to you?
T2: lthirù.itisverv imwrønt. because nowadays you can not deperid on t}re teacher only, so you need to be
independent because this is wltøt IT role now. and I'm sure that at home they bave computers so they have to be
independent, so that we don't really focus on that thing- So, la say ifthe studetrß ca¡ not be independent, so rre have
to spoon feed thon, ok firS you have to do this, then you have lo do this. And then it tokes lonler time. And also it
becomelike'youknow.-.iflelsayyouplanforthatlæg¡\bæa,,se
the students can not be independent But le{ say if the srudents can be indçendent" then you just give one, and then
things can be done very quickly. lthfiikindependent leorner Ls verv imporlont-
I: So, would you encourage your studenß to be leorner øutonomy?
T21. I arr-- you can notjust say this is for a good class, so may be we can prompt them by giving something so

that they can thinh fiom there tïc:y can build their critical thinkine, but la say we go lo o w'esker class, we con not do
indeoendent learnins. ltwon'l work at all,because t did v/ith one of my weak, I ask them, I explain to them, I give
one homework, ok first I give example like this, so I assume tlnt they undemand what I want but when I got back the
homework, they don't know actually how- From the page also, let say fiom a literature book, I ask them to look for
the clrarac¡er and the evide¡ce.. so can you find the char¿cter page.- . but they can not come up with that, so they gave
me like in one page we have literature. . .like very thin. - . they give me page 253 whereas is that literature book we
don't have unri! 200 pages- That you can not ask thern to work índependenly, vou need to spoon feed them. BrlJ.in
pood classes, you can let say, for example you give one' and ask tbeß to come up at útat moment also they can come
up with answers, because thev undersrand the stom or the øoic. ard give the ideas. But weak classes no,
I: My do you think thot they cannot?
T2 They --- I think that their -... They can not thinkbeyond that -,- theyhave to be push oryou have to coach
them slowly a¡d ther¡ ... you have to be very patient with lhem. Very slowly, you irave to tell like this, like this. So

bocause maybe this is their frs time' because this is form I right, not use to it, in prinrary school they are usually
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spoon fecd, so wheri they come to secondary school they still, think that they are still assumilg rhat they are in the
primary school, lhat's why we need Io coach them- I ¡hnkbæa¡¡se thev can not think bevond that, their mind set is
like sometimes I cansay vem childßh- The way they think is just like still in primary school, not in the prinnry
school. Tbat make them, you lmow, can noÌ tbink beyond that. And nraybe they are weak srudents and not as bright as
good classes. That is why I think that we need to push thern,
I: How do you plan cooch them?
T): I mean I give thern let say. - -

then v,e tnt how whether thev con or not- Because we have to spoon feed. .. ro do like this, like ¡his- Then afier few
times if we have given thern enough coaching lhenwe let ¡hem to be indeoenden¡ bit bv bit, nol like ,... This one A sc
I assume that you can Frnish this one, but this one you lÊve to give pârt by part until they can get what they want.
Because one of the student also I teach then¡ I taught essay, I did no! wak class, s I did not sive them a lot of
¿ssøys, just like we give lhe poinrs, and it should be like this, like this and then curr€trtly I ask them lo-. - , b€fore that I
ask tbem to do format essay. Ok we explain thal this is the formal that you have to follow, the other one I ask them to
do a very, not a free writing, but it's a guided essay but they the way is not a formanod. There was one student came
to see me and asked Teacher, do I need to write good moming, or .. so when I ask some of them they really don'Î
lanowwbattheyaresupposetodo. Soweneedtotellthem.-. lìkethis-,. likethis...solreallyknowthewe¿hressso
I have to slowly bit by bit teach them-
I: How do you evaluale your sludents learning progress?
T2; sometimeslbasdontheirhowdothevsoesk Fmmtherewecanlmowwhetherlheyhaveimproveornol.
So because I would not take good classes because they can speak fluently, but la say the weak class, no not the weak
class, but the ave'rage classes, we can sÍìy that how they commulicale,whelher thev are confrdenl or not we can see,

because if they are confident tbey cao talk but ifthey are not confid enl lhev are afraid to talk So we can see, oh, ¡rlis
d all this things.

I: I notice thatyou like ø involve with presenlotion and group work, ok, what is the beneftt that the studenx
ge t from lho se dctiv ilies?
T2: like presentation, from tbere I believe that wh en lhey discuss thev easilv can remember that, because if let say
you give everything to them they ju-st copy down but they don't really rernember. But ifwe ask thern to do group work
and presentatioq tÁetthey hat'e to find the poins and ¡he'tnformation. so they work for it, and they will remember it.
l-et say ileverything is given to you, they won't remember what they are doing. Maybe during the exams, they will
start doing revision then they will tend to remember but la say if we do something a¡d look for the information it will
always be in our mind and we will always remember it. So when people say something or argue about it, so we have
our point to argu eúck .. .oh.-no...-. it's like this like this so they get benefit to lanow more about that,
I: So, you are saying thal the content that they get. How oboul the language?
T2;. Yes. The language.-. they can. . . also they can because they do together, so they write then they tend lo
OK. it is suppose to be like tårs .some of their friends in the group, some of them v'ho are sood in Enslish. thev
Iearn.. . so we do like rhis one.. oå.- it is suppose to be like this.- usuo lly I do like thß .. . so they learn by themselves.

ao, oh
this is wrong actaalty, it is suppose to be like this yol will remember that, you believed to be remernbe red, r¿ther tban
whatever the teacher reach you. So f would rhirik that that would be . - . that's why I do group work because they will
leam more fiom there.
I: How do you decíde whot to ¡eoch that day?
T/ ltisdeperÅsonthetooicbutalsoitdepenùsonmvcreotit'iV. tetsayl... Igotalotofideasl'llcomeup
with a lot of things,btif I'm blur on that dav, my lesson will also be a litle bit boring. Depends on my ideas and
creativþ. Sometimes I can olan,but I don't know when the idea will come, right, somûimæ a dav before that I have I
want to teâch this so I got rhe idea, somúimæ earlv in the morninp, when I come to school, tben I get the idea... it
depends actually.
I: Does itfollow your lesson plon?
T2 ltis based on the svllabus, but you see bow I put it to make lesson more interesting so come to idea, but iÎ
follow according to úe syllabus, but the lesson plan usually we have, because probably we have now is lo come out
with your own when we do to the lesson plan we have tbe idea like this because what we have, now we have to use

SSMS, e we have to put v,eeuv wha¡ we wønt lo teoch, but then one that particular dåy, how we want 1o teach is
depends-.- wherr we do that one we have the idea what to do -..I think it dçends on that one sometimes not.
I: Have you lríed 1o do your own courseware for your students?
T2: fro, mavbe I'm not lhot confidenl. currcntly I don't come up wilh my own courseware. læt say if you have
teach more than l0 years then you can come up wilh your own courseware- Because they have a lot of experience-
I: How computer helps you in term ofyour teaching?
T2: |¡makæmvworkmoreeosier-lmeanletsaysometùnes lusethe computer,lsavealolof time-lmeaq ir
makes my wotk more easîer, make me more orqanized and then you wnp it baclq and so- - - let say if some one come
to obsewe you also, you shouldn't have aoy problern because you are well prepared.
I: Do you have any special approach when you use compu¡er \eith your studenß?
T2: Special approach? No, I du;'t think so- Basically I like thern to do by group work
I; Do you have ony problem when using the compuler?
T2: ln term of teaching. It is depends on whether I know how to use it or not. Because in computer rhey have a lot.
So depend on whether I know how to r¡se it or not. [-et say I know how to use one thing, then I will come out with
something interesting, well it is depend on if I know ho'v to use it- It is not really a problem lah, the basic one, I can
do it lat¡ but if you teach me how to teach me, ¡hen later I may try lo use lt.
I: What do you understand of muhimedio use in the classroom?
T2; multimedia in rhe classroorn, is we have to use this multimedia technology not only the coÍlputers,
whatever the multimedia is - l:ùlelhe OHP. proiector. somethinq that is related to IT- Not only the compurer, la say if
youdon'tusethecomputerbutyourxeOHP,tùatsalsoconsideredasmultimedia- Theuseofwhiteboard., I-CD
projector ---
I: Do you use lhem?
T2: Transpare.lrcy yes, but l-CD no, becatse we have every stafftoom we have OHP, but currentl¡ ou¡ OHP
dah ros¿k so, \À/e can use thal one- Save time- Every sraf-iroom we have I OHP tiìat we can share among the søff
members, 6 of us. So we don't have to borrow from Pusat Sumber or other place. But you have to compromised with
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your colleagues, you don'1 have 1o book
I: Well I think ¡hat ß allfor now', but I might come and osk you later.
T2: Ok rhat's OK-
I: Thankyou-
T2'. Welcome.

Te¿cber 2: lnterview 2

I: Vlt'hat do you mean'nhen said " the sudenu might get bored if you use computer all the time"?

T2: Because íf they are using all the time, they will find it suite bored because all lhe lime if we we the same
materiols,likeifweaskfherntodothesamethinsweaskthemtodo,sotheygetbored- Theywouldltketotm
somelhinz else- l,et say in a montlq rnay be twice ûry can use cofr¡puter but if every week we have prouo work ond
a-sk them to use computer then thev will pet bored. May be what we can do is to ask thern to find a boolq and then they
come lo school and discuss that one. That way is fine. Bur la say, every time they go to the computer and do it they will
set bored. because it is the same thing. The samc go€s if let say we bring thern to the lab, so thev don't frnd it
interest¡ng anymgre- So la say, may be once in a month i f we la them go they'll be eager because not every wee k,
thev will eet bored, oh again lab, lab, again computer, that's why we have to verif not always use a computer. Doing
presentaúon, they witl be fine, they will be ok ln term of looki¡g for information, every lime we go to the class and ask
them ¡o go to the compurer and find that one and thev È'ill set bored. [æt say if we ask them to go home and find it
earlier, then that will be oL- La say ask them to do presentatiorL to use power point, using computer, tlnt will be ñne.
But let say discussion ask them to go to the computer and find information, like that, thev will set bored- Then you will
se€ that some studenrs will ¡olbe theß, thev'll be lhere bul îhev d¡d not porlicipale. lhev iusl keep ou¡el there.Sollral
is why we cannol use t-he computer all the lime.
I: Hou,about the leoming part?
T2: The leaming part is also the same. [æt say every week we go to tìe lab, tley will also set bored, because
rhry knorv that every Wednesday we go to the lab. Maybe if we didn't tell them the specifrc day to go, and then tell
rhem today ìile go to the lab. So it is like someihing new ttÉt they are going to leam there. But then if we bring thern
every weelç for example every lJVednesday we go to the lab, -OK it's the same thing." So rhey, everything is here, so it
is very easy to get bored
I: How obout the MM?
T2: WhatMM?
I: Like the one you oskzd your students ta do onvehicle.
T2: Ooo. .. thâl one sometimes we can ask thern but not all ¡he time, because I didn 't reallv like lo oll ¡he time
use that one. Once in a while it is OIC That's why I said we need to vant. May\e once a week we go to SSMS and the
other week tve go to intemel. Not all the time. lf not. . - I can see that my students are not interested to do that
because lhey tnow that is your tecbnique how to teact¡ so they wrll like l<eeo uuìet
I: You did søy that computer chanse the students mind set. ll/hot do you mean by that?
T2: Because iflet say they ñnd in the computer, they leam. Thev read and lhev set neu' infonnation Not only
reading but they get infonnation thev be more informative. So that's why I say that using computer they can change
their mind set. [¡t for example we ask them to serve into iot€rnet to find something, so may be at that time they don't
know rh¿t infonnalion, sowhen thev use that thev tend to know more about that thing.
I: Do you have a diferent approach when you use contputer in your leoching?
T2 Actually that oneis depend on mv creativilv on lhat day, so ifon that day I'm very creative, I use differsnt
approach- itisdepsndonthatday-sohowlappmachthernisdependontha¡day- ldidn'tolon,sometimesitjustpop
out. how I approach tbern is depend ont}rrtùy. I don't have anv so So, it is depend on my creat¡vity,
so if I am creative at that time, so it becone very creative. If la say, sometimes we don't have the idea, so it will be
different.
I: what is your goalfor your studens?
T2'. My goal is ta say for the eoo,., c/¿sses. deñnitely I want ¡he worst is my students såould e¿l B for their
result, but for th e weok classes my goal is I want them all pass because some of thern in my weak class, quarter of thern
tend to fail the English so my goal is, because we have done lhis from the first exam so we carl see. So my goal is to
have them pass anòI don't want to see anv failure in my class. That is my goal.
I: sofar I didn't see any grommor leaching in your class.
T2: I did- But not during your time.
I: How do you leach grammor to your studenls?
T2: I give thsm çrømmor ntles, and then I explain and I pive exomples and then I will give them exercises. Th¿v
will exnloin what ore the rules for this one, and for the grammar pars, basically I gave notes because this is very
tochnical and they need to loow the rules, so I give tbern notes and I explaln to thern this one is likc this. Then after I
explain I give some examples then I ask them to do some exercises, Iike to construct serrtences, I ask thern to fill in tbe
blanks fiom the exercise book
I: OK. now \9e go back to MM computer- How do vou feel of leachíng usíne computer compared to classroom
tolk and cholk?
T2: That one would be much more easier,because lct say if you use computer you can save a lol of time. lf you
use rhe whiteboarid, you have lo take time to write. The studeots have lo copy. Sometimes if we write
¡¿lk Butletsaywehaveeveryinthecomputer,wejulprcjecttothenL sowecantalkandthesnrdentscanstraight
awaycopy- Bæ,atsewhenwewrite,vedon'tlotoww,haf thevdobehind. InlermoftbatMMismuchmoreH.erthen
chalk and ølk-
I: How would you integrate the use oJ MM compuler in your teaching?
T2: I would say...- Somaimes in my lesson I use the MM, so that.-- not all the time, but sometimes, in one week
a least one- So mav be for grammar. most of the time I use it for gnmmarbæ,a¿se evew ¡hing is done alreadv and vou
iusl proiecL I also ask lhemto do the erouo work and Lse the computer-
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I: What do you projectfor your gramnnr part?
T2: l¡.'s the notes and then the exercises lwillwrite it on the whiteboard. The exercises let say to corlstruct
sentences it isjust like that. -- but then iflet say you have a lot of sentences to fill in the blanks- more then l0 questions,
I will etve ¡hem a handout for thern to write, that is to answer in their exercise book
I: How do you use computer?
T): for my self, sometimes I use to find sornethillg, infon ution. I-et say if I want to teach something, and I
don't have a lot ofinforrnatior¡ so I have to search in the interna to frnd informatiorq so when i go to the class, I øz
very ínformotive and I have the informatíon, so I search for the information A¡d also for the P & P, so I use the
computer-
I: Do you think thal your stu.dents are learning when usíng MM computer?
T2: Yes, because la say if we ask them to look for somahing, they ìearn, bæ,ause thev have to reod ñrs before
lhey canundersønd what thev want to do. So in tcrm ofthat they learn the lonouape.they read the correct sentences.
So I think using MM they also learn the English language.
I: How do you think they leam?
T2: bv readíns the sentences, go through whatever they have on ù¡e screen- Most of the thing inside the
computer basically is in Englis\ so by that they leam the language. They read. Because we learn through reading
because here we don't bave the pmblern because most of them can r€ad and und eßta.îd- ll jù-sÍ that to enhance more
about the laneuase. so thev rea¿ ond they can leorn throuzh readine. Readine and lhen writins- t think they leam
through that one. ln the class, for exam¡rle, we ask them to look someihing from the internet, so ifthey want to get the
informatioq because they can not print oul, morc then one pages there, but ifthey want to print out lhey have to go
through those procedurcs so basically what information they have' lhey have ø iot down the poins- So, in tenn ofrhat
there is a leaming, because they arc writins down the poínts and also a parl of it thev leam Enplish laneuase.
I: How do you plan your lesson?
T2: How do I plan my lesson..- I plan ..fttsT accordins to the svllabus, because we are given a syllabus, so
according to ürat one. Bvl llneî the content, we arc given the topic, thåt is the bis headine, v) Ihe content ¡s based on
mv creativitv. So I ga the idea, some time when we read the thing we had the idea, ooh..we should do like this, so . bur
usually itwould be onc dav ahead. For example like today, yesterday I would plan already wbat I would teac\
because we would see what we waût to teach atrd the idea would come- So, la say I \ilant to teach reading, so I will the
materials and werything, and the activity through out- So while preparing it will come togetber, .. - sometimes I will
get a very creative activity but sometimes it will not cr€ative, so it will not be creative-
I: Ilhot príority ofleaming ospect thot you lake under consideration when you do your lesson plan?
T2: t earning 

^+æt, 
first speakins, thât is lhe most important because wbat I wont is I wont them to soeak bv

becouse speakíne we can know whether thev can reallv do or not I really focus on speaking and besides that reading
and lastly would be writing- Because ifthey can speah I would say they can write, so I would say... then I would go to
wnLiîg. Writinz I would ¿sk thern to write símple senlences for lhe weak class because first I ask them to speak and at
the same time ask them to read- When they speak and read they will get the idea and the las thing I would ask them to
construct a sentence or in a ?rouo work where they have to think and ro write- So usually would be my focus-
I: Didyou setany goalwhenyou planyour lesson?
T2: yes, because when we start a lesson, definitely we want our students to be able to do the activities we ask
them to do- So let say I plan something for writing, by tbe end ofthe lesson, I really hope that my students will be able
to let say write few sentences based on what we have learnt. So I have my goal, but for my good classes I always
achieve my goal because they don't bave any p¡r¡blern. The weak class, a little problem because lhey a¡e weak I
sometimes didn't achieve my goal. So we have to really go slow and when we go slow the time is up. Sometimes we
cannot finish whatever we want to do. That always happen with tlle weak class, but for the good class, it is Ok Only the
weak class because we have to aüend ro thern and then we have to see ifthey can do this one. And let say ifwe want
them to do a presentation, by the end ofthe lesson definitely lhey won't be able to do the presentation by the end ofthe
lesson. So we can't continue the next one- The good classes they are very good and very fast, and la say if we say that
at the end oflhe lesson they ne€d to do a presentation, they arc able to do the presentation.
I: Do you think that the weak¿r class will be oble to leonr beuer d they.use MM?
T2: I think it is 50 - 50. because for the good class we need to erynse them with the MMbul al¡he same time the
teocher need lo attend them. because lhey are weak. MM is more.. it needs the students to be indçendenr, with weak
class we cannot let be independent. We have lo be with them to suide them bæavse tf nol thev will set lost They don't
know what they are doing. So fortle weak classes, I would say 50 -50 not 100% MM will help them, because we ne¿d
to øtide them and lo coach them. lfno uot they wil/ sef /os¡ because they don't know wbat they are doing especially in
the language they are very weak.
I: How do you thinl<. vour sludents besl learn lanzuage?
T2:. Best way-.. I think by .. I would say for the good classes there's no problenr- I would give the example for
the weøk class... I would ey throueh sinqin"- because you how students, kids, they will get things easily through
singing where they easily gd memorízed throueh sinzinq. So I would say singing because lhey have certain words. So
I've tried once. Not the songs rhat they already know, but I used rhe old song. So they enjoy that one. After that they
keep singing andthenwe explain what it meaos and þllow up wíth ouestions based on the lyric and they are able to
answer the questions.
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Student I

Can you teil me your name please?
My name is Julia Anne George.
Julia.- ok, what form are you in?
ahh... 2 Amanah
Ok..-(s1 intemrpts)
Should I answer in full sentences or ...
Well, it is up to you..(S1 intem:pts)
Like.. my name is
R¡ght- OK can we start no\Â/?
Do you like English subject?
Ya, I think it is very interesting and lot to leam.
How do you leam English?
Well, wtrat do you mean I how I leam English?
Well, wtrat I mean is how do you leam it, is it through your parents, or do you go for tuiÙon, or is
it only from school?
No, aclually I ínteract with my parents, and ah.. so, I am quite good at English, and in school
also most of the time is always in English except with my Malay friends because they are not OK
lah.-
What do you mean?
It depends-- sometime teacher doesn't allow us like Bahasa Melayu subject, you can't actually
interact in English, the teacher wants you to interact in that subject.
So you prefer to use Engl¡sh?
Ya, I prefer to use English.
Do you always use English at home?
Ya, most of the time, except when I interact with my maid. She is an lndonesian, so I have to
speak Malay.
Ok-- Let say if.. when you find something that you don't understand OK-. how do you deal with
it?
I ask Pn. Jugdeep-
You ask your teacher-
Ya, and some times for essay, I ask my tu¡tion teacher, I have a personalized teacher coming to
my house, that's it .... And friends too, ya, friends can help -.thats all.
Do you lhink there is any different in leaming, what I mean is leaming before and leaming now'?
Ya, I think when using computer is much more ???(can't get it) she tries a lot of assignment and
it really interesting. Like there are games, they g¡ve short notes, and stuff l¡ke that and so very
nice- I enjoy leaming using the computer.
OK, when you say short notes, what do you mean?
Because, well, like Pn Jugdeep she is not really-..-. she is really busy so..she ..-they use the
computerlike....Forinstance -.aaa...- like questiontaqandtheygíveyouall thenoteson
question tag and then we have another thing called doctor ABC and that will show all spelling.-
spell¡ng -. A to Z-- ah ..- A to Z-..1 have wrote in my joumal about it ... and they give you
everything like r¿rords you know word which are not very clear, someümes the rvords bothered
normally and tell the definition -.
So do you enjoy that kind of leaming?
ya, I can leam a lot-
But, which do you prefer to have a teacher teaching you or using the computer?
Hmmm (a litüe bit difficult for her to answer) aaaaa.. both
(The interview is intemlpted by an announcement)
Actually .. aaa-. computer I kind of like it, like.. aa-. when to teacf¡ I like teacher teaching, .. when
come to exerc¡ses ¡t quite n¡ce to use a computer... you don't ...and the computer marks it for
you and it is really easy for lhe teacher, and we get to know our wrong (mistakes) straight away.
So we see how we are do¡ng 'cos we are graded, so we know our level of understanding.
The last time when I went to the multimedia lab. \Mth you and your teacher, when I asked about
the exercise you said it was very simple?
Ya, it was quite simple...ya-- I think we should have a more challenging exerc¡ses,... but
everyone wants to get good marks-- so.. everyone tries to get a 100 percent but ... because
normally if you get a 100 percent you are quite æsy -.. ya you just print it out when finish- But
say if they don't provide short notes, then we might not really understand, I mean if we like .-.
take question taq .- we really didn't understand ¡t at frst so thats wtty we got to go to the short
notes first. Pn. Jugdeep always ask us to go. You have to go according to the notes first and
then you attempt the exercises and then the tests.--. We go to a level.,
Ok .-so you are saying that you leamt a lot when you are using computer. (The sh¡dent nodded
her head) There are four types of exercises like listening, reading, writing and speaking. Which..
(Student intem¡pts)
But speaking we don't really use-
whv?
I'm not sure--normally listen¡ng, readíng and writing and we print it out. May be because we don't
have enough t¡me and the teacher also doesn't have üme. We don't really do speak¡ng,
somelimes there's someth¡ng wrong w¡th the speaker and we can't speak so rrræ just listen --
Which activity do you like most?
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I think-. - aa-. may be writing , ya--. I l¡ke to type, give the answers.. hmm-.
was that t¡me the first time you use the multimedia lab,
No-- we have used it a lot of time.
Since form 1?
Form 1 yes, but not so much- Not usual- l'm not sure why. We didn't really go for the lab- But
now I'm not sure why suddenly every one is going for the lab- Especially for Malay and English-
Ya-- Malay a lot of time- Teacher ask us to find things from the intemet, pictures, and write using
a lot of things publishers and have competitions- May they pair you up and have competition.
Besides using the program (software) that is there, what are otherways that you use
multimedia? For example for your presentation, do you use ¡t(f!fM)?
Ya.. but unfortunately our computer doesn't work- We have reported it but they are not really
doing anything. But it's --. they are not very sure- The thought of all the teachers come in and
they say on the cornpurter or something.- we can't do it .. ok..ok-. never mind-- then they ask us to
do ¡t in "kertas majung" that long paper-We have the disadvantage there, so it is very hard,
because normally everyone.- sometimes it will be graded , so everyone uses the computer
because normally they will be graded more for the computer but-..because normally they will be
graded more for the computer but..-
So, you prefer to do it using the computer-
Ya.- because there are already a lot of design there. So, you don't uraste your time designing it
on the computer, you know on the'kertas maiung" to get good marks- And it is very neat also.
How about your assignment. Do send it v¡a e.ma¡l to your teacher?
ar guh (no)
Well, you don't do that.
It dther the computer and you have to print ¡t out. Rn-- teacher g¡ves us some assignment, say
that she is not ín and we have to give it to Stephanie, the AJK English, then she'll pass ¡t up to
Pn Jugdeep, to "Bilik Guru".
So, it is not through e.ma¡l-
no. We have not been introduce to that- Some of us doesn't have e.mail, stuff like that, so very
diffìcult. But in fact you can write to the teacher if we don't understand something-
Have you tried?
No..(laugh). I don't have any e.mail-
you do have computer at home, right?
ya.
with intemet access?
Ya--
But you don't have e.mail?
My father doesn't like. We don't have much time- W¡th sekolah bestari. everything we do, like
studying .-, 24 hours... so it really hard to make time you know to play.. stuff like like.- especially
in 2 A, it's really a lot of cnmpetition going on- lt is really hard to keep up.
so you are saying that you are studying because you want to get good result.
Ya.. as my mom said if you don't do anything and if you don't r¡rrolk on it now, you won't achieve
anything in your life-
Ok now..--using mul[media.- ì,vhat do you think of it?
Good, really nice- ln fact I th¡nk that the exercise --. it should be more challenging. Actually,
Bahasa Melayu is already quite challenging. But not English, and I'm nol sure about others.
you don't have a chance to choose wtrat level of exercl-se that you want to do-
No. But they do have different different exercises, teacher will .iust put it in, but don't have the
level. lf the teacher asks us to do that we lust do it. Thats all-,..But I think it will get harder. Like
the first exercise is a l¡ttle b¡t eas¡er. The second is a little bit harder. First they will provide the
answers then, next one you have to type your own answer- Following your own sentencies. So
they like level¡ng it, so that you urderstand how to-. you know the format-
How about the vocabulary, is it simple?
quite- But there are some words we don't (understand)., thats why we have to jot it down in the
vocabulary book- So thats why teacher ask us , ya ...so.. when the teacher say ok, so.- l¡ke
sometimes we have to do an exercise and this Dr- A to Z apple will say everything- You just key
it and it will say everything- Like.. aa-- I'm not sure at the moment like what you mean by credit,
it will give you definition and you cân write it down and compare with your owrì notes. lt is kind
of useful, and I like that.
There are computers in the classroom- Are they working very well?
No, not really. You have to share, and cratn up and every one has to cram up with one
computer.
There's only one computer?
No there are 5 computers but 3 of them are not work¡ng , no 2, 2
What do you mean by not working?
The system either --- err -.- not very sure how to say it but something wrong with it. There
diffe:'ent different problems-
Ok- i think thafs all. Do you have anything else to say.
No
OK, thank you.
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Student 2

Can you lell me your name please?
aaa-- my name ¡s Noratiqah bt Saudi- Form 2 Amanah.
OK, Noratiqah. As I mention earlier that my sfudy is on multimedia, and on how students use
multimedia-
Aar-. OK
Alright, first. Do you like to leam English?
Aar.. of course.
you like it Ok Do you like leaming it?
Yes-
why?
Becãuse to me English is very important. Aar...its .-.. Aar,.- an intemãtional language ,so
everybody must know, must leam English. So,..-
Well, how about at home- Do you speak English with your parents?
No. Seldom
ln school?
ln sctrool ..--.- aar -. most of the time.
with your friends?
Normally with Chinese, lndians, Malays seldom
Ok.. How do you leam English?
(The interview is intem.¡pted by the announcement)
Aaar .-. aaaß--- (having difñcttlty in answering)
OK, let say you are having difficulty in leaming certa¡n area of English language, how do you
over@me your problem?
Usually .-. aar.. if there's uncommon words, right, usually I refer to my dìctionary. Before I went
to sleep, I usually memorized some words form the dictionary, so I can improve my English, like
that.- eh-
Do you go for tuition?
No
OK -. an.. now.. How do you feel of using multimedia in the classroom?
I think it's grood .. because ..aar.. not all sfudents can use computer in class, right?--so, hmm....
especially it is easy because.- hmmm ....we don't have to --. hmm -- you know -.hmm.. to-'
hmmm using SSMS right, the act¡v¡ty provide ..-. answers so we just need lo fill only and lhen
the teacher will .. can cfieck the mark- Also give .. aar .. eh-- ar.- teacher will rec¡rd the mark
and then if she wants to give any commends, so she give lah-
How about the multimedia room?
I seldom go to there..eer.. lts once a week. Eeer .-.usually 90 there lo do our SSMS, hmm
-..hmmm ...hmmm ...ahh..lhafs all lthink.
Do you think that us¡ng mult¡med¡a can ¡mprove your English?
eehh.-. yes, I can know new vr¡ords, right. And then, en.-- I can improve more on my computer
skills...thats all-
How about your writing. Do you thínk you can ¡mprove your writing wlren using the program?
eer.. I think I can because eerr like... I ...en .. usually weak in English-.- espec¡ally ¡n grammar
and then when I use multimedia.- like I can leam more on grammar and also can explore the
intemet to find more information. That's it.
How about the program. Do you th¡nk that the program is easy for you or quite difficult, or is it
challenging?
Easy, because we just have to fill in the blanks, and then.-. er.. that's all lah..
Do you want a more challenging program?
yes..-eerr--- because to me err.- to leam English you need a more challenging matter'cos
English aclually to me is quite easy but the main problem is I seldom use English but when we
have challenge questions, I think we can improve our Engl¡sh.
Do you have any computer program that you can use at home for Englìsh? Or do you serve
intemet?
No.. I never use my computer on English subjecl een.. and also my computer ís also not
connected to intemet-- errr.. so.. it is quite difficr¡lt for me to find anyrthing -. so..on English I

usually use it to write essay and do any activity that the teacher ask me to do with the computer .

Do you think you leam more?
Yes .. err.. because computer l¡ke in th¡s scftool, right, only in certain school "ada" computer, so
we are very lucky because now everybody can use it everyday -. so OK lah, I can improve more.
How often do you use computer in school?
Twice a week.
What do you always use computer for?
To do SSMS and usually essays
Whât ¡s SSMS?
Its program for Bestari school. lt is something like hmm.. a program .. it needs arr -. where we
only have to ---.. err ..-just fill in ¡he blanks- And then it teacher ask us to pr¡nt ¡t so we print it and
put it in the English file-
Do you go to any other progr¿¡m?
hmmm .-- no
Ok... wtrat do you think of the program.-. SSMS
Hmmmm -.- (wasn't sure what to answer). Ok I guess. Only the program is en--. aaa-- err----
(intemrpted by a fire drill siren and the interview stops here)
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(1 hour iater)
Ok. Do you th¡nk us¡ng multimedia (in your leaming) helps you to improve your English-
ahh .-. hmm-. hmm-.-- l'm not sure ..- aaaa .-.-
your grammar .- your reading
Grammar -..lah
Only grammar..
Ya
Hmm --. how'?
Hmmm.- hahhh-.
No idea
Don't know., lah
How often does your teacher bring you to multimedia room?
Once a week
Once a week.
Ya lah
To do
Usually to SSMS and an essay
ln the dassroom.. Do you use computer in the classroom?
Yes, usually to make presentation and prepare first and then present it using television and
computer. On Microsoft word ...aaa-- what.- wt¡at-- ha.. use power point, ya -. power point-
So you do your presentation using power point.
ya.-
Which do you prefer, to have a teacher in the classroom or just leam¡nE using computer.
To have a teacher in the classroom ¡s also ¡mportanL 'cos teacher leads us to study right so ,..
ah-. kalau guna computer pu mesti ada teacher, kalau tidak tak boleh. So kalau taka de teacher
pun câm this .. ada problem ke boleh Tanya teâcher, better ada teacher-
So, you prefer tc have teacher ¡n the classroom?
Ya..
You can't get help ftom your friends.
yes- Hmm like hmm--aa-- my cnmputer there's no ¡ntemet so l don'l know how to use it, so I

..usually I ask my friend how to use it ahh.- hhhh.- and then what aaar untuk buat kerja ke
kadang-kadang tu ada enor ke, ada vrtrat -. macam problem am biasanya pangg¡l dia orangla.
hmm.. ok. How do you feel when you leam using multimedia?
Hmm ahhh... Saya rasa bagus tu bagus tapi macam jarang gunakan nya only kalau teacher
suruh buat presentation , baru guna. Tapi easy tu memang easy. Sebab kalau buat essay we
only have to type, do don't have to write, kena pass up on that day also cepat. So jimat kan
masa kalau gunakan computer. So easy lah.
Do you think that you have improved (your leaming) when you use comptfer?
en -..hmm.. an .- "'boleh juga improve .- base on writing, hmmm .--. Readìng -.err-.. also
l¡sten¡ng.
lf you were given a task to do by your teacher, how does it always done. ls it in a group, a pair
or individual?
usually in a group. Usually we discuss and then some times teacher ask us to say in front of

the dass, and sometimes we make presentation using power point. And during the presentation
on that day so.- many types-.-if ada computer senang nak buat kerja.
Who always do the ì/vork, the planning, the writing, the graphic ---.
We bahagikan kerja. Ada yang buat presentaÙon, ada yang taip, ada yang buat decoration.
Everybody ada kerja dia. So , kerja lagi cepat.
So, do you have anything else to say.
Tak ada.. hehh-
Well, that's all. Thank you very much.
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Student 3:

l: Ok, how are you?
53: (smiling)
l: Can you please tell me your name?
53: l'm Christina.
l: OK, Christina- Do you like English subject?
53: Err, Yes, ifs nice.
l: yes!.-. do you like leaming it?
53: Ya, because English is an intemational language so, ¡t is good tc learn. And also I enjoy leaming

it.
l: Any olher reasons?
53: Because I've been brought up in a family that speaks English.
l: So, it is easier for you? So family is all speaking in English. And how about your friends. Do you

speak English with your friends too?
53: Well, yes if they understand English, and I also speak with (cot{dn't get it) but

somelimes a few of them are not that fluent in the language so I could not '*"
l: Aha.. Ok- Now, how did you leam English?
53: Sometimes we leam during the class, the teacher use the white board, sometimes we go to the

lab, and look at ssms in the computer.
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How about yourself, how do you leam English?
You mean at home or in schc¡ol?
It doesn't matter at home or in school, Besides havíng parents speaking in English, wtìat are
other ways do you leam English?
Ya, I read -.- novel ,..err -. some times you know ,. some the words that you don't understand,
you can go to the dicüonary and then there's newspaper-- you know The Stars .. they have the
Mind The English, sometimes I read that one.
You don't use ¡ntemet or any (computer) program to leam.
No, not really.
whv?
Eer.-.because the intemet is so b¡9, and I don't know wttich web to go. I'm not allowed too many
hours on the intemet also.
How about in school, do you use intemet -.. multimedia -. during your lessons?
Yes..-
How often?
Actually, there was at one time, Pn Jugdeep took us tv\¡o time a week.
Do you like it?
Ya.. but it is a little bit easy-.
What do you mean by a little bit easy?
The questions that we learn, they are all very basic-
You mean that the program is very basic?
Yes
So, v¡frat kind of program do you want?
hmm, a more challenging one you know-. but something that is suitable for us -.."' (can't get ¡t)
So you want that kind of program. So what kind of exercises do lhey have here?
en.-- justfill the blanks... you know.-- the usual one ... I think like kindergarten one.
So you don't enjoy it?
I like the graphic, the interaction in the computer - - you know -.. but some how ¡t doesn't help
much in my study.
So, the program does not help you to improve you English proficiency?
ya.. it does not but it might help the others-
What leaming s¡tuat¡on do you like best--- having the teacher ¡n the classroom or using the
multimedia?
Normally when we are in the multimedia room the teacher ¡s always around.
OK , wfrat I mean is in the muttimedia room you are doing your r,rork on your own right? ln the
classroom the teacher ¡s there teaching you ..
I prefer the teacher to be in the classroom. You know when there is any questíon you can ask
teacher -,. when you are computer rootrì, you are alone and sometimes you don't know ... you
can't ask the computer, but you ask the teacher.
So you prefer to have teacher to teach you-
hmm
What do you like best wñen using computer?
Using the computer ¡s more c¡lorful like err when we cl¡ck on the computer and something
comes up, furthermore-.. it is more interesting ,.- and sometimes when the teacher talks in the
class is very boring subjecl
What are the assignments that the teacher gives you that you need to use computer?
arr. ..usually the teacher hands out lhe assìgnment through our @mputer, basically she did it in
school but outside class hours, using SSMS- We have to pass up at the end of the program
(lesson) the teacher can evaluate our progress something like thal
Can your teacfrer evaluate your progress?
Yes, once we have finished our scores -.eer--- immediately sent to the teacher through the mail
"" (not clear)
Now..- an..- compared to before... in your primary school, do you have ..- err... does the school
have lhe multimedia lab.
Actually, in our school only got lots of computer r¡rhen I was in standard 4, so before that we
didn't use much computer.
How did you leam to use the computer?
I mean ¡n primary school, there was one period that is called literacy computer, they teach you
the basic in computer, how to on and how to off, how to use m¡cro softword..-
So from there you leamed.
Ya. and also in form I that we had to go for class computer every week and there we leamed
more.
So, during the English lesson does the teacher teach you the computer sk¡lls?
No, we just do the program.
Do you have any choice of choosing any program?
No, we don't have any c,ttoice.
How wculci you like it to be?
May be they could divide it into separate level. like basic, intermediate and advance- So, if the
leacf¡er said you can go to advance you can go to a more challenging one- So, it tircn't be the
same for every one,
Do you get any benefit fiom the program?
hmm, ya-.. I get to leam some ner¡rr words fiom there and leam how to prorìounce it properly-
And the new English rules. Sometimes we use, you know, after the pronunciation that is not
good, you know by usíng ¡t we can leam more about the word and know how to speak iL
How to pronounce it?s031067
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53: Ya
l: Alright-.-.. do you have anything else to add?
53: Ahh, not really- . - but using computer in class ¡s also OK, but you shouldn't focus too mucf, on

the computer either, because the computer is not everything- We also need to @mmunicate
with th€ teacher in the classroom so that we can get more "aras" that we need.

l: You mean the communication?
53: Ya, because we look at the screen, we don't communicate with your friends or your teacher.

What I mean is the teaching.
l: How do you think that the school can improve the English program?
53: There are a lot of English progrErm out there, so I think the school can get some and --.. En also

the teacher should be taught how to use the computer- Sometimes there are problems with the
prog€m so it will disturb our leaming so if only the teacher can be taught lo corect the program

5031075 l: Well, I think that is all, thank you-
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Hi, Can you please tell me your name?

Do you like English subject?
Ya, it is ¡nterest¡ng,
Do you like leaming it?
En..- leaming it-- ya-.
why?
lnteresting..- en.- it gives you more knowledge ..-. En -.. I don't know lah..
It's OK. How do you leam it?
Sometimes we use the computer, the SSMS program, we go to the computer lab, each of
person has one computer to do their own as-signment, or we do activities in the class, group
r,r¡ork, sometimes individual work. Teacher gives out worksheets and she asks us to present it
sometimes .-. and she did exercises in the exercise book, ..- as homework lah.
How about you, how do you leam it?
I read newspaper, I read e-<nail on the intemet. ln school, I read story books also .. err.ya
Do your family speak English?
Ya.- most of the time, except to my maid, we speak Malay, because she is from lndonesia. She
can't c¡mmunicate in English-
Now, in your school is using multimedia computer in the classroom, so what do feel of using
multimedia in your leaming?
lfs good I think..- it is a progress. Last time we use{ to use a textbook and exercisqs. But now
they are usíng the computer, we print out lhe exercises we do on the crmputer .-. we don't use
much of textbook anymore.
Do you like it that way?
Ya... textbooks are heavy. Now they use files, then they put all our vrork sheets in there- All our
r¡vorkbooks are also in there.
Do you feel that using mult¡media in the classroom improves your English proficiency?
Hmm -.. sometimes. Br-¡t if I don't work there is auto correcl there, and if I do mistakes, it will
unlined it I don't feel so, I don't th¡nk, it is almost the same.
\M|atdo you mean?
like you use the text the teacfrer will mark it for you, but if you use the computer, the computer
will maft the exercises. Becåuse using the SSMS program the teacher does not have to mark it-
The answers are already in the prcgram- lts not mucfr of different actually, just less work for the
teacher-
ls it bec¿use you feel that the program is quite simple, or you feel that the teacher teaches you
more?
The teacher does teach more- Becâuse -. like when r¡ræ use SSMS program we have to fin¡sh it
on the spot. There's no other lime we can go to the lab and do it. Sure it gives us a chance to
finish our work faster not delay them- Well, like if she gives us !ìrork from the exercises book,
oo... we s¿y we do tomonow lah ... she's not going to check today but when we use the
computer the teacher will check ¡t on the spot. lts better. Gives us the cl¡ance to leam more.
What do you mean you leam more?
It means that if we finish faster, \ire @n leam other things also- She can teãch about other
subjects. I mean other topics in English.
You mean that you can go further than that?
Ya-
What is your opinion on the program in the computer lab?
I think it is good. lt involves reading, writing, listening and ya -.- observing.
Are those program up to your level?
Ha..Ha.-Ha.. that one-.- it is quite simple actually- But I think it is for the students who can't
really cope rnith the work in English. Bt¡t I think it is quite simple.
What do you mean?
For me I need more challenging exercises- Most of the exercises the anslrærs are already there-
It doesn't exacüy ... it just ask you to find the answer in the text. lt doesn't aclually make you
think. lt doesn't ac{ually need the general knowledge because when they give the text all the
ansì/\rers are in there. lt is quite simple to do actually.
So you need more challenging exercises?
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54: Ya, in my opinion.
l: Do you feel it is a waste of time for you?
54: Well, no ¡t is not a waste of time. lt gives you more pracüce actuâlly. Let say, like you do a

careless mistake, even if you done an easy question and you accidentally did a careless
mistake, you would leam from that mistake. Because if like .. - if you think '.hat you know it
already, so you don't do the easy exercises, but when you go there you do a simple exercise
and you can leam from your m¡stake, acttrally^ Because they have the assessment ¡n the
program and I do careless mistakes actually-

1: What leaming skill do you like best in the program? Well. it has reading, writing, listening and

54: and observing
l: no speaking?
54: Speaking ---ya... butverysome,.. butnotall of ¡t. Letsaytheygiveyouadialogue,theyask

you to give the response, and then you can record your voice in there, and you can listen to it
also. Ya...you can speak also-

l: Which one of the skills do you like best?
54: I like .-. I don't know--. I think I like writing the best- I like to write.
l: Do you think the program helps you?
54: Ya..- they have some exercises. Most of the exercises you write. But they have the answers

already. You just have to choose it lah.
l: so, it is not an essay writing.
54: Certain exercises are free witing, but most of it is just matching-
l: lt is not challenging.
54: hmm-.. it is quite simple.
l: So, what do you like best when using multimedia?
54: hmm -.- basically I like all of it. lt is very interesting.
l: So when do ycu start using computer?
54: Oohh..- that I can't remember- Quite long a go, when I was in primary school. Arr.. around

standard 2, 8 years old.
l: Who taught you to use computer?
54: First my lriend taught me, and when I am at home either my parents of my sister teach me. I

come to school my friend and my teacher guide me lah-
l: Do you have a spec¡al class for that?
54: No,no. But, last year we went for class. We had to go for computer class- lt is compulsory for

everyone. So I leam also from there- Because they teach about Excel, PowerPoint, Words and
PrintShop.

l: How about in your English lessons. Do you leam computer skills?
54: ln English lessons, the teacher doesn't exactly teach because we already know the basic whal

to do- She just explains the exercises what.--er-.. how to do it.
l: So, how about the computer in the dassroom. Do you use it?
54: Ya, but we only use it íf we can't go to the computer room, because here they have only limited

^.. only 5 computers and only 4 of it is working. So, we seldom t¡se the compuler in the class-
But for other subjects like BM, we do it in class. We lust have to search for information- So we
just use lhe intemeL Because it's all group r¡rork, not individual vt¡ork.

l: How about your dass presentation. Do you use multimedia?
54: Ya, we use the Pt¡werPoint program or either --- slides or OHP- They also r:se'Mahjung" paper,

the manual way.
l: \Mich one do you like best?
54: I prefer to use powerPoint. Because it is more-. very--. in PowerPoint you c¿ìn choose Íond you

want and the design you want. An.. like the picture also.- when you use OHP or the "Mahjung"
paper, you have to draw and write yourself and I think PowerPoint is more interesting.

l: What do you like your leac¡er to use in teaching?
54: Not using computer all the time. Give us other activities, like group vrork, pair work, or individual

r¡rork. Not the computer all the time lah. But certain time with out the computer also.
l: Do you get a lot of information Íiom the computer?
54: Ya, the ¡ntemet mostly.
l: OK- Do you have anything else to say, like the improvement of the program?
54: Not much. More diffianlt questions. The activities, more challenging. Because the act¡vities now

are more of the basic ones. They don't... an.-. Even, like the essay just now, they don't ask you
to th¡nk much, they just g¡ve the text there and find the information and write it down. I like it, but
give a little improvement.

l: OK, I think thats all. Thank you for your time.
54: Thankyou.

l: Well, can you please state your name?
55: Nama saya Hanis Syazwan¡ Shamsudd¡n. Dari tingkatan 2 Amanah.
l: Well, I will ask the questions in English and you can answer in BM? ls that fine with you?
55: Sure
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(This interview is done ín Malay language, because 55 is rot confident to commun¡cate ¡n
English. However she tried- She uses mixed languages, back and brth w¡th Malay and English language)
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Ok, do you like English subject?
yap, I like it.
You like it.- OK. Do you like leaming it?
Ya
Well, can you tell me why?
Sebab.-.-ãapat menambãhkan ilmu pengetahuan- Jadi kalau kita pergi overseas ke kita dapat
tahu.
How do you leam English?
Oh... I -..k¡ta tanya kãwan ke tanya guru bantuan, punya buku latihan, computer' baca buku

cerita-
So, you use computer- So how often do you use computer?
Sometimes, using SSMS in school
How is the program? (SSMS)
Macam buat latihan yang cik gu bagi- Lepas tu kita buat. Kadang-kala tu ada test kat situ.

Lepaskitahabisbuattesttu,nantidiabagitahuberapamarkahkitadapat-
Jadi Hanis sukalah Program itu?
Suka
Bahag¡an mana Yang Hanis suka?
Oh.. listening--
Kenapa listening?

penggunaan multimedia @mputer atau pun sebab lain?
'fúutigi¡n cara lain. Sebab di dalam kelas ramai yang menggunaka B. lnggeris, jadi bila dengar tu

boleh lah.
Antafa menggunakan multimedia dan guru di dalam kelas, mana yang Han¡s rasa seronok

ita Ùdak tahu sesuatu tu, kita
an lebilh baik

nakan multimedia.

May be.

Macam mana Hanis suka belajar? Secara kumpulan atau individu atau berpasangan-

Berkumpulan, sebab nya kita boleh bertukar pendapat'
Apakah yang Hanis suka bila menggunakan computer?
SSMS
Ada yang lain?
tak

emelajaran Hanis?
buat latihan, dan boleh men¡ngkatkan
nis.

ï:1":åi:::.'HxT:i"'::"T'"äTiÏ
yanE kita boleh tengok maksudnya-
Apakah pendapat Hanis mengenai SSMS?
la tidaklah terlalu senang, tapi kalau bolah adakan latihan yang lebih rnencatnr.
Hanis ada mempunyai computer di rumah?
Ada
Ada mempunyai talian intemet?
A.da
Adakah Hanis selalu rnenggunakan intemet?
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5051063 l: OK, Hanis- Setakat ini dulu--' terima kasih-

Student 6
Name: Geh U Shen
Èorm: 2 Berdikari
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l: Can you Please tell me Your name?
56: My name is Geh U Shen. Form 2 Berdikari-
l: Ok.- What shall I call You?
56: Shen.
l: OK, Shen..- Do You like English?
56: Yes
l: Do you like to leam English subject?
56: Yes
l: Why do you like to leam English subject?
56: Becat¡se..an.. its fun, easy, one of my mean of communication, and it is easy for me to score'
l: Do you speak English at home, with family?
56: Yes, all the time.
l: How about with your friends at school?
S0: Most of the time.
l: How do you leam English?
56: My parents, they speak in English, so slowly I pick up'
l: Olher than that?
s6: I went to intemational school when I was young, I learnt fiom there ..

l: What would you do when you find something that ¡s difficult?
56: I will look it up in the dictionary-
l: What are other waYs?
56: lntemet.
l: What do you mean bY intemet?
56: Go in linã lan. And there's a dictionary type of site, and they teach you'
l: How about grammar, do you have any problem with grammar or senlenc€ structure?
56: No, not ,eañy. but if ther" is l'lt go on i¡ne... Portal Utusan or something like that for the solution-

l: Do you use multimedia in schoú? Does your teacher bring the class to the multimedia room?
56: Yes
l: How often do You use ¡t?
56: Not often, only sometimes- Most of the time we did discussion, group discussions, sometimes

she uses intemet. As a source of "maklumaf , as a source of information-
l: What do you mean wtren you saíd sometimes? So far how many times has your teacher bring

you to the lab?
56: Not really sure... maybe 3 or 4 times-
l: What did You do there?
56: We went ón{ine to Portal Utusan and do some grammar work and composition-
l: Do you have to serve intemet to get to Porta¡ utusan or is it a software?
56: Weîave a software for it. lts SSMS metaphor and sometimes we go online Portal Utusan-

l: Do you think that ¡t is helPtul?
56: Ya-.ar it actually helps us lah --- I don't know wñat to say it'
l: How about Yourself?
56: - because if you go on line " then "- because there is no

questions you cannot answer that question again' You have
it again you can, so ¡t ¡s l¡ke you have to think ¡t fast'

l: ls there anY time limit for that?
56: No, but oui teacher usually gives a time limit, let say for 30 minutes, so we have to lnish ¡t ofi'
l: Are those exercises from a software?
56: Some are from software but some from intemet-
l: How do You find the Program?
56: Simple.
l: ls that mean ¡t doesn't really help you?
56: Oklah -.- some r¡r¡ords are hard lah not all and I think its OKJah'
l: tlo you enjoy doing that k¡nd of exercises?
56: ya-.. because nicã lah. Usually we study in the classroom, doing it in paper, and now we just

click the button and it's done, I mean you can get the answer immediately and all those stuff-

l: ls it important for you to get the arswer immediately?
56: yes. So that we ån actuãtty like if you get it wrong--.wtry you get it wrong, lhere must be a

reason right so you have to survey, I mean like yalah"
l: The teacher does not give you any feedback?
56: There is but -.- I like to study myself' I like to get things myself-
l: You prefer to have the computer when leaming? You dont really need the teacher-

56: Ya.
l: How much do you think you leam when using multimedia?
56: As is hou/?
l: How long have You used it?
SS: since standard 6
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well, before that did you use any multimedia in your leaming? Like any computer program?
yes, very seldom-
So how do you find it wtren you are using it noú? Do you leam much betler now then before?
Yes, as in last time right we only go on line, like a disk, and our teacher will ask us to do from
that and ìt is like we do it again and again, like an old servers, like in the ¡ntemet, in the SSMS
metaphor, it l¡ke new one, its like updated, so its better lah and it follow the new syllabus. And
last time is like a plain one , .iust like a normal one, the disc, its not orrline, made by teachers or
something like thal
What do you understand with the word multimedia?
lC - information technologry, multimedia ..-- Haa .. it has various use- I mean at mult¡med¡a, as ¡n
multi as in mulù-funclions has a lot of use and as one of the media.
ls computer one of the med¡a? What else besides computer.
Yes. Television, telephone, fax machine and all those stuff.
Beside seMng intemet, and us¡ng softu¡are that is there, how are other ways that you use
computer?
We use crmputer -...we do our project" ass¡gnments.
Can you explain the kind of project?
Like wtren teacher asks to do PowerPoint prasentation, then we have to do the slide in the
@mputer, and present it in front of the class.
Do you like it?
Ya, it is fun. I like it in a PowerPoint slide.
Does ¡t motivate you to leam?
yes
Vvhat aspects of mulbmedia computer that motivates you to leam?
It like my friends who are good in it, they can do their presentation it inspires me lah- They can
do why can't l. So I must like leam from them.
Do you always use the computer that is in the classroom?
Very seldom. As only in group d¡scuss¡on, only then we do it- Like to get source, intemet is the
source of information-
other then that.
I don't think there is more, may be there is.
How about yourself?
No. lf I have to do my assignment then I do it with the dass computer.
How about the software program here, wfrat do you think of it?
It's alright, because usually ¡t is updated, and it is not only one software, for English there's one
for one month, then after one month they change or after one week they change. And it is like,
you don't do the same and get board of ¡t. lt's l¡ke a new one every time.
How about the level of English?
Medium. Actually, it's Okaylah, not that simple and not that hard. Because lhere are some
rryords that they use is a kind of hard, ya -. lah.-there is a time limit and you have to finish it at
that time. No doubt that it is challenging, it's like fun, it's hard, I mean you have to th¡nk fast ând
do ¡t fast- lt is not that hard as in some of lhe an-.. let say grammar they give it-.they -.- the
questions they give, is like my teacher Cik Mamiza did, she did it before, and it is not that hard
also.
when you find something that is d¡ff¡cult. for example ririords, what would you do aboul it?
I look up in the dictionary and find the meaning from the computer. You just dick the button the
dictionary comes up.
Do you have any vocâbulary book?
Ya, but ¡t ¡s not of school one, it is mine.
Did the teacher ask you to do thaP
No
Do you think you get any benefit when using multimedia?
Ya, as it help lah .-. let me see ya -... An it helps, I save time, I don't need to go home and do it,
I mean my schedule is very packed, I don't have time, usually if I get to do my homernrork at
school, like beneficial lah, and if in school there is teacher, and when I encounter any problem
my friends and my teacher will help me, and my l{JK computer will help me-
What do you mean by AJK cornputer?
that person is Hanis, and she know about computer very well.
Did you go to any computer class?
Last year, ¡t is compulsory.
Did you leam from there?
Not really, because I used to skip the class.
So how did you leam to use the computer?
I don't know..- I leam it by myself.
Are you confident to use lhe computer?
Ya
Tell me the programs that you know how to use.
PowerPoint, Excel, Publisher, Words,
Do you use it in school?
Yes, in my presentat¡on. lf like in grz¡mmar presentation you do it in powerpoint, but then
sometimes teacher wants us to make broîiure and we use Microsoft Publisher, and Words is
like when you do homework lah, it just like you writing it, it is just like print it from the computer-
So you use it for your writing. There are four skills in English leaming, speak¡ng, writing, Iistening
and reading. Whicfr of these four skills your teacher afways use?
ar.. reading, listening. ..- aaa..l think thats all.
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No speaking and wriÜng?
No speaking, writing there is.
Which of these that You like most?
Listen¡ng
Listening? Why?
eecausã it actúally helps me to be more attentive. I like it lah.- I l¡ke to hear than reading it-

Because i get bored reading it-
Ok, so whe-n you 90 to tire lab or use the computer, does the teacher ask you to do it in a group

or individual.
lndividual.. sometimes in grouP

Ya it is a pracäce tesl.
So do you have to serve ¡ntemet to get the test / síte?
Ha..
How do you get the marks?
Actually, I do-n't know how, but after you have finished, you have to click the button go, and your

marks will just PoP out:
So, lhe test is not from the school?
The school lhere is also, but this one is not.
Does your teacher always use computer?
Aaar ..- Okey lah .--balancelah
Wh¡ch one dó you prefer to use the computer in the class or go to the lab?

Go to the lab.
Do you think that the program here need to improve?
The level of the standãrd ..th" gr"rr"r and all those stuff, I think it is easy. lt should be in a

ard, ours is easY.

lliåi Í3lJ ¡ il'"1 i.".'3il':Ï?'låi ?::fl ff '

standard 1.
So, there is no chance for you to cfioose' what level you want'
yes, there is. Aras 1, -.. lévd 1, level 2 and level 3. Even level 3 is sometimes it is easy-

wnån you say level 1, level 2 and level 3_- is it being programmed by the teacher?
yah-- iL is being Programmed.
í¡te ttre wtoleããsJdo level 2, today and you don't have any choice'
Ya-.. ya.-
And you do what ever the teacher ask you to do?
ya._.
i tnink ttrat's all. Anylvay do you have anything else to say?
No
Ok, thank you very much
Welcome
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Student 7

l: Ok, can you please tell me your name?
S7: My name is Hamizah, from 2 Berdikari-
l: Hamizah, do you like English subject.
57: hmmmm--- Yes-
l: Do you like it a loP
57: Yes.
l: Do you like leaming the subiect?
57: Yes
l: Can you give me Your reasons, whY
s7: ¡ecaiseJ don't know. I iust like English, it is important, and wt¡en you leam Englísh, wf¡en ...

wf¡en ... macaÍì -. mix tak Pe ke?
l: an- Ok
57: Macam berbual dengan orang dari luar Negara ke jadi kalau kita pergi ke negeri lain ke, so

communication easY lah.
l: So, you like English is for communication purpose'
57: ya
l: How do you leam English?
57: ¡ ..- a;r--- beside scfiõl -. I search irrtemet I chat quite a lot, and I think by chatting I ca-n

¡mprove my English. I chat with somebody from other country, so and I read a lot actually,

especially in inspirational book-
l: Do you speak English with your parents at home?
57: No
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Do they speak English?
No- Only with my friends, Chinese friends.
Friends, Chinese friends? Not Malay friends?
No, if I speak with them, they think I belagak or something, that's uñy'
ohh . . So. I believe that you leam your English through your friends and ¡ntemet.
Ya
So, let say you find something that you don't understand, ok.. like when you leam English' you
find it you don't understand, how do you do about it?
t'll asÉmy teacher first, if the teacher don't know I'll ask my friend, and then if I still don't know I

search internet, or I ask mY sister.
How often do you serve intemet?
aahhhmmm usually once a day. Ya its a must everyday-
Do you.- I mean ..-wt¡at site do you go?
sMÑ-com, leaming and research, then I searci for latihan, especially on maths, and check my
e-mails, chatting.
Do you leam a lot from there?
Yes
ok. ln school has this multimedia, right? so, what do you understard of multimedia?
uh uh .. I don't know. lt is something like technology and you can use computers and you can
commun¡cate easy with people around the world- And that's all'
That's all. OK ..- How many mulÜmedia rooms does the scfiool have?
2 multimedia lab.
How often does you teacher bring you there?
afr.-. you mean English.. never.
Never -. how about other subjects.
BM
ha.. for what purpose?
an-. to do the exercise, search intemet for information, and then do some notes about it and

lhen we go to SSMS to do the latihan-
How about portal utusan, is it for BM?
ye, sometimes.
Not for English.- you never go there?
no, so far- And I would like to go there for my English class'
arr-. do you find ¡t ¡nterest¡ng to leam using multimedia?
ya, because it is other than writing.
in what aspect do you think that MM is useful to you?
Easy to find information fast, and I I think ¡t is very useful and .- I .. aa¡¡--. I don't know.
You don't know. Ok, now -- since the teacher never brings you to the lab, so you don't know
wtrat is there for you.
Ya, for English.
And other subject is onlY BM?
Ya... only BM
OK.. How do you prefer to leam? Do you prefer to leam using computer or having the teacher
teaching you?
ahh.. dãpend on the subject ...¡f ¡t is sastra qu¡te boring teacher teach¡ng ¡n class, I use some
other materials.
good. How about Engl¡sh?
English .. so far it is OK in ctass, but I think the lab is more interesting'
Wlút are other ways does the teacher teach you in dass? Beside lecturing, you have group
work?
Yes, and presentation.
What else?
Nothing. That's all-
How do you do your Presentation?
The easy way is for you to read it fom the computer-
You read form the comPuter?
Notes, ya, from the speakel's notes. ln the power points there is a speaker's notes. We read

from thãre or print it out, so when we presented we read lah and refer to the notes.
you use powerpoint to do your presentation- OK do you like to do it that way?
ya, easler..
rn¡frat do mean by that?
you don't have tó put it in'mahjurE" paper or manila paper. You have to wr¡te it your own and
you nave to paste it on the board. You don't have to "tampal" on the board. paste ¡t on .-" You
ílave to it oui and paste ¡t on the board before you present it. lt ¡s so "kelam kabut" (messy)- lt
might ruin everything.
And using power Point?
It is easiei, where you only have ¡nsert the diskette, and then go to floppy A and then click the
slide show and plaY it, that's it-
OK beside it, lvhat else do you do using computer?
Sc:--nce report, experimenireports and everything íf teachers allow us tc use computer to type' I

do it.
ls there a ternplate that you use in your science report? or you just use Microsoft word?
Microscft Word.
When you were in form 1, did you use the computer in the English lesson?
Never
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l: Only in class when we are to search information from lhe intemet Just like that'
57: Do you think that it is very informative to use intemet to find information?
l: I have no idea what the s-peec¡ is about, so, search intemet ìt gives us ideas lah-

57: so you get your points from the inlemet'
I t}o'you think you leam more when you use multimedia'
l: How about the program, like the mulhmedia program?
57: The program's simple. when you use ¡t everyday it is going to be very simple.

I Do you leam more wt¡en you use mulÙmedia?
57: yes, lite when I don't understand r¡rrords I look in the dictionary, then I leam new r¡r¡ords-

l: The dicl¡onary from the Program?
37: Yes
l: How uould you like to do your vrrork? lndividual, in pairs or in group?

S oepeno on ihe r¡¡ork. lf itìs too much for me to do it alone, I like to do it group work.

l: ln the multimedia you have 4 types of task: reading, writíng' speaking and listening- ln Bahasa

Melayu you also have this foui skills. Which of these 4 skills that you always use? That you use
most?

57: reading .. speaking .- does it indude cfratting?
l: no
57: lf it is the program here, I don't know-
l: How woutb yõu feel if your teacher brings you there for English lessons?

57: Ok.. I mean it might bé tun, and excited, and if the topic is boring it m¡ght be boring.

l: ln BM lessons, ufien you go to the lab, how do you feel?
57: Depends on the topic, if itis tatabahasa then, it's going to be boring, 'cos all we search for is all

hti'nan, and if it is sastra then it is interesting, because it got pictures and maklumat, -.

l: Do you think that you would leam more if the teacler always brings you to the lab?

s7: Yes, because you leam about the subject and then how to use multimedia also-

l: Ok -.. what do you like best wt¡en you use mulhmedia or computer?
57: Hmm .- I like the program because ¡t makes things easier- And ¡t ¡s also a challenge-- vrrhat do

you mean?
l: boes the program challenge your mind an I your thinking?
57: ya, ¡t is very challenging. À"0 I tfr¡nX if it is rot challenging it is not value the point' Challenging

is very imPortant la-.
l: That's all- Do you want to say anything else?
S: No
l: Ok, so thank you.

Student 8

l: Can you tell me your name and your form, please?
SB: My name is Ong Sze Min. l'm in form 2 Berdikari'
l: Ok. What shall I call You?
S8: Sze Min
l: Sze Min, Ok Sze Min- Do you like English?
S8: Ya, I like. lt is my favorite subjec{-
l: OK, Do you like leaming ¡t?
S8: Ya- I like.
l: Why?
S8: Beåuse I think it is easy to leam English lah. l've been brought up using English' so it is easier

for me to communicate using English.
l: Are your parents using English to commun¡cate at home?
S8: Ya
l: when you are leaming and you find something that you don't understand, how would you go

about it?
S8: First I r¡r¡ould úy to solve it by myself, and ¡f I can't solve it, I go and ask my teacher lah' And I

also look into dictionary lafrio úot for nrrther information, and sometimes I go to the intemet and

find the information lah-
l: Do you always do that, serve the intemet?
S8: ya?
l: What site do You alwaYs gro?

Sg: hmm, I go to like tutor-co-m.my one, the trJtor and then I go to that the Portal Uiusan' and there

is anothér one Kakaktua.com one, hah.-- I go there'
l: How often do You go there?
S8: Usually like twice a week-
l: Do you serve it at home?
S8: Ya, at horne.
l: You cannot use the computer here?
Sg: ya lah-. . ,cos here the teacher like sometimes, Íf they come in and serve they have some other

work right? So I got no time to see, in school ha--.there are a lot of work and not enough

compuler in the áassroom and sometimes we need to rush to use it in tl'e multimedia room'
sometimes there are a lot of students.

l: What do you understand of multimedia?
S8: haa,... muttimedia --.--. multimedía to help us -- I mean, let say I don't understand hcw to -'-'

Ahh I don't undefstand the English stuff, I can go to the computer and make me more
understand.- I mean aaa.- I can understand better lah like that'
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Here you have 2 multimedia lab, dght?
ya
Have you been there?
Ya
When? ls it this year?
Ya, this year.
What subjecl?
English.. and my Malay language. So far only ihis two only.
How often does the teacher bring you to the lab?
Some it depend. Sometimes once a week sometimes twice a week'
So far how nrany times have you been there this yeaf
aaa.-.th¡s year aahh.. more then five times already.
How about English?
English ha.-. I think twice onlY.
Do you like leaming tñere, using the multimedia?
Ya, I like.
When you use cher use?
aah, they use And this software inside

there groiall th estions are there, listen and
do.
what does the teacher always ask you to do? Reading, wriÙng, listening or speaking?
Aaa-.. u5ually is listening, and after that answering the questions, by writing-
How do you find it?
Well, quite nicæ, quite interesting lah.. 'c¡s I think it is better, when you write by hand right it is so
painful, so when you type by computer it is easier-
How about the program? The exercises?
The exercise is good everything.
I mean for you.
Actually it ii quite simple for me, but it based on PMR format lah.. so it is OKlah. lt is good for

How do you know that it is based on PMR format?
Because if you compare to the books outside, the program inside one is almost the same-
That mean no challenge and not interacÜve?
No, no got interactive-- I mean like you know the passage lah usually they read in the book' that
one the! have more p¡ctures and it is more fun. You can retum and you can understand betler.
But the questions are l¡ke PMR format.
You like it?
Ya, I like.
Do you like to have another Program?
Another program..- aaa-.. I don't know-
Do you tirinÈ ttrat you have improve your leaming when using computer?

h. 'Cos You know if
what You are
at I'm wrong and

what I'm right. So, I know better lah.
So, do you get your feedback right a way?
ya
Âre you more motivated to leam when you use multimedia?
Ya actually.
Why is it?
I don't know- because I'm very interested in computers, so if I use computer I feel like I can do

feel füat You can do
g, interesting- ln the very monotonous' you know when

sl !o fike this one aa.. r,tmuldn't fall asleep-
lot and got a lot of ¡n comPuter?

ya.
The program that they have it in the lab, do you like it?
It is okay.
lf you were given a ciance what level to choose, would you prefer ¡t that way? Would you preler
to'ctroose wt¡at level you want when you use the mulÜmeciia program (software).
Ya, actually I prefer that way, because sometimes the exercises are too easy, so
I don't think ¡i ¡s that challeñging. So I think ¡t ¡s better like intermediate or may be like higher

level. lt is better lah.
So- You don't have the chance to choose. Then wtro choose / fix it for you?
Actually it is fiom the telecom company for all the Smart School were given this program- So the

ministry choose the program, it is not rny school-
How did you know about this?
That is what they say- I mean r¡ñen my form 1 orientation they said that this is from the ministry
So, do you prefer to have another set?
Ya I think so.
ls there any other activilies that you do in lhe dassroom?
Presentation lah-.. we use power point and sometimes we use the'Majong' paper- Then
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sometimes we have to know and explain to the students something like that la--

L o* and then I think it is easier
y erly whereas the presentat¡on' the
j ¡t-

Beside that what else?
What else haa--.no actually nothing much-
Would you like more of those kind of activities
lf I have the time may be I like lah.--
\lúhat do you mean bY'have the time'?
aa.. becalse there aie a lot of co cuniculum activities, so I have to stay back almost everyday,

so like I don't have time to do those compuler project-
al, pairs or in grouPs?
el it is good na-- because sometimes like my group
they dõn't want to do the work, so I have to do everything,

anci they get the credit-
There arJcomputers in the classroom- Do you always use it?
Not really.
What subject do You alwaYs use?
Science, you know ùre prógram I told you, the SSMS, we also have Science' So, like after vræ

leârnt 'l círapter, like the ..--after we finish 1 chapter, the teacler will ask us to go and do the

exerc¡se imide there.
ln the classroom?
Ya
ls it a group uork or individual vvork?
That one is a grouP work.
Do you find it helPful?
aaa-.--well-.actuaily I don't really find ¡t very helpful, because we have to take tum to do the

questions and it is very difficult lah--
So, one person do it at one time?
no, we näve to be in a group to do it, because there is not enough computer in tha class' so we

ìeam using computer than using books?
the programs are more interesting, because books
ery dull- So, computer program is more interesting

e the comPuter?
time ask us to use the computer
e us- L¡ke if I don't know how to do

the questions, may be I can ask the teacher and expla¡n to me'
Are you able to do the work on your owrì?
Ya,
Are you confident to use lhe computer on your own?
ya..
How did you leam to use comPuter?
I leam it by myself. Because my father said it is a waste of money to go outside to leam
c,omputerihrough computer dásses. So, some ljust click lah-. the computer buttons so I leam

lah hom there-
Do you leam English through computer?
Ya, sometimes
What about other subjecis, do you use computer to leam?
Ya, BM lah-
How
I th¡n my parents they have to check my urork, they mark straight away'

and I st,-so I might know the mistake laa, wfrat I make and how much

marks I get.
OK, I think that's all- Thank You.
oK-

Student 9

Hi, c¿n you and form?
My name is erdikari-
I will ask yo rding your leam¡ng of English subject well, do you l¡ke

English subjea?
Yes.
Do you like leaming it?
Yes.
\Â/hy do yor¡ like English subject?
aaá-.. vúny do I liké? Aa-- aaa....- 1 ''. it is tun to leam English'
It is fun to leam English --.(Repeat the answer because she answered it very softly') Beside
that?
No, I don't know.
How do you leam ¡t?
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--.,. aaaa.-. by,.-.
OK, now.- how.. how.. did you leam English-" i'iacam mana?
How.. aa -. I don't really understand the question?
Do you leam it by watching TV, reading or friends--
I leãm through tálking to my parents and Íäends, and wtren I am watching television and leam¡ng
is school.
Leaming in school -.- so-. lf you find something tìat you don't understand wtrile leaming, how do
you overcome that kind of Problem?
I ask my teacher or mY Parents.
your teacher or your parents -- how about your iriends?
I sometimes ask them too.
Ok now-.- do you know wttat multimedia is?
aaa -- a litüe -- aa .. I think multimedia is something about the computer and all the technology.
Do you think that multjmedia is a helpful tool for leaming?
Ya
Can you tell me hou/?
aaa .. like if you want to find any information about anything, just search ¡ntemel
What kind of informahon?
aa -. aa.. anything-
How often do you search intemet for informaüon?
aa..hmm-. . not very often.
Not very often -.- Do you have ¡ntemet access at home?
Ya.
Are you allowed to use ¡t?
yes-
How many t¡mes in a week do you serve intemet?
aaa .--- About once a week.
How about using multimedia here in school- You have 2 multimedia lab. OK, have you been

yes
how do you feel when using it?

^t.. "".-l 
think it is quite fuñ, the first time I use it I was quite scared because I didn't really know

about computer, so the help from my teacher, so I'm able to use it'
Are you confident to use ¡t noW'?
ya.
Do you like to use ¡t?
yes
whv?
beáuse it is very helpful but if you have anyth¡ng to search and it is easy .. I mean you don't
have to search ¡l in the book, you can just search it in lhe c¡mputer-
ls it fun?
ya
What aspect of the multimed¡a that makes it fun to leam?
aa.-aa..
Do you like the animation, do you like the exercise, do you like the feedback?
It's --aa.- the .... Aa.- arÍ.- I -..-the most I l¡ke about ¡t is because you can find anything ín it
That is using intemet, right, you can find anytl¡ing- Using the program you have in scÌ¡ool here,

well when you go to the muttimedia lab, and you use the software, ok, how would you say about
the program?
t¡e broõram.. I think it is very fun and interesting .. because w€ can aa.. \¡/e can do exercises ---

Do you-like the exercises? ls it difierent from what you have in the classroom?
Yes- And it is not very much different.
What do you mean by that? .. notvery much different?
Becauselt is aaa what the teacher teach in school is aa .. about the same thing
Do you lhink you leam a lotwhen using multimedia compared to the dassroom in the computer-
na.ãaa.-..whére teacher is teaching? Which one, do you think multimedia helps you a lot?
Yes-
ln wtutway?
aa---aa... in ,-. aaa -.- hhmm .-. aaa.---
Don't be afraid, iust answer the question---belajar apa?
Aaaa -..belaja¡'.-.- Aaa.. banyak.. macam -- aa.. macam untuk BM-.- cik gu suruh car¡ maklumat
--. ada top¡c lah cikgu suruh cari -.

Untuk subject English pula macam mana?
untuk Engl¡sh - English -. jarang perg¡ computer lab, so tidak guna banyak computer lah.
So, masa BM ajelah gunakan computer?
hmm.--
How about the computer in the classroom, is it useful?

Ok. computer dalam kelas ini,ya, adalah untuk apa?
Untuk.-. buat latihan -. dari .- ada dari website-
Well, I think thats all. Do you have anything else to say-
No
OK thank you.
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Student l0

H¡, can you tell me your name and your class please?
My name is Lauren Chong and I'm from 2 Berdikari-
Do you like English?
Very much.
Oo you like leaming the subject?
I dépends on how lhe teacher teaches lah ...if she teaches boring, then I'll be boring too.

bcring like tense or
ething like in away that
like those like public

speaking that lecih..
You don't like public sPeaking?
no
ls it because you don't like speaking in front or because of someth¡ng else?
I don't know..probably .. I mean like the topic she gave about pollution "
you don't like the toPic..
ya
What other ways that you like?
Probably we can have games or games whìle leaming or we go around the scf¡ool leam¡ng
differeni places, instead in the class every day facing the white board
You don't like i English?
How do I leam school, secondly would be from my parents and my
sisters. Or eith if I don't understand something I'll ask them or look
in the dic{ionary, if they do not know-
So.. your parents speak English all the time?
yap
Do you speak English all tñe time at school too?
Deiends'to wt¡om t am speaking to, ¡f let say the person speaks BM and she doesn't understand
English quite well so I speak to her BM.
Wliat do you understand of using multimedia in school? What is multimedia to you?
I think it ii a waste of time. Something like a waste of time, because when you want to open
someth¡ng, it takes time and I lhink wíthout leaming multimedia ¡t is much much faster because
you have-to on the computer and wait for them to reinstall fìrst. So I think I don't like leaming
using the crmputer.
Does it mean you don't leam much when using the computer?
We do. But thén it is like difficult so see, because when we leamíng on the computer' it is like
difficult because we .-when someone is reading out ..and normally if they read ¡t too fast and we
have to like read back. I mean if the teacher wt¡en she is reading it and if we don't understand
we ask her and she will be reading the whole thing back slowly. lnstead of the computer, press

agein it is very fast. So I don't like it-
So, have you been to the comPuter lab?
Yes
ln English dass?
Nevei, because we have computers in the class, so we don't do there unless we are doing
individual work.
wtrat kind of individual work?
Uke answering questions on the computer using SSMS. And raork given by teacher individually
l¡ke writing esJais- We have to wr¡te it and not in group, so we do it on the computer straight
forward.
What program do you use?
We ujuatty use power po¡nt, publ¡sher and SSMS or we go online to find pictures. We paste it
on our prqsentat¡on.
Do you have to do it here or at home?
aa .. at school-
\rûricfr computer do you use?
ln the lab.
Do you like that kind of acÜvities?
Ya. I like it. Because it is quite interesting in away, but it just takes Üme'
What about the SSMS? Can you tell me something about it?
Once SSMS is -.. aar.. the teacher has the program and she sends it to every of her students

and

toPics
lah-
How about English?
English, we never use SSMS so far-
So, all this wh¡le what do You use?
vrre never use computer for English before, so we just leam on the -.. point the p¡cture -.- po¡nt

the pícture lah
You never been to the lab for English?
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Never

no
OK, thank you.

Do you like to go there?
No- because we have to line up and it is even difficult to get the wtrole dass to line up properly' it
takes time, probably it takes 20 minutes to reach the lab and 10 minutes for start- Takes time like

one period gone already-
You have seen the Program like?
Oklah.- just OK.. lt is likL carîoon. very colorful-. they show funny stuff. lt ¡s alright lah -- it is our
level.
How about your level?
It should Ue t step higher. Because I think it is qu¡te easy and then for me it should put real
people instead of carloons. I don't like cartoons-
Do you serve intemet?
I useO to but now I never, because I don't have ¡ntemet at home. I serve it in school-
Do you think that you can leam better if you use ¡ntemet?
It is depend on wtlat we are doing anyway. Sometimes we go to this website, and something
d¡fferent comes out.
Beside that what do you use compuler for?
use computer if we want to do presentaüon, we use power point, aar or have entertainment you

know like games-

ly if aan-- I do using
nk smirch and massY,

Do you like to work in a grouP?
No, because it is difficulito give their po¡nt of view and somet¡mes you don't the poìnt of view

"ná 
th"n they like get hurt so I do not like- so I prefer to do it individually, so no one get hurts.

So, you don't like to use multimedia. Why?
I th¡Ák the computer slows every thing down. Uke our school computer, when we want to open

something and then sometimes we don't get it. Some computers are fast but then I don't have

else, or do some research.

at home sometimes onlY.
computer in the classroom or in the lab?
wants us to use lah.- ¡f she wants to use
e class. But this is not English. This is

Bahasa Malaysia.
Do you go there to search for information?
Sometimes we do project sometime we do some research on the intemet-
ls it useful?
Ya, I think is useful but not all the time-
Well I think that's all. Do you have anything else to say?
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Student 1l

Can you please tell me your name and dass?
My name is Nabilah Kamarudin from 2 Cemerlang-
I wifi asX the questions in English but you can answer in Malay if you feel it is more comfortable-

OK
Now, do you like English subject?
Boleh lah.-
What do you mean bY'boleh lah'?
aa.. ikut ðia prnya toþic nn- Macam literature tu kadang kadang tak suka sangatah
Do you like to ieam English language?
ya, tecause penting untuk masa depan..- macam harian ..- daily -- at least kita boleh
understand English lah. Macam itu lah--
Do you speak English with your family?
Kadang-kadang aje lah.
OK, nJw--.. rcataian kamu tidak faham semasa belajar Bahasa lnggeris, bagaimana Nabila buat
unh¡k mernahaminya?
Tanya guru ke, kawan, selalunya Tanya kawan sebab malaslah Tanya cikgu lah-Sebab duduk
ut úetãung tu, nak gi depan tu, jadi malas lah nak Tanya cikgu lah. Tapi kalau kawan pun tak
faham Tanya ckigulah.
Sekarang ni se*otan menggunakan multimedia, jadi Nabilah tahu tak apa itu multimedia?
Tahu.
Apa dia?
Menggunakan computer, intenret.- itu saja lah -- taktau sangat lah'
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Apa perasaan Nabilah bila menggunakan multimedia di kelas oleh guru dan kamu?
OK.- biasa je.
Biasa macam mana tu?
Macam ,-- nak suka sangat tu tak lah-. sebab saya tidak suka menggunakan computer- Sebab
tak expert.- kan-- so bila tak tau tu mesti Tanya kawan kan so macam saya rimas,
Nabilah tidak ada belajar menggunakan computer?
Tau gunakan, tapi macam entah .. suka lagi guna buku.- daripada computer-
Jadi Nabilah lebih suka menggunakan buku .--
Kecuali maklumat lâh .. macam yang tidak ada dalam buku jadi kena cari kat intemetlah-
Ada aciivity yang cik gu bagi..
Ya ada-
How often do you use computer in the class for yourself?
Nak kata everyday tu tak lah- Kalau dalam kelas tu macam tengok activity apa yang c¡k gu buãt
lah, kalau macam semalam tu cari dalam computerlah, dalam intemet lah-.. ha.. macam itulah-
Mana yang tak ada dalam buku, kita cari kat dalam intemet-
Kamu suka activity macam itu?
Suka ke t¡oak suka kena buat lah-
Jadi terpaksalah?
Bukan .. macam -.kta nak.. iadi kena lah buat --

Nabilah rasa, Nabilah belaiar tak daripada activity yang Nabilah buat tu?
aa.- belajar macam mana tu?
Ya lah.- ada tak Nabilah mendapat ilmu baru dengan belajar cara itu?
Ada kot.
Ada kol?
Ya lah.- sambil kita bela.iar English kita tahu juga pasal multimedia.
Selain daripada itu?
Selain daripada itu..?
Apa Nabilah rasa bila menggunakan computer di dalam kelas?
Kadang-kadang tu rasa macam buang masa juga lah ..- entah tak tau.-. sebab may be saya tak
suka computer kot
Jadi, kamu suka bagaimana?
Saya lebih suka ciligu mengajar di dalam kelas-. sebab dia dapat explain lagi terang lah--

m¿tc¿¡m computer entah .- saya rasa cikgu boleh terangkan lagi faham lah.. macam computer
--k¡ta.. sebab computer -. kita kena cari baru dapat kan --macam itu lah.
Nabilah pemah menggunakan SSMS tak?
Belum lagi lah- Masa form 1 tu ada lah.
Macam mana pendapat Nabilah mengenai penggunaan nya?
Quite OK lah sebab soalan nya tu-- OK lah.-
Kamu suka tak menggunakan nya dan ada kah kamu belajar melalui nya?
Tak banyak lah.- entah,-. macam .. saya rasa apa yâng saya belajar kat computer tu tak keluar
kat exam, so _ . Nabilah lebih suka apa yang nak keluar kat exam, ittr yang belajar.
Bahasa lnggeris setakat ini belum lagi masuk lab, bagaimana pula dengan subjek lain? BM?
Ada membantu tak pemelajaran Nabilah?
Tak , sebab Nabilah tak suka.
Kenapa?
Sebab tak suka computer, so macam apa'apa pasal computer pun -'-tak suka'
Kenapa Nabilah tiCak suka computer?
.ry U", macam leceh lah menggunakan computer ni. Tap¡ masa nak buat homework tu, kena
. ¡á le¡¡n cepat lah sikit nak buat. Tak payah tulis kan. Macam belajar ni, lebih suka kalau cikgu
yang mengalar-
in yóur opinion is there any benefit of using computer in leaming?
Kaiau nak cari maklumat tu ada, tapi kalau nak belaiar sendiri fu tak kot'
Selain dari guru yang mengajar, kamu suka câr¿¡ mana untuk belaial?
Study. baca-buXú, ¡eøjar iendirilah ...Group discussion tu, suka juga sebab dapat banyak
lagilah.. kalau kita tak tau jadi kawan tau lah..
Mãcam activity semalam tu, kumpulan Nabilah menggunakan computer ke üdak?
Tidak, sebab èatu kumpulan kami buat last minute, second sebab tak tau kumpulan, oh ya

sebab 3 dari computer kelas kita orang tidak boleh diguna-
Ada berapa computer?
Ada 6 kot Sebab 3 tak boleh guna, iadi kumpulan cepat yang dapat lah, jadi yang tiga kumpulan
ni je lah yang menggunakan computer-
D¡ rumah ada mempunyai intemet access?
Tidak ada-
ok, saya rasa setakat ni dulu. Terima kasih Nabilah-
Sama-sama

Student 12

Do you like English language?
Yes
How about leaming thc language? Co you like ¡t?
Yes
OK, Do you think it is imPortant?
Yes, because it is an intemational language-
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Now, why do you like leaming English subject?
gecause when I was a l¡ttle rio, tJach by my father and mother used to read English books and

easy for me.

and I got use to ¡t-

th the easy one to a higher level and I keep on
rds I check the dictionary-

I do talk English with my friends but at home '-
me to talk more of BM rather than Engl¡sh'

Because l'm use to it now in school-
ox ... *tt"n .- if you are doing some exercises in English and you don't understand, how do you

overcome the Problem?
Understand thä questions or understand the r¡'rcrd in the questions?

Justwhen you do your read¡ng, orwhen your teacher ask you to do the exercises and you don't

understand. What lræuld You do?
ipiooã¡ri ""t my friends io help me first, let say she doesn't know the answer or the questions I

of course go to the teacher-
Ok.. now ñe school is using multimedia in school-.- right? Well, cal y^ou tell me your

understa.nding of multimedia? What do you understand of multimedia?

aaa.. us¡ng computers and intemet to find information'
ls it
Ya, that is. - . are beneficial' Like yesterday' the presentation most

of it type and print is so important'

board and you don't have to use much ofyour
, because there's a lot of knowledge there, so when

Yes
ln what waY?
Because there are a lot of words and new r¡¡ords, so when I leam new words I find the mean¡ng

so lcan use it.
Do you atways use ¡ntemet to search for information?
Yes
How about lhe multimedia in the school, how often do you use it?

multimedia room?.. in English class?
Ya
Wetl,normattywedon,tgototheroom'westayintheclassandopenthecomputersto
presentation.
What kind of presentation?

m l¡terature by the book and normally we open the

Do you like to go there?
yes
Can you give Your reason?
Becarrse in the class there are only 7 computers but ¡n the multim.edía room there a lot and ¡t is

enough for us.
How about other subjects?
Other subjects Yes.
\tVhat subjects?
History, ómet¡mes BM, maths we don't normally use and science we also not normally use'

So wtrat do You always do there?
in other subjects?
Yes
ln science we use a textbook and do the experiments'
Using multimedia?
rrne oãry use the computer to do reports of the experiments' And the folio-

How about Your BM?
t ion,t rrinr we nomally use it_ But we use it to make presentations fcr BM-

bà-i." ut¡"r ¡tis usefuifor you if your teacher brinç you to the multimedia room?

Yes it is useful.
ln wtratway?
useful to do don't have to share the computers because it is uneasy actually, being two people

and use to play the computer at one it is not really .---. but I don't k-now- when you go there you

can use tne cornputer oy your own self and you can do what you wznt but not out of the subject

that the tcàcfrer wants You to do.
foiyout leaming--. do you think you benefit anything when using multimedia?

Yes, information nfe t táO you béfore... and it is more neater to use a computer lhen wriÜng your

hand writing.
How did you leam to use the computer?
From my parents, because tfrey täcn me how to use the computer- So' because last year I only
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transfened to this schoo!, so l'm sort of a new student last year but so that mean I leam to use

the computer by mYself-
ln lorm 1, did you go the MM room to use the computer?
No, stayed ¡n the class- Do you mean in English classes or olher classes?
ln Engl
lnEngl dass- Like"'becausenormallywedoit
in grou se the æmputer ac'tually, so there's one

stucen infon¡lation and the other doing the
writing-

self{epend¡n9.. so I don't reallY
I don't really think I like group wo
that I'll be able to do my way not with

knows mgre about the computer.
Besides the skills what else do you leam?
hmm._ I leam to do more program like publisher, like before this I didn't know how to use
publisher, so I leam that-
So, who taught you?
hmm-- my friends.
Not the teacher?
Because they are more to teaching us about the subjects that they are trained ín, so I normally
ask my ftiends-
so how often do you the computer for leaming?
Aaat ...1 try to uie it often lah--because the vvork is much neater lhan writing-
Well, beside typing what else do you use the computer for?

nllil;i n,"" you exercises--?
.. I don't normally go there but somet¡mes I do to search for information

and try the exercises.
Do you always do the exerc¡ses from the intemet?
no, not normãlly because I have only one telephone line at home, my father didn't install another

one for the intemet, so I can't really use ¡ntemet at home-
How do you feel of using computer in leaming?
Well, eaón tme we on the computer, to wait for the computer to start the program, it is time
wasting I guess-
So, is it useful?
yes
But it is a waste of time?
I'm not saying ¡t ¡s a waste of time using the computer but it is a waste of lime when we want to
open it- Because ¡t takes time.
well, I think thats all- Thank You-
Welcome.

Student 13

Can you please tell me your name and your class, please?
My name is Piriya Darshini and I'm from 2 Cernerlang.
Do you like English subject?
yes
Do you like leaming it?
Yes
Can you give me your reas)ns?
eecarse 

-you r"", it ¡s an ¡rrterestirq subject and more of us like ... ¡ts the world's language like
people iníeract mostly using English and it is easy to communicate us¡ng Engl¡sh- Ya that's
about ¡t.
How do you leam the language?
Well, sometimes we have group act¡vit¡es, we do have presental¡ons, multimedia activities ¡n the
sense lhat we find information from the internet on what we are suppose to present and we also

do you leam the language?
by communicating that the main thing that I do, and another thing
ing and I go for extra tuilion and group act¡v¡ties also help me in

th¡s, study¡ng English language.
Do you speak English with your parents?
Yes, I do, mosty in English-
lf you leam somethingãnO you don't understand it , how do you always overcome the problem?

I r,r¡ould confront to my teacher about the problems that I have, and ya .. if can I would like ask
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my friends, my parents and my hl¡tion teacters.
The school is now using multimedia, wtìat ¡s your understand¡ng of mulÙmedia?
hmm-. I think it is inforrnation technology and like a .,. basically multimedia ¡s th¡ngs that has

been done in graphic .. ya , we could get a lot of ¡nformation, not only trom one place, bec¿use

usually we atr,rãyi nnO O-imcutty of getting information from other places- As you can see. that we
have tír¡s prog¡¿r called ¡ntemet, right, so using the ¡ntemet we could get infos- Íiom outside-.

someth¡ng like that.
ln the dass, what are other teaching a¡ds that your teacher has used?
Computer, she just uses posters sometimes, and she checks thing a lot, ya she checks th¡ngs

and she ...
Do you like her aPProach?
It is depend on the situaüon if let say I don't understand something, I might need different source
of help.
How do you feel of using multimedia in your leaming?
It's easy to leam, and ifé very useful as in finding information, l¡ke I sa¡d before, and ya-.

-.fnunioting with people ising e.mail and chatting- Ya-- and you get to know more about the

outside world.
Do you get any benefit from there?
yes, I gãin more knowledge from the information that I get and I know more general knowledge
as welilike I know what other countries doing and you like nol out of time, you know what is
happening now through the intemet-
Have you use SSMS for English?
This yêar so far no. Last year also we didn't use- But for other subject ya'
Do you like it?
ya,-it ¡s quìte nice. The questions that they give like it is given in an interesting way like' you
know lhe person like tell you the quest¡ons like as teacher interacting to you.

OK- What is your opinion about the program?
I think they should lèt the students use more of SSMS program because it helps to build your
word powór and helps as ¡n to do like a normal textbook or wtrat, it is like very bored for the
students, so by using SSMS it makes... you get to leam the same time but --- even though you

are given the same information, it is more exciting-
OK. Tell me about your computer skills?
OK lah-, _ I'm not very good in ¡t or not so good i n it.. but I think I'm aver¿rge. I fìnd ¡t easy to use-

Do you think using multimedia helps you improve you English?
yes ¡t does, it helps improve my English and because like you are getting more information from

the outer world and we fnow.- imeãn you have to build your word power by using it and by

using different types of words and stuff you find there-
OK, now -- How do you usually use the computer in the classroom?
We usually use it to find information for our presentation, and we usually use it to do our school

work, as iÁ our homework- Like last week our teacher asked us to Torbes" on the literature and

she ask us to find the characteristics, the physical characteristic of lhe characters and the
pictures of the persons, so we --- it also helps us in our school t¡¡ork'

îh.r" a.e only 6 computers ¡n the classroom- ls it enough for the whole dass?
no, because líte somä of the computers are not working and then there will be a problem for the
students. 'Cos usually the 6 computers are divided ¡nto groups to use the computers .' so like let
say one or a few are not rrrorking, then it will be hard for the studenb to use. You have to win' lo
g"i tno" fìrst, so the group andlomeone would be able to see which computer is free and str.rff

like that.
Yesterday during your class, the teacher asked you to do a group work- Do you l¡ke it that way?

Doing it ¡n group ¡s also good- As in a sense like if I do not know anything I would conffont my

friend and so it will be eas¡er to vrork , and the work can be done faster'
So, do you like grouP lvork?
Ya

tYPing though especially ¡n
ke that. lt would be easY
uter labs where it is

enough for 35 students, each for one person, bt ave more computers in the
dassl And we should use more mult¡media in our study, as in use ít in our vr¡ork and activities

using multimedia- That will help broaden our knowledge'
Ok, that's all for ncw- Thank You'

Student l4

Can you please tell me your name and your class?
My name is Kimberly Lah and I'm from 2 Cernerlang.
Do you like English Subject?
Yes
Do you like leaming it?
Yes. tt is interestin!, and it is fun. Because English is an ¡ntemat¡onal language, so it easier if
you want to study overseas, to communicate with ohers'
How do you leam the language?
Uir"ffy í commun¡cate in-enltisn, and bqside that I can read, reading-..communicate English at
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if you find something that you don't understand, how r¡vould you overcome the problem?

Sámetimes if I'm toõ lazy to find a dict¡onary, I ask my parenls, my teachers and my friends'

Now that the school is using multimedia in teactring and leåming, wt|at do you undersland of

multimedia?
what I know is us¡ng computers in doing -vour assignments, presentaÙons and so on-

What are the benefüs thai you think that you can get from it?' lt is easy to find information -'- is faster-

Other then that?
ñòt -ucn. Because I enjoy typing. Because ¡n our dass we don't use computer much so we -"

do you think you leam something from it? Not the skills'
website that I don't reallY know-
n the lab?

No we never use it before for English-
Usually for History, only for History-
Do you l¡ke it?
tts ôr. usually the teachef asks us to find what she wants so we find la..-

Did she give you the title?
Ya, the tiüe that she wants us to find-
Do you like it?
y", ít i. interesting because I've never been to that site before so I leam lah- Easy or me to find

for other subjecls-
Do you l¡ke to go in for English?
Ya, sure-..because we never use it before, so I think it is interesting to leam-

Have you been there for Bahasa Melayu?
tto,.... Onty tor History-.. somehow evéry Thursday we 9o there and find out any information that

is related to what we leam-
How about last Yeâr? Did You go?
Last year..- we didn't go.
Theré are 4 skills that you can use when using mult¡media, for example reading, writing, listening

and speak¡ng, right? Have you trsed any of these skills before?
ya,.-.'but wãneúer used before. I saw 2A they use, so I was like how come our class never use'

and lwas surprisd.
Do you like to go there?
Yes
why?
Beåuse I saw them. 2A, it's very nice you know, I see them wear the speakers and they learn

using SSMS, I think so lah.. and I saw them doing some exercises'
How often do you use computer for your leaming?
For English, is depends on the assignments'

power point is usually for our science presentations,
at you have in the classroom? Do you use computer?

Ya, we use ¡t, but yesterday's work our friend do everything at home, so we use computer to

check it.
What do you like best when you use computer?
Fun lah, because I like tYPing-
Do you have computer at home?
Yes
\Mlth intemet access?
Yes
Do you atwaYs search intemet?
¿epenOs lah usually I check my efiails, usually during the weekends'
Ok I think thats all for today-- thank you.

Student l5

Hi, can you please tell me your name and y-our class?
My name is BeaÙice Chan and l'm from 2 Cemerlang'
Do you like English subiecl?
Yes, it ¡s my favorite subject.
Do you like leaming it?
well it is fun.
Beside fun, wtry do you like leam¡ng the language?
aarr because my paients are EngliJh teachers, io we grew up with English, and we use English

in everyday activities.
How do you leam the language?

^è ""O 
iry family talk in Éngisn often and we use English more than Chinese and that's all

wñen you'nna sómething ûrãt you don't undersland, how r,rould you overcome the problem?

Well, I m¡ght ask my parents oi the teacher or I go and find it in the library or ask friends-

Now the s-cfpol is using multimedia in teaching and leaming. Do you understand what is

multimedia?
ya, it ¡s computerize .-- it has to do with computer
Do you like leaming using it?
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why?
Búuse it is a new Ûring..- like last time my school didn't use computer' this time we use
computer, and it is quite fun lah...
Fun.,. wtrat do you mean bY fun?
.'"ã 

"rn 
explore'more .. ¡f we use the book, nght,-. the things inside the book are like we always

read it and iike inside the computer we can actually explore more'
Do you think it will improve you English?
weti I tninr English will be improve by talking. lt will ¡mprove my understand of new words lah'-

Do don't think that using multimedia will improve you English?
ya, ¡t can- lt makes us understand more new words and we cân ., l¡ke-.. ¡f the teacher give us a

project we can find some there. But for grammar I think the teacher teaches better-

Now.--- Have you tried the SSMS program?
Ya
How do you feel about it?
It's OK.
What do you mean bY its OK?
fne prog;am tlrere iilike a test in an exam, we have to answer every thing and at the end we

get our marks-
Do you like it?
lfs lust like an exam, only this time you get the marks faster-
What subiects have You used it fot?
Every sub¡ects are inside..- but I use for Maths' English and Sciences-
ls it useful to you?
It is useful?
Why is it in school or at home?
..i... ¡n school-.- if the teacher want us to study on ourselves we can on the computer and go

to SSMS-
ln the dassroom?
Ya in the computer lab and we can go to the library too'
Do you always go there?
I only do it in the computer lab and the classroom-
Do you like to go to the comPuter lab?
Yes, because the computer iab we can do our own stuff and we can on anything' When the

teacher is teaching and ask us to find ¡nformation, so our class has to sign for that-

What subject was that?
History ... and Malay in the class- And I enjoy doing it-
How much did you leam when using multimed¡a
quite a lot -.- it'i more like.-- l'm not sure, I think it's for every one. lt is usually when we use

multimedia, we do group work, right, group raærk lah '-- so we can "" Every body will find
something like ty and error, so, ife everyUoOy will put up all the informat¡on and then gathered

¡t together and everybody will run something.
woùld you like your teacher to take you to the multimedia lab for English?
I think ican use multimedia and really leam in the class, I think both offer the same'
So, which one do you prefer--- lo leam on your own using multimedia or having the teacher in

the class to teach You-
i prefer the teacnei to trelp me with the reference.-. so that we can gathered and finish it at the

end. Somet¡mes I don't understand wtrat we are suppose actually do ,-. so if the teacher is

there it is easier, she can like gu¡de us-
So all th's while you have to do the work on your own?
The teacher will walk around and when we don't understand we c¿n ask'
How do you feel of using multimedia in your leaming
I think I like ¡t-- and I ¡¡¡fü ¡1at I leam a lot from there--- experiencing stuff, like get new vriords,

and also if we use multimedia we will know the @nect arìswer-. like if we use the SSMS and

when we answer the quest¡on, if we wrong the conect answer will come up. Somefime the
teachers if they ask the questions even the teachers don't know the answers. They will give

more that one answer. But inside the computer they come up every one every answers "
well I think it is all for now- Thank you.
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Name: Geh U Shen (Student 6)
Form: 2 Berdikari
2"d interview

I you d¡d ment¡on about using power po¡nt during your first interview, right? How do you go about
indoingthepowerpoinPTellmetheprocessofyoudoingthepowerpoint.

56 The prõcess is get the notes, you try to find short notes, and then you make it a presentation in a
power point. Use slide.

I i-tow d¡'d you decide or your group decides wt¡at po¡nts to put ¡n?

56 Actually ¡s we ¿o it one by one because o!..:r group is reaily organ¡zed in such' one by one, one
person does the slide aná then pass the disk on and on, and at last the last person will acftJally

check all ¡f ¡t is OK or noL
I Did you d¡scuss wtrat to Put ¡n firsi?
56 Ya, discuss fist before we do our project.
I How do you choose wtricfr points to put in?
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56 When everybody agrees on that point-
I Now we Eoto lvlM- How much do you think you have leamt when using MM compared to the

teacher teach¡ng in the classroom?
56 Not much. Eecause I like studying ¡n the classroom better because I interact more with the

teacher- Communication skills.
I Do you think that using MM as a leaming tool can motivate you to leam?
Sô Uay Oe. . . Yes.. . because MM is very atbact¡ve, it has a lot of buttons and then it is very

attractíve and it make me want lo know more about it- Teacfrer is run, she tells grandma's story'
and not so serious. I rather have classwork. I like computer as a tool to study by mYself, but
then in school I rather have teacher teaching

I So, you also use c¡mputer at home to study?
56 Yes-
I OK, so what have you leamt from the MM courseware?
56 As for English-.- Giammar, and then ..-- l think only grammar.. But not really much. My teacher,

before we use the MM she actually expla¡n ¡t to us first. I get the information more from the
teacher than the computer.

I When you do the exercises do you th¡nk that the computer makes you th¡nk?
56 Someti-mes, when the questions are challenging, like the last time the automobile, it is kind of

ctrallenging, the questions- You have to take down short notes, it really makes you think.
I How do you know that You have leamt?
56 When I inow what it is actually about, and then I can answer the questions conecüy-
I What aspect of MM that you like most?
56 Listening, because I don't have to talk, I just have to listen and understand. I listen to the

sentences and I put ¡t ¡nto practice-
I How would you go about when you find something difficult wtren leaming using MM?
56 Using dictionary- Computer, the is a library web, so go there lah. lf grammar, I used to ask my

teacher.
I Do you think that you English level will improve when you use MM?
56 Not really- Becauée MM you have to leam yourself and ifyou don't understand you ask teacher,

you don'i ask the MM, I mean you don't ask the software, you ask the teacher. lt doesn't help me
a lot, but help also lah. My teacher helps me more-

I What is your best way to leam?
56 St Cying by myself- lstudy as my owrì, without anþody, no destrucl¡on nothing. ln school I like

the teacher but in my own study pace, I like to study on my own- Read and do exercises
I Do you have any leaming goal? Why do you study?
56 Because it is my job as a student and I want to achieve better level next Üme so sfudylah.
I How do you think that you can achieve it?
56 Study harder, ask when I don't understand-
I What do you think of a role of a teacher in language leaming?
56 To motivate you, to guide you, to help you if you don't understand-

Student 7

using MM compa in the classroom?
teac¡er teaching teach¡ng it ¡s a
eam something n interesting

because we don't know much about MM-
What do you mean when you say 'interesting' and'we don't know much about MM'?
I don't knõw, because there must be something that I don'l know about and I must 9o and fnd
out.
Do you think you leam anything from MM?
A lot- I don't remember but I think I leam a lot from there-
What have you leamt?
I don't know, I think about --..-er.--er.. I think if I open the computer I think I know lah.
So you are saying that you leam better using computer than the teacher?
Ya
How do you think that MM computer can encourage you to leam?
Because it is much more interesting. As I said before you don't know muctr about it and I still

better day by day if I know new t¡rords-
What have you leamt from there?
I have leami how to make notes. Acfually, I never use computer during English lesson, so only
once, So I never know. For BM maþe, we make our note, from sastera, from shOrt storieS,
poem and we make notes and translate what that means and all that.
What ¡s your best waY to leam?
My best way is using MM because it makes everything easier, we can save time and quick,

easy- That's all.
Do you have any leaming goal?
Leining goal, no. I just leam for the sake of leaming. I can't force my self, if I d¡d it \¡von't work- I
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just can't force myself, if I'm not into it. lf I force myself then the fesult will be worst-

What is the role of a teacher to You?
Role of a teacher-,- I don't know. To be more understanding, be patient, more into MM,

hopefully, and .., jusl teach.-
Wà go tá a group project- Can you tell me how your group did it?
Wheî we gãt tn. ti¡e, we divide the job, and then r¡r¡e find information for our parts and we

comUine it-together and make it short, write using Kertas Mahjung, or power Po¡nt and then you

present it-
i{ow cto you go about in selecling ideas?
We take the Éest one, I don't knõw,..--l think it depends on the tiUe, depend on the information
we got. I don't know.-.
Do lou think you leam anything from that kind of activity?
Not much- I think we leam about how we organize the information-
How about language, do you leam any language from there?
No

think that kind of words everyday, and it just we need
new reading materials, on intemet you can find many
to leam new words.

Name: Ong Sze Min (Student 8)
Form: 2 Berdikari
2nd interview

How much do you think you leam us¡ng MM compared to teacher teaching you in the
classroom?
MM we leam a lot because teacher sometimes u¡hen she explains sometimes the information
she explains is no use the MM the conect way so we leam more-

How do you know
Becausé when sh go home I referthe book you know and then some

of the information is not conect-
ln what way can MM encourage or motivate you to leam?
¡t is eas¡er,-l mean all the proiram inside is eas¡er to understand and lhen '-' I don't know what

Ðrect one. So I think it moÜvates me..
you th¡nk while doing it?
ave this Puzle tYPe, You know the
ill. So I think this way is good for th¡nk¡ng

skill, l¡ke this KBKK- Kriüs and kreatif- And I like it-
Do you think you leam more?
Ya, actually lleam more of a general knowledge because sometimes when the teacher teaches

shé only teãcn t¡te acrording Io the syllabus, so when using this MM we can learn general

knowledge also.
How do you know that You have leamt?

a Passage one right' a
about the Person. And rn

Person th¡ng and I can
more about that Person.
What aspect of MM do You like most?
I like the intemet, because the first thing is there are many search engine so you can search all

the information, the second thing is there are a lot of games there you can play, then it is easier
for the

it you will
e you knovl

when you get the feedback straight a way so so I know

my m¡stake there- lt improve my difficulty-
\Â/hat is your best way to leam?
I like to úse the computer to leam because I like computer and I feel computer ¡s easy to use

and the softi¡rare is usually based on the latest PMR format, so I lke to leam through the

computer.
Do you have any leaming goal?
to ¡ä ûre best among tnJ¡-esr Rn¿ to ach¡eve my ambition which is to be a software engineer or

may be a \r/eb base designer.
Oo you think that you can ach¡eve your goal and ¡t?

i',¡'nr. I can get my goal if I study hãrd fõr I and I at home so that I can

leam more about those computér thing and a lu pages already but then

lwanttotrymybes!lwanttoUsethe'flesh''lwanttoimprovethatpart.
How d¡d you set your goal? Did your parents or teachers or yourself help you to set your goal?

I set it myself.
Now, wnãt do you think is the role of a teacher in the dassroom?
I think a teachér is an important role in the cla ;sroom because if we don't know anything we can

ask her, and might explain to us and may be she will help us finding more information from the

outside and then tell us.
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oK, now we go to your presentation. can you tell me how you and your group complete the
teacher?
e wtrat the teacher wants, we have to go and divide it to every group
go home and find the information first and the next day we stay back
ômputer work in school- lf we don't have time, usually one of use

will bring it back and do ¡t at home-
How do you decide wh¡ch idea to put in?
It depenãs, we see which one is the most suitable. Because somet¡mes the idea they gave are
almost the same. So we choose which one ¡n the same and wtrich one ¡s better.

better?
like those like the history presentation, the information is based
llow t¡ke the text book. lf anything not from the text book, we'll ask

the teacher first to make sure ¡t is relevant to the tite or not'
Do hing new from this kind of activity?
ya, perate with people like team work and how to get along'
Be ot in the group because we cannot agree with each other ideas'
so I think lhis one is a good lesson on how to get along-
How about language?
Language, y" ãctuãly I think we leam a lot. You see l¡ke BM presentat¡on' my BM is aclually not
u"w-goãd, åo wfien I discr.¡ss with my group member I leam more new words and more things .--
I mean t¡ore grammar in BM language-
Good, well that's all. Thank You.

Name: Ros ZaYanah (Student 9)
Form:2 Berdikari
2nd interview

I How much do you think you leam when using MM ccmpared to the teacher teaching in the

classroom?
Sg I think I leam more when using MM because like other information that the teacher didn't give so

I can find ìtfiom the MM>
llnwhatwaydoyouthinkthatMMcanencoufageormotivateyoutoleam?
s9 Not really, because it is depend on your self, if you want to study, you will, if you want to do

something you will do it, and I don't think tha MM will encourage you-.- guide the person to learn

more.
I l¡/h¡ch part of MM that you like most?
59 it is fasi, and I like lhe an¡mat¡on and the information they give ¡t ¡s a lot.

I Do you leam anYthing from there?
S9 R lot l¡te something about hístory, if we want to find somebody's biography -...
i Oo you think your Énglish level will improve when you use MM as a learning tool?

Sg yes-, because wtren yõu use MM you can find new words, and if don't know the meaning you

can find ¡t from the dictionary or ask someone'
I What is Your best waY of leaming?
Sg I think through reading because it can improve your sentences and remember something and it

also can improve your vocabulary or something'
I Do you have anY leaming goal?
Sg my leaming goal ¡s I get all As for all my subjects'
I What r,ræuld you do to ach¡eve your goal?
59 By studying hard, PreY to god
t Wtrat ¿ò yõu think is the role of a teacher in the classroom?
59 A teachei is important becat¡se she explains to us about the topic if we don't understand she can

answer and elçlain, she explains it until you understand. So the role of a teacher ¡s very
important

I Now we go to a group discussion- ok how do you go about complering your project?

59 We matã O¡scussion first, give opinion, suggestions, and then we start doing the work- And then

I How do you choose wtrich idea to put in the power point?
Sg First we give opinion, then we choose the best point by discussíng-
I OK tha[s thank You-
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ln one part of your interview you said that you don't like cartoon, can you tell me why?

I prefei it to bé t¡ke real life, real people doing it, because we are quite grown up.
How did you go about preparing the power point?
I didn't piepaie it, the others in the group prepare ¡t' ljust presenting it'
So, you don't know, so how about during the discussion?
óuriág iile discussion, she didn't say anything, she just said that I'll do the poínts and you just
present.
No discussion on wf¡at poínts to put ¡n?
No.
How about the rest of them?
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The rest of them Present together-
Did they conùibute any idea for the presentation?
'cos aftär the presentation, the teacher will ask few quesÜons, and that is our job to answer'

Now we go to MM computer..- OK, how much do you think you leam when using MM computer

back using the computer.
ln wtrat wãy do you think that MM computer can encourage or motivate you to leam?
No, it does not motive me, but I don't know why-
wtren you use MM, do you think the software is challenging?
,or"ir", ¡t does. Sometimes the task that is given is difficult and then that is wtren we have to
think it on our own.
What have you leamt when you use MM soltware?
I've leamt a-bout the ùansportation. And that is the first time !\e use the computer for English?

How do you feel about ¡t?
Funny, because we couldn't hear it clearly, so we keep on playing the same thing and the
p"rson 

"rtro 
was speaking was qu¡te funny. Because he keeps on repeat¡ng and repeating and

so ¡t is a kind of funny.
How abdut the exercises?
The exercises it was alright, can answer-
Did you ñnd any dificulty when cloing it?
Yep, because we do noi know where to go after we have done the exercise, so that was the
problem-
Did the teacher helP You?
Yep, she tell us to go to another page.
What aspect, what part of MM do you like the best?
I don't know.

Because sometimes the computer slows everything down, so
ter and I can't it is very stressful.
M, like listening, reading and others- Which one do you like

most?
boring-
as Your leaming tool?
k like grammar, theY just
he', so I don't th¡nk we

so what do you like?

exciÜng and not just learning
t when we PlaY games we get

to rernember what we leam.

What do you think is a role of a teache{ in?
Just to show use how to use English properly, a person can not leam by itself- lt needs

somebody to teach it, that's wfry that is the use of the teacher for'
do you beli
No. so lthi e-
Whenyoutellmetheprocessofhowdoyougoaboutin
finishing it up?
tlow we deai our group propefly tc make sure that our work is good one, good material' we
rtould just ask all-the òóup memUers to give out their opinion on the subjec{s or topic that ¡s

given,'than we'll find the best one. We pick out the best one than we combine it together and we

have good material-
Where do you get the materials?
Us¡ng intemet, books, magalnes.-
Which is the best way for you to get materials?
Àt 

"t 
¡t, all of the above. Sbmetimes the parents also help- But I think the best way is books'

encyclopedia.
How do you decide which idea to take?
When wá are doing a project, we have to discuss, that is what group work has to do. lf we don't
discuss than it won't be a group work. We choose wtrat we th¡nk ¡s the best one we give upon

majority. lf the other peopie do not agree on what we are picking, so we will give to them'

etplu¡nto them why we pick this. We cân not just s¡mply pick and then ask them to agree on
,atrat we pick- So we have to tell lhe reasons wtry. And if the other person has a better re:¡son on
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theif side why they take the other one, and then if theirs ís good then the majority didn't come ¡n

here.
kind of activitY?
r gives- lf the teacher gives on pollution, then the
the cause of pollution and then we learn it from
to the books and intemet' So by that we can leam

about pollution at the same time-
How do ycu know that You have leamt?
Becausá each rime you on the rv, advertisement on,åi#:ijÏX"fii?Jfl:"å::îrr:äil:"

teaching and teaching
the SAL, library, others

doesn't matter.
OK, I think thats all- Thank You-
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Nabila Kamaruddin (Student 1l)
Form2 Cemerlang
Second interview

I

s1 1

Ada kah Nabila mendapat ilmu dç intemet?
Àã", Á"..r ada yang'kita iar taú tu kita dapat tau. Macam maklumat yang liada dalam buku tu

b¡la kita cari dalam intemet kita jumpa, ladi kita tau lah'

dang2 kita tak pemah gunakan ayat itu and
t tau lah. Sekaligus dapat tau macam mana
ik Azanim, dia pun faham kot dengan saya'
baca kat intemet tu lagi power, saya dapat

laysia, yang awam punya, lepas ihr dia bagi

satu website, lepas tu pergi ' then buat karangan' Apa kita dapat'
Apa yang Nabila belajar dari situ?
ra raÉ r¡tã baca kemu-dian kita dapat lah cara nva, macam cara nak *t[|äff:iF:""i:*rn

a TanYa cik gu, taPi mula-

Ada, tap¡ gunakannya kadangkadang ie-
How do think you leam using"MM coñpare to teacher teaching? How much do you think you

leam?
cik Gu kot, kalau macam MM ni kita kena cari baru kita dapat, tapi kalgu ci.kou ni kita Tanya dia

juga kan? Macam MM kita kena cari, kadang-
ielalu salah, kalau terlalu komen sangat kan
macam banYak kerja'

Tak sgt kot-
Do you know what is MM?
Computer, intemet..
That SSMS is one of the MM Program
Boleh kot-
OK w u leam more when using MM compared to the

i""",S jawapan yang straight' sama juga kot' kalau

¡ntemet tu Cikgu lah, kalau SSMS tu sama je lah'
Does MM ""ei"¡s"t 

make you think wtren you are do¡ng ¡t?

Buat, macam dia bagi pifit¡åniawapan. dia bagi fakir Þñ, Kita ingat balik apa yang cikgu ajar

semua,

tu ada buat exercises, tap¡ t¡dak ada presentaÜon atau

untuk English dgn menggunakan MM?

Tak pemah.
oi, i,vo, are using MM, how do you know that you are leaming and you have leamt by using

MM?
sebab kita dah buat exefcise lah then dia dah cakap betul ke salah ke, then baru kita tau bila dia

di tak payah membaca hanya mendengar nya' la

g Paling sesuai dgn Nabilah?
susah, dia ada yang kita dpt belajar' jadi macam

as, so kita boleh TanYa'
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How would you do if you find someth¡ng difficult when you are using MM? For example spelling,

vocabulary-., apa yang Nabilah buat?
Kaiau susãh 

"ây" 
Î"n-ya cikgu, cuba buat sendiri, Tanya kawan, cuba faham kan-

) when You use MM as a leaming Tool?
lish tak

kan

dia faham saya faham jadi lah-
õX øn ¡"Oi fn"*rn mana Nabilah boleh perbaiki tahap B inggeris Nabilah?

ùacam'cakap dgn kawan B. ingrgeris lah- Bila salah cakap, nanti dia betul kan, so oK. Dengan

kawan lah iya ãuUa cakap- Ogn family lah. Dalam writing, kita baca the real punya tu' k¡ta

tengok dia punya grammar dia dan isi dia.
vrfrãn using tUM yõu have to th¡nk right when choosing the answer, how do you decide lhe
answer?
iengox logic jawapan tu, lepas tu macam apa yang kita belajar kita rasa dah belajar, so kita

rasa yakin lah. Kita pilih lah jawapan tu-
Do you like leaming English using MM?
Utk B. lnggeris belum lagi menggunakan MM-
Ok tak pe. Do you have any leaming goal?
untuk untuk exam ni y"ng Lt"t", untut pengetahuan am' untuk guna daily, so macam visitors

tau lah.
your leaming goal?
éetakat ni tengah berusaha lah- Dalam kelas lu kalu boleh nak

bercakap dalam B inggeris tak nak gunakan BM lah-
How ctid you set Your leaming goal?

kena buat tu PUn, maybe it ¡s
May be juga and untuk future lah'
abilah ambil

Ambil untuk future lah, at least kalau kita tak bol
What do you think the role, the tunction of a te
dia sebagai sumberpengetahuan, saya dapat dia bagi

homewoã< utk buat latihan biar lagì power lah' ' 
jadi kita

lebih faham lah. Penceria suasanã, mâcåm cik best kan'

tapi macam rugi lah mac¿lm tu je hilang masa untuk belajar'
Nabilah boleh tak belajar tanpa guru?
Tak boleh, susah kita pun tak tau sgt, jadi kita perlukan orang terror unhrk ajar kita- So macam

itu lah-
Bagaimana dengan mencari dari bahan lain?
Maias, tapi mungkin lah kot kalau tak ada jalan lain'
Nabilah ada membuat group discussion kan? Boleh tak Nabilah ceritakan macammana Nabilah

dan kumpulan memOuat pe'rU¡ncangan untuk menghabiskan project atau presentaÜon?

serarang kita tengah buat carta. Kita orang buat pasal friendship' Kita orang cari buku

berkenaãn dgn friénds, kemudian kita org senaraikan lah, kalau macam ni' dia macam ni' so

nanti baru kita orang tampal under chart. So hantar lah-
Jadi,darimanaNabiladankumpulandapatmaklumatmengenaifriends?
Dari buku, intemet, dan k¡ta org sendiri, macam kalau kita kawan dgn dia ni, kita rasa apa' dgn

dianikirarasaapa.Jadidirikitaorgpunambiljuga,pengalamansendiri.
Siapa ketua dlm ini?
Kitá org ada satu ketua, tapl kita org menghidarkan di buat keria

lebih dãri dia, jadi kita org buat kerjã apa yang patula gas dan

semua ada keria tanganãia org-crrkuplah- tug rs ini di Amira'

Sebab tengoklah.. pandai-pandai lah--
Siapa yan! banyak memberi sumbangan (contribute) dlm project ini?
Kita tiga org, yg selalu buat havoc tu-
Macam mana decision di buat masa tu?
Kit" org choose the best lah. Macam k¡ta band¡ngkan mana lagi elok, mana lagi bagus untuk
project-ifu, kita ambil, so ia mesti ada persetujuan dari semua org' kalau tak ada' kita pujuk dia

ke,-cari yang lain atau Tanya apa yang dia hendak'
So, semua kena "comPromise"
Ya
Do you leam anything from that kind of activity?
X¡ta Au lagi banyak ãpa jenis friends, lagi tanggungjawaL buat benda tu,.kerjasama paling

penting, tãau tat< a¿j ui adalah. Selaiã dari itu saya belaiar grammar, language lagi kita dpat
mengg"únaran ayat ini ayat itu. Kan kawan ada- banyak jenis kan, jadi kita tau lah macam mana

nak ðõscriUe paðat Xawãn dalam one r,vord oohh macam ni. Jadi tak panyah lah panjang-
panjang- Saya tau dari membaca bahan yang di cari'
'Sonasã p"óin""ng"n kumpulan Nabilah menggunakan BM atau Bl?
Campur-camPur.
Dari situ boleh tak nabilah belajar?
Boleh, macam kalau ada ayat úaru yang tak penah dengar, jadi bila dlm dis.crrssion k¡ta dapat

tau, oofrnn rnâc€lrIr itu bunl nye- Kiia tak pemah dengar kita dengar' kemudian kita tanyalah
apa benda tu, then mereká bagi t3u- Jadi dapat tau lah dan saya suka macam itu.

Aþakah cara belajar Bl yang paling Nabilah suka dan kenapa?
yång paling suka ialah ô¡gïoengan kawan. Cik gu macam taCilah, dia adalah sumber ¡lmu' so

f¡ta óåten dì-apat kan dia, kiia dah biasa dEn dia. so dia pun Ok je, dia pun dapat macam contoh
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s1't2077 s11
perlu Cikgu. ltu saja.
OK Nabilah setakat ini dulu, terima kasih-
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Have you been to MM room?
Yes
Do you know what MM ¡s?
Yes MM is technology that you use to help you with your everyday life or something.
OK SSMS is one of the multimedia progrâms. Have you use that?
Yes
ln what lessons?

class?
I think MM not more. I think the teacher teaching is much betler because I get to ask questions'
you know when I use the MM, I don't get to ask questions, when using MM it doesn't help that
much compared to when teacher teaching in the dassroom-
What do you mean that MM doesn't help much?
Like I sa¡á before like asking questions, and when I don't understand something I can ask the
teacher, and the teacher can explain tt to you and the comptfter doesn't do that.

instructions it gives you another part of feelings that you don't understand whereas you really
understand- But I don't know, it is not that good compared to the teacher teaching skill for me.

is the answer.
Do you
Ya, the d earlier, the SSMS- lt ¡s eas¡er I think- Not in a sense
that it e just click a button, you don't have to write, you don't
have to like easier to control ¡t-- for me-

t something- For example wtìen you use intemet righl
remember the newwords and then I use it in my daily
e mY vocabulary or something-

by reading it can improve. And I am doing it-
Do yo
\Á/hat ish but -.. I really, really like English but the fact that both my
fathe¡' and dent¡st, may be I can make English as my what do you

to be a dodor but
don't think that I'm
mY mother and
mY second PrioritY.

M, maþe lcan take
A level in literature or something.
So your leaming goal is to get a better result in your English eram.
Ya
Do you think you will be able lo achieve your goal?
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ya,

tandard of vocabulary. lmprove my speak¡ng'
Harry Potter, Lord of the Ring- The 'Nianne/
modem English. so if I applied ¡t both together

¡l can make my Engl¡sh better, I think-

can ask her lah, she can explain- Beside that
eone that we want our English to be as
can be like her-

ubjects are low so
to take someth¡ng
nts decide mY goal

and pardy is my love for English.
Now we gr to gtoup discusðion, the class presentation. Can you tell me how you and your group

after the
to give a ---. Ok
.- maybe
the ideas ation

to do the
How do y ideas to take?
Let say ú s one important subject, I think what we did was that we chose one of
the most the most closest to the therne that the teacher wants us to discuss

about, so we c:tn.-. after cioosing
Who decide wfrat idea to choose a
Normally, the leader. By relating it xample
for cars, she wants us to find abou find the
most closest thing that the teacher wants us to look-

makes me think faster in making decisíon.

e your English?
n it does niot really help much, because in group work you only have
it doesn't really help you to improve your English' it just help to

think of the idea faster.
Do you think in English or BM?
English

How do you know that You have leamt?
Maybe aher the preseniation, I will remember bits and bits of it so that I can use it later- ln fact
that I remember what I did.
How do you
I like to see is I'm not saying that it is hard- lt just that
reading is..- e lessons on white piece of paper, rather
than seeing I understand more better to visualiz¡ng the
instructions.
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t will complicate things a bit because while talking
it to be at the end, right after my presentation-

ling You again-
oK.

Student 13

ln our last interview you did mention about needing different source of help, what do you mean

by that?
lát, *v I couldn't confront my teacher about the.problem I'm having' I will either ask my parents

õi.y túiton teacher. But for â more complicated matters I will search the intemet so I can know

in detail about it-
wn"nyousaythatweshouldusemoreMM¡nourstudy,whatdoyoumean-bythat?
That mean we should have more activ¡t¡es done using computeí- We should do more power

point presentation, more graphic designing-

ink in order to answer the questions. So. ¡t
sometimes it is a combination of maths

also, where we have to calculate few questions'

or

not, based on what You read.

explanation as well, we won't go
the fun of leam¡ng it, like when
plaY, based on the characters-
to find the characters, Pictures,

characteristics, so ¡t would be half*talf-

ich is to achieve
So, in order to
e comFuter,
which is through

tuition- Well, that's about it.
\Â/ho actually set Your goal?
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s132024 513: Usually I set it by my self. What I intend to do, and what I don't intend to do- But I would say the
dvices ¡1at my parents gave me are also important in order for me to achieve well, achieve
success in my goal that-l intend to achieve and teachers also help, they play a major part in
teaching us, how to 90 about the studies-
What dõ you think of the role of language teacher in language leaming?
we need a teacher to teach a language we are leaming because we need to know the
pronu
won't
when
teach
langu
about iL
Now, I've seen that you have done a lot of group discussion in the classroom, can you describe
how you and your gioup complete your work? The process of you completing your
presentaÙon..-
Firsdy, *tt"n it c¡mes to a task that is given to a group, we would divide lhe task, actually we
would discuss the main reason the task is given, and wtrat we have to do and thirdly lve will

divide the task into different people. For example if there were to be an assignment we will
divide it like ok, Kimberly will do the drawing, you find the info, and maybe Kristle you do the

writ¡ng, we divide it in ttre process of completing it. So when finally after finishing all then we
compile it and give ¡t to the teacher-

e
k

si
5f

project?
i¡Vhen comes to ideas we first present all the ideas. that is given by each members of the group'
then we r¡vould choose which is more appropriate to the condition of the assignment, and wttich
one stresses more on the assignment because somet¡mes you would get some not very
important ¡deas, but it is an idea but it doesn't play a major role to the ass¡gnment' so we pick

the more important one and stress on it , and maybe later we see if we got enough time to add in

the other ideas and we'll do that-

ere you can get a lot of information
like it you want to do History project,
we have a Museum in our school, so
we can take photographs and there we

can leam more about the old school-

How r¡rould you know that you have leamt it?
We have 

"rbth"t 
group diicussion, we would know how to cooperate with the other person and

we know how to understand what the ideas about and you will get more general ideas by

d

Student 14

From the last interview you said that you l¡ke to use MM because you are good in it?

Yes
What do you understand of MM?
It something about computer science and technology-

gives more information than papers.....-
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the same with what the teacher
re fun lah, You see-

want to find one subject and You

down. I can use it for mY essaY-
Do you have leaming goal?
No
OK, why do You leam English?
Weit, ¡t ís because a must-for Malaysians to leam English. So my goal is to speak proper

u grow the more you learn a lot of things, you leam
to use in commun¡cation. That's all'

English easier'
What k¡
I l¡ke to if you are independent and then you can't find the r¡rords

very ha oñ your friends at they help you to guide us. And we cân

leam more things from them-
Now let us look at you p.¡";t. can you please describe to me how you and your group work do

When you communicate, what language do you use?

language?
n, and then .
nO sne etPrains about it. And

I can leam from there.
OK, I think that's all for now-
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t:
more like colorñll and they got all those stuff-
How much do you think yôu team rvhen using MM compared to teacher teaching in the

classroom?
I think the teacher teaching is beüef but if you use MM you can l¡ke w¡ng, your typ¡ng can

i:"nprove and then the work we can if we don't want to do th¡s we cân to another' il is like

standard if you are weak, you do the vveak work. And when your level is high you do the high

level. The tóacher may teach all together so they don't know if you are weak, if you'- ' like you

won't ask the leacher whether she gives you more home\¡/ork or less homework' Or gives us

easier one because and when we use MM we can choose our owrì work according to ourown
câpableiity- And the teachers, some of us are too afraid to tell the teacher that you are nol too

cleaver, oi like asting the teacher to give us easier vrrork or teactìes more.
So you are saying thãt some of the students are afraid to tell the teacher that they don't
understand?
Ya, when you Use the cOmputer, we can choose our owlì lessOn and if the teachers we can't
choose because if ¡t ¡s hard lhe students just copy other students work.'because they don't want
the teacher to know that they are not capable- So if inside the computer lhey do more work and

they can choose the level. Let say you are weak, you can choose the weak one, after you do

more and you become like more better.
ln wñat way can MM motivate or encourage you to leam?
I think is thã animation because usually kiãs like the colorful things and all the movement and if
the teacher ¡t ¡s boring sometimes in the class. ln the computer you can do and move by
yourself and there is no one bossing you around'
Do the MM program make You think?
ya, because eierc¡ses u.uälly b"s" on some level, if that levet is tough it makes you think and if
the level ís easy, it's like you wanl to do it more- lt so easy, when you finish-it we feel cleaver
right. \¡y¡en *é do th" tough one, you staft thinkin_g urow-. it is so hard. So I will study more'
What trave you leamt when using MM courseware?
I leam like how to use the computer more often, and in term of English language I don't think so-

Because if we use the computer its on our own, I think the teacher in language because the

teacher explains more and the computer it just like il doesn't explain so much. They expla¡n only

about the main thing, but the teacier explains more then that so the students should
understand more- When the computer expla¡ns about something, it just explains on how you do

it, and wt¡en the teacher explains she will explains on how you do it and add in more information-

And the teacher can give more examples.
When you leam somèthing difficult form the computer, wtìat would you do?
lf there are no information in the computer than I go to the teacher and ask her how to do it- Or

ftnd in the library.
Do you think thát your English will improve if you use MM as a leaming tool?
yes, gives you more exerð¡ses but does not give you much information as the teacher. But at
teasiît gives us exercises to do so if the teacher explains and we do the exercises, then I gaín

more know,ledge.

if we talk more in
in English and they
tand the new word

immediately.
Do you have anY leaming goal?
No,
No, so wTry do you leam?
sometmó for me is fun, wetl my sister is quite dever so I want to beat her- And lhat motivate

me to leam. And I want to be a successful person.
Do you think you'll be able to achieve your goal?
ya, but I don't know how.
i¡vhat do you th¡nk ¡s the role of a teacher in language leaming?
To moüváte the students- Teach them and the leacher should like if the students is weak in

English, so the teacher should pay more attention to that stu ave to pay

attãntion to everybody right, bui more attention to that weak And then

teacher explainsmore to the students and don't¡ust give us t is boring

and she got to find ways to make leam¡ng fun.
Now let uis gro to the piesentation / project r,rcrk. Can you please describe how you and your
group complete the vrork?
fo"ff , *u ".* it together. Usually we go to one person who is good in English and she ís the one

wt¡o will banslate ãverything, because we got some weak ones but they have a lot of good

ideas, so we oome up in eM and that person will ùanslate everyth¡ng in English and write it oul
And all come up with creative ídeas. lt is not like homer¡¡ork, homework is very boring, so like
group rilork is something very fun and everybody wants to do it
How do you do the translation?
Sne sayé her ideas in BM, maybe her English is not grood, and maþe she doesn't know how to
translaie i! so every one will lóok in the dictionary, or this girl will if she understands she can

write ¡t down because we have to do it inside usually we have to do it on paper so she will write it
down and she is the one to do everything, the wr¡t¡ng. She actually doesn't g¡ve the idea other

is the one wtro down-
ything from this
i.¡ust-teacn anC students will go back like.-' or they

uron't do it and come to school and copy and a g.oup work they will u'ork together
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and because it'rs more fun, they will r¡¡ork together and they will leam something new- Like the

something.
When yori teacher gavé you the task, for example the one that is on public speaking, did she

OK think that's all for now- Thank you so much-s152043 l:
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